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In 1912 an idea took root, 








"A society grows great when old 
men plant trees whose shade they 
know they will never sit in." 

One hundred years ago William Marsh 

Rice wrote a charter for a new institution. 

One that a hundred years of eager 

students, exceptional faculty, a budding 

city, and a growing world would benefit 

004~ 


from. 

Since that charter in 1912, 50,000 

students have benefitted from the shade 

of 4,000 trees, whose roots spread 

throughout the 297 acres of Rice's 

campus. Students will continue to learn, 

live and grow, grounded by the roots of 

institution's past, and inspired by the 





WILLIAM M. RICE DEAD. 


Passed Away at His Home in New York 
Sunday Eveni~g. 
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beginning of an institution that grew over the course of 

100 years and counting. 
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A Millionaire, a Lawyer, and a Valet 
September 23, 1900 

William Marsh Rice was found dead in his New 

York City home. He was thought to have died simply 

from age, but as time would tell there was nothing 

simple about a man sitting on a $10 million fortune 

mysteriously passing away. 

As later trials would tell, Albert Patrick, Rice's 

lawyer, would be found guilty on murder charges, 

as he hired Charles Jones, Rice's valet, to hold 

chloroform over Rice's mouth until he passed. Out of 

greed, Patrick rewrote Rice's will to redirect the money 

earmarked for beginning the institute to himself. 

Jones and Patrick were soon jailed, and Jones 

confessed to everything. Jones was pardoned for 

his confession, and Patrick was later pardoned by 

the Governor of New York in 1912, just as the first 

students were starting class at the Rice Institute on 

September 23. 

The murder was the end of Rice's life, but the 
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The Identity Project 

Guatemala. Southeast Asia. The Philippines. Malaysia. Whale 

sharks. Ziplining. Hong Kong. A typhoon. Kay Rodriguez '15 barely 
had a chance to rest this summer, but it did help her start her blog 
The Rodriguez Days. Rodriguez's summer started in Guatemala with 
the Community Involvement Center's International Service Project. 

After over four months of fund raising and learning about 
Guatemala, Kay and a group of fifteen volunteers embarked on a 
two-week service trip to San Lucas Toliman. 

Rodriguez and the rest of her service group did various 
sustainable service projects in rural Guatemala, such as relocation 
from natural disasters or planting trees in the reforestation center. 

Rodriguez then returned home, only to a week later leave for 
Southeast Asia. There she went on a press trip for travel writing in 
Malaysia. 

"Their main newspaper, kind oflike the New York Times of the 
Philippines, actually published some of my photos I took while 
swimming with the whale sharks:' 

"The opportunity to swim beside these mysterious creatures was 
really awe-inspiring and one-of-a-kind;' Rodriguez said. "They're 
just swimming around, and we got to snorkel. They're humungous:· 

Rodriguez also got to visit her haunted ancestral home. 
Rodriguez is a descendant of the Atega family. 

"Around the house, old photos dating back to the early 1900s can 
be spotted, as well as paintings of the original owners. The legend 
about this wall is that 'if you're not dead, you're not on here.' These 
photos reflect many of my family members who passed away long 
before I was born. There are also rumors that a woman in white is 
seen often around the house and the surrounding town - her name 
is Roberta and she is one of my grandfather's many wives." 

Afterwards Rodriguez traveled to Hong Kong, where she was 
trapped in a typhoon. 

"We were outside when the typhoon started. By the time we 
decided it was time to go back to the hotel it had hit maybe a type 8 
out of ten. When we were walking back to the hotel there were winds 
so strong that we had to hide in these little alleys. When the wind 
subsided, we'd run to the next one. Then once we got back to the 
hotel, we found out that it hit type 10, which is the worst; the only 
type 10 they've had since 1999:• 

But it was all an adventure, an adventure that started The 
Rodriguez Days. 

"My favorite thing that happened over the summer was getting 
the idea to start writing about traveling;' Rodriguez said. "To start 
writing about my experiences abroad and sharing them with people 
that was the birth moment of the blog I currently have." 

Rodriguez hopes this to make a career out of traveling. 
"There's a lot to be learned outside of Rice, [and] summer is the 

best time to do that. Learning is, in fact, the greatest souvenir:' 
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Three students describe the amazing 
projects they have conquered during 
the summer. Rodriguez, Kumar, and 
Kopplin share how they realized 
learning at Rice often happens 
outside of a classroom setting. 
Photos by Kay Rodriguez. Vivo, Kumor. and Zocl< Kopplm: Stori,s 

by Anastasi• Bolshako 

Learning Outside 

the Classroom 


"I didn't come to Rice to go to classes;' 
Vivas Kumar '14 said. "I came to Rice to get an 
education:' 

For the past two summers Kumar has traveled -
to Nicaragua with Engineers without Borders. 
The first time, Kumar, his co-project leader, the 
rest of the students, and a professional mentor 
oversaw the construction of a health clinic. 

"We got the community living around the 
area to come with us to build this health clinic;' 
he said. "We already designed the clinic here in 
the United States and we took the design there. 
!We] just had to crank out the manual labor to 
get it built:' 

Kumar and the team went back this summer, 

one year after the clinic was completed, to see 

how it was doing, and make sure it was still 

operational and functional. 


"We were pleasantly surprised to see that 

doctors were still, visiting nurses were still 

Visiting, people were still being treated in the 

clinic:' 


During his trip, Kumar learned things he 

Would never have in a classroom. 


"It is one thing to learn about these things in 

the classroom. It's a completely different thing to 

be thrown head first into a country where you've 

never been before." 


But the experience also came with some Trouble Makerchallenges rarely met in a classroom. 

"Where we were staying there was no 


running water. There were no bathrooms. There Zack Kopplin '15 may seem like an average 

Was no AC. We slept out in the wide open. It 19-year-old. He is majoring in history. He is 

Would rain every single night. Just giving up from Baton Rouge, La. He's also Troublemaker 

the household comforts of the developed world of the Year. 

to be Working in those conditions, was first "I never thought of it in the context of 

very detrimental to my health and gave me an trouble making:' Kopplin said. 

appreciation for all the things we have in the us:· Kopplin won Bill Moyer's Trouble Maker of 
the Year Award, the first ever of its kind. TheBut friends made the experience an exciting 

adventure. award was created to celebrate teenagers whose 

"There were so many of my friends there, advocacy, "delivers tangible positive impact on 

We all made light of the situation. Everyone over their local community, home town, country, or 
there knows it sucks, they know it's hard." perhaps the entire planet:' 

The last part of the trip, the team met with Kopplin started his "crusade against 

various non-governmental organizations to creationism" during his senior year of high 

~~oo_se next year's project, which will be a water school. 
1stnbution system. "lt was the perfect storm of events:' he said. 

Back in 2008, when the law passed, 
Kopplin was about to be a sophomore in high 
school. 

"No one expected it to pass. Like this is 
2008, we don't need a creation law. This is a 
fight we settled a hundred years ago:' Kopplin 
said. "And then suddenly it passed:' 

At first Kopplin assumed that someone 
else would put about a fight, because it seemed 
like "a simple matter of right and wrong:' Two 
years passed and there was no movement at 
all. 

"There was no movement at all, except 
on the other side where people were actually 
using this law to teach creationism;' he said. 
"I realized this law [ was J actually being used 
and this [wasn't] just this isn't something 
silly that [could] be ignored. [It was] really 
embarrassing to our state." 

Kopplin was coming up on his senior year, 
and he needed to complete a senior project to 
graduate. He did not want to learn to play the 
trombone or speak Spanish. He was going to 
take on this law. Since then, Kopplin has been 
fighting the law and others that hold back 
science in America. 

During the summer, Kopplin won the 
Hugh M. Hefner First Amendment Award in 
Education, and visited the Playboy mansion. 

"When you think freedom ofspeech your 
first thought is not Hugh Hefner:' he said. 
"But then when you think about it a little 
more it makes a lot of sense:' 

Kopplin has had to make sacrifices to fight 
this battle. Sometimes, you need to be in class; 
others days there are more important matters. 

"You make sacrifices:' Kopplin said. "[For 
example,] it's going to take me four hours to 
make a B essay and 10 hours to make an A 
essay. Do I care about the A essay or writing 
an editorial?" 

Kopplin may take a year off next year to 
work more on his work, he may set up a non
profit or a PAC. And his work will continue to 
turn heads. 

"The head of the creation museum 
actually wrote a nice 2,000 words about how 
I was brainwashed;' he said. "I think that is 
sort of an honor. If I am upsetting the creation 
museum then I think I've been doing the right 
thing:' 
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Daniel Burns '14 

welcomes new McMurtry 
students, or "Murts:' 
Advisors dressed up and 
created signs to welcome 
the new students. 
Photo by Enrique Vazque-z 

Asad Haider, 
Whitney Orji 'I 3, Cora 
McKenzie '16, Stella Keck 
' 16, Oscar Turner ' J 5, and 
Katherine McElroy ' I 6 pile 
into a a car during Sid's 
Scavenger Hunt. Photo by 
Pablo Henning 

Zoe 
Kohl '14 and David Morilla 
'13 hug a new student. 
Many students were greeted 
with hugs from their 
advisors when they first 
arrived. Photo by Chlo,: Ngyuen 

"I was 
overwhelmed;' 

Katherine Gaffney 
'16 said. "But in the 
best possible waY:' 

Students all 
around campus were 

I greeted by screaming 
advisors, jumping 
co-advisors and 
blasting music. 

"I found 
myself thinking 

there was no way 
they could remember everyone's 

names;' Alex Mardock '16 
said. "But sure enough, within 
seconds of pulling up, I could 
hear my name being screamed 

and cheered all around me:' 
New students were 

whisked away into their 

Michael Savory '15 sits on Ray 
Moya '16 who sits on Hope Alina who sits on and Andrew 
Stout, both ' J 5. This was one of Baker's ice breakers used 
to introduce new students to one other and to the advisors. 
" [ would say that putting people into an awkward situation 
together like that [makes] it easier [for them] to bond;' 
Savory said. "I definitely feel closer to the people whose laps 
I sat on:· Photo by tkna Lacey 

0-Week group as their belongings 
were moved in for them. 

"It was perfect because they were 
immediately given a group to become 
friends [with];' Tova Weiss '15 said. 
"They don't have time to freak out 
about having to say goodbye to their 
familY:' 

However, the excitement did 
not end with the new students. The 
advising teams worked hard during 
the summer to welcome their new 
students. Advisors made door signs, 
buttons and little gifts, while trying to 
learn every new student's name. 

"Move-in day was a rush of 
excitement because everything about 
0-Week becomes real all of the 
sudden;' Julia Bleck '13 said. "New 
students change from 2D paper 
versions of themselves to real 3D 
people:' 

However, sometimes the 2D 
versions were extremely different 
from the real 3D student. 

"The new students were all so 
different from what we expected on 
their forms;' Joey Capparella '13 said. 
"Some of the were very outgoing from 
the first day but some hardly spoke:' 

At times, this difference led to 
awkward situations. 

"My advising team and I didn't 
recognize one of our new students 
for more than 30 minutes during 
move-in day because she looked so 
different from her picture on her 
form;' Capparella said. "When we 
finally realized it was her, we tried to 
overcompensate with excitement:' 

Overall, the day was a success. 
"Before the week was over, I fe lt 

totally at home;' Nigel Deane '16 said. 
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O-Week is known for making more traditional, like two truths and a lie. 

students feel comfortable with "I got a little too excited playing 
one another by making them two truths and a lie and accidental1y said 
feel uncomfortable. Students three truths;' Veronica Riggs '16 said. 
participated in multiple ice breakers "Then had to pretend that I don't actually 
to get them out of their comfort like indie music. And I'm pretty sure my 

zones and make new friends. One advisors knew I slipped up because of 
game required students to hold an their freakish knowledge of my surveys:' 
orange under their chin and pass But even in all the awkwardness, the 
it to another student without ice breakers helped students connect. 

using their hands. "It's a little awJ...-ward, but that's part 

"It was defini tely pretty of the process:' Lee said. "It's the first step 
difficult;' Won He Lee' 14 said. to forming an awesome O-Week group:' 
"Since my chin isn't very long 

and il was sweaty from being Berk Norman and Kiara Sanchez and Won 
outside, the orange kept on slipping off He Lee and Christina Katsampes participate in 
as I was trying to get it:' some ice breakers. Photo, b, Ka, Shong 

Other games included were 
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advisor Mike Schubert '14 
dance to "Jump on It" during 
the President's BBQ. The 
President's BBQ is a staple 
event famous for its ensuing 
dance party. "It's a great way 
for upperclassmen to set the 
standard that students can let 
loose and be themselves at 
Rice; Guitierrez said. "And 
that's exactly what I was 
doing! This type ofaccepting 
and fun-loving environment 
is exactly what Rice is all 
about." Photo by Both Herlin 

WORK IT. Michael 
Petrus '14 leads a group of 
Wiessmen as they back it up 
during the President's BBQ. 
Photo by Nora HennesS<ey 
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DO YOU THINK I'M SEXY? 
Andrew Stout '15, Dana Glicksberg 
'IS, Alec Wiess 'IS, Megan 
Aultman '13, and Sachin Gupta 
'15 perform a sexual interpretative 
dance of"Total Eclipse of the 
Heart" during the Baker Talent 
Show. Photo by Elena Lacey 

EVERYTHING BUT KILTS. 
A representative from the Houston 
Scottish Dance Society teaches 
Ian Campbell '14 and the rest of 
McMurtry Q.Week Scottish dances 
for both partners and groups. Photo 
by Melissa Verne 

SUN DECK, FUN DECK. 
D'Anna Young '16 and Ryan Kim 
'15 dance on Duncan's sun deck. 
During 0-Week, students were 
invited to dance and mingle on the 
sun deck. There was even a game of 
Dance Dance Revolution to add a 
spirit ofcompetition. Photo by Caruso 
Livingston 

BACK IT UP! Lexi Eisenberg '1s, 
Lynn Moon '16, Michael Loconte 
'16, Mini Bhattacharya '16, and 
Dana Glicksberg ' IS wobble on 
the Baker Commons Tables. The 
Wobble was the summer's hit 

Outside of constant dancing, students 
also received academic guidance from various 
sources. Faculty advisors and Peer Academic 
Advisors helped students plan preliminary 
schedules for registration. New students also 
had the opportunity to use the new "shopping 
cart" registration system. 

' .. -,. 

Wiess Fellow Bahrom Firozgary 
helps students Holly Hargreaves '16 and 
Daniel Lin '16 with registration. Photo by Ennqu, 

Vazquez 

New students 
Demitri Anastasiadis '16 and Abigail Rogers 
'16 listen as Dr. Cox leads the academic 
advising for humanities at Mane!. Pho10 by 
Enrique Vazquez 



PRETTY MESSY Neel Ahuja '16 tries to 
shield himself from shaving cream during 
Lovell's shaving cream fight, as Michael 
Armstrong '16 looks on. New students at 
Lovett are lined up for a group picture, 
only to be surprised with a shaving cream 
attack from above. Photo by Landon Blair 

A TREE MADE OF DUNCAN New 
students at Duncan decorate a painting 
for the Head Resident Fellows with their 
fingerprints. Every year after matriculation, 
new Duncaroos decorate a painting of 
fingerprints or hand prints, which is later 
hung in Duncan. Photo by Carissa Livingston 
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Can you call something a brand new a 
tradition? This year, Duncan started a new 
tradition that will hopefully continue on 
in years to come: Sundeck Suntime, 
also known as Fundeck Funtime. 
With the elimination of messy events, 
Duncan coordinators had more time 
to fill with fun. 

"One goal we had with O-Week is that 
we wanted new students to feel comfortable 
going up on the sun deck;' Jeremy Scher '14 
said. "We didn't want them to think it was an 
upperclassmen-only space:' 

There was a range of activities available 
for students, from spray painting T-shirts, 
to two-stepping and line-dancing to the 
Unwellness Center, a spot for indulging in Blue 
Bell ice cream and deep fried twinkies. Photo by 
Cari~sa Living!itOn 

BROWN SKATE Jose Malave 
•13 rolls around during Brown 
Skate. During the event, all of the 
students go to a roller rink late 
Monday night to mix and hang 
out. Photo by Soorya Avali 

UBANGEE Ariel Guerrero
Stewart • 15 is surrounded by 
her friends from Wiess as 
they Ubangee her. "Ubangee 
is probably the most unique 
Wiess tradition;• Jennifer Shafer 
•13 said. "It is an expression of 
love bestowed upon Wiessmen 
on their birthdays as a sign of 
gratitude to recognize a person 
who has done a service to the 
college:· Pho10 by Chloe Ngyucn. 

PASSING THE 
TORCH Charlene 

Thomas '16 accepts the 
Martel torch from Cathy 

Hu '16. As students walked 
down the path to Martel, they 
were surrounded by lanterns 
and upperclassmen. "It felt like 
joining a family. We were all 

joined together by the passing 
of the torch, a tradition 
linking us to not only 
one other, but to all the 

Martelians before us;' Hu 

O-WeekC15 
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1980 

Some time during the 
1980s the term "0-Week" 
replaced Orientation 
Week. 



Ed Caplan and Maria Tsakalis Caplan 
are no longer Resident Associates at 
Martel College and moved out of Martel 
on Friday, Aug. 17, according to Dean of 
Undergraduates John Hutchinson. According 
to Maria Caplan, she has also been terminated 
from her full -time position at the Barbara and 
David Gibbs Recreation and Wellness Center. 

Martel RAs Jeff and Stephanie Frey have 
extended their stay at Martel as the college 
begins recruitment to have new RAs in place 
by January, Hutchinson said. 

According to Maria Caplan, she and 
her husband were accused of the following 
offenses regarding their positions as RAs: 
drinking in inappropriate settings, providing 
alcohol to minors, poor leadership regarding 
alcohol education and policy, interference of 
alcohol and intoxication with performance of 
job duties and inappropriate physical contact. 

The same allegations were brought 
against Maria Caplan regarding her position 
as Nutrition and Body Image Specialist at the 
Rice Wellness Center, excluding inappropriate 
physicaJ contact, Maria Caplan said. 

Hutchinson said that he could not 
comment on the specifics of the case because 
it involved personnel issues. According to 
Hutchinson, the changes regarding the RA 
positions occurred as a result ofinvestigations 
prompted by concerns initially brought to the 
administration by students. Hutchinson could 
not say specifically what those concerns were. 

"Upon hearing the concerns, we felt that 
they deserved an investigation;' Hutchinson 
said. "We have processes for following up 
on those investigations and processes for 
determining how to respond to what we learn 
from those investigations:' 

Maria Caplan said she and her husband 
were shocked upon learning that they had to 
leave Martel immediately. 

"This came out of completely nowhere;' 
Maria Caplan said. "We always looked at 
Martel as our family, as our home ... Imagine 
being thrown out of your home:· 

Hutchinson said personnel decisions 
regarding RA appointments and other 
university staff positions are made 
independently of one another. 

"The position of Resident Associate and 
any other staff position in the university are 
both employment positions and are separate 
appointments;· Hutchinson said. 

Rice University Human Resources Policy 
No. 411-93 on Discipline states that when 
administering all disciplinary action, the 
seriousness and frequency of the offense, past 
records and circumstances are taken into 
consideration. 

"Rice University expects that following 
basic standards ofconduct will promote a 
high quality work environment and ensure 
responsible behavior;' the Rice website 
states. "The supervisor should notify 
an employee whose job performance is 
inadequate, explaining ... the expectations 
for improvement. Because of the individual 
nature of each situation, Rice University 
reserves the right to impose discipline 
appropriate to the circumstances." 

Hutchinson said that though personnel 
decisions ultimately rest with him, the 
administration engaged in a careful and 
deliberative process in investigating the 
alJegations against the Caplans. 

"A lot of people weigh in on this. As a 
consequence, there are lots of checks and 
balances in the university to make sure 
everyone is treated fairly;' Hutchinson said. 
"The university places a high priority on 
ensuring that we are fair, deliberative and 
consultative. We are confident when the time 
comes to make the decision that we have 

made a decision in the best interest of the 
students:' 

Maria Caplan said she felt that she and 
her husband had been treated unfairly. 

"We were guilty until proven innocent 
while they did their investigation;' Maria 
Caplan said. 

According to Maria Caplan, neither she 
nor her husband were given the opportunity 
to discuss the allegations made against them 
with Hutchinson. 

Hutchinson confirmed that he did not 
meet personally with the Caplans to discuss 
the allegations made against them with them. 

"There were multiple conversations with 
the Ca plans by more than one member of the 
administration;' Hutchinson said. "I was not 
[one of those members)." 

Maria Caplan said she had met with 
Associate Dean of Undergraduates Donald 
Ostdiek once, when she was in his offce on 
Aug. 17 and first received the orders to leave 
Martel. 

"We never had a chance to defend 
ourselves against accusations which led to our 
forced resignation from the RA position and 
termination from my full time position at the 
WelJness Center:' Maria Caplan said. 

Maria Caplan said she felt that the 
allegations made regarding her RA position 
may have influenced the status of her job at 
the Wellness Center. 

"I was not rightfully terminated;' Maria 
Caplan said. "I only received stellar reviews 
during my time at the Wellness Center. I'd 
just received a rave [review] from Dean 
Hutchinson stating what a wonderful job 
I had been doing at the Wellness Center, 
so I was really confused as to why a few 
allegations brought against me in the RA 
position would ever affect my Wellness 
Center position:' 

Publ><h<d Aug JI, 2012 in lht RI« Thresher 
\Vriuen by ~icolt Zhou 

Photo submmed by Mariel Colleg< of 
former Martel RAs, Mario Tsakali, 

,nd Ed Coplon 
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Martel College 
Maria Tsakalis and Ed Caplan - ...:,..- Adrienne and Thiago Correa 

Jeff and Stephanie Frey _ ....._ Grant Alford and Lauren Neatherland 

McMurtry College 
Cory and Kyle Owens ---•~ Bradley Blunt 

Wiess College 
Brent and Lindsay Carr ---•~ Nicoletta Orlandi 

Hanszen College 
Henny Halliburton ---•~ Alan & Rebecca Russell 

John & Isabel Adams ---•~ Diana & Danny Garcia 

Jones College 
Marissa Howart ---•~ Ian Schimmel & Allison Leedie 

Responsibilities of the RA 
0 Serve as one of the first points of contact for students 
0 Develop and support programming for students 

Serve as an agent of the university 

r 



Pictured above: 
Matthew Mosley' l6, 

Rachel Turkington '15, 
and Shireen Usman 
'15, Maggie Sulc '13 

Photos by Sahar Sawani 

7:50 AM: 

Countdown to 

Liftoff: Power 


Hour 


9:00 AM: 1:00 PM 2:00 PM: 4:00 PM: 5:30 PM: 7:30 PM: 
Space Feast Return Home 

Academy 

Space JamAeronautical Fun Space Space Flight Grilling 
Celebration: 

hot dogs 
ViewingExploration Engineeringburgers and 

S'mores and a 
Egg Drop 

Activities Challenge: 
bonfire on the 

Competition Sun deck 
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l Kelvin Arala ' 13 and 
Kaio Ferreira ' I 3 participate in an intense 
mud wrestling match. The highlight of 
College Night for many was mud wrestling, 
although it took its toll on Martel's quad. 
Photo b)• s.har S.,-ani 

Chris Johnson ' 16 extends 
a hug to Ahmad El-Gama!' 16 after a tough 
head-to-head. "The highlight ofcollege 
night was definitely the mud wrestling!" 
El-Gamal said. "Everyone had a good time 
and we got to fight it out to see who was 
the strongest. Unfortunately, I lost to Chris, 
although I did toss him around for a bit. 
But even though I lost, I still had a fantastic 
time. I was definitely still sore the next 
day!" Pho1o by SaharSawanl 

Jeremy Diaz '16 and David 
Lam ' I 6 take advantage of the water slide brought 10 

for College Night. Pho10 by S.harSawanl 

Frankie Leung ' 14 flips some 
burgers for the College Night picnic. The servery 
was closed at lunch to encourage Martelians to 
enjoy burgers and hotdogs on the sun deck. Pho10 b) 
SaharSawani 

l'S 

talent 
lht ~lane r1lent Show 
"as an opportunity for 
,tudents to showcase thei r 
~k1lh. which ranged from 
opera singing to piano beat

bration: boxing to playing traditional 
:es and a Chinese instruments. l'hotos 

hy \.1ha.r S.i..,.;Jnlre on the 
deck 

Odette Du ' 14 Anna Cavaliero 
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CHASING IT DOWN 
Forward Lauren Hughes '16 
chases down a ball during the 
game against East Carolina. 
Hughes was on the field 
for only 64 minutes of 
the ninety-minute 
game, but took an 
impressive seven 
shots during that 
time. Pho10 by 
Zoe Wu 

CCWe aren't like 
other teams who 
just play together. 
We really, really: 
love each other.)) 
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EYES ON THE BALL Forward Alex Burton' 13 dribbles a ball during the game against East 

Carolina. The Owls had possession of the ball during the majority of the game. Photo by Zo< Wu 


GET PUMPED Forward Holly Hargreaves ' 16 and goalkeeper Andie Obermeyer ' 13 share a 
special handshake before the Owls' season-opener against Tulsa. Hargreaves scored the Owls' 
first goal in Conference- USA play just six minutes into the game. The goal was the sole score of 
the game, as the Owls defeated Tulsa 1-0. Photob) /.oe Wu 

HEARTWARMING SUPPORT The Owls received support from some of their younger 
fans in the form ofcolorful, hand drawn posters. Each player had a personalized poster on 
display during the game against East Carolina. Photo b)· Z« Wu 

,. 	 If you've ever been to a Rice soccer game, you might have 
wondered why there is a plastic owl standing among the players 
on the sideline. "'Ne have a tradition ofa plastic owl named BG 
that comes out lo each game and faces the goal we are going 
to score on:' Julia Barrow '13 said. In fact, BG even has its own 
baby sling carrier, which a freshman team member carries it in 
to the team's away games. Above, defender Alexandra Trenary 
'14 throws a ball into play from the sideline, where BG stands. 
Photo I \ \ 



Natalie Gaynor '14 
Major: Violin Performance 


How is your workload? 

I'm in class 9-5 on MWF, and TR 

I have rehearsals and lessons at 

Shepherd. 


How do you spend most of your 

time? 

Going to class, practicing and 

rehearsing with orchestra and 

chamber music groups. 


What has been your favorite class? 

My private violin lessons 


Pho10 by Elena Lacey 

O?4 AcaJemit.:~ 

June Deng '15 
Major: Architecture 


How is your workload? 

The workload is always pretty heavy. 

However, because most of us are 

perfectionists, the hardest part is 

knowing when to stop. 


How do you spend most of your time? 

We work hard, and we party hard. We 

camp out at Anderson, but we're 

also known for our crawls and our 

raves. We go places in packs, but no, we 

are not a cult. 


What has been your favorite class? 

Architecture history/theory 

Photo courtc~y ofJune Deng 
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Hannah Richter '16 
Major: Bioengineering 

How is your workload? 
I'm busy, but so far my workload has 

:avy. been manageable. 

How do you spend most ofyour 
time? 

My time during the week is generally 
r time? divided between studying, classes, 
rd.We work and clubs. 

What has been your favorite class? 
New Religious Movements in Africa 

Photo c-ourtt-.yofHannah Richrer 
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Students 
Head 
Back to 
Class 

After a long summer, many 
students struggled to delve back 
into their studies in time for the 
first round of midterm exams. As 
social hotspots started to empty 
and Fondren started to fill, one 
big question arose: who has it 
the worst? Is it the archis, who 
are relegated to recluse status 
in Anderson Hall? The musis, 
who h ide away in their Shepherd 
practice rooms? The engineers, 
who labor over their weekly 
problem sets? The academs, who 
spend hours struggling to craft 
the perfect essay? Or the natural 
sciences majors, who toil all day 
in labs? 

Everyone has a different 
answer to this question. We 
decided to take our investigation 
further by interviewing four 
of the main schools at Rice: 
music, architecture, engineering, 
and humanities. However, the 
size and nature of everybody's 
workload makes it difficult to see 
who really does have it the worst. 
Whether you spend your time 

drawing in studio or decoding 
ancient texts in the library, 
it becomes clear that all Rice 
students work and play hard. 

Slur)' by Annie l.i 

FAVORITE STUDY SPOTS 

Tired ofdealing with your roommate's loud music or getting stared 
down for coughing in Fondren? Try some of these study spots: 

BEHIND FONDREN: 
Instead ofgoing inside 
Fondren, you can venture 
outside and enjoy the 
fountains and fresh air. Photo 
by Annie Li 

BROCKMAN HALL: This 
secluded study spot is lit at 
night and also has a soothing 
fountain for some extra 
ambiance. Photo by Annie Li 

ACADEMIC QUAD: 
The benches scattered 
throughout the academic 
quad are perfect for some 
last-minute reading or 
people-watching. Photo by 
Annit Li 

Thomas Kwok '13 
Major: Classical Studies, Ancient 
Mediterranean Civilizations 

How is your workload? 
Around 3-4 hours a day 

How do you spend most of your 
time? 
I spend a lot of time networking and 
interacting with people to learn more 
about them. I also do a lot of reading. 

What has been your favorite class? 
Latin. After I graduate, I plan on 
teaching Latin to middle schoolers. 

Photo by Ann,• Li 
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LEAD Will Rice has become much 
more diverse in the past 50 years, 
but its institutions remain the 
same. The college government, or 
Diet (pronounced like a nutrition 
plan, not an old German imperial 
assembly), still keeps the college 
running smoothly and the members 
of the college court enforce its rules. 
Will Rice's Diet included treasurers 
Abhijit Navlekar '13 and Jim Howe 
' I4, vice president Nathan Alhalel 
'13, president Brynnan Webster '13, 
vice president Erica Johns '14 and 
secretaries Dan Li '14 and Kai Sheng 
'I 4. The court consisted ofassociate 
justices Victor Prieto '15 and Erica 
Skerett 'l5, chief justice Vivaswath 
Kwnar '14, and associate justices 
Leila Bell 'I 3 and Jon Waitzer 'l5. Top 
ph0to by Christina Katsampt.}, b<>nom photo by 
Rochel L,m. 

SWAY The Will Rice Quad has 
served the Col lege ofGods and 
Goddesses as an area for rest and 
relaxation, social gatherings, and 
studying. The swing in particular has 
served as a nucleus for gatherings 
for years. Although the original tree 
swing was removed in 2011, two new 
patio swings have taken its place. 
Fallon Keegan '15, Petra Constable 
'15, and Becky Satterfield '15 relax on 
the new swing set. Photo by Kai Sheng. 

1 f- Will Rice College 



What's your favorite 


Wilt~~-? 


''I'd have to say the Night Before 
Beer Bike:' - Dan Li '14 

"My favorite WRC tradition 
is Will Rice Day! It's like keg 
in the quad xlO and it's a great 
time to hang out with everyone 
and celebrate the college." 
Linda Wang '14 

"While already having enacted 
many fiscal changes as the 
treasurer of the college, I 
feel that the real legacy I can 
bequeath unto Will Rice is by 
increasing involvement in all 
its factions to make Will Rice 
a home away from home:' 
-Ahbijit Navlekar '13 

"I want to leave a legacy of 
excellence in terms of the events 
that Will Rice participates in. 
It's not just about beating the 
other colleges; but, it's actually 
about trying to fully develop 
and use our talents to the best 
ofour abilities:' -Adi Sirkes '13 

"I think it's not necessarily that 
I want to leave a legacy at Will 
Rice. It's more that I want to 
feel like, in the time that J was 
here, that I was able to help 
make the experience of college 
better for other people; such as 
being a Beer Bike coordinator 
and an O-Week advisor. I just 
want to have helped make good 
memories for others." -Shannon 
Lavaran '13 

'lhcnand-..:o-.0? ( 



GETTING WILD IN 
'MERICA Megg Ryan '14 
takes a trip down the Slip 'n' 
Slide in her patriotic gear. 
Photo by Anastasia Bolshakov 

CHANNEL YOUR 
INNER POLITICIAN 
Students dressed to the 
theme by sporting their 
party's colors or just mocking 
political events. Duncaroos 
Becca Hamm Conard ' 14 and 
Garrett Roland '13 channelled 
their inner 1 % and Hannah 
Abrams ' 16 playfully dressed 
up as Mitt Romney's dog. Pho10 
by Justin Winikoff 

Ounun (olltgc'.' 



MR. MODERATOR Drayton 
Thomas '14 leads the Beer Debates 
by asking the panel questions that 
range from the constitutional to the 
irrational. Photo by Ana.staua Bolshakov 

DUNCAN DEBATERS Beer Debate 
panelists Abby Corrington 'I3, Patrick 
Lukingbeal, Duncan Associate, Kelvin 
Pho '13 and Dr. Luis Duno-Gottberg, 
Duncan Master are put on the spot 
to share their opinions about beer, 
life, and personal preferences. Photo by 
Anastasia Bolshakov 
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'We Choose to go to the Moon' 
September 12, 1962 

"We meet at a college noted for knowledge, in a city 
noted for progress, in a State noted for strength, and we 
stand in need of all three . .. " 

Before student's officially returned to campus, a few 
thousand Houston students, from elementary to university 
level, gathered in Rice Stadium on an unusually hot summer 
day to listen to the sitting President of the United States 
speak about the final frontier. 

The opening words of President John F. Kennedy's 
(JFK) speech reverberated at Rice University for the next 

50 years. It was in Rice Stadium that Kennedy came to 

motivate the country to take part in a "great national effort" 

to put a man on the moon. This effort had more to do with 
Rice than a speech and a president. 

Rice University was the first university to create Space 

Science department, founded in 1963. A few years later, 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
built the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center in South 

Houston, thanks to Congressman Albert Thomas '20, and 

Rice Board Member George R. Brown '20. The land below 
the now called Johnson Space Center was donated to the 
U.S. Government by Rice University, beginning a lifetime 
symbiotic connection between NASA and Rice University. 

JFK's final words, before leaving the scorching hot 
stadium, were, "We choose to go to the moon in this 

decade and do the other things, not because they are easy, 
but because they are hard." 

In the commencement address delivered by Neil 
Degrasse Tyson in May 2013, he spoke extensively about 
this moment in history, and its effects for decades to come. 
This moment was one of the most important in Rice's 
history, representing not only the beginnings of a manned 
flight to the moon, but setting a precedence for discovery 
and education working together and learning from each 
other. 



,v[A'I TERS (W THE f-lARI 
Lovett's Head Resident Fellow, Deborah 
Harter, surprised Lovetteers during 
Central Committee one night with 
the announcement that she and her 
boyfriend, Bob Loiseau, eloped in Las 
Vegas a few weeks ago. In their honor, 
Lovett Culturals, Tova Weiss '15 and 
Natalie Breen '13 turned Lovett's pub 
night into a wedding reception for the 
happy couple. Many Lovetteers came 
out to celebrate the happiness of the 
beloved resident fellow as well as their 



"Life is long. 
You have time. 

You have time to figure out 
what you want in life, 

and then to change your mind. 
To experience terrible hardship, 

as well as great happiness. 
And you have time to fall in love." 

-Deborah Harter 

quta G
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By the power vested in Lovett College 
by Rice University, we now pronounce 

the following couples married: 

Mrs. Maria-Paula Munoz: Mr. Nicholas Thorpe 

Mrs. Maria-Paula Murioz: Mr. Maurice Harari 

Mrs. Maria-Paula Munoz: Mr. Grant Nunnelee 


Mrs. Maria-Paula Munoz: Mr. Sal Tijerina 

Mrs. Maria-Paula Murioz: Mr. Michael Lauck 


Mr. Andrew Wilson : Mrs. Sneha Rao 

Mrs. Celia Fialos: Mr. Ian Loya 


Mrs. Celia Fialos: Mrs. Shannon McNamara 

Mr. Jared Shull : Mrs. Shannon McNamara 


Mr. Ian Loya: Mr. Landon Blair 

Mrs. Kanna Deutsch: Mrs. Emma Welch 


Mr. Maurice Harari: Mrs. Liz Tacy 

Mr. Sal Tijerina : Mrs. Krystal Lau 


Mrs. Krystal Lau : Mrs. Katherine Wei 

Mrs. Nirali Desai: Mrs. Rachel Gray 

Mr. Clean Steve : Mrs. Megan Chang 


Mrs. Natalie Breen : Mrs. Andrea Mansur 

Mrs. Tova Weiss: Mrs. Juliet Welcome 


Mrs. Sima Shalchi: Mrs. Annie Heinrich 

Mr. Daniel lmas : Mrs. Claire Garney 


BROMANCE Zack Timmons '15 chivalrously carries Greg Aird '15, over 
the threshold. Timmons and Aird had a very fast, but beautiful courtship and 
ceremony. 
LET THEM EAT CAKE Frances Collins '16 enjoys a piece of Deborah 
and Bob's wedding cake. In addition to cake, the wedding reception also had 
champagne, a speech from the bride, and the ceremonial removal of the garter. 
CLASSY GIRLS Joane Guidry ' 14 and Kayla Opall '14 celebrate their 
friendship as well as Deborah and Bob's marriage. Because the pub night was 
themed around such a special event, attendees came dressed to impress. And 
yes, that is a dress made ofduct tape. 
FOREVER AND ALWAYS Maria-Paula Munoz '14 and Maurice Harari '15 
enjoy the honeymoon period with Beatrice Herrmann '16 and Krystal Lau '13. 
Pub nights are great events for students to hang out-- and get married. 



TECHNOLOGY IN THE PAST A group 
of Baker students take advantage of the 
latest technology during lunchtime in 1993. 
Residential college commons have been and 
continue to be a popular place to both study 
and socialize. Mealtime study sessions are one 
example of Rice students' ability to combine 
work and play. Photo courtesy of Fondrm Ubrary/Bakcr 
College 

Rice had a small beginning with 
only 77 students and 12 faculty. It was 
established in 1912 by the businessman 
William Marsh Rice with an endowment 
of$4.6 million. In its first couple of 
decades, Rice went through major 
changes including the addition of more 
buildings, schools, and students. Some 
additions include the Shepherd School 
of Music and the Jones Graduate School 
of Management in 1974, and the School 
ofSocial Sciences in 1979. Over its long 
history, Rice has had seven presidents, 
starting with President Edgar Odell 
Lovett and ending with our current 
president, David Leebron. During his 
time at Rice, President Leebron has added 
more buildings to the campus including 
McMurtry and Duncan Colleges, and 

03/1 Acadcm,c.< 

the Brockman Hall for Physics. He has 
also managed the Centennial Celebration 
to commemorate Rice's first 100 years. 
Rice has come extraordinarily far from 
its opening over I 00 years ago. In 
fact, the 2011 matriculating class has 
been recorded as the largest and most 
diverse in Rice's history. Currently, 
Rice has a total of3,708 degree-seeking 
undergraduates, 2,374 graduate students, 
and 670 faculty members. These numbers 
reflect a growth of more than fifty times 
the initial population of students. The 
expansion in student numbers follow 
from the addition of more academic 
pursuits, state-of-the-art buildings, and 
the acquisition of more faculty through 
the hard work of many inspiring people 
and leaders. 

Story by Marla Lima 

48 Male students 

29 Female students 

12 Faculty members 


1912 Founding of the School of 
Architecture 

1912 Founding of the School of 
Natural Sciences 

1912 Founding of the School of 
Humanities 

1912 Founding of the School of 
Engineering founded 

1916 12 degrees awarded 
1974 Founding of the Shepherd 

School of Music 
1979 Founding of the School of 

Social Sciences 
0 Charge for tuition 
2 Major academic buildings 
1 Mechanical laboratory 
1 Residential hall 
1 Cutting-edge university 



1828 Male students 
1657 Female students 

650 Faculty members 

802 Degrees awarded 

133 Architecture students 

842 Natural Sciences students 

605 Humanities students 


1073 Engineering students 

114 School of Music students 

716 Social Sciences students 


2129 Financial aid recipients 

16 Major academic buildings 

6 Laboratories 


11 Residential colleges 

1 Cutting-edge university 
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TECHNOLOGY IN THE PRESEN Jonesians Alex Her
nandez ' 15, Jess Dalton 15, and Jual!;;!!orbon '15 nvene in the 
commons during dinner to.studr- Today, 11 1s a common sight 
to see students huddled around their laptops during mealtimes. 
Though technology has changed in the past decade, its purpose 
remains the same. Pho10 by Annie Li-
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SID'S GOT SPIRIT,)( 


PAIN') UP Rachel Mitchell and Sarah 
Brooks, both '16, paint their faces before 
the first football tailgate on "Rice Owley." 
Pho10 by Morgan McNeel 

BLUE HURR, DON'T CURR Michael 
Fuad '13 clearly loves his Rice Owls! He 
used temporary hair dye to show his 
appreciation and cheer on the football team 
during their game against UCLA. Pho10 by 
Morgan McNcd 

As his beer 
warmed up in the Houston heat, Steven 
Chee '13 created a mountain ofice to 
prevent the problem. Pho10 by Morgan McNcel 

II 

Every night I think to myself 'why 
do these tears come at night?' and 
then I remember it is because I love 
Sid and Rice so much." Julie Walker '14 

( )~ r s,d Richardson College 

Rachel M 
Wang, bo 
poster thE 
up in Sid'i 
Row:' Phot 



Favorite tailgate game? 
• 	 Flip Cup 

Comhole 

Ladder Ball 

SIAND CHHR DRINK MORE 
Bf l-.R Eric Manpearl ' 13 waves his I$250 How much Sid 
pom-pom in celebration ofa Rice won for having the 
Owls touchdown! ·n1e team ended up 
winning this game against UTSA. Photo most college representation at the 
by Julie Walker 

families weekend football tailgate 
PUT IT ON FOR MY CITY Sid 
president, Eric Li'13, gets his face 
painted by Sarah Brooks ' 16 before the 
first football game against UCLA. Photo 
by Morgan McNccl 

' '	Sid has had amazing 
tailgates this year. Our head 
VSL, Rahul Kaveeshwar, has 
really boosted Rice spirit 
and encouraged us all to 
come to the games. We all 

Rachel Mitchell and Zelun 
Wang, both ' 16, show off the love going out to support 
pos_ter they made to hang 
up •n Sid's tent on "College our team! JI Maria-Paula Nunez '13 Row" Ph b• 	 oto YMorgon McNcd 

1 



The Owls work as a team to get 
the job done. Jillian Humphrey '15 
and Noelle Whitlock 'LS cover the 
net to block a shot from one of the 
University of Houston's players. 
The team huddles together during 
a brief break in between plays. All 
members wore pink shoe laces and 
hair ties. Libero Daniela Arenas 'LS 
also wore a special pink jersey for 
the game. Pho1os by Zoe Wu 

Members of the Rice volleyball 
team attend a Rice football game 
together. Pholo courtesy of Rice Volleyball 

The Owls enjoyed 
doing a variety of activities 
together. According to Laurie 
McNamara '13, members of 
the team often went 
together to cheer on other Rice athletes. 

"Women's soccer is our favorite:' 
McNamara said. "But we try to support all 
of the other teams equally." 

They also often participated in events 
that gave back to the community, such as 
the Houston Marathon and the Ben Taub 
SK. In addition, the team spent the past few 
spring breaks together at a lake house. 

Tulane match helps raise money for breast cancer research 
The volleyball team is usually 

decked out in its blue and white 
uniforms, but for one afternoon 
inside Tudor Fieldhouse, the team 
proudly rocked pink. 

The Owls swept the University of 
Tulane Green Wave in straight sets to 
climb to the top of the Conference
USA (C-USA) standings in its Oct. 7 
match. Having already won four out 
of its first five matches in C-USA, the 
Owls were at the top of their game. 
The team hit .317, more than twice as 
well as Tulane. Most notably, Jillian 
Humphrey'15 who was named the 
conference's defensive player of the 
week one day later, posted 11 kills and 
six blocks. 

The win was not the only 
thing to celebrate, however. From 

the shoelaces and hair ties of the 
players to the T-shirts of those in 
the audience, the color pink made 
a grand appearance at the match. 
All for good reasons, too: the match 
was the volleyball's team annual Dig 
Pink match, in which the team helps 
to raise money for breast cancer 
research. 

Each year, the Rice volleyball 
program partners with the Side-Out 
Foundation to raise awareness of 
breast cancer, which is estimated 
to affect 1 in 8 women. The Side-
Out Foundation, an independent 
non-profit organization, works with 
volleyball teams across the nation to 
raise funds for breast cancer research. 
At the Rice Dig Pink match, fans 
receive a discounted ticket price 

if they wore pink to show support 
for those with breast cancer. The 
donations from this year's Dig Pink 
match exceeded even the Owls' 
expectations. The Owls brought in 
a total of$2,055 for the Side-Out 
Foundation, surpassing the goal of 
$1,500. This was an encouraging feat. 
especially since the inaugural Rice 
Dig Pink campaign three years ago 
raised only $368. 

The win over Tulane was just 
part of a successful 2012 season for 
the Owls, in which the team won JO 
of its first 12 games. Although the 
team's season came to disappointing 
end with a first round exit in C-USA 
championships, its performance ·Ii 
through out the entire season was 5tJ 

very impressive. 
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((Dig Pink is about more than 
just our volleyball team, it's 
about jwrwn,g,~ 
in the fight against ireast 
cancer. )) 

Laurie McNamara, Brown '13 

ONE SERVE AT A I !~IL Nancy 
Cole '13 serves during the match 
against Tulane. Cole had a total of 10 
kills and consistently posted double
digit kills per game throughout the 
season, Photo by Zoe Wu 

CLAPS 01-- APPRO\'Al Noelle 
Whitlock '15 claps in response of 
teammate scoring a point during the 
Dig Pink Game. Photo by Zoe Wu 

SETTING i;GR rHL K l L 
Megan Murphy '13, sets the ball for a 
teammate during a match against the 
University ofHouston. The Owls went 
on to win over their cross-town rival 
in straight sets. Photo by Zoe wu 
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This summer, while Bakerites were off 
traveling the world, working hard at their 
internships or just lying around enjoying a well
deserved break, their humble abode was getting a 
much-needed face-lift. When they last set eyes on 
Baker commons, it was in an awkward transition
phase in preparation for renovation; but when 
they arrived back on campus this summer, they 
were greeted with 

students looked over the plans and met with H 
& D up until May. Committee chair Ian Chmar, 
Baker '13 said "I was surprised by how responsive 
they were to student input:' 

One point of contention was that of seating 
and tables. While students wanted to keep 
round tables, which are seen as more conducive 
to socializing, H & D wanted long tables for 

historical accuracy and in 
a commons that order to increase seating. 
had something In the end, students and 
to accommodate the university agreed 
everyone's taste, old upon long wooden tables 
or new. based off an original 1912 

The architects, model which also added 
administration and an additional forty seats. 
student committee They also reverted back 
in charge of planning to 1920s-style Tiffany's 
renovations went chandeliers. In contrast 
into the project with to such historically-based 
three main goals: changes, H & D also 
first, they wanted to 

do a historical renovation and return Baker to a 
more classic look; second, they wanted to add in 
modern updates; finally, they wanted to increase 
seating to accommodate the increasing number of 
students who come to Baker commons and Baker 
servery. 

H & D asked Baker to form a student 
committee in the fall of201 l to work with the 
architects and give feedback on the plans. The 

made sure to add modern 
updates such as additional power outlets, new 
A/V and lighting equipment, new air conditioning 
vents on the floor and an 80" flat screen TV 

In the end, the renovations satisfied the wants 
of both students and the university. According to 
committee member Emily Griffith, Baker '13 "we 
had a good balance between doing a historical 
restoration and updating to modern equipment:' 

Story by ,\ fagg,e Shi 

LONGTABLE LINES 
The decision to place the 
long tables in three lines 
was based offof historical 
records like this photo, taken 
approximately in the early 
1920s. Photo courtesy of Rice 
University Archivt-S 

A HARDWOOD FINISH 
In Rice's earliest years, one 
tradition that developed 
were food fights. As a result, 
the original plaster walls 
in the commons became 
progressively darker each 
year until Rice finally decided 
to replace the plaster with 
hardwood walls. Photo cour<<>y of 
R.icc Unh'Crsity Archives 

THE ORIGINAL 
·111e tables currently in the 
commons are replicas of the 
original 1912 tables, one of 
which is on public display in 
the Cohen House. Photo couri«y 
of Rice Univeni1y Arthl\·e~ 

RENOVATED AND RENEWED 1be Baker commons received a historical renovation 
with a practical, modern twist. Changes included replacing round tables with 1912-inspired 
long tables, adding 40 seats, installing vintage Tiffany's chandeliers, purchasing new audio/ 
visual equipment complete with an 80" television, adding power outlets, swapping standalone 
air conditioning units for ground vents and installing l920s-inspired hardwood flooring and 
walling. Photo, by Paul Hc,tcr • 

O.•mmun~ Renm.ition\ 



The Guardian is the protector 
of Hanszen College. After a 

Willy Week jack in which the 
Hanszen swing was stolen, a 
Hanszenite welded the metal 
knight to forever guard the 

swing. So today in the Hanszen 
quad stands The Guardian 
fiercly defending all things 

Hanszen. 

Hans,cn Colltgt 



Coffeehouse's predecessor, Hanszen 

Coffeehouse opened in April 


1967. It later changed its name to 

Breadsticks and Pomegranates. 


The coffee house was located in the 

Hanszen basement, but closed due 


to flooding. 


In 1957, Hanszen College became 

one of the four original colleges. 


The college took the name Hanszen 

in honor of Harry Clay Hanszen, 

a member of the Rice University 


Board of Governors from 1946-1950. 

Hanszen was the first residential 


college at Rice to use its own crest. 

Shortly after the founding of the 


residential college system, the 

students created the blue, black, and 


yellow crest that in time became 

the symbol of the college, setting a 


precedent for the other colleges. 


Hanszen was founded as the 
"Gentleman's College;' because in 
1957 members, then all-male, were 
required to wear neckties to dinner. 

By the l 960s, most students just 
wore a piece of string around their 
necks. The tradition was stopped 

when a student protested by 
wearing only a necktie to dinner. 

Hanszen and Lovett first became co-ed in 

1973. Hanszen males took advantage of the 


change in the early 1980s by developing 

a men's drill team. The boys performed at 

powderpuff football games, while the girls 


played. 


Tradegy struck in 1975, when the commons burnt to 

the ground. It is believed that an old pile of mattresses 

put in the commons caught fire while Old Section was 


being renovated. Hanszen students ate their meals 

in the Grand Hall while the Commons were being 


rebuilt. The other colleges started calling Hanszen "The 

Uncollege;' a nickname that Hanszenites embraced. 


liansun HisroryC)4fJ 







MID-AUTUMN FESTIVAL Chinese 
Student Association students (seen 
above) release floating lanterns to 
celebrate the Mid-Autumn Festival. 
Photo by: Alison Ch,ng 

We ate moon cakes, a traditional dessert, 
and marshmallows. We set up a few floating 
lanterns but stopped because there were too 
many buildings near the Baker quad. 

- Alison Chang '14 

( Otg.,miuuons 

CAMPY TIME 
Campanile staffers 
worked in teams to create 
the O-Week version of the 
Campanile, Campy. 

~he weekend was a fun way to get to know 
people while learning how to use InDesign 
and Photoshop. I learned how to work 
under a deadline ( hich was a nice taste of 
what's to come. 

- Annie Li '15 
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LA-LA-LA LIFE Phils 
members spent a weekend 
singing to perfect their a 
capella sound and playing 
games to build trust among 
members. 

The retreat solidified my relationship with 
the Phils, giving me a group, a family-like 
entity, to belong to. The experience, through 
the initiation process and hard work, only 
solidified my sense ofpride and joy ofbeing 
able to be a part ofsuch a talented group. 

- Weston Ruths ' 16 

BREAKAWAY CONFERENCE Chi Alpha members 
attended the annual Breakaway Conference at Sam 
Houston State University in Huntsville, Texas and 
bonded over birthdays, guest speakers, worship 
sessions and more. Pho10 by Stephen Crowe 

My 19th birthday happened to be the first 
day ofthe conference, so the other Chi Alpha 

members kidnapped me, blindfolded and 
tied me and put me in the trunk. We ended 
up eating Honey Butter Chicken Bj,s't'its, 

which is a tradition ofours. 
- Natasha Cruz '15 

GOT GOAT CHEESE? Real Food Revolution visited 
Blue Heron Farms to learn more about local farms 
and food processing. Erin O'Malley '13 got to see 
firsthand how goat cheese is made at the Farm. Pho1oby: 

S,na McCrory 

I f was really awesome to see that anyone can 
be a farm er; the couple who runs thefarm 
used to live and work in the city until they 
decided to try to change the food system. 

- Hutson Chilton '15 

HIGH HOLIDAYS Jewish 
students attended the annual High 
Holiday services at the Hillel, 
celebrating Rosh Hashanah, the 
Jewish New Year, and Yorn Kippur, 
the Day of Atonement. 

Going to Hillel during the high holidays 
was great because I immediately felt very 
at-home. It was nice to become a part of the 
Houston Jewish community and meet other 
Jewish students. 

- Rachel Landsman '16 

Rctral> and Bondmg 9 



7~ is the golf team's motto 
this year, and for a worthy reason. One 
of the team's members, James Ragan '15 
is currently battling osteosarcoma. The 
team wore belt buckles imprinted with 
the motto "TRIUMPH" at the Jim Rivers 
Intercollegiate to show support for Ragan 
and his foundation, Triumph Over Kid 
Cancer. At the tournament, the team 
was led by Jeff Wibawa '14, who finished 
within the top 10. 

"Golfers tend to play their best when 
they are most driven to succeed;' Joe 
Beck III '15 said. "The inspiration that 
our team motto gave us for the week 
helped us to our first top IO finish of the 
season as a team~' 

a ~ 1WW ~rlC/UUM/v 
carried the Owls around this season. 

After a 16-month fundraising effort, 

the team bought an $89,000 custom 

Mercedes-Benz cruiser in the spring 

of 2012. The team previously had a 

IS-passenger van. The new vehicle, 

which has a diesel engine, gives the 

Owls a much more fuel-efficient ride. 


satellite televisions and a study 
area. Photos by Sports Information 

( )C. r Sport, 

CRUISING Members of the golf 
team ride in the Rice golf cruiser. 
The new vehicle has ample space 
for both the athletes and their 
equipment. The cuiser includes 

E~E ON THE BALL James Lee '16 competes 
at the Rice Invitational. Lee tallied in the end to 
finish in a tie for eighteenth place at the event. 
Photo by Sport!. hlfonnation 

Rl!lffi-R:C!.1'li JeffWibawa '14 competes at the Rice 
Invitational. Wibawa was tied for fourth overall 
with a total of213. He also posted a 67 in round 
two - the second best score in that round. Photo by 
$parts lnformalion 

-

second among e 
to be tied for the eighteenth place. Photo I>)· Sporn 
lnfonnatwn 

( 



The golf team made some 
improvements this year to claim an 
eight-place finish at the ASU Fall 
Beach classic, the final event for the 
team in fall 2012. 

The team, which struggled 
with consistency throughout 
the 2011 season, made 
gradual improvements in their 
performance. The eighth-place 
finish at the ASU Fall Beach 
classic in November marked the 
team's best performance at the 
tournament. Notably, Joe Beck III 
'15, tied for ninth place overall with 
a score of77-73-73-223 (+7). 

The outcome was particularly 
encouraging after the Owls had 
posted some of their season's best 
numbers at the Houston Baptist 
Husky Invitational, an individuals 

tournament, in October. Brandon 
Burke '13, Tommy Economou 
'15, Ryan Benevides '15, and Trey 
Johnson '16, all posted their 
season lows at the HBU Husky 
Invitational. 

The Owls were able to continue 
their success in the spring at the 
Rice Invitational. The Owls finished 
tied for third place at their home 
event. Jeff Wiwaba '14 led the team 
with a score of 213, which was good 
for a fourth place tie. James Lee '16 
and Brock Wilson '13 each carded 
a total of219 to finish tied for the 
18th place. Beck and Economou 
rounded out the Rice team by 
finishing in the 56th and 58th place 
respectively. 

[lcs1gn by l.o.e Wu I Story h) Zoe \\u 

Golf makes progress as younger 

team members gain experience 
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An Epic Battle 
Among Brown's Floors 

The battle was set, the 
competitors ready. Only one 
floor would prevail as champions 
of Mount Olympus. While all 
put on a mighty fight in their 
tests of strength, Seventh Floor 
eventually emerged as the winner. 
As the judges put it, Seventh Floor 
"basically kicked ass in everything", 
except for the ever-challenging 
balloon toss, where Sixth Floor 
dominated with an amazing 
record of over 60 feet. In the end, 
the floors above superseded the 
floors below ( except for Fourth 
Floor, who received the honorable 
mention for the best-looking 
team) with Seventh, Eighth, and 
Sixth Floors taking first, second, 
and th ird prizes, respectively. The 
day was one that would live in the 
history books and the hearts of the 
competitors forever. 

Design/Story by Alexandro Franklin 

DUKING IT OUT In "Classic Fourth» 
and "Typical Seventh» fashion, the 
two floors get out their aggression and 
anticipation in scream battle. With fists 
out, each floor vies for dominance as the 
premiere floor. Alexandra Franklin '16, 
Caroline Lowry 'IS, Bill Wang '1 S, Reilly 
Solis 'JS, Alison Lindsay '16 and Wilfred 
Chung So ' JS fight for Fourth Floor, while 
Seventh Floor representatives are Aly 
Lardenoit '16, Danni Gardner '16 and Elly 
Hutch 'JS. PhotobySoorya Avali 

SEVENTH DOMINATION Hayley 
Peoples • 1 S, cheers as she takes down Fifth 
Floor in volleyball. This win gave Seventh 
Floor the lead that secured them the taking 
of Mount Olympus. Photo by Alexandr• Franklin 

co 
EXPLODING BALLOONS Second thei 
Floor watches as their teammates attempt ~ Cen 
secure first place in the balloon toss. In tilt to c, 
end, their teammates are soaked from the l.oor: 
balloons they tried to save. Photo by Soorya ,., 

Cb? Brown Colleg, 



PONG BATTLE Third Floor makes their 
best attempt at punch pong. Seventh Floor 
members cheer on their fellow Brownies. 
Photo by Alexandr., Fr.tnklin 

TUG·OF·WAR Sixth and Eighth Floors 
battle it out in the age old test ofstrength. 
Eighth Floor quickly defeated their 
competitors. In the process, Sixth Floor 
managed to take out a few of the battle's 
spectators. Photo by Alexandra Franklin 

WATERMELON ATTACK After 
devouring a watermelon slice with his hands 
behind his back, Chad Baluch '16 attacks his 
floor mates with the rind of his watermelon. 
Photo by Alcnndra Fr.tnklm 

FIGHT TO THE FINISH Tom Carroll 
'16, readies himself to dominate the other 
floors, repping both Fourth Floor and Team 
USA. Photo b)· Alcxandn Franklin 

EAT! EAT! EAT! Second Floor 
roommates Tabish Virani·16 and Eric Yin 
'16 race to finish their slices ofwatermelon. 
This feat is easily accomplished by Eric, 
who has been subconsciously training by 
devouring his desserts since coming to Rice. 
Photo bySoorya Avali 

COMING TOGE"rH • . , ER The floors put aside 
5Second the1r differe dnces an come together to celebrate 
1tes attempt f Centennial Th b d h .· ey on overt e1r shared desire 
11 toss. In tb1 

'.~_celebrate Rice and Brown as a whole. Photo by
"""rya Av.I,ed from the 

,to bySoorya ,., 



LET'S GET IT! Richard Ledo '13 times 
the participants while they complete 

as many rounds as possible (AMRAP). 
Photo by Ellie Weeks 

BURPEE TIME Carter Spires ' 13 
exercises in his fashionable workout gear. 

Pho10 by Ellie Weeks 

PAIN IS GAIN Valerie Pinillos 
'16 completes a set of fifty sit-ups. 

Pho10 by Ellie Weeks 

BLOOD, SWEAT, AND TEARS 
Jonesians finish up an October workout 

with a squat circle. Pho10 by Ellie Weeks 

Jones College was transformed by several 
new student initiatives for physical activity this 
year, namely QuadFit and Joga, in addition to 
club, college, and intramural sports. QuadFit, 
established in August of 2012 as NODFit, was 
initiated by avid CrossFitters, Richard Ledo 'l3, 
Julian Castro '13, and Glenn Fiedler '13. Castro 
said that, after gaging the interest of Cabinet 
members and other Jonesians, he saw a unique 
opportunity as Jones president to create the 
QuadFit workout program. 

The group of more than twenty met every 
weekday afternoon in the Jones quad, with either 
Ledo, Castro, or Fiedler leading the workout. 
CrossFit workouts are known for being short 
and sweet, incomplete without blood, sweat, and 
tears. Ledo said the participants and the bonds 
they form make the intense workouts bearable 
and even fun. Ledo, Castro, and Fiedler hope 
that QuadFit will continue next year. After all, 
you're either "CrossFit or NotFit." 

Design b)' Jenna Kripal and Ellie Weeks/ ~!ones by Jenna Kripal and F.llie Weeks 

IM, COLLEGE, AND CLUB SPORTS 


WOMEN'S CLUB BASKETBALL Lucy 
Codron'l4 heads down the court during a 
club basketball practice. Pho10 by Jenna Kripal 

June, College 

IMS SWIM MEET Lucy Gao '14 

competes to help Jones win points for the 
President's Cup. Pho10 by l<nna Knpal 

FAST WOMEN Tori Brooks '15 

runs from a GSA player during a Jones 
powderpuffgame. Pho10 by Jenna Kripal 

POWDERPUFF 1he Jones powderpuff 
team looks on as their fellow teammates 
battle the GSA. Photo by Jenna Knpal 
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JOGA OJO/YJPA 7lo/7/J, 
The yoga culture at Jones began with the of Fall 2012. But with a greater emphasis on 

Melanie Achard, Jones College Master. She fitness at Jones this year, Jonesians continued 

started hosting yoga study breaks in the fall to keep the yoga culture alive. Below, three 

of 2011. Joga (renamed this year) was still Jonesians tell us their favorite yoga positions 
in its beginning stages at the start and their opinions on the Jones yoga culture. 

Photos by Jenna Kripal. 

Alexandra Hernandez '15 Yoonjin Min '14Neena Pai '16 
"My favorite 
'8QU1f8S a yoga pose IS the Standing Bow. It IS really difficult and "My favorite yoga pose ,s Downward Facing Dog. It helps strengthen My IIIYOrite yoga pose Is the Standing Split I was a danc8I: ao I Ilea 
is ve<y rel strong mental concentrat100. I think the yoga culture at Jooes and stretch muscles 11 os a good way to relax between more difficult that tt Incorporates strength flexibility, and balance. Idon't know If we 

owderpuff 
ammates 

(Ach axed Students are encouraged to practice 1t for retaxat,oo. poses If Joga becomes a regular thing, I think that w,U help create a havea huge yoga CUiture yet. but tt's growing People are surpri9ed 
al 

00 anatd]y reatlj P'OVldes a good plattorm for people to test out yoga yoga culture at Jones by how much discipline and strength yoga takes
1eve. 



CLEAR THE TURN Eileen Brady 
'16 runs in the Rice Invitational, a 
annual meet hosted by Rice at the 
Intramural Fields. The Owls finished 
2nd place as a team. A total of 14 
collegiate teams competed in the event. 



Womens Cross Country Runs to a Fourth Place Finish 
at Co1fPrenre USA Championshir 

For the 2012 Lady Cross-Country team, the conference 
championship meet was a memorable high point in a season 
defined by overcoming obstacles. The competing Owls came 
together after months ofhard training and big races. As the 
team arrived in Hattiesburg, Miss., for the Conference-USA 
Championship meet at the end of October, they knew that the 
dedication, commitment to one other and sheer hard work that 
had helped them throughout the season would be critical in order 
to have success against the rest of the conference. The course and 
the competition promised to keep the Owls busy. Plenty of hills 
ensured that the race would be tough, and great teams, such as 
the University of Tulsa and Southern Methodist University, and 
individuals, like the University ofTexas at El Paso's All-American 
Risper Kimaiyo, guaranteed that it would be a fast, gutsy race. 

The race started up a 400 meter incline, and the Owls 
showed their racing smarts by being patient. As the other runners 
started to turn and fly downward, the ladies began to move. 
Marie Thompson '13, was able to move from 30th to 15th within 
the next two miles by using the downhills wisely to catch the 
other runners, eventually earning her All-Conference honors. 
Thompson was followed by Allie Schaich '15. Schaich, a mid-

distance standout on the track, had a breakout race and was 
able to charge home and outkick rivals from the University of 
Houston and the University of East Carolina to finish 26th. In 
one of her last collegiate cross-country races, Farrah Madanay 
'13 went out with a bang, using her signature kick to end a very 
smart race, crossing the line in 35th place. Audrey Wassef'l6, ran 
a fearless race despite an Achilles injury to finish as the fourth 
Owl in 38th place. Her sister, Chrissy Wassef '16, was next across 
the line, finishing a brave race with a calf injury in 42nd place. 
Lindsay Miller '13 was the sixth Owl across the line, finishing her 
strongest race of the season in 51st place. Laura Michel'15 was 
right behind her, rounding out the top seven and placing 54th. 
Johanna Ohm came back from a hip injury to achieve her best 
race of the season, finishing 56th. Exchange student Keltie John 
a mid-distance specialist, kicked it in for 60th place. Rice placed 
fourth overall as a team, thanks to the hard effort from every 
member of the team. 

In a season full of early mornings, injuries and heavy 
courseloads, the cross-country team was able to persevere, work 
hard and find success at the conference meet. 

o.._,gn by Zoe Wu I Story by M>n< Thompson 

FIGHTING ON Amanda Gutierrez ' 13 BREAK FROM THF. PACK Members of 
runs in the Rice Invitational. Gutierrez the womens' cross-country team compete in 
finished the 4K race with a time of 15:55. the Rice lnvitaional. Rice had four runners 
The Owls went on to earn a fourth finish in the top SO at the event. Marie 
place finish at the Conference-USA Thompson ' 13 placed in the top ten with a time 
Championships later on in the season. Photo of 13:0 I. Photo by Sports Information 

by Mathison Inghram 
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Collegiate Athletic Association 
(NCAA) South Central Regional 
Competition.

-------~ 

HEADING OFF The Owls begin 
the race at the Rice Invitational. Five 
members of the team placed in the top 
50 al the meet. The meet set the team 
off to a good start for the season. Pho,o 

courtesy ofSport.~ Informa1ion 

RUNNING ONWARD Matt Carey 
'13 competes in the Rice Invitational. 
Carey finished the race in the 53rd 
place with a time of 18.03. Carey had 
another good performance at the 
NCAA South Central Regional, where 
he placed 35th out of 128 competitors 
to help Rice to a sixth place finish at 
the event. Photo b)' Mathison Ingham 

Season 
kicks 

off with 
a solid 

pet1ormance 
at home for 

Mens Cross 
Country 

The men's cross country team 
got off to a strong start in the 2012
13 season with a second place 
finish in the 37th Annual Justin F. 
Cooper Memorial Rice Invitational 
Meet. A total of 14 teams 
participated in the meet. The Owls 
put together a score of85, which 
was good for a second place tie 
with Lamar University and only 
behind Texas A&M University. 

Two Owls placed in the top 
ten out of the 148 runners who 
participated in the 6K race. John 
Cavallo '14 posted a time of 16.57 
for a fourth place finish, while Will 
Firth ' 15 ran a time of 17.03 for a 
seventh place finish. James Llamas 
' 13, Travis Roberts ' 14, and Meron 
Fessahaie '15 all finished in the top 
50, each with a time ofless than 18 
minutes. 

The team carried the 
momentum from the Rice 
Invitational to the rest of the 
season. At the Conference- USA 
(C- USA) Championships, 
the Owls posted overall times 
sufficient for a third place finish. 

Gabe Cuadra '13 lead the Owls 
with an eighth place finish in the 
8K race with a time of24.34.2. 
The performance earned Cuadra 
second team All-C-USA honors. 
Four other members ofmen's cro5' 

country, Cavallo, Llamas, Roberts, 
and Fressahaie earned third team 
All-C-USA honors. 

The team wrapped up its 
strong season with yet another 
solid performance, placing sixth 
out of 19 teams at the National 



KEEPING THE EDGE 
Henry Giles '16, runs in 
the Rice Invitational. Giles 
finished the race with a time 
of 18.36. ·n1e time was good 
for 80th among the 148 
runners. Photo by Mathison Ingham 
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men's cross country team compete at the 
Rice Invitational. The team opened up 
their season with a solid second place 
finish out of the 14 competing teams. 
Rice hosts the Rice Invitational annually 
for both college teams and other 
individual runner,. Photo bv \fath»on Ingham 
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Discovery at the Microscopic 
March 28, 1979 

"I counted the vertexes and counted 40, then I saw 

it was 60," said Rice University professor Richard E. 

Smalley, quoted in the Houston Chronicle. "The action 

of putting the last paper pentagon into that little hole 

was pretty thrilling. And then l threw it on the floor 

and it bounced." Smalley, one of the three professors 

to discover the Buckyball, describes the moment of 

discovery. 

Smalley had previously created a device that 

could vaporize materials and let them condense back 

into atom clusters. Professor Harold Kroto, who was 

involved in research of special carbon chains at the 

t ime, proposed to try vaporizing carbon with Smalley's 

device. At Dr. Robert Curl's urging, the three professors 

vaporized the element and assessed the results. As said 

by Smalley, the carbon was condensing into molecules 

of 60 atoms. 

Upon realization that all bonds of the structure were 

linked together, the three revised their first hypothesis 

that the atoms were arranged in stacked, flat sheets. 

They realized that the structure was more likely a sphere 

resembling a geodesic dome, invented by Buckminster 

Fuller. Smalley, Kroto, and Kurl received a Nobel Prize in 

Chemistry for their discovery. Buckyballs, now referring 

to the entire group of fullerene molecules, show much 

potential for future application. 
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Brown Inducts Martel as a College 
in honor of College Night 

After the huge success of Brown's "Occupy Wiess" college night in 
Fall 2011, this semester's college night took the similar tone in poking fun 
at another residential college. This time, Martel was the butt of the joke 
as Brown put on a "Martel Induction Ceremony" in the Martel Quad. 
Sarcastic but respectful celebrations were in order as many classily
dressed Brown students took passionately to the podium to express their 
happiness that Martel could be graced with such an honor as to be finally 
included in the ranks of the esteemed residential colleges at Rice. After 
that, it was time to pop bottles and revel in a few classy games of croquet 
and bocce ball. 

Storr by l0>eph O.pparclla 
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MAKING IT OFFICIAL Ivan Huang DANCING IT OUT Chad Baluch '16 and 

'I 3 signs the "Certificate ofInduction" for Scott Berger '16 demonstrate the popular 
Martel, held up by Katie Doody' 13. One dance move from the music video that has 
notices that "certificate" is spelled incorrectly become the pop culture phenomenon, Oppa 

on the sign, perhaps alluding to the Gangnam Style, while Kailynn Balkum ' 16 

invalidity of the induction ofMartel. Photo by looks on with amusement. Photo by Soorya Avali 

Soory., Avali 



MAKING HISTORY An assorted 
group ofmembers ofboth colleges 
observe the induction ceremony. 
Speakers include Brown President 
Ivan Huang '13, Martel President 
~atie Doody '13, John Lloyd Brown 
, 13 and Archibald Hampton, Brown 
l3. Photo by Soorya Avali 

SENDING CONGRATS Several 
members of Brown College signed 
a giant card ofcongratulations 
to Martel on the occasion ofit 
becoming a college. Here Nathan 
Alison ' 14 gives Martel advice on 
what it means to be a college at Rice. 
Photo by Alexandra Franklin 

KEEPING IT CLASSY Mac 
Lockard '16 shows olfhis hipster 
business attire with Ben Hamm 
Conard 'I 6. When others chant 
"Martel is now a college;• Lockard 
remarks that the previously popular 
«Martel is not a college" anti-cheer 
no longer applies. Photo by Soorya Avali 

MARTEL THE COLLEGE 
Martel President Katie Doody '13 
joins members of Brown College 
(John Lloyd '13, Archibald Hampton 
'13, President Ivan Huang ' J 3, and 
college night coordinators Amod 
Desai '14 and True Huynh '14) after 
officially commemorating Martel 
Dormitory becoming Martel College. 
Photo by Soorya A,-.J, 

ENJOYING THE SCENERY 
Amod Desai '14 and David 
Benavides ' I 3 kick back in the Martel 
Quad. Desai reflected back on the 
afternoon, "It was an honor to induct 
Martel into Rice. After ten years of 
venerable service, Brown College 
felt as though this dormitory needed 
to be recognized as part of this 
university:' Phoio by Soot-ya Aval, 

Collq;c ~IJ;hl 



PARTY LIKE IT'S 1912 The Academic Procession, 
which took place October 12th, was modeled after the 
Formal Opening of the Rice Institute in 1912. Student 
representatives from each college walked from Fondren to the 
Sallyport alongside professors, faculty and representatives of 
universities from around the world. Leebron spoke of the past 
achievements of the Rice Institute (now Rice University) as 
well as his vision for Rice's future. Phot()$ by El,na La«y 

VISION FOR THE SECOND CENTURY Part of the 
administrations focus for the Centennial Celebration is on the 
future of Rice. Student Vision for the Second Century gave 
students the chance to voice their opinions about what they 
think is most important about Rice, and the changes they would 
like to see in the next hundred years. Nick Semon '14 took the 
opportunity to discuss his opinion on housing and parking on 
campus. "! really like that getting more students on campus and 
having a better parking situation is one ofthe goals for the second 
century. I think better parking for the north colleges should be 
at the top of the priority list:' said Semon, an off-campus student. 
Photo by Elma Lae<y 

DUNCAN LEADERS Some of the Duncan College 
student-leaders who were chosen for the procession to take 
a special role in Rice's history, as they are part ofboth the 
centennial class and Duncan's first graduating class. Kelvin 
Pho '13, and Abby Corrington ' 13 listen as President David 
Leebron speaks of the past additions to campus, such as 
Duncan and McMurtry Colleges and those to come in the 
next hundred years. Phot0$ by El<na La«y 

A PRESIDENTIAL PRIDE Maria Pickett '13 carries the 
Baker flag in the historic Centennial Academic Procession. 
Baker college celebrates its 55th birthday at the same time as can,
Rice celebrates its 100th birthday. As the oldest residential 0th 
college, Baker is the first to march down the academic quad. 
Photos by Elma Lacey 
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LECTURES OF 
States Joh G R THE CENTURY Chief Justice of the United 
foUoWin ~ · oberts Jr. spoke on campus the Wednesday 
by the S~ eweekend celebration. "I have always been fascinated 
justice;!:~; Court an~ I relished the opportunity to see a sitting 
for one ofhi ant Ra.un IS who had Justice Roberts guest lecture

1us ,, ,,_ s c asses. He seemed genuinely interested in teaching ... ..nen 1asked bo . . 
candid, and a ut ass1gnmg the opinion he was surprisingly 
Other notab::totally made eye contact for like 40 plus seconds'.' 
and Dr. Shirle peakers mcluded Dr. J. Craig Venter, Esther Dyson, 

Y Ann Jackson. Photo coor1esyofRice Public Alfairs 

FROM F0~::~~72:y:~fbe," -61Ju (Jdel!~ 
President David Leebron walks beside U.S. Senator 
Kay Bailey Hutchinson after his keynote speech to the 
audience which spoke ofRice as a "citadel ofoptimism" 
and a beacon capable ofbringing "prosperity and a 
higher standard oflife to people all over the world." The 
address was inspired by President Edgar Odell Lovett's 
speech at the 1912 Opening. Photo by Elena Lacey 

RICE UNIVERSITY 

l~YEARS\~......... 
MAYOR PARKER SPEAKS ABOUT Q&A In 
honor of this historical time in Rices history, Houston 
Mayor Annise Parker spoke about founding what is now 
Queers & Allies. Amanda Mills 'l 3, who helped organize 
the event, said that "getting to meet Mayor Parker was 
an honor, and [I) found her remarks entertaining and 
personable. The event was very well-timed, falling 
during both LGBT History Month and Rice's Centennial 
Celebration'.' Photo by Elena Lacey 

REM KOOLHAAS Among the speakers that spoke during 
the Centennial Celebration was Rem Koolhaas, a Dutch architect 
and professor at Harvard University. Following his lecture, 
Koolhaas gave a roundtable discussion at the Anderson School of 
Architecture, where architecture students had the opportunity to 
ask questions. PhotoeourtesyofRice PublicAITairs 

(( Seeing Rem Koolhaas' talk about his present 
interests on the outer edges of architecture and 
how it works on the global scale was inspiring to 
see in person, as was the round table discussion. 
I can now always say I've been in a school con
versation with the architect ofour time. He's now 
in my profile picture! )) David Richmond, Sid Rich '13 

C.nt<nru•I C.,ld,m,ons/'J65 



FOOD TRUCKING In addition to free drinks 
designed by professional mixologists, Esperanza also 

featured free food from several popular Houston food 
trucks like Bernie's Burger Bus, Gigi's Dumplings and 

Oh My Gogi. Pho10 by Reed Thornburg 

CRAVING CUPCAKES Lisa Chiba and her date 
enjoy the heavenly goodness that is the taste offree 

cupcakes. Esperanza is typically a girls-ask-guys dance, 
so fellas were lucky to find themselves at the night of 

the century. Pho10 by Claire Elesiwani 
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CLASSY CROWD Marketed as 
"night of the century;' Esperanza 
2012 surpassed expectations- largely 
thanks to the dazzling glass venue. 
The allure of the Centennial Tent 
being constructed in front ofLovett 
Hall had students scrambling to buy 
tickets. The lights, the music, and the 
fancy attire certainly made an evening 
to remember. Photo by Claire Elcstwani 

COUPLE CRAZY Esperanza 
attracted both dates and groups 
alike. This couple enjoys one of the 
few empty spots on the dance floor. 
Photo by Claire Elestwani 

DRESSED TO IMPRESS Asia 
Gaddy '14, shows off her dress on 
the dance floor. Many students put 
on their best attire for the "night of 
the century:' Photo by Claire Elcstwani 

SAMANTHA SAYS Around 
1:00 a.m., DJ Samantha Ronson 
stopped the music to call out a 
student she had seen dancing at the 
beginning ofEsperanza. Though 
that parlicular dancer, Daniel Burns 
'I 4, had already left, three other 
dancers came forward to battle it 
out in the center of the dance floor. 
Photo by Claire £1cstwa11i 



Block parties and Mr. Rice fill the early days of Centennial Weekend 
Mr. Rice is a new tradition in which a male candidate 

from each college participates in a pageant that involves taJel
11 

formal, and swimsuit portions, as well as an auction of poste~' 
of the nominees. This year, Mr. Rice was one of many activitJt' 
during the Centennial Celebration. The proceeds for the eve~ 
went to The Rose, Houston's leading non-profit organizatioll 
breast cancer. They managed to raise $8,710.27, which more 
than doubled the amount they raised the previous year. 

( )O -' C>mpus L,f, 
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FANCY FEET Duke Njie'13 and 
Katherine McElroy '16 show off some 
swanky footwork during the South Block 
Party. DJ Clayton Chaney'13 provided 
the party's tunes from Baker's fourth 
entrance balcony. Photo by Mathison Ingham 

OM NOM NOM Eric Groszman '16 
chows down at the Block Party. The 
food at both block parties included 
giant pretzels, turkey legs and churros, 
among other goodies. Photo by Tori Laxalt 

BROWN TAKES 
THE CROWN Brown's 
'manidate' for the Mr. 
Rice pageant Gabe Baker 
' 14 wins the honor ofMr. 
Rice. Last year's winner, 
Julian Yao '13 passes on 
the Mr. Rice crown. Photo 
by Elena Lacey 

DO I HEAR A JOO YEARS? Chris 
Keller '13 auctions off posters of the 
candidates. The posters traditionally 
include minimal amounts ofclothing 
and suggestive poses. This year's 
proceeds went to Tl1e Rose, an 
organization dedicated to helping 
women fight breast cancer. Photo by Elena 
Lacey 
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The Spectacle had three official 
showings on Saturday (Oct 13) and 
an encore performance on Sunday 
( Oct 14) for a total run time ofone 
hour, and, for most students, that 
was their first experience with the 
growing new art form known as 
"projection mapping'.' However, the 
Spectacle was not the only chance 
to see this fusion ofarchitecture 
and light design on Saturday night 
immediately after the final showing, 
undergraduate students fded into 
Anderson Hall for Architectroruca, 
Anderson Hall's public party where 
once again, in1ages flooded the 
architectural space in tune to music. 
And while their impressive projects 
coincided that Saturday, their 
connection runs deeper. 

The Spectacle was produced 
by URBANSCREEN, a large-scale 
projection design team based in 
Germany, and the Architectronica 
light show was the product of 
architecture student Joshua 

Howard '13. 
Thorsten Bauer ofURBAN 

SCREEN explained that the main 
challenge in developing the Spectacle 
was that not only did he have to 
present his ideas to a diverse board 
with a ,vide range ofinterests, but he 
also had to engage with and channel 
Rice's history into his work. 

Similarly, in his own work at 
Architectronica, Howard felt that 
although the crowd left satisfied, 
it did not always meet his high 
personal standards. 

"We had several songs that were 
fully sequenced with corresponding 
visuals to every sound;' Howard said. 
"But unfortunately, [my software] 
crashed during the show'.' 

Howard continued the 
show without one of his main 
controllers and did the rest of the 
visuals entirely live, working with 
DJ Vivas Kumar '14. 

Story by Re<ed Thornburg 

~ifJ\SHUPDA 
PLACE Students' own 
light show lights up 
Anderson H. 
Prolific DJ Vivas 
Kumar '14 beatmatclies 
during his set at 
Architectronlca. Al&, 
with fellow video QJ 
Joshua Howard ·13, 
Kumar mixed for three 
hours straight. The two 
also coordinated and 
planned the light show 
together. Photo ,ourtew of 
Jo~hua Howard 
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In front of an enthusiastic Saturday 
home crowd, the women's tennis team 
looked poised to take on the Western 
Michigan University Broncos on March 
16. After a 3-3 start in the outdoor 
season, the Owls found a rhythm. The 
team was not only playing well, but also 
seemed poised to take every match. 

If the crowd in the Jake Hess 
Tennis Stadium had high expectations 
for the women's tennis team, they 
were certainly not disappointed. The 
Owls quickly got to work with the 
doubles matches. Natalie Beazant '15 
and Dominique Har math '14 gave a 
good showing on the center court, as 
they took their match with a score of 
8-3. Meanwhile, on the side courts, 
the games were closer but the Owls 
remained in control. Both of the 
doubles teams ended up winning their 
matches 8-6. 

The singles round also went 
smoothly for the owls. After Katie 
Gater '13 was granted a victory due to 
her opponent's withdrawal, Beazant 
handed the Owls the first victory in 
the singles round with a decisive win. 
The rest of the competing Owls all 
followed suit, as they each won their 
own matches in straight sets. Including 
the point that the team earned from 
winning in the doubles round, the Owls 
were able to celebrate a 7-0 sweep over 
the Broncos at the end of the day. 

The victory over the Broncos 
is just a piece of a largely successful 
season for the Owls. Despite the start, 
the Owls were able to put on more than 
one lengthy winning streak during 
the rest of the season, and finished 
off by winning the Conference-USA 
Championship against Tulsa. 

Dc<ign by Zoe Wu / Story by Zoe Wu 

1 ( L ', The Owls swept the 	 JL' 
themWestern Michigan University Broncos in 
Zimnthei r meet. Liat Zimmermann '15 prepares 

to return a shot during her doubles match. went 
Zoe w,

She and her partner won the match, 8-6. 
Photo by 2o< Wu 
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he Jl, v!P Katie Gater '15 jumps to hit a ball during A.SSURA;',CL Natalie Beazant '15 and 
!COS in the meet against the Broncos. Gater and Liat Dominique Harmath '14 play alongside each other 
prepares Zimmermann '15 took their doubles match. Galer in one of the doubles matches against the Broncos. 
s match. ~~ent on to win her singles match as well. Photo by Beazant and Harmath won their doubles match 

UJC\Vu
h, 8-6. 8-3. They also each won a singles game. Photo by 

Zoe Wu 

Womens Tennis Rolls Past West 
Michigan on its Way to a Sweep 
at Home 

I 

The women's tennis team includes students 
with roots from all over the world. Seven of 
the ten players on the team are international 
students, coming from Canada, Scotland, 
Israel, Bolivia, Australia, and the United 
Kingdom. 

Since most of us don't 
have our families close, we 
became a family . ., 

Daniela Trigo '13 

CO\ 'l'J C {~ The women's 
tennis team participate in a number ofevents 
together when they are not on court. The 
Owls show off their colors at the SK Graffiti 
Run.The team has also attended the rodeo. 
Photo by Zoe Wu 

I 1 K 1 The team finds ways to have 
fun when it's together. At the Halloween 
practice, each member dresses up like 
someone else on the team. The team also goes 
out to dinner together on each member's 
birthday. Photo by Zoe Wu 

\\•01n<:n·~ 1t'nni~o73 



The mens tennis team consists 
of mostly international students. 
Currently, the team's roster includes 
three players ftom the United States, 
three players from Germany, one 
player from Sweden, and one player 
from England. 
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Mens Tenn/C 
steps up under pressure 

When the efforts of Adam Gustafsson '16 
and Tommy Bennett '16 feU short on the center 
court, all eyes in the Jake Hess Tennis Stadium 
turned to the two closely contended matches on 
the side courts. In the afternoon of Feb 23, each 
of these doubles matches between Rice and the 
University of Louisiana at Lafayette Cajuns were in 
tie-breaker games going late into the match. The 
Cajuns needed to take only one of these two close 
matches to clinch their first point in the meet. But 
the Owls were determined to not allow that to 
happen. 

The duo of Peter Frank '13 and Philipp 
Seifert '14 quickly started to turn things around 
for the Owls. After being neck-and-neck with 
their opponents for most of the match, Frank 
and Seifert broke late in the match to win, 8- 6. 
Meanwhile, Leif Berger '15 and Jonathan Chang 
'13 proved their resilience on the other court as 
they continued in a dead-heat in their own match. 
After successfuUy taking advantange ofa couple 
of their opponents' errors, Berger and Chang 
edged past their opponents in the tie breaker and 

to break losing strea 

emerged victorious. 
The efforts of the two doubles teams gave 

the Owls a point for wining the doubles round 
- a point that would turn out to make all the 
difference at the end of the game. In the singles 
round, Gustavo Gonzalez '16 had a decisive win 
over his opponent to give Rice its first point. After 
Frank lost his singles match, Gutafsson and Seifert 
each won their own singles match to put Rice at 
four points - ensuring that the Owls would go 
home with the victory. 

The importance of the hard-fought doubles 
point was illustrated when Rice eventually finished 
the day with a final score of4 - 3, as Chang and 
Bennett each lost in a close three-set singles matcll· 
However, the team demonstrated its ability to fight 
back from a deficit. 

ln a season where the men's tennis team has 
had its ups and downs, the team never seemed fall 
apart. Despite being stuck in the midst ofa losing sn 
streak, the Owls proved their ability to collect retu 

helpthemselves and put an end to the losing streak, ofle 
douE

match at a time. "• ,·" 1>," ,,.,, ~,., 
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ON THE ROAD The men's tennis team hangs out 
by the courtside during a roadtrip to Miami, Fla. In 
addition to traveling for competitions, the team also 
takes other trips together. Every spring break, the team 
travels to La Jolla, Calif., where they relax and play in a 
fun doubles tournament. Photo by Zoe Wu 

SOLID SHOT Tommy Bennett '16 hits a winner 
across the court in the meet against the Cajuns. 
Bennett fell short in his effor ts to take the singles 
game. After winning the first set, he dropped the 
second set and eventua lly lost in the tiebreaker. Photo
b)' Zoe Wu 

FORWARD LEAP Jonathan Chang '13 takes a 
short leap forward to return a shot in the meet against 
the Cajuns. Change won his doubles match in a t ie 
breaker to secure Rice's point for doubles matches. 
Photo h)' Zoe Wu 

STRFTc . 
· H Peter Frank ' 13 reaches to his left lo 

return a I · · k 
1 1 s101 111 the meet against the Caiuns. Fran· 
ie ped Ric 1· I h . . I e c me 1 t e victory by winmng a cruc,adoublcs 
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MAKE A WISH Murts gathered around 
a festive cake to blow out the candles 

for McMurtry Day, the celebration of 

McMurtry's dedication. As some students 
look on, others took it into their own 
hands to extinguish the glowing candles. 
New students enter McMurtry, and others 
graduate, but the college is definitely 
growing up. PhoiobyZocZalla ..-


McMurtry celebrates another birthday 
McMurtry continued to mark the 

anniversary of its dedication with the 
appropriately named "McMurtry DaY:' On 
November 3, Murts gathered to celebrate 
another birthday in the college's limited, but 
growing, history. The schedule of events 
included a free gift giveaway, a kick-off 
ceremony, merriment and traditional Scottish 
dancing. Although a constant sprinkling of rain 
throughout the afternoon forced most of the 
festivities indoors. 

Each Murt took home a free beer stein 
sporting the McMurtry crest. After receiving 
mugs and shot glasses on previous occasions, it 

seems that Murts love items that will hold their 
liquids. Many students put their new vessels to 
use that very afternoon with all of the soda, cider 
and other available beverages. 

The kick-off ceremony began with a 
traditionally dressed Scottish bagpiper in order 
to pay homage to McMurtry's Scottish heritage. 
After several speeches were given by prominent 
members of the McM community, including 
the president and master, students gathered 
around a cake and blew out the candles to wish 
McMurtry a happy second birthday (since its 
dedication, not its creation). 

Luckily the commons, affectionately known 

.. 

as the Yurt, was large enough to successfully b051 

all of the day's activities. There was a sno-cone 
machine, cotton candy, pumpkin carving, beafl 
bag throwing and general hanging out. The final 
event was Scottish dancing taught by the Scottisli 
School of Dance. A group of kilt-wearing 
members of the School danced Murts through 
the basic steps ofScottish dance. Kirk Kudelka 
'15 said, "It was a lot of fun and very energetic. 
It made you feel like a Scottish lad:' Participants 
danced with a new partner each round and 
furthered the McMurtry spirit. 

S1ory by K•li• ~ 

MUGS AND MORE Max 
lngraham-Rakatansky '14, shows 
off his new beer stein. Undeterred 
by the rain, he was committed 
to celebrating the day. With free 
gifts, food and activities, there 
were plenty of reasons to attend 
McMurtry Day. Phoio by Zo, Zalta 

\lcMunry College 

KU.TS GALORE Murts learned 
traditional Scottish dancing from 
professionals. With partners and 
in groups, they moved together 
for an afternoon ofbonding. 
There were line dances and 
movements in a circle, perfect for 
the circular floor of the Yurt. 
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Just Dance! 
... with Aaron and Shaan 

Dance of the Week (DotW) 
was a Friday lunch tradition 
led by Aaron Daniels '13 and 
Shaan Patel '14. Table dancing 
took on a new form as Daniels 
and Patel provided step-by
step instructions to popular 
moves and got the servery 

grooving to the music. 


that's the spirit 
There are new faces at the powderpuff 

field. A group ofguys, led by Juan Cruz '16 
and Sean Chu '16 appointed themselves as 
the official cheerleading squad for the team of 
ladies. Cruz said, "I didn't know if other guys 
would be down for a permanent squad, so 
really we utilized whoever showed up to the 
games willing to don some porn porns." 

The team, which finished with a 4-3 
record, just one spot shy of the playoffs, really 

TOWER OF POWER A JO-man pyramid, topped 
by Juan Cruz '16, was assembled to cheer on the 
McMurtry powderpuff team. The guys involved had 
fun supporting the players with flags, porn porns and 
human structures. Team members often joined in on 
the cheers, creating an energetic atmosphere at the 
field; PhotobyZo<Zalla 

appreciated the support and enthusiasm. 
"Just knowing that there were people 

there to support the team every game 
provided a new energy that hasn't always been 
there in years past;' said Aaron Daniels '13, a 
coach of the team. 

The squad helped support the powderpuff 
team with their purple curtain of defense, and 
may extend in the future, as Cruz imagines 
having a more structured group. 

'' it's . .
ra1n1ng, 

it's. 
READY FOR BUSINESS Andrea Kopczynski pounng, 

'16, Jessica Kelly '16, and Ashley Membere '13, 

demonstrate how they psych out the other teams. 

With intimidating looks and powderpuff skills, each 
 McMurtry
player and coach contributed to the success of the 
McMurtry women. They ended the season on a high A favorite chant IS ,, 
note, crushing their opponents 31-0. Photo by Zoe Z•lt• of the McMurtry scoring!

cheerleaders during a 
particularly wet game 

Q: What made you start DotW? 
Aaron Daniels: Part of it comes 
from the spontaneous dance-offs 
Shaan and I had my sophomore 
year. This past 0-Week, we had a 
collaborative moment where we 
danced together to the Jackson 
5 song "I Want You Back:' A 
couple of days later, Shaan 
approached me with his idea for 
DotW. 

Q: How did people react? 
SP: We received a lot of 
compliments and there was 
a lot of excitement. People 
seemed initially confused, but 
took to it well. 
AD: Later on, you'd see some 
people who were excited to 
learn a new dance spring up 
and others [for whom] dancing 
isn't quite their cup of tea, kind 

the Grapevine, we were also 
teaching our entire dance for "I 
Want You Back" 
SP: I loved teaching the 
"Gangam Style" dance. People 
really enjoyed learning it, and 
I felt like I was providing a 
service so they could go out 
and use the dance elsewhere. 
Q: What is your favorite part 
ofDotW? 

Shaan Patel: During O-Week this ofsneak away. AD: I think it's seeing everyone 
year, we felt that there needed to Q: What was your favorite do the dance they just learned. 
be more dancing. We wanted to dance to teach? SP: It's great seeing the entire 
counter that by creating DotW AD: It was definitely the first commons filled with dancing 
every Friday and Aaron was the dance we taught. It was more for five minutes, then back to 
perfect partner in crime. than just Shaan and I teaching eating right away. 

SHAKE IT Dance of the Week 
co-creators Aaron Daniels 
and Shaan Patel pump up ( Dance of the Week is 
the crowd. The two inspired 
many lunch-goers to learn a testament to the 
new dances and enjoy a new quirkiness and individuality )tradition together. Friday 
lunches became an event of McMurtry.
where, some argue, life skills 
were taught. Photo by Katie Specht - Shaan Patel, DotW co-creator 

Ocdic.aoon .1nd Pro..s_ram, Q7 7 



The Drowsy Chaperone is anything but drowsy 

Hanszen College and Brown College theater's The 

Drowsy Chaperone offers a hilarious sendoff of the 
beloved classical musicals of yesteryear, resulting in a 
meta-experience that is both strange and enjoyable. It is 
perfect for those who have ever had one too many Cole 
Porter songs ingrained in their minds as the musical both 
mocks and celebrates the corniness ofold-school musical 
theater. 

The show opens in the home of a single, not-so
subtly gay musical enthusiast who shares his nostalgic 
longing to experience the joys of theater in its heyday, 
when Gershwin and Berlin were enjoyed by all and one's 
worries could be left outside the theater doors for a few 
short hours. Thus begins the show within a show, The 
Drowsy Chaperone: The paradigm of 1920s musicals 
showcases the standard pointless show tunes, mistaken 
identities and uncomfortable racial stereotypes. 

The enjoyability of this bizarre little romp is 
directly linked to the highly entertaining, over-the-top, 
nonsensical characters portrayed by a superb ensemble 
cast. The Man in the Chair who provides explanations 
and trivia throughout the show is played by Alex Karge 
'13. Karge acts the part to perfection. Every line delivery 
and expression is spot on as he revels in watching the 
outdated musical, compelling the audience to love the 
cliches and contrivances as much as he does. Supposed 

DANCE NUMBER Megan 
Troxell ' 14, sings at center 
stage. Photo by Claire F.lcstwani. 

GIDDY ANTICIPATION 
The program of the show was 
a playful precursor to the 
comedy of the show. Michael 
Hollis poses with the playful 
program. Pho10 subrlliUccl by 
Caroline Gu1ierrez. 

B-rated side characters steal the show just as much as 
the leads. The comedic styles of theater veterans Carter 
Spires '13, and Nicki Pariseau '13, do not fail to delight. 
You may wonder at first what the disguised gangsters 
or the moronic Latin lover Adolpho, played by John 
Mendell '13, are doing in this setup, but these characters 
are aU so ridiculously funny you will not care. 

Lead actor Omar Banda '13, is a charming dope 
groom who should be praised simply for his abilities 
to tap dance and roUer-skate around the stage. Megan 
Troxell '14, while charming and mostly capable in her 
role of the showgirl ready to tie the knot, lacks both 
the presence and graceful movements needed to be 
convincing as a siren of the stage. 

The Drowsy Chaperone is not an easy production 
to critique objectively. Appreciating it does take some 
experience with classical musical theater, and while the 
audience is led to believe the horrendous lines and lyrics 
scattered throughout the show are intentional, they are 
still painful to suffer through at times. A few too many 
pauses disrupting the rhythm make parts drag on for 
longer than they should. Still, the production is well
executed, with terrific costumes, an impeccably kitschy 
set and bright, fun lighting. Though perhaps not for 
everyone, The Drowsy Chaperone is an entertaining, 
laugh-out-loud farce and a must-see for any theater lover. 

() 7RH;m~,cn College 



CURTAI:--1 CALL Student 
actors perform the final song, As 
We Stumble Along. The musical 
production displayed musical acts 
with both singing and choreography. 
Photo by Clair, Elestwani. 

GROUP PHOTO 'The entire 
cast poses on the closing night of 
the show. They pose with actors, 
the director, producers, and 
set designers. The show was a 
collaboration between the theater 
committees of Brown and Hanszen 
Colleges, with actors and backstage 
workers from many colleges. Photo 
submitted by Carolin< Gutierrez. 



"Enforcing a hard liquor ban will start to turn us into every other school, where students hide, drive, and get into much 
worse alcohol related situations. Yes, we should be more responsible, you can always be more responsible, but a ban 
is not the answer. We should be encouraging student discussion around the topic, that is how a culture changes, not 
through heavy handed blanket policies that will only cause frustration." 

- Sophie Eichner '16 

"I think the alcohol policy is okay for now but there are definite changes that need to be made. For instance, those 
who are 21 +should be able to drink on campus without being punished. But for the most part, the policy seems 
reasonable and doable." 

- Theresa Masciale '14 

"...unfortunately the changes that were enacted are largely unenforceable and do not thoroughly acknowledge that the 
most dangerous part about drinking at Rice is uninformed freshmen drinking alone; any proposed alcohol policy needs 
to create a system in which upperclassmen and underclassmen are more likely to party together such as by promoting 
sanctioned college wide pre-games before public parties, etc." 

-Ryan Gupta '13 

"I think that it does encourage students to be more responsible with their alcohol consumption so people can have fun 
without the multiple EMS calls." 

- Petra Constable '15 

"I believe that the problem lies in the drinking culture and the knowledge of safe drinking. Drinking to the point of black 
out is incredibly dangerous. Knowing our limits and taking care of each other should be our priority as students." 

- Maria Pia Ormachea '14 

Reporters came on campus during the 
Night of Decadence party on October 27, 2013 
to report on a number of ambulances called to 
one place. They later reported that 11 students 
were transported to the hospital, due to alcohol 
related incidents. Many local and national 
news stations covered the story such as the KHOU 11 Local News 
Huffington Post and KHOU 11. 
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I'M KING OF THE WORLD Wiess 
President David Payne '13 and next 
President Bernard Miller '14 re-enact the 
famous Titanic scene while on the barge. 
Photo by Ingrid Mong. 

ROLLIN' WITH THE HOMIES 
Ingrid Mong, Marie Chatfield, 
Andie Eikenburg, Nora Hennessy, 
Annie Zeumer, Chloe Nguyen, Ariel 
Guerrero, Olivia Hu, and Nkemjika 
Nweke represent the sophomore girls 
at Summit. Photo by Ingrid Mong. 

LEAP OF FAITH Calvin Tsay '15 
piggybacks on Bahrom Firozgary ' 14 
as the two leap from the second story 
of the party boat. Photo by Ingrid Mong. 
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LET ME SEE DAT BOOTY 
WURK Ciara Pino '16 gives 
Annie Zeumer '15 the lap dance 
of a lifetime. 
ADAM AND STEVE Gavin 
Cross '16 makes a move on Ryan 
Deal '16 while fellow freshman 
Isabel Scher holds back a laugh. 
THAT'S A WRAP Toe 
freshmen give a grand bow as 
the One-Acts come to a close. 
Photos by Ingrid Mong. 

STUNNA' SHADES 
Ruthie Halberstadt 
'13, Bree Chachere 
' I 3, Jenna Plymell ' I 4 
and KiJd Ogu ' 13 hang 
out on the boat while 
they're not swimming. 
Photo by Ingrid Mong. 

MEETING OF THE MINDS 
Qumcy Villarreal 'I3 RA B C 
liouchens d . ' . . . 
'15 h 'an Christian Hauser 
Photo byanf O~t on the lower deck. 

•grid Mong. 
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THIS IS THRILLER 
Jasmine Jsokpunwu '16 
took second place in Owls 
on Stage with the soccer 
team's Michael Jackson
inspired dance routine. 

Si 
l!l 

I ga di 
At Rice, our talents go beyond reStudents seacademics. A large amount of 

heshowcase students choose to join various 
Tl groups to perform skills such astalents at Owls t....singing, dancing, acting or sketch 
pcon Stage, All of comedy. The month of October is 1 
sk dedicated to a number of shows 
prthe Lights, Kinda I and performances to show that the 
mSketchy Get student body is full of talent and 
th passion beyond just academics. 

Kinda Sexy and In preparation for Night of 
in Decadence (NOD), the Women'sLouder than DResource Center hosted Consent is 
inSexy Week. Events included a Q&AWords "l

session and different discussions. 
Pl They collaborated with Kinda 
a1Sketchy to 
lo

emphasize health)' 
J 

d: 

Pl 

RI 
NOCTURNAL Sam Hooper (above) sings Walk the Moo~ 's Gr 
"Anna Sun" and Mika Tabata (left) sings Beatles' "Blackbird. an, 
Both were accompanied by fellow Nocturnal singers. 
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One of the dances used 
only black lights while 
the dancers wore white 

ze health} 

relationships, raise awareness of 
sexual assault prevention and 
how to effectively set boundaries. 
The collaboration between the 
two groups was a first-time 
partnership. Actors in individual 
sketches grouped together to 
practice, then the group chose the 
most entertaining sketches. After,
they delegated roles. 
. With many new features 
in this fall semester show Rice
D ' . ance Theatre (RDT) performed 
~,n accordance with their theme: 
Louder than Words:' To 

publicize the event, RDT had 
a photo shoot in the library a 1 . . , 
ocatton 10 relation to the theme. 

clothes. Courtney Jones, 
chosen by Dance Magazine 

as one of the Top 25 dancers in 
the country to watch this year, 
choreographed the opening piece. 

Nocturnal, an acapella group, 
put on a themed show with songs 

relating to either night and dark or 
day and light. The progression of 
songs followed darkness to light by 
starting with Fun's "Some Nights" 
and ending with Walk the Moon's 
'Anna Sun:' Shivani Morrison '15 
believes that Nocturnal is like a little 
family. 

"Our group got a lot smaller 
this year. We cut down from 24 
members last year to just 14 this 
year:' Morrison said. "When you 
perform with a group, you take a 
risk as a group, and you support 
each other through it, so after the 
performance is done, the group is 
much closer. When one of us nails a 
solo, we're all proud, and when one 
of us has an off day, we all shake it 
off together:' 

Owls on Stage, the second 
annual student-athlete talent show, 
was planned by the Student-Athlete 
Advisory Committee (SAAC). 
Performances ranged from pop 
vocal covers to dance routines. The 
event donated all proceeds to the 
Houston Food Bank. 

Rice Dance Theater 
"I am most excited about feeling the rush of energy 
that comes with each performances. Every night has a 
different audience with a different vibe; sometimes they 
laugh, sometimes they cry." 

- Megan Weintraut, Grad Student 

Kinda Sketchy 
"My favorite part of the show was getting to mount 
a fellow actor during the show. I 've never done 
something so risque on stage before, and I found it fun 
to adopt such a different persona ... and he didn't seem 
to mind either." 

- Larisa LaMere '16 

Nocturnal 
"Everyone in Nocturnal has so much talent, and we just 
wanted to share our love for singing with the audience 
that night!" 

- JR Reynolds ' 14 

Student-Athlete Association 
"I really enjoy singing, so I decided what better venue 
could I perform my talent than at the athlete talent 
show." 

- Gabe Baker '14 

cook &dine 
get in touch with cultural 
roots by making curry, 
banh mi (Vietnamese 3 

be vocal 
discuss different 
issues of modern asian 
society in a roundtable 5

dance the night away 
learn dandiya and 
garba, traditional south 
Asian dances 

sandwiches) and dumplings 

learn to lead remember the past 
recognize historicalgain crucial skills to be 
events such as Taiwan's a leader within the asian 
birthday (Oct 10th)2 4
american society 

ROT Cradu t
he Moon's Groen ,

16 
d a e students, Alyssa Abacan ' 13 and Nicolette SAAC Gabe Baker '14 sang Bobby Darin's "Beyond KINDA SKETCHY Logan Crowl ' 16, Gabriel Wang '16, and 

ackbird:" and M k a~ce a contemporary routine. \l\lcston Ruths '16 the Sea:· Andie Obermeyer '13 sang a song Jake LaViola ' IS rehearse for the Kinda Sketchy gets Kinda Sexy
ac enz,e N ttl .e ow 16 perform a seductive tango. accompanied by her soccer teammates. show. Photos by Dante Zakhidov. Clair< Elestwani. Secky Raven, Man Johnson 
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Despite falling short in season opener, the Owls had many positives to take away 


When they1re not IN SPIRIT To get in full Halloween spirit, the 
Owls painted their faces for Holiday Inn Hotels 
and Suites Med Center Invitational. "We swam in 
face paint!" Quincy Christian said. Photo by Taylor 
Armstrong 

HAPPY CAMPERS Before the start ofseason, 
the team took a camping trip to the Bolivar 
Peninsula, near Galveston, Tex. During their 
trip, the team participated in various activities, 
including karaoke. Photo by Taylor Armstrong 

DIVING IN For most events, 
swimmers enter the water 
from the start block, a raised 
platform on one end of the 
lane. A good start off the block 
is often essential to a sound 
performance. Kylee Talwar '13 
practices jumping off the start 
block. Photo by Zoe Wu 

Rocking their colorful swimsuits, the Owls stand by the pool. 
Following the announcer's instructions, the swimmers walk to the 
starting blocks and assume their starting positions. As the horn sounds, 
the swimmers leap into the water. Several splashes and they're off! 

The gorgeous October weather brought fans to the Rice Aquatics 
Center for the Owls' season opener against Kansas. The team certainly 
gave their fans an effort to root for. The meet began with a 200-yard 
medley relay, a race that requires a team of four swimmers to use four 
different swim styles. Team members Michelle Gean '14, Lilly Marrow 
'14, Casey Clark '15, and Karina Wlostowska '14, worked to string 
together a performance that bested Rice's previous best medley relay time 
at home. Erin Flanigan '15 won two distance races and finished second 
in the 200-yard butterfly by a mere 0.02 seconds. Flanigan's performance 
earned her the honor of being named Conference USRs swimmer of the 
week. To close out the meet, Wilostowska, 

Story by Zoe Wu 

Clark, Cora McKenzie '16, and Chelsea Fong '14, earned first place in the 
200-yard freestyle relay with a time of 1.35.41 - another new record at 
the Aquatics Center - in the 200 yard freestyle relay for the Owls. Other 
swimmers also posted high marks in their events. 

The Owls ultimately fell short in their season opener, falling to 
Kansas with a final score of 166-132. But the scores themselves don't tell ' 
the entire story. Typically, a swimmer's times will tend to improve as the 
season goes on. 

However, the 2012 season opener saw swimmers posting times that 
were "as fast as we've ever seen in early October;' head coach Seth HustoO 
said during a press conference afterwards. 

The season opener gave the Owls a performance to be proud of, late! 
taking the Conference USA Championship. 



ts, 

PREP WORK As they await their own events, the Owls cheer 
on their teammates and warm up. The team members prepared 
for upcoming events in the side pool during the meet against 
Kansas. The preparation can often be the difference in a sport in 
which the margin ofwinning is commonly a fraction ofa second. 
Photo by Zoe Wu 

ON THE BACK Shannon Foreman '16 participates in the 100
yard backstroke race in the meet against Texas A&M University. 
Foreman posted the top time in the event among the competing 
Owls, but Rice fell short to the top-ranking Texas A&M overall. 
Photo by Zoe Wu 

ENDURANCE GAME The swimmers tested their endurance 
in various distance events at the meet against Texas A&M 
University. Danielle Spence ' 13 swam in the 1000- yard freestyle. 
At one end of the lane, a teammate held up a sign of how many 
more laps Spence needed to swim. Photo by Zoe Wu 
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a strong showing in their season opener 
versus Kansas. Lilly Marrow competed in 
I 00 yard breaststroke, finishing second in 
the event. Photobv 7.o, Wu 
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"Where has My Little Dog Gone" 
November 17, 1973 

"We were there for what seemed like a long time, at least an 


hour, maybe more," said Margaret Jordan, Jones '77, "Eventually 


Rice food trucks were brought into the tunnel, and we got into 


them and were driven safely back to our colleges." 


Jordan, a former Rice Marching Owl Band member, recounts 

her experience after the MOB's halftime performance during 

the 1973 football game against Texas A&M. The band had 

employed the use of multiple satirical songs and marching 

formations to poke fun at the opposing team, concluding finally 

with a formation of a fire hydrant to the tune of "Where, Oh 

Where Has My Little Dog Gone?" A MOB twirler skipped around 

)he field holding an empty leash as the band played. While the 

crowd's reaction had grown progressively more intolerant as 

the performance went on, this last joke, aimed at A&M's collie 

mascot, inspired a particularly hostile response as ice and paper 

flew onto the field. Reveille, the most recent dog serving as the 

school's beloved mascot, had unfortunately just passed away. 

The band returned to their seats to endure the angry mass 

of A&M students screaming obscenities for the remainder of 

the game. After Rice defeated A&M 24-21, a crowd of about 

350 people gathered outside of the stadium gates to wait for 

the MOB to exit. Six uniformed A&M students even climbed 

the stadium wall in attempt to get to the band. Rice Police 

Department officers determined that it was too dangerous for the 

MOB members to leave and escorted them into the tunnel of the 

stadium to wait. 

After some time passed and the crowd showed no signs of 

dying down, RUPD elected to smuggle the band members out of 

the stadium via Rice Food Service trucks driven directly into the 

stadium tunnel. The MOB issued a formal apology to the A&M 

band, and made a point to aim the jokes in their own direction at 

their next performance. 
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DUNCAN WEEK 
A LUNAR TUNES REUNION Julia 
Sunderland '16, Saori Yamada, Associate Patrick 
Lukingbeal, Zia Rosenzweig' I 5, Matt Lopez 
'14, Leslie Nguyen '16, Austin Hughes '16 and 
Drayton Thomas '14 staged a mini-O-Week 
reunion during the Duncan Gala. 

BEST COUPLE Becca Hamm Conard '14 
presents Matt Lopez '14 and Kelvin Pho ' I 3 with 
the first ever Dunc-ee Best Couple Award. 

DUNCTAVERN Jesus, the Crazy, and the Bad 
Kids entertain Duncaroos at the Hollywood
themed DuncTavern. 

D-U-N-C-A-N Students line up to form a 
'u; but it's not just a ·u; it's the second letter 
ofDuncan. Last year, during Dedication Day, 
students formed a 'D; and in the coming years 
students will form a 'N; a 'C; a 'Ii, and then 
another 'N' to form 'DUNCAN.' 

MCMURTRY KIDS ARE UGLY! Sanjay 
Gadasalli ' 15 gets ready to take a swing at 
the McMurtry pitiata. Duncaroos lined up to 
(figuratively] smash the guts out of McMurtry. 
However, it was all in good fun, aml onu: lhc: 
pitiata was broken and all the candy was eaten, 
Duncaroos went back to loving thei r purple 
neighbors. Photos by Anastasia Bolshakov 
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f "Dunc Step is really cool because 
? the way it began:' Karen Jong 
13 sa·d "F ,1 · all of 20lO, there weren t 

enough tickets to Esperanza, so some 
?fthe Duncan freshman girls decided 
it Would be cool to throw our own 
Esperanza and call it 'Dunceranza~' 
d The party was planned in three 

ays on almost no budget and ended 
up h:ving to be completely dry. 
b· It Was kind of a testament to the 
s tg ideas and intrepid spirit of Duncan, 
omething that is important in starting 

a new college;' Karen said. 
The next year the party became a 

Public . .party with a Wild West theme, 
reflecr five o the tendency of Duncaroos 
to love fW·1 n· h O Id West, a true country 
Lig tclub where Two-Steppin' & 
ongneckin' is the motto. 

D Dunc Step was not the only party 
uncan threw this time of year. Soon 

after Dunc Step, Duncaroos celebrated 
Duncan College's "Birthday" with 
Duncan Week, which included Dunc 
Tavern and Duncan Gala. 

No single event of Duncan Week 
stood out as the best to Drayton 
Thomas '14. 

"My favorite part of Duncan Week 
isn't really any one event, but rather the 
nature of the week itself:' Drayton said. 
"One thing I really liked was that many 
Duncan alumni came for several of the 
events. It's great to see the Dunc Love 
continue past graduation:' 

Drayton was one of the very 
special Duncaroos who received the 
first Dunc-ees. But Drayton didn't 
just win one, he won two; he won the 
Dunc-ee for Best Catchphrase and also 
the Duncan Spirit Award. 

"I guess I like that people think I 
say funny stuff:' Drayton said. "[But] 

the Spirit Award meant much more to 
me. It's nice that Duncan notices what I 
do, and it's a real honor coming from a 
college that has so much spirit:' 

Duncan then finished the semester 
off with Roobilation, a holiday party. 
Michael Donatti '16 said that the event 
was very relaxing. 

"Everyone from Duncan was 
together in the commons, having fun 
together with activities that left no 
one excluded:' Michael said. "As is the 
norm at Duncan, Roobilation was very 
classy and fun:' 

All three events gathered all four 
classes of Duncan for some great fun. 

"Duncan is especially great in 
its interactions between the different 
classes, its awesome adult support 
team, and respect between all the 
students;' Drayton said. 

- .,-Sto-ry-,-by-A,-nas_t_asi_·aBo:-:-,lsh--,ako- v 

DUNC STEP 

COWGIRLS RULE THE 
WORLD Grace Apfeld '14, 
Meg Ryan '14, and MoUy 
Horn '14 pose at the photo 
booth in full costume. Photo 

by Carissa Livingston 

BOY'S GANG Caleb 
McBride '14, Zuhdi Abdo 
'I4, Matt Winkler '14, and 
Andrew Kohner '14 put 
on their tough guy faces in 
the Dunc Step photobooth. 
Photo by C....iss• Livingston 

HUG ME! Karen Hong 
'I3 expresses her love for 
fellow Duncaroo Matt 
Makansi ' 14. Photo by Carissa 

Livingston 

10091L ION 
DR.EIDE 
blow L Alan Harkins '14 and Drayton Thomas '14 HEARTS Ryan Kim BEST FRIENDS Caleb Williams '15 smiles as Louis NAUGHTY OR NICE? Michael 
spin. ~u::he dreidel trying to mess up Justin Winikoff's '14 '14 makes a heart with Lesser '15 and Christian Covington '15 make faces behind Donatti '16 and Seth Lauer '15 
Pbotob in, the only Jewish one in the group, won. 

YOb; Nwabueie 
resident Santa, Jordan Bley 
'15. Photo by 

him. Photo by Obi Nwabueze pose shirtless with Santa. Photo by Obi 
Nwabueze 

Obi Nwobueze 
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the ':1fyou took us off the map of 
w city of Houston and told us that 
Ci~COuld put ourselves back in the 
Put any way we wanted, we would 

ourselves exactly where we
are" p .q1'h resident David Leebron said. 
bu ere are lots ofreasons for that, 
a tone ofthem is our location 
cross from Hermann Park:' 

and When Rice University 
esta~ermann Park were first 
Ii hshed, both were outside the t 

oust0n city limits. Slowly the city 

took both over, and they became 
integral parts of Houston. The two 
share a unique bond, and one Rice 
University representative saw their 
respective centennials as a unique 
opportunity to deepen the roots 
between them. 

"Houston has really been 
wonderful to Rice University;' 
First Lady Ping Sun said. "And 
planting trees in connection with 
celebrating academic institutions is 
really part of [Chinese] culture, so 

I thought 'well maybe this will be 
a good way for Rice to give back to 
the community:" 

At first, Leebron vetoed Ping's 
idea, but Ping continued to push 
for it. And she got her way. On a 
beautiful sunny morning, Ping and 
a group ofvolunteers composed 
of Rice students and staff came 
together to plant 100 trees to 
replace some of those lost during 
last year's drought. 

"I was so happy to hear about 

the 100 new trees because planting 
trees in a park is a gift that can 
last for the next hundred years;' 
Doreen Stoller '91 Executive 
Director of Hermann Park 
Conservatory said, "but when I 
heard that the faculty, students and 
administration were [going to] 
come out and actually plant, that 
was the real gift:' 

Story by Anastasia Bolshakov 
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WE'RE IN THIS TOGETHER 
Sid coordinators, Oscar Turner '15, Samantha 

Guarneros '15, and Hannah Millimet '15 
comment on a joint college night 

Why did you guys decide to do a joint college 

night with McMurtry? 


Oscar Turner: The McMurtry college night 
coordinators approached us about it, and we 
thought it would be fun to include another college 
in the festivities. 

Samantha Guarneros: We decided to have a joint 
college night with McMurtry in order to have 
members from both colleges interact in a different 
atmosphere than the usual pubUc party. It is rare 
for a South College and a North College to host an 
event together. 

Hannah Millimet: We figured the competitive 
theme of villains vs. heroes would get people 
excited and and encourage participation. 

Guarneros: Joining our budgets was also really nice 
and allowed us to have a lot more things to offer to 
the members of the colleges. 

How did joining up with McMurtry benefit the 
college night experience? 

Millimet: Joining up with McMurtry really helped 
make the day a success. The country club was 
always full of people having fun, hanging out, and 
making some new friends. Also the dodgeball 
tournament ofSid vs. McMurtry was really 
exciting. 

Turner: Double the people means double the fun! 

Guarneros: We all got to share a bit of our college 
culture, since we continued our Sid traditions and 
hosted some McMurtry traditions at Sid. 

How was this college night different from a 
typical Sid college night? 

Guarneros: This college night was a lot bigger than 
the typical Sid college night. 

Millimet: It wasn't just about bonding within Sid, 
but reaching across campus to make some new 
friends in an intimate setting. Overall I would 
say our college night was a huge success for both 
colleges involved. 

I· A l HBII S Connor 
Barnhill 'IS and Kathy Truong 
' IS embrace Sid's badass 
persona with the Villains 
college night theme. Photo by 
Hannah Thomson 

Bil-. RC,A C.. Agroup 
ofSidizens take an oversized 
bike out for a ride to spread 
the college night cheer across 
campus. Ph0<0 by Julie Walktr 

096Sid RJchardson College 
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Sid Joins McMurtry for College Night 


Frank 
:tat '!5 and Patrick Yun 'I4 fight it 
a.n~_the inflatable jousting area. The 
-~swere able to afford more fun 
~ties like this since they had two 

dgets to work with. Photo by Julie Walker 

\ 11 \ ,<; 'iHO1\ C 
Maria Paula Nunez 'I 3 and 
Allison Connell '14 take a break 
from college njght and relax at 
the joint McMurtry-Sid tailgate. 
Photo courtesy ofMaria Paula Nune1 

11 <; \ \'{ r C 
SPR 1',. Julie Walker ' 14 hides 
out in jousting area to catch some 
Zs while gettjng some vitamin D. 
Photo by Molly Cougill 



HOLIDAY BEST Marie Chatfield 'IS sports a delightfully 
tacky sweater to show her Christmas spirit. 

ROCKIN' AROUND THE CHISTMAS TREE All the 
participants ofsecret Santa gathered round the tree in the 
Commons to find their gifts. Photos by Ingrid Mong. 

PRESENTS! Sean Burton '16 and CUCKOO FOR COCOA Ian 
Eric Stone 'I6 show off the gifts Bott '14 and Ingrid Mong 'IS 
they received. Photos by Ingrid Mong. and Valerie Diaz 'IS enjoy the 

beverages provided for the event. 

098Wiess College 



ROUND OF APPLAUSE 
Baby Gavin leads a game of 
clapping with a couple of 
Wiessmen. 

YEAH CAKE RA Renata 
Ramos cuts the cake for the 
crowd. 

BIRTHDAY BOY Gavin 
seems to be solely concerned 
with his cake as he shares a 

KID AT HcART Lilly Yu ' 14 poses 

with some children of the adult staff, and 

hopefully, future Wiessmen. 


GO TEAM 1 Alumni Charlie Dai gets a 

boost from Adriana Bolivar '13 to pose for 

a quick picture. 


TEE DUBZ Master Dr. Byrd shows Ciara 

Pino 'I 6 how to show some college pride. 

Pho1osby Qwncy \Cillattal 
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FOl Kl ORICO The Ballet 
Folkorico dance performance 
group poses for a quick photo 
before their dance performance 
( upper left). Photo by Forcino Garcia 

~ ' "I 1\ SKIR' 'S An all
male dance squad performs a 
Ghati style dance, a flirtatious 
dance popularized by 
Bollywood (lower right). Phoco 
by Soorya AvaIi 

Q,._ Clubs 



Every year, the South Asian Society (SAS) prepares a fall show called 
Dhamaka, which coincides with Diwali, the Indian Festival of Lights. 
The annual celebration has sold out for many years now, filling the 
Grand Hall and Sammy's each time. Students collaborate to display vocal 
performances, dance routines, and even put on a fashion show. 

As the president ofSAS, Amo! Utrankar '14 said he enjoyed the 
energy the performers brought during the show. 

"Most acts rehearsed for several hours a week all semester, and 
then almost daily in the days right before the show. After all that, it was 
awesome to see everyone's work culminate in such stunning, creative 
displays of art and talent;' Utrankar said. "I love that process of seeing all 
the acts develop and come together over weeks of rehearsals, eventually 
leading up to that one epic performance in front of a packed Grand Hall. 
It's really something to see:' 

The Hispanic Association for Cultural Enrichment at Rice (HACER) 
also plans and performs a fall show, Sabado Gigante. 

HACER vice president Luz Rocha '14, one of the show coordinators, 
managed behind the scenes and even made a guest appearance in an 
emcee skit. "The purpose of the show is to showcase Hispanic culture to 
the Rice and Houston communities. This year for food we had pupusas 
from El Salvador, Colombian empanadas, rice and beans, which are a 
major staple in several Latin American cultures, and Mexican quesadillas. 
For performances we had dances such as salsa, cumbia, reggaeton, 
folklorico and even a mariachi performance by one of our emcees;' Rocha 
said. "One key difference in this year's show was the participation of the 
BSA. We had two performance groups led by members in the BSA (Black 
Student Association):' 

HJ\ f\l PO<;' Seven students perform 
Bharatanatyan, a rhythmic, classical Indian 
dance. The dancers captured the audience's 
attention with their intricate footwork (upper 
right). Photo by Soorya Aval, 

RIC, 1 !A1 EshanKejriwal ' l6, posesfora 
photo in his pagh, a type ofceremonial head 
wear, with Angela Li ' I 6 and Saori Yamada ' 1 6 
(lower left). Photo by Sool)-. A,-.Ji 

·1 h l SHO 1 ( I LR Sabado Gigante 
emcee Alberto Rodriguez ' 15 closes the show 
with the final mariachi performance of "EI 
Rey" by Vicente Fernandez (right middle and 
lower right). Photo by ~on moGarcia 

Cultural \how, " ( 
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Chris Keller and Allyssa Abacan, 
both '13, were the first Community 
Involvement Coordinators for Jones 
College. Their main objective for the 
2012-2013 school year was to foster a 
culture where fellow Jonesians could 
volunteer alongside one another 
to tackle numerous social issues in 
Houston. 

"We intend to encourage future 
Jonesians to continue with service:' 
Abacan said, "Education, direct 
service and indirect service are three 
components we [ are trying] to instill 
into Jones' culture. Chris and I have 
planned big events with the hopes of 
doing just that:' 

During the fall semester of 2012, 
Jones chose to participate in Houston 
Children's Charity's Adopt-A-Family 
program in order to adress Houston's 

o2 Jones College 

prevalent social issue of childhood 
poverty. Through Adopt-A-Family, 
Jones did its part to positively impact 
three children and their parents over 
the holiday season. 

As Keller mentioned in his first 
Adopt-A-Family announcement, 
"The spirit ofJones is that we come 
together as a community to excel 
(aka win), and that the sum ofour 
community is greater than its parts:' 

Thanks to Jonesians, the family 
received a mini basketball hoop, an 
Easy Bake oven, a puzzle, several 
books, a soccer ball, a football, nail 
polish, scarves, hats, Scrabble and 
a Rayzor scooter. These gifts were 
chosen in the hope that they could 
enocourage the three children to 
come together and make memories 
as siblings. 

S1ory hy Ally,s.1 Abacan 

TINSEL TIME The 
Jones Holiday Tree stands 
tall while Jonesians 
celebrate during the 
annual Holiday Party. 
Photo bv F.llie Wcch 

PAYPHONESherman Belton ' 16 pl~' 
"Payphone;' while Jones freshmen si118 
along. l'holo by Scv11a Rania 



Thanksgiving at the Masters 
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On Thanksgiving day, the Jones 
Masters, Michel and Melanie Achard, 
invited Jonesians who stayed on campus for 
the short holiday into their home for a huge 

... . ;i·~ 
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meal provided by both the servery staff and 
Melanie herself. Everyone enjoyed their 
meal while watching the Houston Texans 
beat the Detroit Lions. 

YUM! Annie Li '15 enjoys her Thanksgiving meal. Pho10 
by Ellie Weeks. 

RACE FOR THE FOOD Jonesians line up at their 
Masters's house for Thanksgiving lunch. Photo by Ellie Weeks 

Floor Holiday Celebrations 
Not only does Jones celebrate the holidays as an entire college at its 

annual Holiday Party, but the individual floors also congregate during 
dead days and exam week in order to exchange gifts, socialize, eat, drink 
and be merry in their own unique ways. 

GIFT EXCHANGE Second 
South celebrates the holidays 
by holding a White Elephant 
party. Pho10 by Jenna Kripal 

HOLIDAY LAUGHS 
Isadora Calderon '13 plays 
a prank on Navin Pathak 
'L4 during the Fourth South 
holiday party. Photo by Jenna Kripal 

MINGLING Fourth 
South holds an annual 
holiday party. Pho10 by 
Jtnna Kripal. IUus.tratiom. by 
Elena l.acey 
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Opinion article sparks the Rally Against Rice's Treatment of Assault and Mental Illness 

Monday, December 3rd, students gathered in front 
of the Sallyport for the Rally Against Rice's Treatment of 
Assault and Mental Illness. The event was inspired by an 
opinion article, "Rice maintains 'happiest students' status 
by ousting unhappy students," by Olivia Hansen, which 
was published in The Rice Thresher. The Rally organizers, 
who later created a group called "Rice Students for the 
Reevaluation of Mental Health & Sexual Assault Policy," 
provided materials for people to make their own signs. 

Approximately ISO students and other members of 
the Rice community gathered in front of Lovett Hall to 
hear Dean Hutchinson respond to questions and concerns 
of the students. Philomena Bradford '13 organized 
the event with a few other students for the purpose of 
launching a public discussion and open collaboration 
with the administration on how sexual assault and mental 
illness are handled on campus. The controversial topics of 
sexual assault, mental health and the University's policies 

concerning these subjects created a large amount of online 
activity-specifically on Facebook where the opinion 
article first gained much attention. Hutchinson spoke in 
defense of the Rice Counseling Center (RCC) and, during 
the rally and in his e-mail response, attempted to make 
the goals of the RCC clear to the student community. 
Hutchinson stood by the university's protocol for dealing 
with mental health issues among students. 

"Regarding individual cases, in every single case 
there is a long, carefully-considered process;' Hutchinson 
said. "I won't apologize in the sense that we would do it 
d ifferentJy. I can share the pain without apologizing for it." 

Because of the confidentiality policy, the RCC 
was unable to comment on individual cases, yet they 
encouraged students to call and ask questions, wanting 
to eliminate any fear that might prevent students from 
seeking help if they needed it. 

Storr hy F.len• L•«y 

Q&A Dean Hutchinson SALLYPORT RALLY One-hundred and fifty students SIT IN Philomena Bradford '13 speaks to the 
attended the Rally to showed up to the Rally in the quad. Students, professors and students seated in front of the Sa!lyport at the rally co111n, · 

unicate with students staff gathered to speak up and listen. Four-hundred and fifty the week after the opinion article was published in the
and di 

scuss the concerns five students contacted the Rice Counseling Center in the last Rice 'lhrcsher. Ph<>to by Elena Lacey 
re ated t h
ab O t e opinion art icle year. Photo by Cla\n: me~lwani 

out ha · 
Cl ppiness at Rice. Photo by 

a1re f lcnw.i1u 
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DRESSED TO IMPRESS Casey Zhu 
'16, Margaret Watkins '16, and Ansley 
Jones '16 arrive at Sid Rich in their 
superhero uniforms. Daniel Hsu '16, rv 
Sneha Kohirkar '15, and Katherine Van 
Leeuwen '15 unknowingly swing away th1 

afternoon as the heroes walk right behind 
them. Instead ofcostumes, some student> 
decided to wear shirts designed for the 
joint College Night. Photo b)' Zoe Zoha 

DRESSED TO IMPRESS Will iam 
Eldridge '16, Avery Landrum '16, and 
John Lee 'LS wore their best superhero 
attire. All dressed up, they were ready to 
go to Sid to defeat the villains. By bandin! 
together, the Murts presented a unified 
force ready to conquer their challengers. 
Photo by Zoe Zolta 

FLY LIKE THE WIND Nader Aboul· 

Fettouh ' 14 shows off his cape as it biU01i' 


in the wind. He assumed the take-off 

position and was all set to lead Murts to 

the evi l fortress down south. The shining 

sun supported the heroes in their journe) 

across campus. Photo by Zoe Zalta 1w. 


\>hi! 
Safe. 
duri 
Mc~ 
l-lal! 
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Avengers Assemble! 

Friday, November 16, the 

McMurtry superheroes trekked 
down south to battle the Sid 
Rich villains for a day of friendly 
competition and inter-college 
mingling. Many Murts were 
easily spotted in capes, probably 
the simplest and most effective 
accessory. 

The day began early at 
McMurtry with a musical medley 
to get the college excited. After 
lunch, the heroes assembled and 
flew over to Sid Rich to start the 
joint festivities. Sid Rich's Country 
Club hosted a tailgate with drinks, 
snacks, grilling, volleyball, and 
an inflatable jousting ring. It was 
a fight for pride and glory pitting 
hero against hero, villain against 
villain, and, of course, hero 
against villain. 

o 1'-kMurtryColl,-i;e 

Late in the afternoon, an 
intense dodgeball match ensued in 
the Sid Rich Commons. Although 
the villains put up a good fight in 
every battle, they still lost. Good 
will always triumph over evil. 

This was the first time that 
McMurtry held a joint College 
Night with another college. 

"It was a great way to get to 
meet people that live so far away 
from us and yet so close;' said 
Nader Aboul-Fettouh '14, one 
of the College Night organizers. 
McMurtry seldom ventures to the 
south for college events, so the 
joint College Night was a way to 
break routine and hang out in a 
new environment. 

Luckily no capes harmed the 
heroes as in The Incredibles, but 
overall it was an incredible day. 



-----------

McSkate 

McMurtry continued the tradition of going ice skating at the Galleria. 
The event took place December 2 after the rest of the mall had closed for 
the night. Murts were more than happy to take a break during study days. 
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ta I WANT y
lvhi!e h· OU... Juan Cruz ' 16 gives his best Uncle Sam pose 
safe. This bodyguard Noah Lo7..ada '13 ensures that everything is 
durin ehtemporary president spent time with his constituents 
Mc••gt e broadcast of the U.S. Presidential Election, held in the 

,v,urtry co C 	 .
liall . h mmons. ruz also had the honor of running Town -1 

Yll Lozada close by his side. Photo by 7-<>< z.1u 

SKATER GIRL 
Robin Vest ' 14 shows 
off her spinning skills 
as Garrett McMurtry 
'14 and Houston 
McConnell '15 look 
on. The ice was pretty 
beat up, but Vest 
didn't let that stop 
her. Skating around 
the enormous holiday 
tree made for a very 
picturesque evening. 

TOGETHER WE STAND After a few falls, Murts remained standing on the 
ice for a group picture. The annual study break at the Galleria ice rink had a good 
turnout as students gladly took time away from their end -of-semester work. 
Abilities ranged from beginning skaters to those performing tricks and skating 
laps around everyone else. PhotosbyZocz.Jta 

Freshman Juan Cruz entered the "Be McM President for a Day!" 
challenge with an original two-minute presidential rap that won 
with a total of 103 Facebook "likes". 
Why did you enter the competition? 

I thought it was a cool idea and something that would be memorable for my freshman 
year. Also I hope of one day maybe actually becoming president of McMurtry. 

How did you react when you found out that you won? 
l felt really happy and was very honored when I found out. Writing the rap was fun to 
do, and simply getting to participate in the contest was a pleasure in itself, but getting 
enough support to win was definitely greatly appreciated. 

What didyou do while President ofMcM? 

All I really had to do was set up the agenda and run Town Hall that evening. But I 
also dressed up nice, shook a lot of hands, and did a couple guest appearances on 
several well-known talk shows. 

What was your favorite part of being president for the day? 

Definitely having Noah Lozada as my secret service. He tackled me during Town Hall 
yelling, "He's got a gun!" when RUPD Officer Juan Alejandro came up to make an 
announcement. Also being President at the same time as Obama being re-elected was 
pretty sweet. It's like we're pretty much brothers now. 

~CM Community Bands Together 
Murts awoke December 2 to find acts 

of vandalism throughout the building. 
There were many derogatory phrases and 
comments directed at Dereth Phillips, 
McMurtry (McM) Master, including 
an unacceptable comment etched 
into the Masters' front door. Dean of 
Undergraduates John Hutchinson and 
McMurtry President Peter Abraham '14, 
sent out letters in support of the Masters 
and the community as a whole. In the days 
following the incident, students showed 
their love for Dereth through cards, letters, 

CJiALI( IT UP ·1·0 	 decorations, and cookies, demonstrating 
Student FAMILY Led by Dan McNamara '16, 

chalk ~ fathered to write encou raging messages ofsupport in the kindness and compassion that holds the 


0 
sent Out bhe s1dewalk in front of the Masters' house. ln a message college together. 
want t YMcNamara, he stated, "In light of the vandalism, we "These are the actions that reflect our 
,,...,,.,,._

0
,.&.,et together to show Dereth how much we value her." 

., " ,. '>v«ht 	 true character and nature as a community:' 
Abraham said. 

"You know I 
loved you dearly 

before, but 
you guys 

are offthe 
charts" 

-Dr. Dereth Phillips, J\.kM Master, regarding the 
show ofsupport for her after the act of vandalism. 

WtntC'rlHt ...1 



Students head over to the Lovett 
commons to ask questions and 
get some extra information about 
the majors and minors they are 
considering. Photoby Maria l.un•. 
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Asking Questions 
In order to have stellar students, Rice must also 

have stellar professors. The often mentioned 6:1 
student faculty ratio at Rice ensures that students 
are able to receive personalized help from their 
professors. Any Rice student will be able to expound 
the virtues of their favorite professors. 

"He is a great example of a Rice professor 
who is unironically enthusiastic about his subject", 
said Patrick Shipsey '15 about Kevin McGowan, 
Linguistics, a professor who charmed students with 
his energy and sense ofhumor. 

Students also had much to say about how 
involved their professors were. For example, Vijay 
Venkatesan '15, was impressed that biochemistry 
professor Michael Gustin ate lunch with all of his 
150+ students, and knew each of them by name. 
Amber Nadeau '15, was touched by how willing Dean 
Hutchinson was to answer both her questions about 
chemistry and her questions about life. 

Violin performance major Jorie Geyer '16, 
enjoyed Anthony Brandt's music theory class because 
he made a normally boring subject interesting. She 
also recalled a time when he wrote a string quartet 
piece for a Ted talk and had his freshman students 
perform it before its premiere on the show. 

Story by Annie Li 

INTERACTING WITH OTHERS. 
Students frequently ask for help on 
homework and collaborate together for 
assignments. Photos by Maria Lima. 

Academic Advising 



Election Time 

Voting day fell on November 6 and Will Rice's Culturals 
Committee held a watch party for students to track the results. 
The main contest was the presidential election, with President 
Barrack Obama as the Democratic Party candidate and 
Governor Mitt Romney as the Republican Party candidate. 
Culturals Committee heads Shayak Sengupta '15 and Danni 
Vasquez-Corpus stated that most students were happy Obama 
won. Below, Will Rice Resident Associates Dr. Gilbert "Doc C" 
Cuthbertson and Dr. Jason Sosa enjoy the party. At the bottom, 
Students devour the food. Pho1os br Kai Sheng. 
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I WANNA PLAY! Will Rices quad turned into an 
elementary school playground thanks to the recess 
themed Will Rice Day. Top, Joanna Lopez '15, Alex 
Schmidt 'JS, and several other Will Ricers play popcorn 
with a parachute. On the opposite page, Brynnan Webster 
'13, Ellen Wendte '15, Nathan White '15, and Mark 
Bavoso '16 carve pumpkins for Halloween. Left: Gabriela 
Iribarne '15 gets her face painted. A chalk drawing 
honors Will Rice's mascot, the phoenix. Meg Cornaghie 
' 15 makes herself cotton candy. Photos by Kai Sheng, 

The most magical words of the day in 
elementary school were "It's time for 
recess!" Will Ricers got to experience that 
freedom again with a recess - themed 
Will Rice Day. Will Rice Day is an annual 
event for Will Ricers to celebrate being 
in the College of Gods and Goddesses. 
The Events Committee arranges special 
activities and food for the occasion. 
In keeping with the recess theme, this 
Will Rice Day included a playground 
parachute, chalk, and face painting. There 
was also pumpkin carving to celebrate 
the upcoming Halloween. A week later, 
Will Ricers gathered in the commons in 
honor of a more serious celebration of 
freedom: Election Day. Will Rice's Culturals 
Committee provided food , drinks, and 
materials to make signs in support of the 
different candidates. 

W,11 Rice Day 1 



HGHT FOR fHF BAU Ross Wilson ' 16. reaches for 
a ball during the game against HBU. Wilson was one of 
the new members of the 2012 team. The new members 
helped the team recover from losing six players who were 
supposed to return. Photo by Zoe Wu 

CHARGE Keith Washington '16, dashes for the basket 
during the game against HBU. Washington made a pair of 
assists during the game. He was among the team's leaders 
in number ofassists per game during the season. Photo b)' 
Zoe Wu 

Pl'T l'1 I'\ Tamir Jackson '13, attempts to make a basket 
during the game against HBU. Jackson was the only senior 
on the 2012 team. He led the team in points scored and 
number of rebounds throughout the season. Photo by Zoe Wu 
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It was a moment ofcelebration as the 

buzzer rang inside the Tudor Fieldhouse 
~o signal the end of the game. The men's 
asketball team had just won its second 

~ame of the season in front of the cheering 
ome crowd. The win against Houston 

Baptist, in which the Owls held the lead 
from the start, was a testament to the 
resilience of the Owls after a disappointing 

- offseason. 
No one could really have foresaw the ;~y men's basketball had to start its season. 

e 2012 season had looked promising back 
When the Owls fmished their 2011 season
pla · 
. Ylllg in post season game play for the first 

hrne s·ince 2005. But instead of carrying that 
:ornentum to the start of the season, men's 
asketball found itself having to rebuild after ase · 

rtes ofdrop-outs during off-season. 
B "It's been a tough spring;' head coach 

en Braun said. 
fr It began when two of the most talented 
the~hmen members from 2011 announced 

eir dee· · c I dJ ts1ons to trans1er. Dy an Ennis an 
~reUe Reischel, matriculated at Duncan and 
1 

artel respectively in 2011, opted to play 
at school lfoll s c oser to their homes. This was 
.,.. owed by the transfer of David Chadwick, 
•uat · 1lb ncu ated at Brown in 2010. Then Ahmad 
chrahim, matriculated at Martel in 2011, 
thOse to turn pro in Lebanon. Two more left 

e tearn in September: Omar Oraby and 

Men's basketball rebounds from 
disappointing offseason news 

Arsalan Kazemi, matriculated at McMurtry 
in 2010 and 2009 respectively. In merely six 
months, the team lost half of its returning 
members. 

Later in the season, the basketball 
team again found itself caught in the center 
of some unwanted sideline drama. This 
time, it started with an article from Sports 
Illustrated alleging that Director of Athletics 
Rick Greenspan had made discriminatory 
comments regarding former players' Middle 
Eastern descent. Though these allegations 
were denied by the university, they 
nevertheless generated media attention and 
Greenspan later resigned. 

Despite the distractions throughout the 
season, the Owls demonstrated early on that 
they had the strength to persevere against 
the odds. Although the 2012-13 season has 
not always been easy on the court, the young 
team is building up experience for future 
seasons. 

"The players have shown great stability 
[d ]" d thuring practices Braun sai prior to e 
start of the 2012 season. "The players on our 
team have shown they are committed. They 

b Ri " want to eat ·ce . 
According to Braun, the team had 

tried to make the best of the situation. The 
transfers had opened up good opportunities 
for underclassmen to get more playing time. 
The coaching staff was also optimistic about 

RLC,ROl P The Owls huddle up during their 
season opener against the UST Celts. The team 
fell short to the Celts 72-59. Four of the starters 
posted scores in the double-digits. Photo by Zoe Wu 

SI RATEC,1/L Braun coaches the players in a 
time-out during the game against HBU, which 
the Owls won 61-53. The Owls built up a lead 
from the start. Although HBU came close to 
tying the score in the second half, the Owls were 
able to make the big plays that helped them carry 
the lead all the way to the end. Photo b>•Zoe Wu 
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Players balance athletics and academics 

The men's basketball program has strived 
to help its athletes succeed in academics. Mem
bers of the men's basketball team lead the alma 
mater 'i\.ll for Rice's Honor after their victory 
over the HBU. The goal is to assist student-athe
letes with completing their degrees at Rice. The 
large number of players who left Rice before the 
start of the 2012 season, as well as an w1prece
dented high transfer rate across the NCAA, has 
renewed concerns over the academic progress 
ofstudent-athletes. Despite the transfers, men's 
basketball has always taken pride in excelling 
both on the court and in classrooms. 

"We've done a really good job with young 
student athletes;' Braun said. 

The team's academic records show this. 
The team has continually won honors for main
taining high GPA's and attaining high gradua
tion rates. Under Braun's leadership, the men's 
basketball program began a summer program 
in which new and returning Owls would attend 
summer classes in addition to participating in 
off-season conditioning. Members of the team 
have also volunteered their time, serving as 
student-athlete role models for younger kids. 
Photo by Zoe Wu 

Men , Ba<kelb•ll 1 ') 
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At the close of the last week of 
classes, before the hectic stress of"Dead 
Da "Mys, artel held its annual Holiday 
Party. Spirit Officers Alex Weinheimer 
'14 and Ashley Ugarte '15 headed the 
event. With the help of fellow Martelians, 
th ey transformed the commons into a 
stun · h ning room. A canopy of lights and 

and·made snowflake ornaments draped
the room. A traditional holiday dinner, 
comPI"1mented by a selection of desserts 
andd · k£ nn s, was served. Students donned 
ormal attire or tacky Christmas sweaters 

for the night. 

After dinner, the commons 
resonated with the multitude ofvoices 
singing karaoke - generally off-pitch. 
While some brought back classic 
Disney songs like Mulan's "I'll Make 
a Man Out of You;· others opted for 
tracks like Smash Mouth's "All Star" and 
Fountains of Wayne's "Stacy's Mom:· 
Meanwhile, others channeled their 
passion for engineering and food to 
create gingerbread houses. The festivities 
gave students a taste of the holidays just 
before the advent of tiring study days. 
Photo!> br Ca.Mic Pcrctorc 

AN EYE FOR DETAIL 
Alex Weinheimer '14, a 
Spirit Officer, wraps lights 
around the Christmas tree. 
Weinheimer's vision for a 
canopy oflights and paper 
snowflakes was brought to 
life for the holiday party. 
Photo by Mauhcw John$0n 

KARAOKE NIGHT 
Kenneth Misner 'I4 starts 
off the night ofkaraoke 
with One Direction's "What 
Makes You Beautiful:' Some 
of the favorites that night 
were Disne)• classics and 
Spice Girl tracks. Photo by 
Cassie Pcremre 

Martel faced some dramatic changes as the beginning of the year left the college with not one, 
but two sets of Resident Associate postitions to fill. An RA Search Committee, chaired by 
Isabella Spanswick '14 and Denis Leahy '14 was formed. The committee · with the assistance 
of Martel Masters, students, and Dean Hutchinson · narrowed their search to two couples. 
In November, Lauren Netherlein and Grant Alford, along with Adrienne and Thiago Correa 
moved in - but not before they experienced Martel Matriculation, modeled after the 0-Week 
induction ceremony. Former RAs Jeff and Stephanie Frey passed the Martel Torch to the 
new RAs in order to officially welcome them to the family as Martelians watched from the 
sallyport above. Inside, a reception followed where Martel celebrated a job well done by the 
Search Committee. 

HohdaJ Party {:. 



"I believe in 

equality, 


I believe in 

tolerance, 

I believe in 

compassion, and 
I believe in change. 

And I believe that 
Houston is at the 

forefront of the biggest 
civil rights movement of 

our generation." 
-Macklemore 

.... ( Carn.J?_tt\ Lift 

Same Love, a song br 
Macklemore & Ryan Lewis, featuring 
Mary Lambert, reached number 11 
of the Billboard Hot l 00 with over 60 
million YouTube views, and number 
one in both New Zealand and Australia 
as ofJuly 20 l 3. The song, addressing 

marriage equality and human rights, 

was performed by Macklemore at 
the Annual Houston music festival, 
Free Press Summer Fest. MackJemore 
has been dubbed one of the most 
progressive proponents of gay rights in 
hip-hop b)• multiple media sites. It is no 
surprise, then, that his work attracted 
the attention of Mayor Annise Parker, 
one of the first openly gay mayors. 
Mayor Parker personally greeted 
MackJemore & Ryan Lewis when the)' 
arrived at the festival grounds, and was 
invited to stand on stage with him. 

Julia Bleck '13, describes 
her experience at the performance: 
"Singing that song and bringing out 
mayor Annise Parker had the crowd in 
an uproar, even in tears. It felt almost 
like a political campaign of sorts mixed 
with some sort of Woodstock vibes. 
I felt so happy to be a part of such a 
loving crowd of people all supporting 
each other for just that moment:' 

60% 

40% 

20% 

, Macklemore embraces Ma)'or 
Annise Parker on stage at Free Press Sumrner 
Fest. After his performance, he brought the 
Mayor out on stage, saying "Never have ,~e 
pulled up to the show, and the Mayor has 
greeted us outside of the festival!" Mayor . 
Parker returned from out of town just to shO",ur<•her support for the event. Photo" ascrecn <>P 
• vtdeo b)' Samaan A,hrawi 



National Basketball Association of DOMA, others expressed 
star Jason Collins became the first frustrations with the court's decision 
active male professional athlete that the case on Proposition 8 
to officially come out as gay. Guy lacked the proper standing. The 
Erwin became the first openly Human Rights Campaign released QAgay bishop to be elected into the a statement on their website about 
Evangelical Lutheran Church of the decisions: "The Supreme Court President 
America. Exodus International, the 
world's biggest ex-gay Christian 
organization, shut down after 
issuing a letter of apology to the 
Lesbian-Gay-Bisexual-Transvestite 
(LGBT) community. The Boy 
Scouts of America voted to allow 
openly gay scouts. The Defense 
of Marriage Act (DOMA), was 
ruled unconstitutional by the U.S. 
v. Windsor Supreme Court case. 
Macklemore & Ryan Lewis's song 
for human rights reached number 
11 in the charts. Marriage equality 
was achieved in Maine, Washington, 
California, Delaware, Rhode 
Island, Maryland, and Minnesota, 
putting the total at 13 states, with 
seven others allowing domestic 
partnerships. All of this occurred 
between August 2012 and July 2013. 

The fight for marriage equality 
and human rights for the LGBT 
community has been touted by many 
as the greatest civil rights movement 
since the 1960s. During this year's 
Supreme Court case hearings, about 
2.7 million Facebook users changed 
their profile picture to the Human 
Rights Campaign-inspired red equal 
sign logo in the span of just one 
week. Once the US Supreme Court 
decisions were released on June 26, 
social networking sites blew up with 
public opinion. While many lauded 
the victory of the unconstitutionality 

victory in United States v. Windsor 
striking down the discriminatory 
federal Defense of Marriage Act 
(DOMA) affirms that all loving 
and committed couples who are 
married deserve equal legal respect 
and treatment from the federal 
governmenf' 

The decisions were released 
just days before the 35'h Annual 
Houston Pride Parade, which 
attracted a crowd of about 350,000 
people. The week included festivities 
such as parties, panels, and musicaJ 
performances, all made possible by 
various public, local, and individual 
sponsors. Rice University continued 
their tradition of participation by 
revamping the rainbow-colored float 
sporting a large poster of Rice Alum, 
Mayor Annise Parker. Over 40 Rice 
students, alumni, staff, faculty and 
friends, all dressed in rainbow, 
tye-dyed Rice shirts, participated 
by riding the float, walking beside 
it, or driving the Segways loaned to 
the participants for the event. The 
Rice Pride Committee, which unites 
several lesbian, gay, bisexual and 
transgender campus organizations, 
organized the university's parade 
entry with support from the Gay and 
Lesbian Alumni Association, Rice 
Queers and Allies, the Rice Graduate 
Student Association, and the Office 
of University Relations. 

Amanda Mills '13 

"I think it's really exciting that 
the section ofDOMA p reventing same 
sex married couples from receiving 
federal benefits has been declared 
unconstitutional! Queers and Allies (Q&A) 
is proud ofour supreme court's decisions 
on both DOMA and prop 8. The fight is 
not over, however, because now each state 
must allow alJ of its citizens equal rights. I 
hope Owls will continue to register to vote 
in Hoi.u;ton because their votes for mayor, 
governor, etc. make a huge difference 
on these issues. I also hope people will 
remember that marriage equality isn't the 
end goal: it's jltst one facet of the equal 
rights we all deserve. Q&A will keep 
fighting until all people, LGBT or not, have 
equal access to housing, jobs, education, 
federal benefits and equal protection 
against \'iolence and discrimination'.' 

While the year saw many 
victories for social progress in 
equality, there was still much more 
to be checked off of the human 
rights agenda. Legislation like the 
Employment Non-Discrimination 
Act was being pushed by the Human 
Rights Campaign to protect LGBT 
people from being fired or evicted 
on the basis of sexual orientation. 
A multitude of social equality 
activist groups, pride celebrations, 
and organizations existed and 
continued to grow. The fight for not 
just LGBT equality, but equality for 
all, remained at the center of public 
debate in 2013. 
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Favor allowing lesbians and C.gays to marry legally 

20%we CD 
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Source: Aggregated data from Pew Research Center polls conducted each year tn 
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"P Suites" 
Jarrod Boyd. Maria Pkhtt, Kaitlin Barnes, Andrew Austin, Brandon Hautt, Krislin l'oringer, Sarah Brillain 

Fall Picture Yourself 




"King and Queen of Puns" 
Daniella C.o\'arrubias, Matt Kindy 

"Silly monkies" 
Andrea Paramo, Bryan Ramirez 

"l'ashion ~ " 
Ian 

"Sff.'s sqtftlhtfi 
Sis1 Gleaa 

&

\ • I 
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-.Excited at Rice,, 
Adam Griffin, Fva Dow 
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"We're basically the same person" "Boll City Owls"" I 702 Roomies" 
A,hlei )o,cph, Koma! Bansal Lindsey Morgan, Sallv Hodges-CoppleDishen Wang, )ingchun Wu • 

• 


"Roommate Love" 
Ying Zhang, 11tfany Chen MkhelleTran, r.mmahns Drew 

/? Picture Your,df 



"We make codependency look cute! " 
Lyahn Hwang, Jessica Williams 

"3 •.. 2 ... 1 ... gooood" 
Lauren Json, Katherine Curren 

"You my homie; yeah, you know me." 
Connie Feng, OmarChri l"tffany Cheu, Melissa Lee 

"Cool picture with bananas" "Amigas" l rahn Hwang 1ai k•r Lee 
Si,i Xue, Alicia King Xuejiao Liang. Xuaner Zhang 



I• 

"January 29 Birthday swag" "The Winners minus a few people we love" 
Sist Xue, Gaby Barrio,, Dwai• SyN I lira Baig, Cathy Hu, Charlene Jhoma, I 

"Trifecta" 
Richard l.clo, Andy Desai, Rahul Kothari 

~7Koreaa Matriculants" 
Hee Cho, Minsoo Cong. Jung I !wan K,,ok 

"The Bros" 
Kurt Ko, Mathew Charter, Albe 

J Picturt~ \'our~lf 

"The Left Behind" 
Jennifer Muturi, Gloria James, Natasha Cruz 



I 
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"Just a few Angry Bircts» 
Shelly Reese, Amod Desai, Kylie CulllDao 

"8 ut Everything changed When the Fire Nation Attacked" 
Daniella Covarrubias, Carolyn Shuford, Joan Chao 

"Sleepy, Loud, Hungry" 
Won Hee Lee, Dwi,tlt Alams, Chr11$ina l<llllmpes 

Picture Yourself ')5 



"Hahaha" "weEEeee 'horsd'oeuvres"' 
Jina Lee, Evelyn Hsu Yiran Lo, Min Zhang, Katherine Yang, Lan Li 

"Rm.395""Fate brought us together ... nothing shall tear us apart" 
Kelsey Crocker, Omar Chris-Rotimi, Victoria EngSisi Xue, Gaby Barrios, Owais Syed, Thomas Loughlin 

Swetha Kotamraiu, lyza Baig, Fatima Alv,, Hlra Baig 

"ZATKATO KAKAO?!" 
Filip Drozdowski, Belle Douglass, Kathryn Hokamp, Yujin Jang, Taylor Gomez 

..., ?f"\ f>ictur~ Yourself 



"Double the Load" "Happy Birthday Mom <3" 
Julia Win, Edison Ding, Scbestian Torres, Yutian He Sunmm Seo. Jac•woo Park, Junhee Lee, Thylor l.ee 

lie l.azarescou, Ashley Devitt 
Pic1urc Yourself ,,,. 27 




Charlot1e Larson, Sierra Butler, Elena Gumbs, Alex Brown 

1~ _Picture Yourself 



"At long last, physicists discover females!" 
Dannie Kim, Josue Lopez, Tim Moon, Molly Richardson, Michael Demarco, Aaroh Parikh, 


Aaron Sharpe, Edward Basso, Cristal Tan, Humbeto Gilmer, Daniel Brady, Steven Zhou 


"Lower 40s 4 Life,, 
Anjana Ganli, Alisha Zou, Sabrina Hong, Hannele !·ares, 


Saumya RaJvan,hi, Khadijah Erskine, Jessica Hcnon 


"Oppa Six Chuc Style" 
Amanda Walborn, Jenny Small, Claire Klimko, Shach1 Dana, Anisha Kundcr, Dharlm Natara an 

2 




"Color Me Crazy" 
Pyline Tangsuvanich. Kelly Beckman. Juncheng Deng. Adelina Koleve, Mariapia Ormachca, Ian Griffith. Eli1.abeth Stanfel, 


Hannah Huff. Hongyi Jin, Shen Lu, Helen Seldin. Shaan Patel, Nathan Keibler, Yigit Ergrecen, Austin Jarvis, Jeremiah De Mos, 


"Apocalypae EOL: Survive and Thrive!" 

Amber Wang. Michael Annstrons, Nlco)eMoody, ObOrieka. Matt Hernandez, Karla Opall, 


aime Gomez, Elise Naticc:hla, Eric S Belle Macfarlane Alona Bohzchenko 


"Lovett Sixtll,:FJ.oor: WeLovett oatop" 
Mollie McDonnell, Meghan Daven~MoN)\ SarahHer~ Aremy Deutmeyer, 

Christian Neal, Daniel lmas, Adam GeipJ: StevenPun.MlchetlAmi.tr01.11,Johnny Froblichsteln, 
Lauren Busansky, Tyler Taldone, Eric Mlllff, Ravi Pata, Prtstoa Sbal!II .Bmma Welch Katherine 

McConachie, Enrique Vazque,, Beth Herlin 
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"P Suites" 
Jarrod Boyd, Maria Pickett, Kaitlin Barnes. Andrew Austin, 


Brandon Haun, Kr1s11n Foringer, Sarah Brittain 


"McMurtry 3rd Orange Freshmen" 
Leah Topper, Rachel Landsman, Dorin Azerad. Juan Cruz Corey Palermo, Ell Wilson Jp Griffith, 


Becca Maher, John Michael frullo. Cesar Udave, Paul Greenfield Luke Hoffman 




~Keno Jones. 1aylorCarter, 

Nguyen, Ad1tya ICDmar. Aman Taylor 

•RUSP 2012-2013" 
Benjamin Chou. Meredith Venturi, Patricia 1'ano, RI Salhota, Tiffany .___________________

Elaillt David Payne, Hannah Bosl , Ashl~ Membere, Stephanie Bledlger, 

e&puf a Ring Oitff!" 
Caleb Owsley, Ro Kim Henrf Deng. Philip Fresse, Dan McNamara, Fatima Al 

•Alpha Brown Sigma» 
Amy Ryu, Lavia utla, Meghan Hager, Sah&rNoorani, 

Nuwan Herarh, Elizabeth Finley, Jessica Kelly, Ohvia Lammers, Greta Skudra, Grace Yang Lind~ey N _ yen, Mariam Hussain, Sophie Lin. I.aura Le 

r Picture Yourself 



"Jones 3rd South 
Isadora Calderon, Z1he !Juang. Carlos Snche,, Micah Tatum, Daniella Gar,,a, Andrew Miller, Michael Jin , 

Wesion Ru1h,, Josh Halpern, F.hzoa Brou"ard, Milchdl Massey, Ana hlr.,da. nm Moon. Poo1• Reddy 

P1eturc YnurSC"11 



''Apocalypse" 
I ucy Gao, Paige Wallace, Danielle Whrte, Miles Kruppa, Aura Ii 

"Everyday We're CHBEing!" 
Shanar Kaperd1a. Audrey Jone,, Luz Ro,ha, Dan Mutone, 

"Chwins for Lyfe" 
Lisa Chiba and Shannon ( hcng 



-
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The Boy in the Bell Tower 
1974 to 1977 

Chris Reed was the student manager of the Rice 

Memorial Center (RMC), and gained the respect 

of administrators and University Policemen alike. 

Sometime in his tenure, he discovered the inside of the 

RMC belltower filled with debris from the original RMC 

construction. He began clearing it out, and took a liking 

to the space. 

He moved in a box spring, cabinets, air conditioning, 

shelves, and lamps. He even moved in a mini-fridge by 

pulling it up through the window. Although Reed's family 

lived in North Houston, he spent much of his time in his 

Belltower apartment because of his job. 

Members of the faculty, staff, and administration 

admired Reed, and the work he did in the RMC. One 

of the board of director's members even knew he was 

there. 

One night, Reed took the chandelier from Lovett hall, 

and raised it in his own Bell Tower. This chandelier is 

the reason that he was later seen and found out. That 

chandelier can now be found in the entrance to the 

Humanities Building tower. 

Whether doing homework, swinging on the bench 

swing, or meeting the love of his life, Reed's experience 

at Rice would not have been the same without that 

infamous Belltower, and all of the secrets within. 

J_.tnu;iry 
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DOWN Tl IE LANE Nakachi Maduka 
' IS makes a drive for the basket. lhe Owls 
prevailed against the McNeese State Univer
Cowgirls in their third home game of the 
season. The Owls then went on to win the nc11 

five games, all at home. Phoco by Zoe Wu 

LAY UP Megan Palmer' 16 makes a basket 
during the second half of the game, as the 
Owls catch up to the Cowgirls. Palmer "-a; it 
high scorer for the Owls in the game agaiJl;l 
the Cowgirls with 24 points. With 24 points 
and 14 rebounds, Palmer earned her first 
double-double as an Owl. Photo by Zoe W• 

AIMING FOR THE BASKET Zoe Roge~
j,• 

'13 takes a shot during the game against Bal 
University. 1 he Owls fell short to Baylor 89 10 

49 in their sixth game of the season. Roget) 
scored 10 points during the game against . 
Baylor, the third double-digit scoring garne ot 
her career. Phoco by Zoe Wu 



I 
fJ /J · 7" / The women's basketball team held its own cookie decorating 
~ / 1/,M. competition to determine who was the best cookie decorator. 

BUSY DECORATORS ·n,e Owls took their BEST IN SHOW Four judges helped 
competitive spirits off the court with a cookie crown the best cookie. While all of the 
decorating competition. Members of the women's Owls showed off their creativity, in 
basketball team worked to come up with the most the end Brieon Allen · I 6 edged out the 
crafty cookie. The winner received a prize of all of competition with her snowflake cookie. 
the entry fees. Pho10 courtesy of Women's 8aske1ball Photo courcc\y of Women·~ BaS>k~tball
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TEAMWORK The Owls 
work as a team to find success 
on the court. Jessica Goswitz 
•I3 gives Megan Palmer • I 6 a 
high five as the starting line up 
is introduced. Members of the 
team share their own special 
hand gestures. Pho10 by Zoe Wu 

Owls string together a six-game winning streak 
The Saturday night crowd at Tudor cruised on their momentum. Palmer made a big 

Fieldhouse stood and cheered as the Owls took shot with less than four minutes remaining to 
the court. The women's basketball team looked give the Owls the lead. The team built on the lead 
focused as they warmed up for an action-filled from there, pulling off a nine point victory over 
game against the McNeese State University the Cowgirls. 
Cowgirls. Under the cheers of the home Palmer earned her first double-double in her 
crowd, the Owls prevailed with the first ofsix Rice career in the game against the Cowgirls. Her 
consecutive wins at Tudor Fieldhouse. 18 second-half points were especially critical in 

Although the Owls beat the Cowgirls with a helping the Owls to come back to win the game. 
score of60 to 51, the game was closer than what Jessica Kuster '14 also posted a double-double. 

the final score suggests. The Owls took a quick With 12 rebounds against the Cowgirls, Kuster 

lead from the start, but the Cowgirls responded increased her career rebound total to 746, the 

by putting together a scoring streak of their own. fifth highest amount in Rice history. 

By halftime, the Owls trailed the Cowgirls by The come-from-behind win was the first 

nine points. of a six-game winning streak at home for the 

When the Owls retook the court for the Owls. After starting their season with a 2-4 

second haJf, however, they began to show their record, the Owls won all six of their games in 

capability of coming from behind. Led by Megan December to improve their record to 8-4. Home 
Palmer '16, who scored 24 points and had 14 field advantage seemed to work in the Owls' 
rebounds, the Owls managed to an 11-point favor early this season, as they won well over the 
scoring streak to tie the game with little more majority of their games at home. 
than five minutes left. From there, the Owls 

Wom1.-n • Ba ki:tb.111 
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ARTSY FARTSY 

Students ri all 'l1aj0rs exr1bi+ ~heir artvvork a+ +h6 second annual CelebrateART Festival 

The second-annual undergraduate-
led CelebrateART festival showcased Rice 
University student art in a multiplicity of 
forms: from paintings to one acts, acoustic 
musicians to craft couture designers. With 
the aim to restore the balance between letters, 
science and art, as per the Rice charter, the 
festival provided a two day period of time 
for students to express their artistic creativity 
and delight in the talents of their peers. The 

festival kicked off at noon on Fri Jan 25 with 
a drum circle in the central quadrangle, 
performance art in Ray's courtyard and art 
galleries in the Rice Memorial Center. Between 
the kick-off and the finale film-screening on 
Jan. 26, highlights of the festival included the 
BALTRA thrift shop, acapella performances, 
RTVS's video telephone interactive booth, 
the art gallery reception featuring music by 
the Jon Hua Quintet, a craft couture show 

and a full-house comedy show by Kinda 
Sketchy. Whether visitors came to peruse the 
art galleries in a Leebron-inspired festival 
T-shirt, free paint in the Saint Arnold Brewing 
Company-sponsored beer garden, buy 
handmade necklaces at the art market, or free 
sketch outdoors while listening to singer
songwriters croon over their guitars and 
pianos, they were able to indulge in the arts 
regardless of their major or background. 

Story by Farrah Madanay 

dance showcase. Photo b}' C.,lori,, Quinlanill,, 

Things that go ARf in the night. • • l 
t 

On Jan. 21, thirty figures clad all in black were seen gathering around the i 
I

largest wooden table to be found in Anderson Hall. Were they going to I
sacrifice a goat upon this oversized table in honor of this full-mooned night? 
No. These thirty artists were gathering to initiate a campaign ofinstallation 
art all around campus to advertise the upcoming CelebrateART Festival. This 
year's phenomenon, named GuerrillaART for its tradition of hit-and-run 
artwork, consisted of giant Polaroid frames hanging from trees (in which 
passersby could pose), "music boxes" listing the festival's musical performers, 
a clothesline in front of Brochstein Pavilion announcing the fashion show, a 
huge plastic Google Maps pin marking the RMC as the festival's location, an 
outdoor classroom installation, chalked art on sidewalks, and hundreds of 
circular paper flyers featuring the logo taped onto every surface imaginable. 

Siory ~nd Photo, b)' Clairt Flt'\tw.mi 

http:Flt'\tw.mi


It was a craft couture show, not a fashion 
show. With an emphasis on designing and 
constructing accessories to create otherwordly 
outfits, the craft couture designers sent their 
models around the Ray's Courtyard runway 
in horns, gold chains, angel wings and heavy 
make-up. From one model whose costume 
recalled Georgia O'Keefe's paintings of 

animal skulls and blossoming flowers, to 

another who looked like a mix between 

Charles Baudelaire's dandy and Edgar Allan 
Poe's Roderick Usher, the designs followed a 
theme ofdark and twisted whimsy. 
$,ory by Fam,h Mad.may. Photo. by Gloria Quintanilla and MJChelle Lo 



TOUCHDOWN! Erin and Wayne Baker and Jason Sosa, 
WiU Rice Resident Associates, set up a Super Bowl viewing 
party in the quad complete with homemade snacks. Despite 
the chilly weather and an extended blackout at the stadium 
in New Orleans, many students remained outside to watch 
the Baltimore Ravens defeat the San Franscisco 49ers. 
BEADS Kylee Talwar ' 13 and Danielle Spence ' 13 show off 
their Mardi Gras swag at Culturals Committee's Mardi Gras 
study break. The break featured Cajun food and plenty of 
sh iny masks and beads. Photos by Kai Sheng. 

SOAKING UP THE SUN The Quad Committee is 
responsible for arranging special events in the quad so 
that Will Ricers can bond and get some fresh air. With 
the increased Student Judicial Programs requirements for 
registering alcohol, the committee had difficulty ar ranging 
kegs for the traditional Keg in the Quad. However, other 
Will Ricers arranged an alcohol-free Fun in the Quad in 
February. Michelle Huang '16 and Valeda Yong '15 chat at 
one of the picnic benches. Abhijit Navlekar ' 13, Will iam 
Byers ' 15, Lyangela Gutierrez '15, Nathan Alhalel ' 13, and 
Alex Rother'15 watch students goofing off in the quad. 
Phocos by Nadhika Ramachandran. 

" 4 2 Will Rice College 
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WILL RICE STUDY BREAKS 
provide Will Ricers with a much
needed distraction from coursework 
as well as an opportunity to bond 
with other members of the colleges. 
Committees like Culturals, Events, 
and Quad arrange many of the 
college-specific study breaks. Others, 
including the study breaks for every 
day of finals period, are arranged by 
the Masters and Resident Associates 
(RAs). In January and early February, 
Will Ricers enjoyed a Fun in the 
Quad break, a Super Bowl study 
break, and a Mardi Gras study break. 

Will Ricers plan and attend 

varied January study breaks 




Before The Rice Institute 
opened in 1912, President Edgar Odell 

Lovett embarked on a journey around the world 
to learn about the world's most prestigious institutions, using 

them as models for the new institute. One hundred years later, 
President Leebron followed in Lovett's footsteps, to ensure that 
Rice's tradition of international academic excellence would 
continue into the next century. This commitment to international 
learning also surfaces in Rice's international programs. Though 
Rice's international programs began with archaeology students 
embarking on research trips in the seventies, the program has 
since expanded to students from all academic disciplines. The 
international program is no longer limited to the humanities. 
Instead, students travel worldwide for a wide variety of academic 
pursuits, whether it is language, engineering, political science, or 
public health. Where they pursue their interests is also diverse: 
Denmark, China, Rwanda, Spain, and Cameroon are just a few in a 
long list of destinations. 

January is a particularly exciting time for the international 
program, as the beginning of the semester marks the return 
ofstudents studying in the fall and the departure ofstudents 
studying in the spring. Returning students find themselves trying 
to reintegrate into Rice culture after their drastically different 
experiences abroad, while new students continue the cycle of 
discovery and begin their own forays into new worlds. 

On her time abroad at the University of Aberdeen in Scotland, 
Emily Mosher '15 said, "being abroad and seeing things lei only 

ever read about or seen pictures 
ofgave me the greatest realization that 
the rest of the world exists. It's one of those things 
you always know, but actually going abroad really made 
it sink in:' Being completely immersed into a new culture can 
be stressful, terrifying, thrilling, and illuminating all in one. 
From tasting Nanjing duck blood soup in China to navigating 
confounding new public transport systems to witnessing political 
protests, students abroad have a host of crazy but ultimately 
edifying experiences. 

Elizabeth Richardson '14 spent her fall semester in Marseille, 
France, but also forayed into a new world with a week-long study 
in Fez, Morocco. "Nothing is commercialized. I never got tired of 
walking through the outdoor markets, as crazy, loud, and smelly as 
they were. I felt like I stepped through the wardrobe and entered 
Narnia" Richardson said. One of her most memorable experiences 
was when her group's bus got stuck in the mud. Though they called 
for a tow truck, there wasn't one available in the village, and they 
ended up riding a sheep truck back into the village instead. 

Ofcourse, studying abroad isn't all about doing crazy things 
and sightseeing; all of Rice's international programs also involve 
rigorous study and invaluable lessons. Each program is designed to 
give students supplements to their already high-quality education. 
The popularity of studying abroad shows that not just a way to 
step out from beyond the hedges, but to step out beyond the 
boundaries of the country into new worlds. 

Story by Annie Li 

Bonnie Kalos '14 (above left), in 
London, England and Ellie Weeks 
· I 4 (above right) in Granada, Spain. 
Students submitted their own photo~ 

Academ10 
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WHATS YOUR 

14 people DESTINATION? 
18 people 

Spain France England 

15 15 14 

Denmark Italy 
10 9 

Elizabeth Richardson '14 (above left) 
'Study abroad data for 2012-2013 in Marseilles, France, Ben Lynch '14 
school year (center) in Alexandra Egypt, and Emliy 

Mo~her ·15 (above right) in Urquhart, 
Scotland. StuJnn, ,uhmitlL-d thw o~·n photo, 

94 people 
Study Abro.id 



'PANDA'MONJUM 
Freshmen Brooke Evans, 
Brittney Brescia, and Olivia Tati 
show off their matching gloves. 
SENIORITIS The Wiess 
Seniors enjoy their final Wiess 
Skate. 
GOLDENROD & BLACK 
Yahira Verdejo ' 13 and Leslie 
Nguyen '14 take a moment to 
pose on the ice. 
BIG SMILES Sophomore 
roommates Nkemjika Nweke, 
Kristina Vu, Ayla Syed, and 
Ingrid Mong try to keep their 
balance while squeezing in for a 
photo. Photos by Joseph Yu. 

1 46Wirn Coll<J>e 



CE SO NICI' The Galleria Ice 
Skating Rink was closed off one cold 
January night to let Wiessmen in. 
Pho10, b) Jo,cph Yu. 

PROPER ATTIRE Joseph Yu '13 and Andie PHOTOBOMB Juniors Leslie Nguyen and 
Eikenburg '15 showed up in their cold weather Austin Jarvis make a special guest appearance 
best: tie-dye and robot beanies. Photos by Joseph Yu. behind Freshmen Gavin Cross, Alexis Bailey, Ian 

Morell, Shelby Kuhn, and Sarah Correa. 

\\'lh),Skate A 4 7 
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about the pump alongside a child 
from Wiscoyol. Rebecca Maher '16, 
KeUy Sanders ' I 5, Melody Tan 'I4, 
Luz Rocha '14, and Parth Agrawal '15 
pose for a photo. Photo by Mike Terry 

The group did a lot of group collecting data about the local 
bonding activities, including arts and topography. Photo by Mike Terry 

crafts with local children, as a way 
ofgetting to know the community 
better. Photo by Mike Tmy 

,_____Wiscoyo_l_ 
While many Rice students over winter break enjoyed the luxuries 

of running water, a group of Engineers Without Borders members 
traveled to the Nicaraguan community ofWiscoyol to examine ways 
of engineering an electric pump for well water. The group, led by 
Melody Tan '14 and Parth Agrawal ' I 5 included three other Rice 
students, Rebecca Maher '16, Kelly Sanders '15, and Luz Rocha '14, and 
professional mentor Mike Terry. Each EWB group member collected 
data about the surrounding topographical landscape. Members of the 
Wiscoyol community are not able to obtain fresh water without crossing 
a major highway, because a local well dried up years ago. The five EWB 
members worked with the Wiscoyol community to understand what is 

feasible for the community to build and sustain for years to come. 
"Ifyou don't bond with the community, you don't have that trust. 

We're not just builders, we're partners with the community;' said project 
leader Parth Agrawal '15. 

Since their trip, project members have been meeting frequently to 
design an electric pump, so all Wiscoyol community members will have 
easy access to water. Each month, EWB members call the community 
to give them updates on their designs and get feedback on what the 
builders in Wiscoyol will be able to implement. The electric pump is 
scheduled for implementation by December 2013. 

• 
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B Since 2003, the Rice University chapter of Engineers without 
. 0rders (EWB) has tackled real-world engineering dilemmas in 
impoverished communities around the world. Over winter break, EWB 
~~nt ~o groups to Nicaragua to begin collecting data on two water 
t tration issues plaguing Nicaraguan communities. The two teams 
:a~elled to Wiscoyol and Lucidia Mantilla in the hopes of beginning to 

n erstand the engineering projects that lay ahead. 
a ~fter designing a bridge for Lucidia Mantilla, Rice EWB began 
not er project to find ways to channel drinking water to multiple elevation I 1 . .Th eve s so that the entire commumty had access to fresh water. 

anl ~roup was led by Siddharth Mullick '14 and Ricardo Marquez '15 
included Rachel Sterling '16, Michael Donatti '16, and Ivan Perez '15. 

KellySand ,'The group gathers before work. 
ers l6, Ivan Perez '15 RicardoMarquei '15 s· ' 

Donatr • • iddharth Mullick ' 14, Michael 
1 16Clark • and an engineering mentor, Rich 

pose for a p· tIC ure. Pho10 by Ricardo Marquez 

trust. 
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1tly to 
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This bird's-eye view of 
Lucidia Mantilla depicts where each part of 
pump, including the tank storage facility and 
uphill pipeline, is located. 

Lucidia Mantilla 
The group also received professional mentorship from four practicing 
engineers. Because of the varying levels of elevation in Lucidia Mantilla, 
the group needs to engineer an irrigation system that will pump water 
75 meters (25 stories) uph ill. The group collected data about the area's 
topography in order to understand how to implement the pump. 

"We want to make the experience ofworking in our team a 
transformative one. Each person plays a part in making the project their 
own, even if they are not in an explicit leadership role;' said Mullick. 

Since their trip, the group has been working to design the pump and 
commw1icate with local builders in Lucidia Mantilla about execution. 
Construction is set to begin in May 2013. 

This design depicts each part of 
the design including the existing pipe, in line 
pipe, storage tank, and T-Lines. 

This graph shows the elevation 
levels that the water will be pumped up. 
Designs counesy of Ricordo Marque, and Siddarth Muluck 

hn_glncc:r, \\1thout Border!> 



I CALL THIS MEETING TO ORDER! 


President Ivan Huang '13 began every cabinet 
during the Fall 2012 semester at Brown College with 
this declaration. Each cabinet had a theme, with 
memorable nights such as Senior Citizen night, 'Murica 
night, Let's Get Physical! night, and Centennial Cup 
night. 

Upon arriving in the Vator Lobby for cabinet, 
attendees received baked goods provided by Abigail 
Axel '13 and Kathleen Barker '13. From there, attendees 
would move into the meeting area to admire the 
costumes of their fellow Brownies before cabinet began. 

Some cabinets were business as usual, while 
others had their own gimmicks. At the Centennial Cup 
cabinet, Huang awarded attendees points, stating that 
"Everything's made up and the points don't matter:' 
eventually giving the winner a cup. 

After each cabinet, people looked forward to the 
minutes recorded and later sent out by Brown Secretary 
Elizabeth Pogue '14. From gripes and anti-gripes to 
serious decisions, Brown's themed cabinets were found 
to be entertaining. 

Design .ind S1or)· by Alc:x.1ndra franklin 

WORK IT! John Muller 
'14, Maxwell Hirsch '13, 
and Larisa LaMere '16, 
show off their rockin' 
bods at the 'Let's Get 
Physical!' cabinet at the 
beginning of the school 
year. 

'MURICA! Janet 
Schwartz '15, Taylor 
Boelkes 'I5, and Cydney 
Smith '16 show off their 
American pride at the 
'Murica cabinet. Long 
live the red, white, and 
blue! Pho10, by Alex.mdra 
Franklin 

CENTENNIAL CUP Abigail AXel' 
Ben Seidensticker '13, and Larisa La~i<" 
'16 fight for Monty Python's Holy Graii 
at the Centennial Cup cabinet during 
the week leading up to the Centennial 
Celebration. 

ROOMMATE REVERSAL 
Quadmates Maxwell Hirsch '13, Ivan 
Huang '13, Dylan Tozier '13, and 
Blake Miller '13 dress according to on1 

another's styles and personalities at th1 

Roommate Reversal cabinet. Pho«os b' 
Alexandra FrBnklin 

.A oC Hl'O\\'ll Colk't,.t.' 



~igail A,xel · 
Larisa La~ld 
sHoly Grail 
net during 
Centennial 
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: u~NING THE SHOW CUPS GALORE Brownies rocked their ownresident Iv 
0 group at th 3

, ~uang ' 13 leads the interpretations of the Cup Cabinet. Some, such as 

cab· . e Lets Get Physical!' Resident Associates Amber and Jordan Szymczyk,
111e1 l1stc · 
anti-gri 111ng to the gripes and dressed up for Rice's Centennial, while others, such as 

PCS of the crowd. Alison Moscoso '14, wore cups as their attire. 
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students' questions. Students inquired 
about history, policy, advice for students 
and personal anecdotes. Photos by Victoria 
Laxah 

AN ELEVATED ELK 
The elk head, 
affectionately named 
Roy, is fixated in a prime 
spot above the balcony in 
Baker Commons. 
Photo by Elena L.1ccy 

At the beginning of the 
year, a special Bakerite graced 
Baker College with his presence 
- former Secretary ofState 
James A. Baker III, the grandson 
of Baker College's namesake. Mr. 
Baker came on January 10 to 
dedicate his personal addition to 
Baker Commons, a stuffed elk 
head, and to chat with current 
Bakerites about his experience 
working in foreign policy and 
the government. Students got 
the chance to ask Baker about 
topics ranging from advice on 
how to get started in politics, his 
opinion on current events and 
even humorous anecdotes about 
foreign heads of states. 

Affectionately named Roy, 
the elk head hung in Baker's 
office at the James A. Baker III 

Institute for Public Policy until 
Baker decided to relocate it to 
its current home in the Baker 
Commons. The elk head was 
installed by the end of the fall 
semester; Baker Master Ivo 
van der Werff and Associate 
Committee Coordinator 
Daniel Echeverri '14 worked 
to organize a Q&A session at 
the beginning of the spring 
semester. Echeverri says, "For 
me, I think the event speaks 
volumes about how awesome 
our residential college system 
is and the intimacy that's 
Rice. Even if they don't know 
who we are individually, we 
feel an intimate connection 
immediately because we're all a 
part of Rice." 

INTIMATE CHATS 
Members ofBaker Cabinet had the 
opportunity to interact one-on-one with 
the former Secretary ofState at a private 
reception. Photos by Victoria wait. 

QUFS"' N AND ANSWER 
After the dedication, Baker answered 



More than likely you've seen 
groups of people screaming and 
cheering as they drive a 4-person 
bicycle around campus. Yes, those 
are Sidizens. The 4-person bike was 
originally purchased for a freshman 
engineering design project that 
never really took off and it had 
been outside of the OEDK for more 

than a year when Michael Fuad, 
one of the Rice Bike Shop founders, 
convinced the OEDK to let the bike 
shop have it. Now Sidizens are able 
to enjoy the bike and take it on 
joy rides around campus and even 
occasionally to the village! The bike 
shop has some big plans for the big 
bike. As Fuad explains, " we intend 

to have a few weekends where we 
have a 'Bike Shop Mobile' where '"e 
ride around campus fixing bikes 
on the go. We also were thinking 
that we could try giving tours to 
prospective students on it''. ..sounds 
like they're onto something. 

Design and S1ory by Molly eougiL 

HERE COMES THE BRIDE Seniors 
Molly Cougill, Connor Barnhill, Frank 
Portman, and Rachel Tenney photo bomb 
a bride's wedding photos with the 4-maJ1 

bike. "The bride was really into taking 
pictures with us!" Tenney said. 

I 

~~ 
I know first hand how hard it is when your bike breaks 
down and it's your only mode of transportation, so when 
I'm able to fix somebody's bicycle and they are very 
thankfUl1 ft means a fOt. Michael fu 1d 13 
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SID SWEEPS An exuberant group of 
Sidizens rides the 4-man bike around 
the Beer Bike race track. Traditionally 
Sid disqualifies themselves from the beer 
bike races and the 4-man bike was their 
disqualification method this year. Pho10 by 
Tyler BuchJ.nan 

GIRAFFE BIKE Ben Sachs '14 rides an 
extra tall bike that was made in the bike 
shop. He is riding in Critical Mass, a large, 
monthly bike ride through Houston which 
is open to everyone. Pho,o bl' Ben Sachs. 

Who: Started by Michael Fuad and Ben Sachs in 
the spring of 2011, but now the bike shop has five 
employees representing four different colleges. 
What: An on-campus bike shop for the Rice 
community. 
When: One to five p.m. Mondays, Wednesdays, and 
Sundays. 
Where: The bike shop originally started in the Sid 
Rich big room, but moved to the Sid weight room 
(which is also in the Sid Rich basement) in the fall of 
2011. 
Why: Fuad and Sachs found their bikes needing 
repairs relatively often, but felt like the local bike shops 
were overcharging and taking advantage of them and 
were also inconvenient to get to. They figured other 
Rice students were facing the same problems so they 
came up with the idea of the bike shop to service the 
bikes of students and faculty for lower prices and 
more conveniently. 
How: Fuad and Sachs applied for grants and received 
money to buy equipment, build a workbench, and 
acquire basic inventory. 



Hanszenites run the half and full marathon 
to raise money for Autism Research 

RAINY RUNNING Hanszenites 
Caroline Gutierrez'14, Christine Jeon 
'13, and Christine Dobyn (Assoc.) pose 
for a photo very early in the morning 
before the race began. Photo by Car<>linc 
Gutierrez. 

VICTORY! Chester Kupchella '14, 
Christine Jeon '13, Christine Dobyn 
(Assoc.), Caroline Gutierrez '13, Dante 
Zakhidov 'JS, Robert Griffin (master), 
and Jonathan Berg pose after fin ishing 
their races. Photo by Caroline Gutierrez. 

SMILE AND POSE Dante Zakhidov 
' JS ran an entire marathon while 
fi lming himself. He ended by posing 
with the OAR flag and a magenta 
marathon t-shirt. Photo by Dante Zokhidov. 
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~ from the Stadium 

', RI 'I ( i-- Members of the 
team exercise during a practice 
held before the bowl game. 
While most Rice students headed 
home for their winter break, 
the football team was busy 
practicing for the Armed Forces 
Bowl. The Owls had a month to 
prepare after learning their bowL 
destination. Photo by Tommy l:wcrgne 

I ,i P .Ff-1:.c R1~l l The 
football team took some breaks 
from preparing for the bowl 
game in Fort Worth. Gabe Baker 
' 15 interacts with a boy during 
the team's visit to a hospital. The 
team also participated in alumni 
events. Photo by Tommy l.avcrgnc 

When Rice won the Armed 

Forces Bowl, they took a 

piece of history with them 


home - literally. The 60-pound 

Armed Forces Bowl Trophy 

is composed of pieces from 

various battlefields. Included 

in the trophy are metals from 

a tank round of the Armored 


Cavalry Regiment in Iraq as well 

as pieces from a United States 


Army OH-58 Kiowa Warrior 

helicopter. 


', I 1- PPl1\I(, LP lhe bowl victory 

was the fruition of the efforts ofmany 

players who stepped up during the 

game. Coach David Bailiff presents 

Jordan Taylor ' 15 with the MVP award. 

Taylor's 153 receiving yards in the 

game was the highest for any Owl in a 

bowl game. Photo hy ·1,,,nm)' Lavergne 


the 
Few would have predicted a bowl win when the Owls fell to a 1-5 Step

record after losing to a struggling University of Memphis team. But juSI 
con:

as outside media began to rule the Owls out of bowl contention, the 
Whc 

team found a way to turn their season around. The Owls not only won Arn 
five of the next six games to become bowl eligible, but also succeeded iJ1 153 
bringing home the bowl title. the 

Just qualifying for the Bell Helicopter Armed Forces Bowl was all alsc 
unlikely achievement for the Owls, given the team's early struggles ill ttie 

out1 
season. To begin with, the Owls had to win at least five of the next siX d effc 
games keep their bowl hopes alive - and they did just that. Things starte 
to look better for the Owls only after their homecoming victory againSI hol, 
the University ofTexas at San Antonio Roadrunners. Then, after a close Opp
loss to the University ofTulsa, the Owls strung together four wins to Win 
clinch the bowl berth. 

The bowl game did not start off the way the Owls had hoped for, and 
despite their late-season momentum. After a touchdown in the first , gav 
quarter, the Owls lost the lead after the United States Air Force Acadefll) sea 
Falcons responded with two touchdowns of their own in the second tot 
quarter. Moreover, Rice's starting quarterback Taylor McHargue '14 was 'th, 
forced to withdraw from the game after suffering a concussion during a che 
rushing play. 

The unexpected injury put quarterback Driphus Jackson ' 16 into 



Bring it ftrMne 


the rol fiI-5 st e O leading the Owls' offense. Luckily for the Owls, Jackson 
Jt just c epped up to the occasion. He finished the game with 264 yards and 
he \vohnnected with receiver Jordan Taylor '15 for two touchdowns. Taylor, 
won A. 

0 
also caught the touchdown pass in the first quarter, was named the 

ded ill med Forces Bowl Rice MVP with a total of three touchdowns and lsr3 rec· · c
th eivmg yards. The 153 receiving yards also set the new record tor 

s an ale most receiving yard for any Owl in a bowl game. Chris Boswell '14 
5 in the 

0 so completed two field goals for the Owls. Overall, the Owls' offense 
t si.X Utperfo d · · d h eff, rme the Falcons' in both rushmg and passmg yards, an t e
started Ort was reflected on the scoreboard. 

1aif1SI hold~eanwhile, the Owls' defense also did its job, successfully' i close op •ng the Falcons to just two touchdowns and giving the offense the 
to w· P~rtunity to rally back in the second half . The special teams sealed the 

in in the last Rice kickoff by forcing a fumble on the Falcons' return. 
for, and 1'he Owls' bowl victory was their first since the 2008 Texas Bowl win, 
st g Only the second since the 1954 Cotton Bowl. The victory at the bowl 
adeJJl)' th

s:Ve e Owls a winning season with a record of7-6, the f1rst winning
1d toason since 2008. The bowl title is the culmination of the Owls' efforts 
4 was not give · · h fl l · ·l'h up m a season which started wit 1ve osses m a stx games.
ring a ch e game in Fort Worth gave the Owls and Rice fans a special moment to 

erish. 
De,ign by l.o< Wu / S1ory by Zoe Wu nto 

'Ill S I \ rIO 1' Rice clinched the Armed Forces 
Bowl with a score of33-14. Coach David Bailiff and 
members of the football team pose with the trophy after 
the game. The Owls fought back from a slow start in the 
beginning of the season to qualify for the bowl. 

I 11 The Rice defense held the Falcons 
to just two touchdowns in the game. Christian Covington 
'16 and Cameron Nwosu '14 attempt to stop an Air Force 
player. Covington and Nwosu each had a sack during the 

I 

game. 

IC Despite having five fumbles - only two of 
which Rice recovered - the Owls managed to make 24 first 
downs. Players and staff on the sidelines watch as Gabe 
Baker'15 recovers a fumble. lbe Owls held possession for 
the majority of the game. Pho1os by Tommy Lavergne 
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THE DRINKS ARE C9/n 
RAs Suzanne and Michael would host "Cate 

Lounge" on late night to give students a ) 

relaxing place to escape. 1bey provided coffee, 

tea, and often also snacks. HRFs Caleb and 

Brandy hosted "Tea Talks" every month. 

The talks were informal conversations on 

various topics throughout the semester, 

including online courses and gun 

violence. And ofcourse tea, coffee, 

and tasty goodies were provided. 

Photo~ by An~;,,1.1sia Rolshakov 

CLASSY OUTI'lG Duncaroos Clara Roberts '15, 
Fernando Ramirez. '15, Brian Baran '15, Estevan Delgado ' I3, 
Michelle Bowen ' JS, Meckl in Ragan ' 13, Michael Donatti 
' 16, Sean Leong ' 16, and Josue Lopez '14 join Dr. Luis Duno
Gottberg, Duncan Master, on a trip to listen to U.S. Supreme 
Court Associate Justice Sonia Sotomayor discuss her new 
book My Beloved World Photo by Estevan Delgado 

12 CAKES 

15 CUPS 
20MIN 
PER CAKE OF WATER 

~8 lbs of 
t- po· ..J-~-d sugar w2~ 3 lbs 
~ (J) OF BUTTER 

cc RED VELVET 
cn - FEET LONG ~ a: 0 .,,
:::, :o rn 
o ~ FUNFETTI !!I 
I G) ~ 
v ni 

CARROT ~ 

FOOTS \11 rRF'\!i'Y The 3rd floor RAs Nick 
and Kate Pascuzzi, and their daughter Lulu host ao. 11.~ 
annual Superbowl watch party in the commons " · 
a custom homemade cake and various other gaflle 
day snacks. "The cakes were red velvet, chocolate, 
vanilla, white, carrot, spice, funfetti, yellow, and the 
horribly disgusting orange:· Nick said. "People ,~ere 
scraping the crumbs ofall the other types and eatiO!l 
it and then still leaving the orange." Photos b)' 1:.>1« •0 

Delgado and Nock Pascuni 

Dunc.in College 
J 
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Jamie Stone '16, Franco Bettati '16, 
Kira Clingen '16, Nichole Taylor '14, Karen Resnick '16, Grace 
Apfeld '14, Molly Horn '14, Kelsey Wooddell '14, Christine Shaw 
' 16, Rebecca Shaw '16, Lauren Yates '16, Brandy McDaniel, RA, 
Caleb McDaniel, RA, Carter McDaniel, RA, Ellery McDaniel, 
RA, Clara Roberts '15, and Anastasia Bolshakov '15 pose with 
the strawberries they picked at the Froberg's Study Break hosted 
by the McDaniels. Photo by Anastasia Bolshako" 

FRIENDS FOR VER 
It's always interesting to see how new faces at a college integrate into the college family. 

The McDaniels, Duncan's new Head Resident Fellows, fit right in. One of the great friendships 
that started was the one between Carter McDaniel and Ryan Kim '14. 

"Caleb was my associate for 0-week-that's when I first met him-I think he brought 
Carter and I just like ...I die for babies;' Ryan said. "My sister is like 7 years younger [than me], 
and I pretty much raised her:' 

Ryan would often help out the McDaniels, Brandy and CaJeb~by 
watching Carter while they went in to get food from the servery. 

"I just like fed him;' Ryan said. "I think for babies that's 
like a sign of me showing care and love for him-I think he ~r. ,.__ 
picked that [up]. Like maybe Ryan's a little reliable:· v _-

Ryan could often be seen carrying Carter on his 

shoulders. D 
"He likes to be on my shoulders [and] he loves 

Thomas the Train;' Ryan said. "He's like choo-choo, 
so I show him videos ofThomas the Train:· 

When asked about how the McDaniels have 
integrated into Duncan, Ryan had two words: 
"They're amazing!" o-0 
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her tree. Photo by Jenna Kripal 

HARD 
WORK 
Caitlin 
Freeman '13 
breaks the 
ground. Photo 
by Jenna Kripal 

1 6 2 Jones Co.Jkg_e 

Jones gives back to the Houston community by planting rr"G 

Members of the Jones community regularly 

serve the local , national and even international 
communities through programs supported by their 
churches, their university, and their families. Yet 
the relationship between community service and the 
residential community of Jones has in the past been 
tenuous, which frustrated many Jonesians. With 
this in mind, the Jones Community Involvement 
Coordinators were tasked with finding new ways 
to represent the values of Jonesians to the greater 
community. In November the coordinators brought 
local refugee children to the Rice campus to 
learn more about the diversity of winter religious 
traditions in Houston, from Channukah to the 
Chinese New Year. In December Jones adopted a 
family for the first time as a community and helped 
the parents of Breanna (age 12), Bryan (age 11) and 
Bethany (age 7) ring in the holidays with presents 
they otherwise likely could not have afforded. We 
are creating new, fun Jones traditions centered on 
giving back to our community, and one of the best 
this year has been our participation in the Houston 
Arbor Day tree planting. 

With a history of badly polluted air, Houston 
created its first local Arbor Day in the late 1980s, 
and the tradition continues today, (not to be 

confused with the National Arbor Day, which is 
always the last Friday in April and is also celeb.ra:, 
by the city). On a beautiful Saturday morning.a\e
end of January, L8 Jonesians got together and J01 

a wider effort to improve the city's quality of life. 
by planting trees in MacGregor Park. The event~ 
MacGregor Park was organized by local non-pro~ 
organization Trees for Houston, which has plante 
nearly 500,000 trees since its formation in 1982· 
The Jones delegation joined hundreds of people 
from local corporations, middle and high school\ 
non-profit organizations, and the City ofHoust~ 
plant more than 1,000 trees in just three hours. e 
were given a variety of local tree species to plant, 
and we even got a brief planting tutorial from theer 
Trees for Houston staff. Armed with shovels, w~\· 
bottles and bags of mulch, Jonesians helped to P: 
nearly 50 trees in the park. The trees they plaote 
will one day provide shade for fami ly picnics, a

Jone1 

habitat for local birds, and oxygen for us all. 
hopes to make participation in the City's Arbor 
Day a permanent Jones tradition, especially as "'es 
continue to profit from the greenery of our caJ11P
where trees allegedly outnumber students . .-/4. 

. ~;¢ 
Design b) Jenna Kripal / StOf) b) Ch/I·-
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Mock Ill kicked off the spring semester at Jones. Mock Ill is the first of 
three college wide practices for the much anticipated event, Beer Bike. 

FAST WOMAN Kelsey Tomlinson 
' 13 perfects her bike skills. 

CHUG TIME Jason Isaacs '16 
practices chugging. 

HARD MAN Luis Fernandez' 14 speeds along the track. 
Phoios by Marcel Merwin 

s 
~~anie Achard hosted a Valentine's Day Cookie Decorating party. She 
fra ~d tons of heart shaped cookies. Jonesians painted them with 

0st1 ng and sprinkled them with sprinkles of different shapes and sizes. 

treP~ 
1ich is 
ceJebf31e
ning at UI' 
andjolll·e

, of life 
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•, event•pt
1on-pro 
;planted 
1982

ieople 
;choolS, 

(l' 
Joustofl 
) UfS. V/C 
o plan'· 
·om the 
els, ,v111er 	 COOKIE FUN Francie Hessel and 

Daphne Chiao 'l6 sit at a table of friends:d to P111~ 
while icing their cookies. Pholo by Jenna Kripal

planted 
COOKIE ARTISTS Alex Hernadez ' 15,1ics, a 
Leah Cabrera ' I 5, and Daphne Chiao ' 1611. Jooes 
ice their cookies with paint brushes and 

1rbOf decorator tubes. Pho10 by Jenna Krip:,J 
y as ,ve 
· caf!IP115

' 

COOKIE CONCENTRATION 
Shaun Haby' 13 places sprinkles on 
his iced cookie. Pholo by J,nna Knpal 
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"It Can't Happen Here" 
February 21st, 1969 

After the resignation of beloved University President, 

Kenneth Pitzer, rumors circulated that Dr. William H. 

Masterson was hired to be the President of the University 

by the Board of Trustees, without consultation from the 

faculty advisory board or the student association. 

Masterson was not only hired without due process, 

he was widely disliked by the faculty and students when 

he worked at Rice as Director of Humanities. He was 

also a close personal friend of the Board of Trustee 

Members, and a wealthy member of the Houston 

community. 

In protest, under the direction of SA President Warren 

Skaaren, over 1,400 students and faculty marched on 

Lovett Hall wearing suits, ties, and dresses bearing 

simple white signs stating "It Can't Happen Here." 

Skaaren coordinated small groups of faculty, met 

with board of trustee members, groups of students, and 

conducted a student vote that voted against Masterson 

951 to 7. 

By day five, while the school was essentially shut 

down, Masterson resigned before ever taking the post. 

The larger issue at the institutional level, was whether 

Rice wanted to be a small undergraduate college, or a 

large research university, as Pitzer was moving toward. 

By a vote of 951 to 7, the students overwhelmingly voted 

for the latter. 

Februari 1 65 



POSING PATIO The completed surface proudly 
displays the rampant lion from McMurtry's crest. 
The effect is due to carefully arranged dark tiles, 
with the remainder of the patio constructed with 
the random placement of two lighter colored tiles. 
The patio was paid for by the McMurtry budget and 
H&D, organized and designed by Murts. Photo by 
Adam Bloom 

""' f)t' ~k.Murtr_y Colk-gc 

GATHERING GROUNDS Murts 
congregate in the quad, specifically on the 
patio, on a typical evening in February not long 
after the official unveiling of it. Students easily 
integrated the patio into their lives as if it had 
existed all along. The improved area provided a 
solid, uncovered outdoor space that serves many 
needs for the college. Photo by Noah Lozada 

After months of proposals and planning, the deck in 
McMurtry's quad finally became a reality. The Deck Committee, 
led by Shaan Patel '14 and Adam Bloom '13, worked in 
conjunction with Rice Facilities Engineering and Planning on tJi 
budget, design, and construction. 

In the past, there were picnic tables in the quad that got a Joi 
of use, but the presence of mud was often an issue. A patio had 
long been discussed to give Murts a level, dry place to enjoy we 
outdoor space. 

The final deck proposal was presented and passed at Town 
Hall in November and construction took place over winter bre3• 

The space was an immediate success where Murts could be folll1 
eating meals, studying, or just hanging out. 
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SiiAI<:E IT 
on Feb Murts arrived at Town Hall 

ruary 19 d . .
outfits t rcssed m thc1 r wackiest 

0 create a H I .Aaron O . ar cm Shake video. 
an1els ' 13 With h· started off the video 1s Elmo .hat and snuggie, purple wizard 

' oversiz d resulting 'd e green sunglasses. 'l he 
cornplet vi. eo can be found on YouTubc 

ew1thsl · 
course pl eepmg bag dancers and, of 

' enty ofb RING ananas. Photo by Sho,n Patel 

Mc•• ING IN A NEW YEAR
" tUrtry's . 

rampant . new gong is etched with the 1
instru •on from the college crest The 

rnent i · · 
limes to s intended to be used at meal
,., recognize b' hd ••ith all h irt ay celebrat ions. 
gong is t e echo points in the Yurt, the 
b • sure to I k .
Ylo.oah Lozada na e an impression. Photo 

town hall happenings 
McMurtry Town Hall meetings, each boasting 

a theme, took place every other Tuesday evening 
throughout the year. From "Tacky Sweaters", to "High 
School Stereotypes", to "Twins", Murts dressed in 
their best to win prizes. One of the most notable 
meetings was centered around the Harlem Shake, 
the music video that spread across the nation like 
wildfire. McMurtry filmed its own video that night, 
while still attending to agenda items. At Town Hall 
announcements are made, voting takes place (like on a 
new patio or gong!), and Murts are informed - and of 
course there's food. 

turn in, 
game. Am 
Meurer '14 ap
pears worried 
while Austin 
Simpson ' I 4 seems 
quite carefree. 
Photo by Zoe 7.aha 
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'16 and Jai Michael Saad 
Lovett Col~e Gomez 'l6 bring in $65 for 
;'S Personatt by auctioning themselves off 
13. lhc hvo it_chez for a day to Duke Nije 
Program b1tchez also host a KTRU radio

11ca cd "Tag Team:• 

Elizabeth R.i Chris Lloyd Davies' 14 and 
c chardso11 'l0 uch to 4 cuddle up on thef ivatch th .0 the1n aucr e auction. While neither 
contribut d ioned themselves off, both 

e to the al t·
IC ion. Photos by Kanna Deutsch 

Steven Moen 'I4 brings in S25 by 
auctioning offa personal piano 
lesson. To prove his worth, he gave a 
quick demonstration at pub. It must 
have worked because former HRF, 
Deborah Harter, purchased Moen by 
proxy. Photo by Kanna Deu,sch 

Jennifer 
Dayrit '13 and Katherine Wei '13 prepare for 
their time onstage. The two girls practiced 
during the preceding week in order to 
perfect their talent Photo by Kanna D<ut«:h 

Annie Hsiao 
'13 helps Megan Chang '14 make up her 
face with temporary tattoos provided by this 
year's Beer Bike Coordinators. Matching 
Lovett's Forrest Drunk: Rum Forrest Rum 
Beer Bike theme, the Slave Auction's theme is 
Hippies vs. Military. Photo by Kanna Deutsch 

Raaji 
Asaithambi ' 14, Sima Shalchi ' JS, and Annie 
Heinrich 'JS sit front row during the auction, 
with their wallets ready to spend cash on 
their fellow Lovetteers. Besides contributing 
to the large group items, Asaithambi also 
bought a pulley system for her room (from 
Thor Walker ' l5) and a date with Andrew 
Wilson '14. PhotobyKannaDcutsch 

To raise money for booze and bouncey 
houses during Willy Week of Forrest Drunk 
Beer Bike, brave Lovetteers auctioned off 
their bodies and talents at pub, totaling 

$2,782. Top contributors included: 
1. Michael Saad and Jaime 
Gomez: Bitchez for a Day 
$65 2. Christian Neal: walk 

out and throw a hissy fit 
at the S.A. meeting of 

our choice $65 3. Max 
Chester and Celia Fialos: 
personal mixologist 
+ Eye Candy $120 4. 
Amber Wang: Portrait 
Sketch $120 5.Senior 
Girls: Make out $402 6. 
Senior Girls: Motor Boat 
$300 7. Garrett Carmen: 

Romantic Date $100 8. 
Danny Cohen: Will let top 

contributor shave his head 
on Beer Bike $430 9. Nick 
Thorpe: Tour of Rice in only 
Boxers $75 

1-otre..r Drunk 7 



EVERYBODY DANCE Banana-wielding 
Cesar Udave '16, and nighttime robe
wearing Bhagwat Kumar' 15, shake it up 
during a take of the Harlem Shake video. 
Students wore bizarre outfits and picked a 
fun dance move to repeat during the two 
takes of the dance. Photo by Elena Lacey 

~ 



Students surprised the Rice community with 
the enthusiam and participation that was shown 

Rice does the Shake 

~~ Harlem . 

(with a little run-in 
withRUPD) 

one Sunday, Feb 17, when DJ Chaney (Clayton 
Chaney '13) called for dancers to be in his Harlem 
Shake YouTube video. "The Harlem Shake" 
became a viral fad that involved first, one person 
dances crazily in front of a group of seemingly 
uninterested people, then quickly cutting to that 
same group of people dancing wildly with random 
props to a short song exerpt by music producer 
Baauer. 

Roughly 1,000 students flocked to the central 
academic quad dressed in costume and funky garb 
to shake it with U.S. athlete Wallace Spearmon and 
Jamaican world-record holder Usain Bolt, both 
of whom DJ Chaney knew through his work with 
RedBull. Despite numerous all-caps promises by 
DJ Chaney guaranteeing Usain Bolt's appearance 
in the Academic Quad that Sunday afternoon, 
Bolt did not actually show. Spearmon, however, 
was able to get him on the phone for a brief hello, 
broadcast over the sound system in the quad. 

The filming of the Harlem Shake, that had 
been scheduled to start right at 3 p.m., was held 
up an hour while the organizers attempted to 
corral students into the frame of the camera held 
by a student on the lower rooftop area of Fondren 
Library. As this was happening, Rice University 
Police Department (RUPD), who had not been 
notified of the event, attempted to remove the 
camerawoman from the roof with a trespassing 
citation, also noting that they considered being 
on that part of the roof without supervision or 
approval to be dangerous. 

Instead of disbanding the event entirely, 
as was their initial reaction, RUPD allowed the 
camera-people to ft!m from behind the windows 
of the third and sixth floors of the library. Despite 
the hold-up, the students stuck around to film a 
successful Harlem Shake video-one that reached 
thirty-two thousand views within just a couple 
months. 

Story by Elena Lacey and Claire Elestwani 

AT LEAST IT WASN'T A BUSY SIGNAL 
Wallace Spearmon gets Usain Bolt on the phone to greet the 
masses ofRice University fans he disappointed via phone. 
Photo by Shaan Patel 

YOUTUBE FAMOUS 
Posted to YouTube the day after the event, Rice's Harlem 
Shake video reached a number ofviews ten times the 
number ofstudents enrolled, 32,508 views. Photo from YouTu~ 

"!he Harlem Sh•kc -" ( ) 



Was it his quirky twist on the swimsuit 
competition that won the judges over? 
Or could it have been his classroom 
story-time reading ofE. L. James's 
50 Shades ofGrey? Maybe his killer 
dance moves did it for him. One thing 
is certain: Denis Leahy '14 is Mr. 
Martel. O-Week Coordinator, two-time 
Beer Bike Coordinator, and two-time 
Oktoberfest Committee Chair are just 
the highlights of his contributions to 
the college. Leahy faced some tough 
competition but ultimately secured the 
coveted crown. Photos by Cassie Peretore 

In line with Speros Martel's Greek 
heritage, Martel became the "SigJll3 

Pi Mu" fraternity-sorority for Gree~ 
Week. Martelians "rushed" with 
underclassmen "littles" paired with 
upperclassmen "bigs:' Bigs were 
revealed Tuesday at Pub Night. 'Jhet 
took the opportunity to impart ad,rJce 
and a small gift. Martel enjoyed the 
Greek life themed night with good 

GREEI< WEEI<~~ 
friends, drinks, and a photo booth

-~""""'oo"PuJ ~ 

Michael Graves, a New York Five architect, was enlisted to design 
Martel College. The rotunda, sun deck, and SalJyport characteristic 
of Martel sprung from his vision. Adjacent is Graves' sketch for the 
cathedral-like commons, which was brought to life in 2002. Though 
Tropical Storm Allison delayed construction and move-in, the 
beautifu l new home was worth the wait for Martel's first class. 

1 / Mam! College 
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Greek Week marks the anniversary 
of when the first batch of Martelians 
moved in to the residential college. 
Friday, Martel celebrated eleven years 
with a children's themed birthday party. 
Sporting party hats, students had fun 
competing in sack bag races and "Pin 
the Tail on the Donkey:' Of course, the 
celebration wasn't complete until the 
cake and karaoke came out. Pho1obyCa1hy Hu 

By Monday night, Greek Week was 
in full swing with the hilariously 
entertaining Mr. Martel competition. 
Twelve of Martel's finest men showcased 
themselves for their peers. After 
introductions, Martelians enjoyed the 
talents which ranged from an acoustic 
cover of Ed Sheeran's "A Team" by 
Jonathan Rivera '15 to a routine in 
which the dancers only wore ... boxes. 
After the swimsuit and question
answer portion, the judges - Martel's 
Residential Associates Adrienne and 
Thiago Correa, Lauren Neatherlin, and 
Grant Alford- crowned a winner. Photos by 
Cassie Pcrecott 
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"Probably half the people you know have vaginas; maybe you have 
a vagina. They're everywhere and they aren't going away and they're 
funny and they're empowering." 

Maddie Camp '15 of "My Angry Vagin8 

"I instantly clicked with my character, which is interesting because 
she's a lesbian, dominatrix prostitute .. . and I'm not. But, she knew 
what she wanted and was sassy and I could relate to that." 

Shane Alpert '15 of "The Woman Who Loved to Make Vaginas HapPY 

"I'll be able to say to my grandchildren and children, I was in The 
Vagina Monoluges . I'm a true feminist." . 

Sophie Eichner '16 of "Woman one 
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The Rice Women's Resource Center puts on their 

eleventh annual performance of The Vagina Monologues DO THE DA CE, 


se 
ew 

Va~na Mo:nolog_ues 1 

, 

Bow often are you given the chance to go 
on stage and speak about vaginas? Probably not
that often. The Rice Women's Resource Center 
has been · · 	 cE g1vmg women the chance to periorm 
ve Ensler's The Vagina Monologues for the 

Past eleven years. This year, a cast of 18 woman 
~erformed Ensler's most famous monologues, 
1ncludi "ThV ng e Woman Who Loved to Make 
•{fnas Happy", "The Angry Vagina", and 
Thee Fl~od:' Lead by director Tori Laxalt '14 

Vagina Monologues were intended to be 
something for everyone while still having the 
mon~logues speak for themselves. 

th . 1Wanted the girls to become one with•tr monologue and vice versa;' said Laxalt, 
veryone is drawn to The Monologues for 

some
th reason, and people were able to bond on 

at level:' 

w At the same time, Laxalt and others 
l'~nted t_o ensure that the general message of 

e yagma Monologues was still being heard. 
The Monologues are about 

comm . 	 . 
Wh unication, being confident, and knowing 

L at You want, especially as a woman;' said 
aJcalt "It' Up ' s a about communication with 
eople, women to women or across genders:· 

m Each monologue had its own storyline and 
pee~sage associated with it. Shane Alpert '15 
V r _ormed "The Woman Who Loved to Make 
in:gi~as Happf' Alpert's monologue, which 

O 
lot td many different types of moans, took a 

0 
preparation and rehearsal. 

ave LIPS The . 

adverti . hps (upper left) were featured on the posters 
1ey're 	 used fi smg The Vagina Monologues. The lips have been 

0thSophi;~ er 1:VM performances. Tori Laxalt '14 and 
their p ichner 16 decided to incorporate the design for 
'1' Oster this , Vagina 	 I Ji£ MON year. Design Execution by Sophie Eichner. 

Perfor • OLOGUES IsabeUa Gonzalez '13 
the sta~swReclaiming Cunt:' Tori Laxalt ' I 4 designed 
lllessa: f1th0ut a lot ofprops to emphasize the 

e O the monologues. Photo by Tori Laxalt. 

"I read it th rough so many times that 
eventually you know the character and are the 
character;' said Alpert, "I instantly clicked my 
character, which is interesting because she's a 
lesbian, dominatrix prostitute and I'm not. But, 
she knew what she wanted and was sassy and I 
could relate to that:' 

After performing in The Vagina 
Monologues, architecture student Sophie 
Eichner '16 said, "You're not afraid to do 
anything after that. lt's just one of those 
experiences. IfI can talk in front of 150 people 
about vaginas, then I can talk in front of five 
jurors about my buildinf' 

Between the Vaginas, as they sometimes 
refer to each other, there was an immense 
sense of solidarity and sisterhood. "The bond 
was immediate:' said Eichner, "Everyone 
was incredible to each other's experiences 
and thoughts. We discussed everything from 
college life to sex life to boyfriends to exes 
to what we like for dinner. It's so great to be 
able to talk about everything with a group 
of women and know what there's a group of 
women that you can go to:' 

When prompted on what to tell a 
perspective Vagina, Eichner said, "Don't even 
think about it too much, just do it. It's not male 
bashing at all; it's just open. I'll be able to say to 
my grandchildren and children: I was in The 
Vagina Monologues, I'm a true feminist." 

SISTER SOLIDARITY Before the performance, 
the Vaginas got together for one last group bonding 
moment before the show. Leading up to the 
performance, there were both group and individual 
rehearsals. Photo by Dante Zackidov. 

DANCE PARTY After the show, the Vaginas 
celebrated with a dance party. Both after the nigthly 
shows and weeks later, the Vaginas still keep in touch 
and hang out. Photo by Ton Laxah. 

THE VAGINA DANCE 

Shane Alpert '15 models the newfound tradition 
of the not-so-secret vagina dance. You don't need 

a vagina to perform this three-step dance. 

clap 


Photos by Dorin Aurad. 
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HILLTOP ANTICS Hanszenites 
take the hill on a sweltering hot day. 

FREE SHIRTS! Sam Vallagomesa 
'15 and Kathy Li '16 celebrate Rice and 

LET THEM EAT CAKE A 
delicious custom cake made for the 

HILLTOP VIEWING Hansiendd 
·1 ,..asftstayed on the hill long a er 1 

Hanszen associates and students alike Hansien pride with T-shirts. event. It was quickly gobbled up soon who would win the game. 
watch the Harvard-Rice baseball after th is photo was taken. Photos by Barbara Morris. 

game. 

1 7 8 f-lanszen College 



The sun shone bright the Saturday 
of March 16, relentlessly beating down 
on anyone willing to take its heat. It was 
about as hospitable as Rice's baseball team 
was in Reckling Park towards Harvard's, 
letting them only score 2 runs to Rice's 9. 

The sun was no deterrent to a 
group of Hanszenites, who stormed 
the hill near Reckling that day to watch 
Rice prove it is, in fact, better than 
Harvard. Hanszenites are no strangers to 
dominance in sports, being contenders 
for the President's Cup year after year. 
Perhaps the only thing Hanszenites love 
as much as taking the field themselves is 
showing their support for Rice's athletes 
while enjoying each other's own company 
and good spirit. While Hanszen spirit is 
always reason enough for the college to 
rock blue and gray in the blistering heat, 
it never hurts when Hanszen associates 
are offering free food and shirts. 

Helping to sponsor Hanszen day on 
the hill, Sarah Longpre, a consultant and 
Hanszen Alum '89, Greg Thielemann, 
'88, and Dave Fenton have proved their 
loyalty to Hanszen these past two years 
as phenomenal Hanszen Associates 
The three worked with the associates 
committee to help put on this event. 

It was easy to tell Longpre, 
Thielmann, and Fenton were dedicated 
associates as they purchased hundreds 
of tickets from The Roost to help draw 
students out. Hanszenites dined on 
hotdogs, burgers, and even a custom 
made cake. The three associates also had 
custom shirts for the event made and 
passed them out free for the students. 

On the field, Hanszen had a lot to 
be proud of with its two all-star players, 
Jordan Stephens and Hunter Kopycinski. 
Events like these helped to show support 
for the student-athletes at the colleges. 

S1ory by Nalhw Andrus 



BRIGHT I IC.HTS Lights flash 
in the Duncan Commons, where 
students dressed in mostly white. 
Photo by Anastasia Bolshakov 

I LO\\ ER CHILD Ryan Kim 
'I4 goes crazy in glasses and 
flowers. Photo by Anastasia Bolshakov 

HANDS UP Michelle Bowen 
'l5 shows off her dance moves. 
Photo by Anastasta Bolshakov 

MR. DJ Martin Mutonga '13, 
one of Duncan's resident DJs, 
plays his shift. Photo by Anastasia 
Bolshakov 

l-Rlr'-mS Shota Makino '14, 
Boris Zhong 'l3 and Jiwen Li '13 
and Lachezar Hristov '15, Sarah 
Klein 'I5, and Clara Roberts 'l5 
bond on the dance floor. Photo by 
Anastasia Bolshakov 

1 2 Duncan Coll,ge 



abffl'ltld~ OAA/9-,,1/JJ-e,1/ 7?,;111, 
commons w d ) To include Associates in one of its most beloved traditions, the fall Associates Dinner was themed 'Sensation'. The 
Nwabueze ,1:s ecorated in white, while all attendees were encouraged to incorporate white into their outifts. Phillip Haddad '16, Obi 
Winikoff'J 4 5June Deng ' 15, Duncan Associate Susann Farra Glenn, Abby Corrington '13, Molly Horn '14, Alan Harkins '14, Justin 
l'edesco ' ts' ~nJay Gadasalli ' 15. Photo. by Obi Nwabuc-,.c I , ' Tess Weiner '16, Peter Lambert '16, Liz Binswanger ' 15, Alex 

'an Morgan Sutter ' JS get goofy in the photobooth. Phoios by Tlie Travcli11g Photobootl, 

THIS IS LOVE Carissa 
Livingston '15, Mary 
Anderson '15, Grace 
Apfeld '14, Megg Ryan 
'14, April Kwan '15, Samir 
Saidi ' 16, Jeremy Scher 
'14, Michelle Bowen '15, 
Saori Yamada and Karen 
Resnick '16 enjoy the 
Valentine's Day Weenie 
Roast. Photos by Obi Nwabueze 

Sensation 

http:Photo.by
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Q&A WITH THE INSTRUCTORS 

Interview with Anna Meriano, '13, l11trod11ction to ASL 

I decided to teach the course because I was studying sign language 
on my own, and many of my friends were interested in learning with 
me. I was surprised that Rice didn't offer any sign language classes, so 
I decided to teach one myself. The course has filled up very quickly 
both times it was offered, and I have had multiple students sit in on the 
course for the full semester even though they were not able to register 
because of the waitlist system. 

I 

I really enjoy teaching, especially because Rice kids are just generally 

fantastic, dedicated students. 

I t. I , I 

My proudest moments from last year were the final presen~tions; I 
was so proud of how well my students learned and performed their 
songs. My proudest moment this year was the day my TAs taught 
their own mini-lessons, because I was so excited to get a taste of what 
the course will be like next year. 

'\,, II ~ l 

I did not take the pedagogy class, because that was new this semester, 
but I have taken pedagogy classes in both the Education and 
Linguistics departments that have really helped me plan and revise my 
course syllabus. I have two students/unofficial TAs right now, both 
freshmen, who are planning to offer the course next year after they 
take the pedagogy class. 

Interview with Frasier Liljestrand, '/3, Jntrod11ctio11 to Modular Origami 

I wanted to create a space for people who like origami to interact. 
There is no such club or organization on campus, so my class functi0115 

in many ways like a club would. Occasionally there are added benefits 
like when a student of mine finds a project that I also want to try. 
Finally I am teaching the class because there is a demand for it. ManY 
people have told me that they would like to learn how to do origami 
and this class gives me a formal way to teach them. 

I chose to teach this class for a wide variety of reasons, some more 
selfish than others. The main reason is because I enjoy teaching, I 
would not consider putting this much effort into the class if I did not 
think I would enjoy it. 

My best teaching experience was when last year one of my students 
made a final project that was so spectacular that I had to go home 
and try it immediately. When I did the project however I realized that 
my student d id it better than me. It was nice to see that my students 
were not only listening to my lessons but actually applying their skills 
beyond what I taught. This is my second time teaching the class, so, 
yes I would teach it again, but I am graduating so I won't be able to. 
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So you think you can 


Rice Students Take to the Podium 
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BuST!NG A MOVE Ben Ong 
'14 poses with his class: "So You 
Think You Can Dance''. This class 
covered a variety of dance styles. 
Pho10 Court,-;,y of ll<n Ong 

A unique aspect of Rice academic culture 
are student taught courses. Students are able 
to take a variety of courses, from American 
Sign Language to Russian Music History 
to supplement their class schedules. These 
courses are offered for one credit hour and 
graded on a pass/fail basis. They are usually 
held in the evening in order to avoid conflict 
with other academic classes, and generally 
do not involve a heavy workload with only a 
few assignments and projects throughout the 
semester. 

These classes offer a rare opportunity 
for students to showcase their knowledge 
in subjects outside of the Rice curriculum, 
and to share their skills with other students. 
David Nichol '15 who teaches a juggling 
class, says, "Juggling is my passion, and so is 
practicing things. I think learning the process 

l>o1ver of Jd ~F IDEAS Studenls and faculty gather to hear lectures as part of the 

of how to practice and learn habits is one of 
the most important things anyone could ever 
learn, and it's also a blast to teach!" 

In the fall of 2012, a new class in 
pedagogy was offered to prospective student 
instructors. Anybody who has not taught a 
course in previous semesters must take this 
seven week course that focuses on syllabus 
design, means of communication, and 
student assessment. At the end of the course, 
student instructors can get their courses 
approved to teach the following semester. 
Previously, students were alJowed to design 
their courses on their own, with the help of a 
faculty advisor. These new regulations were 
placed in hopes of improving the quality of 
the courses and ensuring that Rice students 
continue to get the best education possible. 

5toryby Annie I 1 

IT'S A SIGN Instructor Anna Meriano 'J 3 and teaching assistant Nick Hanson 
,1lso Panici eas senes. Students could attend the lecture series for college credit if they Holtry ' 16 perform a sign language rendition of Katy Perry's "Hot N' Cold" for their 
faculty e!~ted '.n we~kl~ discussions. The premise of the lecture series was for various students. The class focused on basic signing, and encouraged students to make their own 

111
Ph 01obyshaan Pa~!s in Setent,a to spend five minutes talking about a topic of I heir choice. interpretations of spoken mediums such as music. Photo by Anna, Li 
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~~RESET 

~~Night Owls Antics 
Rice [Enidowmernt torr Sustat~uiab~e Errncswgy Tech[n)o~ogy: 


LED lights, dual flush toilets, and water bottle fillers. 
Rice Endowment for Sustainable Energy Technology 
(RESET) was a blanket tax organization consisting of 
seven students, three staff members and two faculty 
members. This year, RESET ran twice for renewal of its 
blanket tax status and failed both times. 

As per the stipulation in their blanket tax status, 
RESET ran to renew their blanket tax status during 
both the general and spring elections. During the first 
round of elections, RESET failed to receive a two-thirds 
majority in the affirmative, and instead only received 
about 65 percent vote. 

Although the exact reason behind's RESET's failure 
is unknown, the wording of the question on the ballot 
changed between the general and spring election to 
clear up any ambiguity over whether or not RESET was 
renewing or asking for more money. However, when it 
came to the spring elections, the changing of question 

~ASl PlROJlECTS~ RESET 


Failed Renewal for Blanket Tax 

was not enough. RESET did not receive the 20 percent 
student population turnout to pass. 

After RESET's failure, the Student Association 
"took a hands-on approach;' said Ravi Sheth '15, 
incoming Student Association External Vice President. 
The Student Association as well as Housing and 
Dining facilitated discussions with students to gage 
students' support for RESET. RESET is now going to be 
reintegrated under Housing and Dining and will receive 
money for initiatives that would have gone to other 
projects. 

Despite its failure as a blanket tax organization, 
RESET will continue as a student organization next year. 
Alex Lange '14, next year's RESET chair said, "we're 
talking with the administration to identify other sources 
offunding and working on ways to recover some of 
the money we've already put into projects that have a 
definite payback:' 

[ 


( upper left) Due to complaints of 
con 

dimness in the Will Rice commons, Co1 
RESET replaced all the lights in the the 
commons with LEDs. As a result, the 
electricity costs are saved by $3,000 ~[) 
$4,000. RESET has gotten another L 
proposal from Sid Rich and is hopill8 anc 
to get one for Lovett as well. Photo b)" ho\ 
DorinAicrad Alt 

RP
(lower left) RESET helped plan the 

theinstallation of the water filler in the 
RMC. The eco-friendly addition to Co 
campus helps save over 50,000 bottles Vio 
and counting. Photo by Dorin Aurad to I 

SUI(right) With the help ofRice's facilili
15 

Engineering and Planning (F~&P),_ ·c]i inc 
RESET installed dual flush toilets 11hl 
help reduce water usage. The project th~ 
totaled to $24,000, ofwhich FE&P 
funded $22,000. Photo by Dorin Azrrad 

' 8/. Club< 1 



R~~~ ?rogJr~mm~ing Con.nw-uc~~= N~g~t Ow~s Ant~cs: 

rax Taken Off the Ballot 

This year's Blanket Tax brought about a lot of This year was one of the first times that people campaigned 
,ints of ~ontro~ersy. Rice Programming Council's Night Owls Antics both for and against a cause. I believe that is why we may ommons, 0

1:11:1•ttee asked for a $3 increase in blanket tax to fund have received the formal complaint. There were people who 
In 

1ts in the the1r in·r · November, NOA put on 
result, th 1iattves. However, because of a campaign violation, felt quite strongly that they were against this cause (the RPC the first ever Gingerbread 

,y S3,000tO e amendment was taken off the ballot. blanket tax increase):' said Monica Zatarain '14, Student House Building 
mother LEV a d According to campaigning policy, each organization Association's Director ofElections. Competition. Over 300 
1is hoping students participated in the 

hn candidate can campaign via Facebook and websites; "RPC got a lot of kickback;' said Student Association's J. PholO bf owever . . event. Ph0to by Kate Travis 
Alth ' no one 1s allowed to send personal or mass emails. incoming External Vice President Ravi Sheth '15 citing 
RPcough each organization knew of the campaigning rules, scrutiny of RPC's finances and negative responses to past In August, 

plan the students bounced around th . representatives sent out emails to people asking for programming.er in the at S1..-yZone, Houston's 
ci•r s~pport in the vote. The Student Association's Elections This past year, Night Owls Antics has provided lition to indoor trampoline park. 

Pho10 by Kate Tra\fi$000 bottles Vio~~ittee received an email informing them of the substance-free night programming for students, including a 
Azcrad to t'.on._After conducting an investigation, RPC was found trip to SkyZone, a Gingerbread House Building Competition, 

su e •n violation of sending out numerous emails asking for and a comedy performance. In February,:e's Faciliti~ 
inPPort, and as a result the Night Owls Antics blanket tax "I think the removal ofRPC's Night Owls Antics from NOA put on its first 

(FE&P), outdoor movie showing. 
toilets wnidi cr:~se was taken off the ballot. the ballot was justified due to the campaigning violation:' 

Looper was played on a 2.5
1e project th 11 past years, people haven't been as passionate about said Michael Williams-Hart '16, "However it will come at the story screen in the Central 
1FE&P e cause h

s as t ey have cared more about the candidates. cost of fun and exciting activities that new students enjoy:' Quad. Pho1obyKa1<Tmu
n /\urad 

Blmkct 1.ax. Ballot he~ R 
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The big turning point of our service at Day Break 
was at the end of the first day when we finally played 
with the marshmallow guns that we had helped the 
members make earlier. It was so exciting to see the 
smiles and hear the laughter of the members as they 
tried to shoot their friends with marshmallows. This 
activity was reassuring in that the members of Day 
Break not only enjoyed the activity, but felt comfort
able around us and were excited to laugh and play 
with us. One member in particular seemed to have 
such a blast shooting her friends with marshmallows 
that she even took marshmallows home in her purse 
to shoot the cops later! 

Sachin Allahabadi · I 3 
Orlando Co-Site Leader 

For the things I want to communicate but can't 
by talking, I hope I can through simple actions, like 
sitting by them in class and at lunch. I want them to 
know that they are loved, that they are strong and cou
rageous, and that dreams even bigger than the ones 
they have can become a reality. 

Christine Lin '16 

I plan on making a monthly video for Pepper
dine to show that I wasn't just another person who 
came in and left their lives. I want to show them a 
little bit of what my life is like at college to give them 
constant encouragement. I also want to send them 
a Rice pencil with their names carved on so they 
hopefully have their own pencil to do class work. 

Jenny An '14 

a\ltc:matne~rnngBfi'.al / 
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STACK EM' UP Outgoing 
Capital Improvements Rep Ruthie 
Halberstadt ' I 3 challenges her 
replacement, Matt Keene '14, to a 
quick game of flip cup. 
POWER PYRAMID Incoming 
president Bernard Miller '14 prepares 
to top the pyramid of his fellow 
incoming Cabinet Members. 
PHOTOGS Ian Bott ' 14 passes his 
official duties as Wiess Historian on 
to Shelby Kuhn '16. 
WE RUN THIS SHIT Emily 
Viehman ' 13 enjoys a beer wh ile 
she relenquished her position as 
Parlimentarian to Ryan Deal ' 16. 
Photos by Ingrid Mong 

A CUPCAKE FOR TWO 
Incoming Sophomore 
Representatives Steven Ajluni 
'16 and Mason Daumas '16 
share an intimate moment. 



PASSING THE TORCH New and old 
college presidents Bernard Miller '14 and 
David Payne '13. 
"U"BANGEE, "WE"BANGEE Bernard 
Miller '14 gets a good ole fashioned 
ubangee to celebrate his new presidency. 
JUDICIAL EATING New members 
ofU-court Kevin Lin '14, Ariel Guerrero 
'IS, Ayla Syed 'IS, Sharae DeWitt'J6 and 
Vicky Comesanas '16 were challanged to 
a mango and cantalopue eating contest. 
Photos by Ingrid Mong 
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A FRESH CATCH SUNNY DAY SNOOZIN' Ii( ~ 
Bakerites who loved crawfish bonded with those Even non-crawfish eaters like Sand)', 1 

,, 

who had never seen them before, teaching them Baker RAs dog, came out to enjoy the· 
how to properly crack the shells. Pho10, by Vic1oria l.axall and some company. Pho1os by Vicioro• ~ 

9( Bak<r C.011<;1,e 



BUBBLY BUBBLY 
While feasters waited for the next pot of 
crawfish to come out, some took like Nialla, 
Scott and Catherina's daughter, and played 
with bubbles. Photos by Victoria l axah 

HANDS ON DECK 
Bakeritcs gathered around picnic tables 
covered in just newspaper, grabbing crawfish 
with their bare hands in a crustacean frec
for-all. 

COO"-ING UP A l·EAST 
Baker RAs Scott Solomon and 
Steve Bradshaw relax between 
rounds of cooking up steaming 
pots ofcrawfish, potatoes, corn 
and sausages. Photo by v,c,oria Laxah 

Crawfish Uc,il A 





Masked Defiance; LGBT Life Begins 
1979 

In the late 1970s, a young female Rice student discreetly approached 

her professor after class one day and handed him a slip of paper with the 

request that he call the phone number written on it. He did as he was asked 

and called the number. A young male student answered, appealing to the 

professor to serve as the faculty sponsor of the LGBTQ group they were 

attempting to form on campus. The students knew that the professor was 

not gay, but hoped that he would feel more comfortable being associated 

with the organization since all of the previously asked gay faculty members 

refused to risk outing themselves. The professor accepted the students' 

offer, and the university's first Gay and Lesbian support group was 

recognized in 1979. 

In 1983, a photo of the LGBTQ support organization first appeared 

in the Campanile. Twenty of the organization's members were featured 

standing in front of Willy's Statue; eighteen of them wore paper bags over 

their heads to preserve their reputation. Following the list of fake names 

used to caption the picture were the words "Approximately 10% of Rice 

students, faculty and staff." 

In 1986, students used pink triangles, in reference to the symbols that 

LGBTQ prisoners in Nazi concentration camps were forced to wear, as 

their method of facial obstruction. Rather than using their own names, they 

captioned the photograph with the names of historical people thought to be 

LGBTQ. 

In 1989, members held signs protesting Texas Penal Code 21.06, the 

law against Homosexual Conduct. In this yearbook photograph, only one 

person hid their face. 

In 1993, the first yearbook photograph was taken of the support 

group members with real names and no facial obstructions. There were 42 

students and four faculty members in the picture. 

In 2012, the support group, now known as Queers & Allies, attended 

the Campanile's Picture Yourself event to take their club photograph. 

Members were featured holding nothing but their spirit fingers. 

Since that day in the late 70s, when Chandler Davidson, the previously 

mentioned professor, and Mayor of Houston Annise Parker '78, the student, 

allowed for the founding of the organization, it has taken roughly 14 years 

for LGBTQ students to feel comfortable in revealing their identities. Rice is 

now at the forefront of the human rights movement, firmly holding a place in 

the top queer-friendly campuses in the country. 

March -' 93 



OWL PRIDE The Owls qualified 
for a bowl game this year for the 
first time since 2008. Fans cheer on 
the Owls during the Air Force Bowl 
game against the Air Force. The 
game was played at Fort Worth, 
Texas. Photo by Tommy Lavergne 

( ( When people make an effort 
to befriend you it becomes 
a natural response to want 
to go support them at their 
games. ( 

Tristanne Mock, McMurtry 'l!_

and 
then 
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For 
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As Rice athletes gave their best efforts in games 
and races, equally passionate Owl fans stood by to cheer 
th 

em on. Students came out to Rice athletic events 
to support their peers and embrace the Owl pride. 
For football, fans made it to Fort Worth to witnessth 

e Owls claim the Armed Forces Bowl. For men's 
basketball, fans poured into the Tudor Fieldhouse to 
honor Tamir Jackson '13 in his last home game. The 
~resence and influence of Owl fans can hardly be 
ignored across the 14 college athletics programs at Rice. 

Design by ZO< Wu 

"#FAITH STORIES" The 
swim team had plenty offan 
support in its season opener 
against Kansas. Students hold 
posters to cheer on swimmers 
Erin Flanigan '15 and Faith 
Hirschi '15. Flanigan swept 
both distance races at the 
meet. Photo by Zoe Wu 

ALL PAINT UP The 
men's opener against St. 
Thomas Celts attracted 
enough students to fill the 
bleachers. Students paint 
"RICE" on their bodies to 
show support for the Owls 
on the court. Fans cheered 
loudly throughout the game 
whenever the Owls scored. 
Photo by Zoe Wu 

THE OWL The football 
team opening game featured 
a pregame picnic to draw out 
students. A rice fan makes 
the owl hand gesture. Rice fell 
short to UCLA in the game. 
Photo by Beth Herlin 
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PEACE, LOVE, AND BEER Inspired by Brown's love 
for their Masters, Steve and Laura Cox, the Brown Beer Bike 
Coordinators decided to name Brown's Beer Bike theme 
Woodcox. All Brownies gathered to share their love for the 
Cox's and peace in the true Woodstock tradition. Photo by 
Marielle Brisbois 

An entire college awake at 6 a.m. on 
a Saturday ... the only possible explanation 
is BEEEEER BIIIIKE!! ! Brown WiJ!y Week 
2013 started Sunday at llp.m. with a kickoff 
party. The week was full of fun,Woodstock· 
themed activities, like watching Across the 
Universe, tie-dying our beer bike shirts, aod 
making hippie headbands. Also, there were 
the beer bike traditions of Mock Bike, Night 
Bike, Alumni Tailgate, and the floor balloon 
filling competition. And there were so maJlf 

balloons in preparation of one of the largest 
water balloon fights in the world on Beer Ilil
Morning. 

Before the fight, we had to get the other 
colleges into the Woodcox spirit (by jacking 
them). This involved throwing a Woodstoc~ 
party in Jones, going on strike to stop Hans!' 
from killing the trees, and tie-dying the Witl 
Rice commons. Beer Bike morning began 111 

face painting, bubbles, and plenty of food, at 
ended with a great afternoon at the track! 
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Every year, the men of Brown 
gather up their courage and shed 
their Skin... er, hair. Crazy hair cuts 
Off all kinds ensue, anywhere from 
Shaved heads to friar hair cuts. 
This Year, Shelley Reese '14 and 
RA Amber Szymczyk took up the 
responsibility of cutting the hair 
of anyone who wanted to try out 
a new 'do. Examples are Esteban 
Pirnentel's '15 sunglasses style and 
Anthony Foster's '15 Mohawk (both 
seen above). Others chose to dye 
t~eir hair crazy colors. Even some 
girls decided to display their pride 
0! r Brown, with Kailynn Balkum 
16 shaving part of her head 

f~r a rockin' ponytail and Alison 
Li~dsay '16 dying her blonde hair 
With streaks of maroon. The new 
hairstyles drew a lot of attention and 
brought a lot of laughs, some st ill 
sporting creative hairdo's a couple 
Weeks later. 

Trashcans 
112.S Balloons 
ooo Water 

30, for d 
100 Floweflead~an s 

e Shirts 
300 Tie Dy tlege

l Hippy Co 

BIKE TO THE FINISH Brown's Bike team, 
. Pit Crew gathered after thesupported by an amazmg . ' d'd 't win the 
h t even ifBrown , n

races to demonstrate t a . pirit and enthusiasm.
Beer Bike races, Brown won rn s 
Pho10 by Mari•ll• Brisbois 

CHEER CLASS President John 
Muller ' 14 teaches Brown the 
traditional Beer Bike Chee~s for 
Brown and anti-cheers against 
the other colleges, along with 
the help of the Brown Beer Bike 
Committee Heads. Pho10 by Mariel!, 
Brisbois 

PAINT OF LOVE, NOT 
WAR On the morning ofBeer 
Bike, the Beer Bike CommiUee 
brought in a real hippie artist to 
paint designs on the faces and 
heads of the Brownies. Here, 
Jose Maleve sits to have his head 
painted. Photo by Mandie Bri$bo,, 
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The KTRU Bunny, KTRU 's mascot, was in attendance 
at the Outdoor Show. The KTRU Bunny went around 
all day long meeting his fans and enjoying the show. 

p 

meeting the locals u 
'J he KTRU Bunny meets with Houston locals and hands out f{TR 

1h 
Sc 

bumper stickers. Photo b)' rori L,x,,lt 
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KTRU continues to bring the music 
with 22nd Annual Outdoor Show 

There have been some good 
vibrations around campus. People 
from the Rice and Houston 
communities alike came out to 
KTRU's 22nd Annual Outdoor Show 
held in Rice's Central Quad. The 
Outdoor Show ran from noon into 
the night and featured numerous 
musical acts, both local and 
nonlocal. 

From rappers to indie rockers, 
there were sure to be music for 
everyone to enjoy. "We tried to 
represent a wide variety of genres 
- the kind of music that our station 
represents:· said KTRU concerts 
director Sal Tijerna '15. 

By comparison to last year's 
show, KTRU focused a lot more 
ofits resources on advertising 
the show, both within the 
Rice community and Houston 
community. 

"Every single room on campus 
got a little flier advertising:' said 
KTRU station manager Nick Ryder 
'14. "Our goal was to make sure that 
every student at Rice knew that the 
outdoor show was happeninf' 

KTRU also changed the set-up 
for the show from last year's event, 

KTRU LlV ES (left) Rice students and 
Houstonians enjoy the Cloud Nothings, one 
of numerous music acts during the Outdoor 
Show. After the Show, KTRU posted on 
the event Facebook page "KTRU LIVES". 

OUTDOOR MUSIC FESTIVAL (top 
right) The Outdoor Show was held all day 
long on the Central Quad. Unlike last year's 
Show, there was only one stage this year. 

CLOUD NOTH INGS (middle right) 
One of the numerous acts performing at the 

so there was only one stage for all 
performances instead of last year's 
two stages. 

"Centralizing to the lawn helped 
the overall flow and feel to the day as 
more of a festival and less as single 
musical acts:' said Ryder. 

After Rice sold KTRU's 
FM tower two years ago, the 
organization was forced to rethink 
its role in the Rice and Houston 
communities, said Ryder. The 
outdoor show is one of the ways that 
KTRU has been able to reach out to 
both communities. 

"We're working to reach more 
listeners... There's been a general 
theme of engaging more with the 
Rice student body:' said Ryder, citing 
concert ticket giveaways and the 
outdoor show. 

"This year, the goal was to 
throw a kick ass show to show the 
administration and students that 
we're still here and what we have to 
offer:' said Tijerna. 

"If there is anything that we can 
help Rice students with musically, 
we want to be there:' said Ryder. 
"We want to keep Rice University 
saturated with music:' 

Outdoor Show. Cloud Nothings was one of 
four visiting acts, not from the Houston area. 

FOOD TRUCKS (middle right) Concert 
goers wait in line for lunch from the food 
trucks. The were four food trucks at the 
Outdoor Show, including Oh My Gogi! and 
Bernie's Burger Bus. 

INTO THE NIGHT (bottom right) The 
music festival went from noon and into the 
night. Listeners were able to enjoy the music 
festival on the Central Quad all day long. 
Pho1os by Tori Laxah 

.. 
Posing . 
lne Ki With the fans ... and doing some yogagetting on stage 
Sh RU Bunn lhe KTRU Bunny takes a quick break from all theThe KTRU Bunny gets on stage to wow the audience with 

YWright. Photo by for, l ault his awesome dance moves. Photo by ·rori Laxoh commotion to do some yoga. Pho10 bi Ton Laxah 
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c Ober 'l4 and r!tCS for a picture with adoring fans Andrew 
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ttJ(amphs over Hanszen in first annual Academic cur 
While some students were readying themselves for 

the Beer Bike revelries, other students decided to defend 
the honor oftheir colleges in a more academic way. On the 
Wednesday of Willy Week, some students decided to support 
their colleges by watching their college's representatives 
engage in a battle of the minds in the first annual William 
Max Nathan Academic Cup. The quiz bowl-like competition 
began with college rivalry rounds, and then semifinal rounds 
with the north and south colleges. In the final round, Jones 

and Hanszen battled it out with questions about everything 
from psychology to rock albums before the Jones team 
(comprised ofBenjamin Young, '16, Chance Marshall, '13, 
Avinash Shivakumar, '16, Jessica Lee, '16, and Jesse Kimery, 
'16) emerged as the eventual victor. 

The Academic Cup was created to honor William Max 
Nathan, who was the first student at Rice to graduate with 
academic honors. 

Story by Annie Li 

RICE CLOUD 
STORAGE Rebecca 
Lam ' IS explains Rice's 
Cloud Storage to a 
group ofstudents. 

THE JOE IT GUY Adam Griffi n 
'I5 gives Joe IT Guy a high five at 
the study break. Joe IT Guy is the 
Facebook Profile maintained by IT 
techs to offer quick responses to 
student quest ions. Students can also 
go to the Mudd help desk for help 
with technological issues. 

j 

t 
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On April 16, students gathered in the RMC Grand Hall for an IT transitions 
L.study break. This study break was put together to give students tips on how 
s!to successfully transition off-campus, whether to off-campus housing or while 

studying abroad. IT representatives gave fifteen-second spiels about different 
IT topics, such as off campus printing, online storage options, and Fondren in 
resources. Students could also get stamps at each station to redeem for free tr. 
breakfast tacos from Torchy's Tacos. di 
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Final Question: 
'Ibis plac .. h 

Winning Answer: 
15 mEikth ~ abited by the rooster Gullinkambi, the stag 

s La Yrnir, and the goat Heidrun, who feeds on the tree 
erad E· h . .sho · ig t hundred soldiers can march out of this place 

e 1 
t of u der-to-shoulder, and its rafters and roof are made 

Valhalla 

in~p~~rs and shields. Located in the realm Asgard and 
the\ i~e~ by the Einherjar, for 10 points, name this "hall of 
die~ _ain from Norse mythology inhabited by warriors who 

in combat, also the name of a pub under Keck 100. 

JONES VERUS HANSZEN In the finals of 
the academic cup, Jones was leading by over 
20 points and then correctly answered the 
winning question to win the cup. Final score 
was Jones with 150 points and Hanszen with 
110 points. Pho<°' by Maria Lima. 
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BEHIND THE 
FO°KING 

I knew that all of the work of 
stabbing hundreds of forks into 
Will Rice's lawn would be worth 
it when all of Will Rice woke up 
to it the next morning. 

Alexandra Franklin '16 

CHOP CHOP Hanszenites chopped 
down a tree and left it for aU Duncaroos 
to see in the morning. The Jack left a large 
trunk in Duncan's commons along with a 
sign that read, "Love, HFH:' Photo by Dante 

Forking is defined as thrusting 
smaU plastic eating utensils consisting of 
four prongs, into the soft peat of the earth. 
Rice students completed said action as a 
Jack on Will Rice duri ng the Willy Week. 
Photo by Isabella Adamiak. 

On Friday, March 22nd, Bakerites created an 
official online petition that eventually gained 253 
total signatures. 

U
sing the power of eminent domain 
reinforced by Kelo v. City of New 
London, 545 U.S. 469, we petition the 

U.S. Government to condemn an inherently 
useless building on the campus of Rice 
University. This building, Martel Dormitory, has 
been a blight upon our campus for far too long 
a period. If the government is so inclined, we 
could remove this eyesore and replace it with 
something far more useful, such as a parking 
garage or a petting zoo ... 

Willy \\'etljack, ?09 





GIMME A BREAK Each college 
organizes study breaks with food, music, 

and water balloon filling stations. 

Students fill up balloons to prep for the 

water balloon fights the morning of Beer 
Bike. PholO b,- Tori wall 

~RIENDLY FIRE Members of 
Jones and Brown College engage in 
Mock Ill, a special tradition between 
the two colleges. Photo by S.V1ta Rama. 

HELL CAR Adrian Yao '14 
and Sharad Jones '14 revive the 
old tradition of the Baker Hell 
Car, which was driven through 
campus on Beer Bike in the '70s. 
Photo by Elena Lac"· 
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WILL RICE DID SWEEP The Will 
Rice team, after sweeping Beer Bike, 
always does a victory lap. Will Ricers 
stayed on the course well after all other 
students left. They hold their banner 
high, as a railying icon above the 
sweaty mass. Pho10 by Kai Sheng. 

RAW POWER Water Balloons 
explode in the air as members from all 
eleven residential colleges run across 
founders court. Zenas lgbinoba '14 
is hugged by a Duncaroo trying to 
steal his water balloon. Pho10 by D""""' 
Histona.n. 

CRO\. 1 TGabe Baker and Michael 
Warren ' 4 are throwers for the .Brown 
bike team. The.women's bike team 
placed ninth. Joscclyn Majias '13 looks 
determined to do well. Phn10 bi Isabella 
Adamiak. 
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Will Ricers receive their first introduction 
to Beer Bike during 0-Week, when they 
participate in lunchtime chug practice and 
Tea Trike against Lovett College. Joann 
Pan'16 races during Tea Trike. Berk 
Norman '16 and Sam Adams '16 chug on 
the third day of 0 -Week. Pho10, by Kai Sheng. .. 


In the run-up to Beer Bike, team member> 
bond with activities like nail painting and a

piker>team dinner. On the morning of the race, 
Nathan White 'IS, Nathan Joo 'JS, Alex Scholl 
'I5, and Robert Ip 'I4 shaved their legs as agfl 
to cut seconds off their times. Phowby Rel>«•' 

The bikers, chuggers, and pit crew train 
throughout the school year, culminating in 
a Mock Race a few weeks before Beer Bike. 
Above, Cody Shilling '13 chugs during 
Mock Race. Left, Leila Bell'13 concentrates 
while taking part in Mock Race. 
Pholo above by Reb,"tca I.am and kfi by Ian 811chhol11. 
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WiUR· • b.k tees I e and chug teams and pit crew must work together 
~erfectly to achieve a sweep. Above, pit crew members Kevin Maurin 

4 and Kevin McDonough '14 prepare to throw women's bike 
~~f1ain KyleeTalwar '13. Veronica Saron '14 watches as Jronwoman 

en Wendte 'JS chugs. Linge Dai '13 bikes during the men's race. 
Leh photo b . I . .

) :m Uuchhoh:,, m1ddh.•phc)tO by Rdxcca tam, .ind right photo by Kai \iheng. 

How to 

Will Ricers stormed the track after the race ended, hugging each other and 
running a victory lap. Below, the excited crowd lilts men's bike captain Dan 
Li '14 onto their shoulders. The celebrations continued when the students 
returned to the college thanks to Beer Bike coordinators Kylee Talwar '13, 
Christina Katsampes '14, Sajani Patel 'IS, Shayak Sengupta 15, and Ellen 

Wendte 'IS. 11>010 br Kai ~hen~. ~ / 

Five Steps to Five Fuckin' Times 




1 
Jeremy Lin steals a chair 
from a PAIR volunteer. 
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2 
The PAIR volunteer 

frantically searches for 
another chair. 

The PAIR volunteer 
embarrasses Jeremy Lin 
for not being chivalrous. 

STARSTRUCK Jim Sheng '14, meets 
Jeremy Un. "Meeting Jeremy Lin was 
just absolutely amazing, both for the 
volunteers and the kids who were there. It 
was extremely rewarding alter all the effort 
everybody put into the campaign, and the 
nights that we all stayed up incessantly 
refreshing the competition website, 
checking for updates on the number of 
votes;' Sheng said. "Jeremy was very good 
with the kids and everyone there had a 
great time, especially since one of the kids 
beat Jeremy in an intense game of Musical 
Chairs'.' Photo courtesy of PAIR. 
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PITCH PERFECT Getting ready for a 
fun Tuesday ofkaraoke, Emily Augustini 
' 15, and the students search for a Nepali 
folk song. Besides singing cultural songs, 
PAIR students also learn types ofdance 
such as bachata and salsa. Photo Courtesy 
of PAIR 
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As a volu tAdvanc n eer program, Partnership for the 
einent and I · Underp .. mmers1on of Refugees (PAIR) helps 

1betwee nv~ eged youth through fostering mentorship 
2013 thn tJ em and college students. On March 8, 

• e erein 1· F111 

Lnner of th M k. 


thew· Y oundation announced PAIR as 
generou e a mg A Difference Project. The 

s grant ill · Progra f, w mclude helping fund PAIR's summer 
rn or rn·ddlI hand put e sc oolers, support summer interns 

on field t · Ththose of th nps. e votes for PAIR surpassed 
0thWorksho ~ er two competing organizations 

lerern L ~, OUSton and Yellowstone Academy. At 
· Y ins first ap . h tn basketb pearance wit PAIR, he participated

11PAIR st da 'arts and crafts and other games with the 
u ents. 

Aorg · 
PAIR anization founded by Rice students in 2006, 

continued fi · r
the tran . . a ter its 1ounders graduated due to 

s1t1on to
numbe . nonprofit status in April 2007. With 

rs Still co t' · 11 mumg to grow, the number of refugee 

youth and volunteers sits at about 200 to 300 in each 
group. Each member of Rice PAIR is dedicated to weekly 
program sessions, which totals around nine sessions a 

week. 
One of Rice's PAIR volunteers, Dandan Liu, 

Brown '14, recalled her rewarding experience helping 
refugee children through service and appreciation, 
presence and love. "I love PAIR students. They can be 
rambunctious and they can test your patience. But I 
see inherent goodness in each of them, even those with 
a hard exterior:· Liu said. "I've come to appreciate my 
circumstance as a tremendous blessing. I try to keep 
that in mind and express my gratitude every day. It has 
also shown me the fundamental responsibility of serving 
others born into less fortunate circumstances. To use 
your growth to help others reach their full potential is 

what I now strive for:' 
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Mak'ng 
Lovett President Daniel Cohen Deals with 
Controversy Over Constitutional Changes 

In March of 2013, I drafted an amendment to the Lovett 
College constitution to reform the position of freshman/new 
student representative (NSR). Unlike most other colleges, Lovett's 
NSR was bereft of both a meaningful budget and any expectation 
of responsibility. The duties of the NSR were to oversee new 
student service to the college, assist the Internal Vice President 
with elections, and to represent the interests of the freshman class 
and all new students on Central Committee (CC). Unfortunately, 
these duties amounted to little work and little influence for the 
NSR whose most prevalent task was collecting service forms 
from freshmen and attending the ballot box at lunch or dinner 
two to three times per year. Most individuals who served as 
NSRs expressed disaffection with the governing process and the 
position because they felt alienated from the rest of CC since they 
were not on a committee. Many former representatives, myself 
included, also felt that the position was a waste of Rice talent 
and a terrible symbolic message to the freshman class because 
the NSR was never expected to know what the class's thoughts, 
desires, or concerns were. The NSR was also never utilized for 
big projects or for any activity aimed at increasing interclass 
cohesion or freshman class bonding. 

Reforming this position to be an important, empowered, and 
unifying role within the college was one of my main campaign 
pledges. Accordingly, I drafted a constitutional amendment 
in late March and sent it to every Lovetteer to review. The 
Member at-Large polled the college so I would know the popular 
sentiment on the issue and the amendment in particular were 
and to provide an opportunity for common questions to be 
collected. One week after I shared the text with the college, I met 
with CC to discuss their concerns and to make any alterations 
prior to presenting it to Lovetteers at our weekly CC meeting. 
At this meeting, we, as a collective whole, decided to change the 
NSR from one position to a committee of two independently 
elected individuals. 

Their responsibilities will be to host an open forum once a 
month so new students can express their thoughts and feelings 
about their quality of life at Lovett in a safe environment; to host 
a social mixer between new students and returning students 
as well as a new student-senior dinner and a new student class 
bonding activity in the spring of their term. Furthermore, the 
amendment mandated that the NSRs receive their own budget 
each year. Th is measure was included to ensure that the position 
is taken seriously by both CC and Lovett College as a whole. 
After presenting this amendment at CC, I took questions for 
about 10 minutes. The biggest concern among Lovetteers 
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was that the work load would be overwhelming for incoming 
students. I assured them that the amendment provided for this 
consideration by mandating specific committees to assist the 
NSRs in their tasks. 

Overall, the amendment was received very positively. Over 
the next week, I circulated a petition and collected the requisite 
signatures (20% of the college) to put the amendment up for 
a vote. At the last CC in April, I presented the petition before 
CC and the government voted to hold a referendum on the 
legislation. Over the next two days, Lovetteers cast their ballots 
for the amendment which passed with an approval rating of over 
95%. To pass, the measure only need 2/3 of the votes cast to be in 
favor. Voting participation was around 20% of the college. 

In April, I was approached by two members ofCC to discuss 
a "parking jack" policy. Lovett College is allocated a finite 
number of parking spots for its residents and these individuals 
wanted to modify the eligibility requirements for these spots to 
exclude off-campus students. I met with these students and asked 
them to draft a potential by-law to present before the college. 
I, persona1ly, was against the change and said so privately, but 
I withheld any public statements until an argument was made 
before the college about the merits of the change in policy. 
Essentially, advocates of the policy change argued the on-campus 
students have the right to park in the lots by their homes as do 
renters of apartments o r owners of residential homes and that 
on-campus students were more in need of holding parking 
spots closer to the college. Opponents of the measure felt it was 
discriminatory for arbitrary and capricious reasons. When 
the by-law amendment was presented at CC, there was fierce 
resistance from many students. These students felt alienated 
and targeted by proponents of the bill. Over the next week, l 
received several complaints via email against certain students 
which accused them of being unciviJ and self-interested 
representatives. In general, a wave of nastiness and discord ran 
through the college as about a dozen vocal individuals made 
their arguments in LLnfriendJy terms in the commons and on 
Facebook. In the face of the animosity that was generated, I 
addressed concerns of discrimination and alienation in an email 
in which I called all Lovetteers to respect each other. At the final 
CC of the year, CC moved to table the amendments until the 
fall and I declared that we would create an ad hoc committee to 
explore the issue and to make a recommendation in the fall of 
2014. These measures calmed down advocates on either side and 
helped everyone move forward. 

Oe,i~n by iZ".tnni llc:Uh<hl S,ory b}' l).tn1d Cohrn 

COME TO ORDER New President, 
Daniel Cohen' 14, listens to arguments from 
opposing sides of the Parking Jack DcbaLe 
during a Central Committee meeting. As 
the newly-elected President, Cohen deals 
with is~ues such as Parking Jack, jusL as 
former President Christian Neal did during 
hi~ term. Pht'ltO b, Kann;1 lkut~h 
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We Had fun, Won, Ate Bu s 

Students Enjoyed Mardi Gras Pub Night 


The Jones-Baker Pub Night was a great 
way for Jonesians to hang out with the second 
coolest college at Rice. The Jones socials 
decided to have a joint pub night with Baker 
on Mardi Gras because it would be a good 
way for Jonesians to meet up with a South 
college and meet some new people. The 
Mardi Gras theme was used the entire night. 
There were even decorations disguising pub 
as a non-sticky place. There were 12 king 
cakes as well as a vanilla sheet cake that was 
shared between the two colleges. The night 
was definitely a fun one with Jonesians and 

Bakerites enjoying each other's company, 
and getting to know people from a different 
college. It was nice because joint pub nights 
are a new thing that socials campus-wide 
have been trying. 1l1e goal is to get colleges 
to have more interaction outside of public 
parties and Beer Bike. Pub Nights create 
a very relaxed environment that foster 
conversations between people who would 
not normally have the chance to talk. Many 
people hope joint pub nights are going to 
continue as a tradition at Rice. 

O,sign by Jenna Kripal/Story by Leah Cabrera 

MARDI GRAS GROUP GATHERING 
Michelle Kwan '16, Andy Miller '16,. g 
and Sophia Belt ran ' 16 socializedunO 
Pub Night. Photos b)' Scvita Rama 

SERIOUSLY MARDI GRAS Cortney 
Simmons ' 14, Sid Mullick ' 14, and 
Hayley Jones' 14 pose for the camera. 

MARDI GRAS MAD SKILLS Chance Marshall 
'13, Shaun Haby ' 13, Allyssa Abacan ' 13, Kelsey 
Tomlinson ' 13, Josh Mrozack '13, and Monica 
Barrera ' 14 play a friendly game of fooseball. 

Friday Fun Day brought 
Buns and Fun 

The Jones socials hosted a Friday Fun Day event 
in March. There was a bounce house/water slide, a 
cook-out, desserts, and music. The socials used this 
event as a way to hear from the Jones community 
to find out what activities they want fo r the future, 
and which ones they did not like in the past. The 
culturals also hosted a celebration for the Indian 
holiday, Holi, during Friday Fun Day. There was 
delicious Indian food and plenty of Holi colored
covered Jonesians. 
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WINNING Glenn 
Fiedler ' 13 keeps his 
eye on the ball. Photo 
by Nick Ri1.0poulos 

Men's Flag Football Team Wins 
Spring 2013 was a good semester for the Jones 

Men's flag team. The Jones Men tore through their 
opponents. Led by the studly seniors, Richard Ledo, 
Shaun Haby, Will Maxwell, Wally Lang and Glenn 
Fiedler, this team scored point after point. Not to 
be overlooked, the underclassmen played a pivotal 
role, as well. Quarterbacked by Matt Sprinkel '14, 
the rag tag group of Hersh Agrawal ' IS, Vaughan 
Andrews '15, Mark Trainer '15, Mark Camero '16, 
Rushi Patel '15 and Nick Semon '14 displayed their 
dominance. Despite coming in second place, the 
history books will forever remember this team as 
the best-looking, most charismatic of all the flag 
teams to grace these fields. And as we all know, 
Jones always wins. 

Stor)' by Wally Lang 

WINNERS' LINE UP Mark Camero 
'16, Shaun Haby '13, Mark Train er 
'15, Luis Fernandez ' 14, Vaughn 
Andrews '15, Andrew Duberg ' 14, 
Rushi Patel '15, Wally Lang '13, Matt 
Sprinkel ' 14, and Will Maxwell '13 
pose after their victory against Wiess 
in the semifinals. Photo by Nick Ri1.0poulos 

BUN TIME Lilian Nwora ' 13 grabs 
a hot dog off the grill. Photo by Jeffrey 
Picc1ri1Jo 

HOLi HUG Charlotte Larson ' 16, 
Sameer Kini ' 16, and Mariah Lawhon 
'16 pose for the camera after getting 
covered in Holi powder. Photo by Jeffrey 
Piccirillo 

HOLY HOLi! Ben Lynch '14 enjoys 
the Holi celebration. Photo by Jeffrey 
Picc,r;!Jo 
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IMMA TAKE YOUR GRANDPA'S STYLE David 
Lam '16, Rohit Rekhi ' 16, Nicholas Merritt ' 16, and Gu5t 
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Huitron '16 pull out their llannel, beanies, and scarves (or! 
thrift shop look. Pho10 by Cathy Hu 

HATERS GONNA HATE Justin Cho '16 does not 
approve of Rachel Sterling's ' 16 tattoo sleeve and hipster 
glasses. Clearly, some dressed up more than others. 
Pho10 by Cachy 1 lu 
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~&& hipster 
GO THRIFT SHOPPING ~ WATCH INDEPENDENT

BUY ~ OR FOREIGN FILMS 

VINTAGE i~~n~irc ~~! 

URNITURE~~GROW A 


~s~~MUSTACHE 
~~;i DENY THAT YOU ARE AHIPSTER 
r- ........ < ~ 
::X:,,,-- z :a::a 

. wan,, Photo by Cathy Hu 
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SLiDES 
and ltzakARE_M';INSTRE_AM Ahmad El-Gama! ' 1 s 
brou h Hinoiosa 16 play with the blow-up wrecking ball 

g t to the quad for college night. Photo by SaharSawani 

KNOCKED DOWN After an encounter 
with the wrecking ball, a mustachioed 
Gustavo Huitron'16 takes a moment to 
recover. Photo by SaharSawani 

ARE WE HIPSTER YET? Sahar Sawani 
'16, Sanjana Puri ' 16, Cathy Hu ' 16, Charlene 
Thomas '16, and Tanya Rajan '16 show off 
their Urban Outfittcrs-esque hipster attire. 
Photo b)'Calhy Hu 

WORK THAT FEDORA Social officer 
Anand Lodha 'I5 sets up for the barbecue 
in Martel's quad. Spring college night was 
the first major event new social officers 
organized, so it was a learning experience. 
Photo by SaharSawani 





"When you see injustices. stand up. 
Confront. Condemn:' Mikki Hebl, 
Psychology, gives a lecture about modern 
discrimination in the workplace in the 
final session ofTedxRice U. She discussed 
the ~ubtlcties of modern discrimination in 



In the fall semester of 2011, three 
Hanszen seniors embarked on implementing 
an idea for a new competition. Raymond 
Verm, Apoorv Bhargava, and Travis 
San Pedro wanted to start a quiz-bowl 
competition among the colleges. 

"I was looking at the residential college 
systems at schools like Harvard, Yale and 
Cambridge, and I saw that they all had 
academic-based competitions between the 
colleges in addition to athletic competitions:' 
San Pedro said. "This type of competition 
would complement the athletic competition 
provided by the President's Cup and add to 
the cultural and intellectual aspects of the 
colleges:' 

San Pedro actually developed the idea 
during the summer of 2011, inspired by 
the quiz bowl, he imagined a bracket type 
competition between the colleges. San Pedro 
mentioned the idea to Bhargava and Verm 
over the summer. 

The three brought the idea to Assistant 
Director of Academic Advising Anthony 
Pulido, who loved the idea. 

"Halfof the fellows' responsibility 
is to provide academic help for shtdents, 
but the other half is to create visibility for 
the program in the college by bringing in 

speakers and planning events for the college;' 
Pulido said. "I thought that this competition 
was a great idea because it promotes a 
sense of college pride and helps spread the 
academic vibrancy at Rice to the college 
level." 

This was continued by the rest of 
campus, and by Willy Week of2013, the 
Academic Cup began. 

The tournament was organized by 
Hanszenite, Wei Yang Tham, an academic 
fellow. Victor Prieto '15, said he assembled 
a list of more than 250 questions for the 
tournament from a variety of subjects. 

The event had a lot of spectators and 
college support. Held in Farnesworth 
pavillion, with one college pitted against 
another, there was plenty of support for both 
sides of each battle. 

"We had a great crowd at the finals on 
Thursday:' Tham said. "People actually saw 
that things were getting serious and how 
much college pride was at stake:' 

In the end, Hanszen and Jones faced off 
in the final round on the evening of Mar 21, 
ending a four day elimination competition. 
Jones College won over Hanszen College 150 
points to 110 in the finals. 

S1ory by Sh;an Paid 

FINAL FOUR In the last round ofcompetition, the Hanszen team THE I JOST Jarvis Sam '13 hosted the first 

faced off against Brown on Mar 21. Hanszen lost 1 IO to 150. The annual Academic Cup, asking questions, and 
Hanszen team was made up ofSeth Davis ' 15, Reed Thornburg ' IS, mediating the answers. Photo <ubmiued brCarolm< 

Guticrrc1:.Justin Wolin ' I 5, and John Burrough '16. Pho10 by Fl<na weer 
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Re ING LAUG 
I ed lhornbu , I IS Seth Davis '15 and 
augh rg 15 hter whiJ s ow amusement and 

question. \Vheilcon~emplating the difficult 
comp · e this wa
the etition, the I s an academic 

lllselves Ph p ayers managed to enjoy 
• Oto by El•n• lac,y, 
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wild willy week 
McMurtry's Disney-themed Willy 

Week broke up the typical weekly 
routine with a different event each 
night. From pool night, to laser tag, to 
a beach volleyball competition, each 
event tied in with a specific Disney 
movie that was shown on that day. 
One of the most notable happenings 

of the week was the rapidly changing 
hairstyles seen on many Murts. 

In past years, few students had 
ever participated in the mohawk 
tradition embraced by other colleges 
for Beer Bike. For the event this 
year, Murts went above and beyond. 
Countless men were happy to show 

CRAFT TIME After completing
'l' 1the creation ofher purple tutu, Bt ~~

Yin 'I4 gets to work on her Beer Bt 
. d ntQshirt. Many Murts went han s-0 

1make accessories for their ensemb e,.
hastMcMurtry was also able to pure b.1 

many items, such as the purple rab · 
ears Yin is sporting. Photo by Zo<z,Ju 

DO YOUR WORST Nader 
Aboul-Fettouh '14 sits uneasily as i 
Nikita Desai '13, Ashley Devitt ' 14· ~ · 
Robin Vest '14 work their magic 00 

• 

freshly shaved locks. For some, h~f 
was bleached as a first step. Murts 

11·nt'
both genders enhanced their spi 
the purple hair dye. Photo by zoc Z-

11
' 

STOIC STANCE With his fresh~ 
shaved head and bleached hair, peter 

life 'Jl!eAbraham '14 contempIates ··dent 
former McMurtry College PreSI liJI' 
just ended his term and finally hat:n~ 
to pose for close ups. He ma)' 11\Jl~ 
be president, but Abraham has P 

z,tt•
of McMurtry pride. Photo by Zo< 

ROAR OF JUSTICE Incoming 
chief justice Alex Hilser '14 

0 1
)11 

demonstrates his mightiest roar ;11. 
amusement of the crowd. He rea · 

h' fists
committed to the act with 15 ·JI )la'· 
clenched. It seems like Hilser 1"

1 ht 
no trouble laying down the la"' as 
serves his role. Photo by Zot z,lu 

NO TURNING BACK on_~io 
whim, Lena Silva 'J3 decided 10Jcho-" 
the head-shaving movement an od'ed 
a Rihanna-inspired look. Silva foe &cC 
the side shaved style long afte_\\,fut!; 
Bike festivities had ended. Wil_ gtll'~ 
be as enthusiastic about changJ.11tiflle 
hair next year, or was this a one-
occurrence? Photo by Cory o,«n 

,, 
".McM,

off their mohawks, arrows, h sell 
0 

or whatever design they had c uoJI• 
Even some girls got in on the 

3~,,-lo 
including McMurtry RA Corrc}leS· 
who opted for shaved side pa l'lls iJI 

With new styles, new color v~ otl 
order. Purple dye made its mar 
anyone interested. 
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FRUITS OF LABOR One 
of the incoming treasurers, 
Mackenzie Nettlow '16, and one of 
the incoming secretaries, Andrea 
Kopczynski '16, prove they're 
up for the EC challenge with 
everyone's favorite orange-passing 
game. To make it more difficult, 
the two had to complete the 
neck pass blindfolded. Outgoing 
treasurer Jordan Ashcroft '14 could 
not contain her laughter in the 
background. Photo by Zoe Zalta 

turning over a new leaf 
The Executive Council (EC) 

changes hands once a year, in 
the spring. On March 5, new 
and old members of the EC 
gathered to changeover with 
many Murts in attendance. 
Outgoing members had 
tasks for their incoming 
counterparts to complete 
to ensure readiness to join 
the EC. Wearing silly hats, 

serenading, and plenty of 
dancing were of the norm. 

This year, the EC 
underwent restructuring 
as McMurtry continued to 
search for the best way to 
govern itself. The old system 
was borrowed from Will Rice 
College and was not ideal for 
the new McMurtry. Before 
elections took place, a new 

FAN FAVORITE Newly
elected president Mason 
Sanders 'I4 took a lap around 
the commons and was 
rewarded with a high five from 
constituent Stefanie Saathoff 
'I5. Along with his classy attire, 
he wore a menacing crocodile 
hat to show who was boss. 
For the crowd's enjoyment, 
there was also a table dancing 
component of the president's 
changeover. Photo by Zoe Zalta 

position was added at the VP 
level, allowing for a better 
distribution of committees 
among the Prime Minister, 
Internal VP, and External 
VP. Another change was the 
appointment of all committee 
heads, rather than some being 
elected. 
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big Zthe barber 
McMurt ,

lgb· rys own Zenas a new look. Murts were 
tnoba '14 .h· took1tupon lining up to receive the !1~elf to become the standard mohawk, and0111ctal B . eer Bike barber. some even requested more A.rrned · h wit a shaver daring designs. Whenand an 

h . apparent gift for asked how many heads he'd 
a1rstylin I b· th g, g moba gave shaved, Igbinoba simply 
e men ofMcMurtry replied, "Too many." 

I\]\' I , 

Johnson , ~. Big Z the Barber carefully turns the hair of Ryan
14 into a 1· • as one of th M ions mane. In keeping with the Disney theme and 

"Mufasa• the cMurtry Beer Bike Coordinators, Johnson went by 
rnost llniqu;oughout Willy Week. The style was certainly one of the 

seen on anyone. Photo by %aan Patel 

Photos by Z.nas lgbinoba 





A Home Run Season Ends 
June 23rd, 2003 

It was game three in the final round of the College 

World Series. Rosenblatt Stadium, in Omaha, Nebraska, 

was filled to a CWS record-breaking attendance of260,091 

people. After advancing through a 64-team bracket and 

into the 8-team tournament, Rice faced Stanford in the 

final set of the series. Rice started off strong with a narrow 

4-3 win in the first game of the set. Stanford lashed back 

with a 8-3 victory in game two. The final game of the last 

round in the NCAA tournament would decide the winner. 

Throughout the season, Coach Wayne Graham 

led the team to a 58-12 season going into the regional 

championships. They made it to the World Series as 

the fourth seed, with four sets left to win it all. They beat 

Missouri State and Texas before facing off against the sixth 

seed Stanford in a best of three World Series match-up. 

Rice achieved its first ever CWS national title as they 

clinched a 14-2 victory over Stanford. A dog pile of Rice 

players, coaches, and team affiliates formed on the field. 

A]'rtl 231 
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ONTROVERSY 
Athletic Director Rick Greenspan comes under allegations of racism 

On M: h 2 R.ice U . ar~ 9, 2013, Sportsillustrated.com reported that former 
of Atht1:7ersity basketball player Arsalan Kazemi claimed Director 
l<azem~:ics_Rick Greenspan made inappropriate comments about 

Middle Eastern descent. 
InNovemb Riand n. er, a ce News and Media stated that Greenspan 

~ice head b k b . .
B.J. Al .as et all coach Ben Braun denied the allegations. 

Univer:0nd'. Rice Director of News and Media Relations, said the 
v ty still stands by the statement made in November. 
''-aze · 

several b mi and former teammate Omar Oraby were among 
Both asketball players who transferred from Rice in the fall. 

received h d h' .this se ar s 1p waivers so that they could play basketball 
South ason at the University of Oregon and the University of 

ern Cali£ .the aUe . orma, respectively. The Sports Illustrated article said 
hardshfatio~s of discriminatory behavior were found in Kazemi's 

P Waiver request. 
NCAA Ii .

University po cy ?1ctates that any student who transfers to another 
new scho ~ust wa~t one year before becoming eligible to play for the 
if the n °'according to the NCAA website. This rule can be waived 
the har:;~cho~I applies for legislative relief, a policy which includes 
eligible to 1awa,~ers Kazemi and Oraby were granted to become 

Aft P Ythts season at their respective schools. 

er aUegaf f
Rice com . tons sur aced, current, and former, members of the 

Associat·mun,ty expressed their opinions on the issue. The Student 
. ion also h t d fi .opinion. 0s e a orum Senate meetmg to gauge student 

A. current R' 
she was disa _ice athlete who wished to remain anonymous said 
allegation PP_01nted, but not surprised when she heard about the 
him lllad s :gamst Greenspan. She said her personal experience with 

"W, ,e er question his character. 

ere tired f I .


represent h ~ 1avrng an athletic director that does not 
"Durt at Rice is about and does not carry us forward;' she said. 

athletes fe~t the forum, the opinion was voiced that student 
administr . ke they were lacking support in the student body and 
Min •14 t•on, and we don't want them to feel that way;• Yoonjin 
environ' A president, said. "We don't want our athletes to be in an 

li.o;ent that they feel is unstable or uncomfortable:' 
Greensp ever, others came forward to say that they did not believe 
Sch,varzean s_hould be replaced. Former Rice basketball player Nate 

sa,d he h .SPorts 11! never eard any of the comments reported 111 the 
ustrated article. 

"I was very close to my teammates, and if I had ever heard 
anyone say any of those alleged comments, I would have stepped 
up and said something;' Schwarze said. "Not only were those my 
teammates, but they were [also] my friends'.' 

Despite the controversy surrounding the former assistant coach 
and Greenspan, Kazemi has publicly stated his desire to return to 
Rice to receive his diploma this May. Rice will allow him to come 
back and walk at graduation ifhe has enough credits to graduate. 
This is the same policy which applies to any Rice student, according 
to Vice President for Public Affairs Linda Thrane. 

President Leebron also sent out an e-mail to the whole student 
body stating that "when allegations of discrimination arise we take 
them seriously and investigate them carefully;' An outside law firm 
was hired to conduct an investigation, but they found no evidence of 
discrimination. 

Leebron also explained that, by its own admission, the 
NCAA granted the waiver without conducting an investigation or 
interviewing anyone al Rice. 

"The waivers were granted soldy on the basis of what the 
NCAA called the students' personal perceptions of an intolerable 
environment;' Leebron said. 

Leebron ended his e-mail stating that they still find the case 
to be unfounded, but if any new information surfaces, it will be 
investigated. He then wished the former student-athletes great 

success. 
On June 13, 2013, Greenspan announced that he would be 

leaving the university June 30 to pursue other opportw1ities. 
"My experience at Rice has been both rewarding and 

challenging and I am grateful to have had the opportunity to serve 
this exceptional institution;' Greenspan said. "I am proud of my 
contributions to the competitive and academic success of our student 
athletes and coaches, and to have enhanced a culture of honesty, 
integrity and transparency;' 

Greenspan continued to deny allegations of the racial 
insensitivity made against him, saying that the NCAA "will live with 

their decision:' 
"I will stand by my integrity, my honesty, and my sense of 

appreciation for people of all ethnic backgrounds and gender," 

Greenspan said. ~Inn by R.,hd ~brcu,. Moll)· C.h1u. J0<) 

( .1rp~~ll;a anJ i\nJ.J1.bJJ. lk,t,Ju.ku, 
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Lovett Seniors celebrate their final days together 
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ther 
WALKING . ,
beach . ON SU'\/SH!NE Brianna Rogers relaxes on the 
oth wuh her friends during the senior's beach trip. Like many 
andc;, Rogers says that she is both sad and excited to leave Rice 

art her life in "the real world." Photo by Raaji Asaithambi 

Rl· l., '\10\. Jake Bruggemann, 
Natalie Breen, Nathan Ogden, 
James Rigby, and Annie Hsiao share 
memories at a Senior Dinner event as 
they reun ite in the original O-week 
group they were placed in four years 
ago. This class ofLovett entered Rice 
with Where's Waldo-Week. Photo br 
Krystal Lau 

SO\ K UP I HI Sl., '\l Katherine 
Wei enjoys the sun, sand, and water 
as she relaxes during a senior trip 
to the beach. This year, Julia Bleck 
and Megan Aultman organized the 
senior events, which also included 
Karaoke Night and dinner at 
Spaghetti Warehouse. These events 
are organized for all graduates to 
reminisce about the great times they 
had together during the past four 
)'Cars before each one heads his or 
her separate way. Photo by Raaii Asaithambi 

ROS) C,l.O\\ Garrett Carman 
and Krystal Lau enj0)' a tour ofSaint 
Arnold Brewing Company. Being a 
Lovett alumna, the founder of Saint 
Arnold gives a year!)' tour of the 
brewery to Lovett seniors. The tour 
begins with a demonstration on 
how beer is made and ends with free 
samples. Photo by Anni< Hsaio 

CL DD! [\,'C, O!\ rm COL,( II 
Tyler Wiest and Jennifer Dayrit 
cuddle up together after a day of 
floating on the river. Weist, who is 
staying in Houston, is going to miss 
Dayrit when she leaves to begin 
working in Madison, WL PhotobyRaa;i 
Asaithambi 

I 0\ - l Trenton James shows 
his love for the class of2013. These 
graduates are also remembered for 
being part of the 100th graduating 
class. Their passing th rough the 
SaUyport marks 100 years of tradition 
and excellence at Rice University. 
Pho10 by Raaj1 AsaHhambi 

1--1 i' I'\ . OLC I Alona 
Bozhchenko and Lauren Lewis enjoy 
a glass together during the tour of 
Saint Arnold Brewing Companr 
Saint Arnold is the oldest Craft Beer 
Brewery in Texas. Besides allowing 
students on this tour, the company 
also sponsors many Lovett events and 
public parties. Photo b) Annie llsa,o 



Kiki: (n) / a party, for calming all your nerves. 

"Its very easy to put 'gay' and 'lesbian' in 
a box and ship if off with a bow. It doesn't 
matter what the label - it's about feeling 
comfortable with yourself and feeling 

comfortable with becoming the person 
you want and that's important to 
anyone." 

- Paige Polk '15 

Queers & Allies aims for larger presence on campus 

Thursday nights may be Pub Night, but once a year, Friday night is 

drag night at Willy's Pub. This year, the theme of Queers & Allies' annual 
show was "Let's Have a Kiki:' a reference to the Scissor Sisters' song of the 
same title. The show featured performances from both Rice students such 
as Q&A club president Amanda Mills'13 and Houston drag entertainers 
like Felicity Layne. 

"The drag show is a way to bring the Houston LGBT community 
to the Rice campus:· said club treasurer Matt Holloway '15. "We need to 
merge the two communities in a way that's important and ensures a flow 
of conversation:' 

Thomas Plackemeier '16, next year's Q&A club president along 
with Holloway, plans to not only continue Q&Pi._s outreach with the 
Houston community, but also with Rice. "Next year, I want to make Q&A 
more available to the Rice community as well as reach out to a broader 
community:' said Plackemeier. 

Since the club's formation in 1979, Rice has made great strides in the 
way of acceptance for the LGBTQIA community. "Rice has always been 
a safe place for me;' said Holloway, "But it's important to make sure that 
it seems that way to everyone. We need Allies who are willing to speak 
out and be a part of the community even if they don't identify as a Q. You 
don't have to be queer to be a member of the Queers & Allies community. 
Ns are an essential part." 

1 
This year's president, Amanda Mills'13, said that she would like : 1, 

see the club become more politically engaged. "We don't have to advo' 
for a person;' said Mills, "but we need to have the discussions:· 

Nonetheless, Paige Polk '15 wants to continue to have Q&A be 
an accessible and safe place for everyone on campus. "Its very easy 1~Jt 
put 'gay' and 'lesbian' in a box and ship if off with a bow;· said Poll<, self 
doesn't matter what the label - it's about feeling comfortable with you~
and feeling comfortable with becoming the person you want and thats 
important to anyone:' 

. ~l~" 
U· T'<., I IA\ F A 1'.11'.I (upper left) Felicity Layne, the Reigning ..,,r 

. nunw· 
Gay of Houston USofA Classic, performs her show-stopping ,dfll~ 
in front of the audience at WWy's Pub. Layne was among the mall) 
performers from the Houston area perfroming at the Drag ShO;· ,tiJI.' 
\\\.-\G, 'i\\'\C,, ',\\ AC, (upper right) Q&A President, Ania~ : '.,ntli 
'13, performed Justin Bieber's "Boyfriend" with Kiara Aguirre J •• 

and Aguirre danced with the stage names Lee and Mitch Manl)'~olll 
DADDY'<; HA'- D'i (middle right) Josh Cory '13 performed"'fa~e·' 
Dunn's "Daddy's Hands" as Selma Bush. Cory also performed 00 3rt· 

t
Bow" by Rihanna. Cory works as a drag entertainer in the j-loUS ri~tl 
A l·AMII 'l AH· \IR (lower right) Club members (from left t~ t; 
Hannah Abrams' 16, Demitri Anastasiadis ' 16, Paige Polk 'JS,~ :he 
Holloway 'JS, Amanda Mills '13, and Kristen Mathias 'JS th311 ·h 

d Hale · 
audience and performers for the support for Rice Q&A 311 . atioJl 

31111
Proceeds from the Drag Show went 10 Hatch, a Houston org 
that supporst LGBTQIA youths. Phc,ws by Ana-1•"• Bol,hal«" 

Club, 



THEN AND NOW: 


In 1983, the Rice Gay/Lesbian Support Group (now known 
as Queers & Allies) published the photograph below in 
the yearbook. Club members put bags over their heads to 
preserve their anonymity. Thirty-four years later, the club 
members of Queers & Allies throw bags to demonstrate their 
presence and pride. 

30 YEARS LATER... 
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Top {left to right): Amanda Mills, Paige Polk, Jessica Walker, Matt McGee, 
Josh Cory; Middle (left to right): Hannah Abrams, Thomas Plackemeier, 
Haritha Pula, Matt Holloway, Katherine Ford; Bottom (left to right): Kailynn 
Balkum, Beineng Zhang, Elzia Broussard, Devon Morera. Photo by Dorin Awad 
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On the Monday of Dead Days (study 
period), Brown Events Committee put on 
the annual Brown Day. The day is filled 
with fun, destressing Brownies before finals. 
Events included blow-up jousting, caricature 
drawing, a petting zoo, and volleyball. The 
Events committee brought in extra treats for 
Brown. ln addition to the burger cook-out 
provided by North Servery, snow cones and 
popcorn were served. 

BEST SEAT IN THE HOUSE Nathan Truong '14 
rides the miniature pony that was a member of the 
petting zoo. The zoo spent four hours in the Brown 
quad, bringing enjoyment to aU. Photobr Soo')" Avali 

POSING FOR GREATNESS A caricaturist came in 
to draw Brownies and their friends. With exaggerated 
features, every picture drew laughs from the those who 
sat for the portraits and admirers. Sal Testa '14, Isabella 
Gonzalez '13 and Alex Chj '14 sit for their drawing. Photo 
by Soorp Avali 

BATTLE TO THI:. DEATH Anthony Foster 'JS and 
Croix Griffin • 15 try out the blow up arena. Friends 
fought each other throughout the day, battling to be the 
victor of Brown Day. Photo by Soorr, Aval, 



SURVIVOR 

Wiessmen Celebrated 

College Night, while saying BC's Exile 
farewell (through exile) 

to their RAs 

SURPRISE EXILE Wiessmen suprised 
Resident Associates BC and Lindsay with 
a farewell dinner to say thank you for all 
that they have done during their time as 
RAs. Pho1os by Olivio Toti. 

DANCE IT OUT 
Wiessmen do the wobble 
after a delicious Carribean 
inspired dinner for College 
Night. 

KEEPING WITH 
TRADITION In 
celebration of Resident 
Associate BCs final lecture 
at Rice, Wiessmen honor 
the professor with a 

Ubangee. 


DON'T DRINK AND 
WRESTLE Carole 
Mariani '13 celebrates with 
a sumo suit and a drink. 

TEAM FAMILY 

S'MORES The perfect 

ending to a perfect day: 

s'mores in the acaquad. 

Photos by Olivia Tali. 

t , Wiess Coll<:g~ 
c .I 



FLI\NN 
truet0 EL FRfDAZE . 

their trad·r1 Many W1essrnen scrapped the College Night theme and stayed WINING AND DINING Addison Verger 'IS, Ross Pepper 'JS, and Haritha Pula 'JS and 
ion of Flannel Fridays. Photo by Olivia Tati. Neha Pal '16 enjoy the fancy dinner provided by South Servery on College Night. Pho,o by 

OlhriaTati. 



GIVING IT ALL The men's track gave a strong 
performance at the University of Houston Indoor 
Meet. Clayton Chaney '13 competes in the shot 
put. Chaney finished eigth in long jump at the 
meet, with a distance of6.81 m. Photo by Sports 
Information 

SPEEDY DASH The Owls had solid showing 
in multiple events at the JFred Duckett Twilight 
Meet hosted on campus. Will Beasley 'I4 runs in 
the 100 meter dash. Beasley finished third in his 
section. Photo by Z0<: Wu 

LONG $TIDES. The Owls grabbed two third 
place finishes in the two sections for the 400 meter 
dash. Kyle Denny 'IS runs in the 400 meter dash. 
Denny finished the event with a season best time. 
Photo by Zoe Wu 

.. • P' .... - ... 
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solid performance at the Victor 
Lopez Classics, finishing 4th 
among 12 schools. Alexander 
Zinchenko '13 competes in the 
shot put. Zinchenko placed 
fourth in the event with a 
distance of 17.77 m. Photo bv 



While most students at Rice were fixated 
on Beer Bike, the men's track and field team 
went to work at home at the Victor Lopez 
Classic on the third weekend of March. The 
team's efforts earned itself high marks in 
multiple events and a 4th place final finish in a 
competitive pool of 18 schools. 

Among the notable performances 
from the annual meet held at Rice was the 
school-record setting hammer throw by Nick 
Williams'14. WilJiams had just set a school 
record one week prior to the Victor Lopez 
Classis. At the meet, he once again broke his 
own school record by throwing a distance of 
50.78 m. 

Meanwhile, on the track, a number of 
Owls demonstrated their incredible speeds 
and stamina. Harry Sagel '16 ran the 1500 
m with a time of 3:55.75 to finish as the top 
co!Jegiate, while John Cavallo '14 ran the 5000 
m with a time of 14:37.51 to place first in his 
event. In the 10,000 m, a pair of Owls, Henry 
Giles '15 and Aneesh Sampath '15, finished 
in second place with a time of 32:39.99 

and in fourth place with a time of32:59.74, 
respectively. 

The Owls continued to show their 
dominance at home in the JFred Duckett 
Twilight Meet in April. Alex Zinchenko '13 
placed first in both shot put and discus throw 
with 16.88 m and 51.91 min the two events, 
respectively. The Owls were also able to finish 
1-2-3 in the steeplechase, with the trio of 
Travis Roberts '14, Wyatt Doop '14, and Will 
Firth '15. Other Owls who enjoyed sucess in 
their events included Chris Pillow '15, who 
won pole vault with a clearance of5.05 m, 
and Kyle Denny '15, who ran a season best of 
49.57 in the 400 m. 

The Owls made strong showings 
throughout the season, with new personal and 
school records set in a number of events at 
various meets. Their performances at home in 
both the Victor Lopez Classic and the JFred 
Duckett Twilight Meet gave the Owl fans a 
glimpse of the team's athletic capabilities. 

Mens track and field team sets high marks 


«,iTroe\ and Add 
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RETURNING TO FULL STRENGTH Many 
track and field athletes had to deal with injuries 
throughout the season. Claire Uke '15 competes in the 
shot put event in the Howie Ryan Invitational at the 
University ofHouston. Uke placed 4th out ofa field 
of45 competitors with a distance of 14.45 m. Photo by 

Sports Information 

GOING TO THE FINlSH The Owls had a 
strong performance at home at the J Frad 
Duckette Twilight Meet. Candice Springer ' 13 runs 
in the 100 m dash. Springer placed second in the 
event. Photo by Sports lnformotion 

Women's track and field team secures a first place team score at horn 
For the Women's Track and Field Team, the 2012-2013 season was 

full of moments worthy ofcelebration. Members of team stepped up 
throughout the season in various events. Individual performances helped 
contribute to the team's success at a whole. 

In pole vaulting, Johnson MacKenzie '16 was the rising star. 
MacKenzie won the pole vaulting event at three meets early in the 
indoor season. At the Conference USA (C-USA) Indoor Championship, 
MacKenzie stepped up again, this time winning the pole vaulting event 
with a new Rice and C-USA record of4.12 m. MacKenzie's win allowed 
the Owls to claim the seventh first place in pole vaulting at the C-USA 
Indoor Championship in the last eight years. MacKenzie's success carried 
over to the outdoor season as well, during which she continued to post 
impressive numbers on her vaults. 

Sharae Robinson '13 and Claire Uke 'IS led the Owls in throws. 
Robinson led Rice at multiple meets with wins in hammer throw and 
discus throw, including double wins at both Texas State University 
Relays and the UTEP Invitational. At the C-USA Indoor Championship, 
Robinson made her personal best score throwing the weight 17.03 meter 
to finish in the 10th place. Uke, on the other hand, returned from a 

·tlJ3
back injury with solid showings in shot put. She won in shot put Wl . £ 

distance of 16.51 meter at the C-USA Indoor Championship, becoJllifl
the first ever Owl to do so. .

Ttfllet
Meanwhile, a number ofOwls enjoyed success on the track. r 

0
McCoy '15 led the Owls with her speed in sprint events. At the Sketcd 
SFA Alumni Invitational, McCoy finished first in 100 meter dash a!I 

second in 200 meter dash, while teammates Keltie John ' 13 and Lilialld 
Nwora '13 finished second and their in the 800 meter run. McCoyaJI 
Nwora also teamed up with Halsey Fowler '14 and Allie Schaich ·13iJ1, 
the distance medley relay at the C-USA Indoor Championship to eafll, 
third place finish with a time of 11:44.39. Marie Thompson contriblltt" 
another two points to the Owls' team score at the C-USA Indoor ·tt 

11
Championship by finishing in the seventh place in the 5000 m run '
time of 17:13.58. 

The Owls efforts paid off in their performances at the meets. ;.s;, 
whole, the women's track and field team had many highlights throu81 
the season, with its members stepping up in different events at the te 
meets. ~ ___D_e;_ign_b_yZo-<\-_,u-:-:1Stori·~l 

) Sport, 
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ON THE RUN The women's track and 
field team consistently posted individual 
top scores in various events. Johnson 
MacKenzie '16 opens the season by placing 
first at the Texas A&M International and goes 
on to set a new Conference USA record of 
4.12 mat the C-USA Championship. She is 
the seventh Owl to win the pole vaulting event 
at the C-USA Championship in the last eight 
years. Photo bySports lnforma1ion 

STEPPING UP Many Owls stepped up in various track and field events 
throughout the season. Sharae Robinson '13 participates in discus throw at 
the Lopez Invitational. Robinson placed fi rst in the event and won the event at 
several other meets as well. Pho10 by Sports 1nforma1ion 
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SID SENIORS 

Started from the bottom 

now we' e here 

"Senior Committee was a blast. With the help of the RAs and Masters we organized a 
Fiesta with pinatas and a tequila tasting, Burn's Night, a celebration of Scottish culture 
complete with a scotch tasting, a beer tasting, and finally a wine and cheese tasting after 
finals were over. Planning the events has been fun, and I've learned a lot from each of 
the tastings about both the history and differences in each of the drinks. We also made a 
conscious effort to include food and activities that could be enjoyed by the whole senior 
class, drinkers and non-drinkers alike." -Steven cooper 

$PUSH SPLASH Sarah Ho, Julia Retta, 
Libby Ulman, and Amanda Mills play in 
a blow up pool set up on the fourth floor 
Sid Richardson lobby. This was the start 
of a tradition ofa blow up pool making 
an appearance in the Sid lobbies for years 

DIDN'T SEE YOU THERE 
Daniel Smith eats a meal on top 
of Matt Moran during a floor 
event. Each floor at Sid gets a 
budget to have floor bonding 
events. Photo by Libby Ulmon 

OH HAYYY GURL Julianne 
Roberson takes a phone call in the 
academic quad on Slytherin in the Dirty 
South college night. Photo by Libby Ulman 

to follow. Photo by Libby Ulman 
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lUMp FOR 
A.IIah ab . JOY Sachin 

adi and NathanLo takeab kth . rea from all 
be:;hs~:dy_ing to have a 
1'1,ot0 '"· L· Y 111 Galveston. ., •bby Ulman 

Acc1O 8Paula Nu EER Maria 
A. 11ez a d

&o Celeb n Stephanie
College . rate their first 
"s1Yth ~'&ht themed 

enn · SOUth" s· 111 the Dirty 
add· · rd has•ng "I a tradition of 
to 11 the D· ~ every 1rth South" 
h.,.~ .... College . h 

•r•'1,,;, 1> I nrg l title. 
;au a Nuoc1, 

CHI.r RS TO 20 I 3 Ryan Glassman and Sachin 
Allahabadi (whom were freshmen roommates) make a 
toast on the senior class' "sophomore crawl~ The class 
crawled as a grade their sophomore year and has carried 
on the tradition their junior and senior years while 
keeping the name "sophomore crawl:' Photo by Sarah Ho 

I.0O"- M \ l\O HA!\DS 
Sarah Ho shows off a Rice 
owls hand silly band at 
the Centennial version 
Esperanza dance. lhis 
graduating class marks the 
centennial graduating class! 
Photo by Sarah Ho 

SOMBER S \.IO'{S Allen Lin and Emika 
ljuin play around at the senior dinner hosted 
by the masters. For the senior dinner, the 
group takes chartered buses to a restaurant 
to have a special dinner as a class. After, they 
return to the master's house to read their 
roommate forms from freshman year. Photo hr 
hm>ly Anthony 

POP THE BUBBLY 
Cristina Barrera poses with 
a mega champagne bottle 
balloon at her birthday 
party. For multiple years 
she combined birthday 
parties with Liston Pitman 
to throw "Listina" for all 
Sidizens to enjoy. Photo by 
I ibby Ulm•n 

S\\: ll\C, BU IA BA I I.\ 
Senior Committee head, 
Steven Cooper, assists 
Hannah Walchak with the 
pinata at the Senior fiesta 
hosted by RAs Marcie and 
Charles Newton. Photo Morcie 
Newton 

Sid Semon. / 4 / 



At Rice University, many students are pushing 
the limits when it comes to academics. Many are 
graduating with double majors, triple majors, or 
multiple minors, as weU as being active in clubs, 
outside organizations, non-profits, and volunteering. 
Many others are doing outstanding research and 
traveling the world during the summer, either for 
fun or through internships abroad. Many Rice 
students will be continuing their education through 
master and postdoctoral programs at various 
universities after graduation. Finally, many students 
will be graduating this spring and starting their lives 
outside of Rice, slowly working toward their dream 
careers. 

With the numerous academic and non
academic opportunities offered to students at Rice 

University, combined with the amazing student 
body initiative and creativety, it is no wonder 
Rice students achieve so much during their short 
time here. Whether you are a physics, psychology, 
statistics, French, or art major, students can succeed 
in whatever they put their minds to. Students 
intending to enter pre-professional programs also 
are very successful after their time at Rice. For 
example, various pre-med students, such as Lyahn 
Hwang '12, and Tessica Ruiz '12, will be going on 
to medical school while pre-law students, such as 
Chance Marshall 'I 2, and pre-educational students 
such as Rachel Marcus '14 and Ambi Bobmanuel 
'14, will be entering their own unique paths for 
careers in those fields. 

Story by Maria Lima 

gather around to listen to graduating 
seniors talk about their time at Rice, 
and to learn about thei r plans after 
graduation. Participating seniors 
include Erin O'Malley, Frank Salinas, 
Michelle LaComb, Jan Chmar, Maria 
Pickett, Lyahn Hwang, and Jessica Ruiz 
(not pictured). Photos by Maria wma. 
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Every .
hosts th '.ear, the Rice Pre-Medical Society 
to help e Big Owls Little Owls Program (BOP) 

pre-med· Iand b ica students connect with 
ecome .

and Ph . . acquainted with other doctors 
Ys1c1ans dannual ct· aroun Houston. At their 

to de"' inner, many BOP students attend 
.. ,onstrat th .Particip t' e e1r appreciation of the 

talk \v'tha ing medical professionals and to 
. 1 othe t d . ' Picture t rs u ents m the program. In the 

O thChair e left, Chris Chu '15 (former BOP 
(' , current p 'd1orrne B res1 ent) and Claire Morice '13 
about hr OP Chair), talk with a BOP student 

er exp · Be ·ct . enences in the program. 
() s1 es h .re-Mect· OShng the BOP program, the Rice 

!Cal Soc· tyP . te 1rogra...... a so hosts various other 
Sh ..,s 1orado\vin , premeds such as Doctors Offering 
Staternentg Experiences (DOSE), Personal 
research Workshops, panels with visiting 
1r I ers or d t0 Unteer· oc ors, and medical-related 

tng opportunities (like Project CURE). 

';torics by Mana Lima 

lYAHli HWAliG 

JESSICA RUIC: 

Baker senior, Frank Salinas, imparts his wisdom 
to other students about finding a good job after 
graduation. As a double major in computer 
science and classical studies, Frank will be 
starting work at Microsoft ()(box Uve) in August. 
Before starting his job, he will also be visiting 
Asia to travel some more and to gain experience. 
While at Rice University, Frank was the Beer Bike 
Coordinator for Baker. and the president of the 
Rice Computer Science Club for the 2012-2013 
schoolyear. 

Michelle Lacomb •73, will be continuing her 
education after graduation. rather than trying to 
get a job directly out ofcollege. Next fall. Michelle 
will be attending Stanford University for her PhD 
in geological and environmental sciences. At Rice 
University this May, she will be graduating as a 
chemistry and earth science double major, and 
is currently considenng getting a double Ph. D. 
in chemistry as well. Through her time at Rice, 
Michelle has been a Peer Academic Advisor. 
Academic Mentor. and a Teaching Assistant for the 
General Chemistry class. 

I utur"· ~ndc.1\or. 



DUCK FOR COVER! Kevin McDonough 
'14 tries to avoid a blast ofshaving cream 
mid-fight. Michaela Dimoff ' I6 explained that 
the Civil War theme played off ofWill Rice's 
defun ct Albert Patrick College tradition, in 
which a part of Will Rice's original New Dorm 
would "secede" from the rest. She stated that 
"we took it one step further by going from 
secession to a 'civil war' between the New and 

Y' 

COLLEGE NIGHT COORDINATORS 
Nana Xu ' 14, Michaela Dimoff'l6, Greg Flores 
'16, and Nicholas Basch'13 organized the "Battle 
of Beer Run" College Night, with the name 
coming from the Civil War's Battle of Bull Run. 
Phow-. by Vio11a Fra;,ell. 

Will Ru.c Cotft.];.t: 



Will Rice 's "Battle of Beer Run" College Night pitted New 

Dorm against Old Dorm in a shaving cream fight for glory 


SHOW YOUR SPIRIT Lisa 
Swank' 15 looks JI her shaving 
cream-co,•ered College Night penny. 
New Dorm residents wore dark blue 
pinnies to represent the North and 
Old Dorm students represented the 
South in white pinnies. During the 
fight, Will Ricers used up 50 cans of 
sha,ing cream. 

TIMI- 10 Rfu'\ITE Battle 
opponents Leila Bell 'I 3, Jake 
Levens 16, and ,·1siting Mudent 
Andrew Lidsky shared a laugh after 
the shaving cream fight ended. 
Although the theme was based on 
the Civil War, the dai• was a time 
for Will Ricers to have fun together. 
Oimotfstated, "the seniors and 
upperclassmen called it the best 
college night they had experienced." 

DOl , \ KThe day 
featured a water slide, shaving 
cream fight, and keg ball game. 
Jorge Aceves '13 and Valeda Yong 
'15 dodge a stream ofshav111g cream 
shot by Derek Brown 'I 6. Pho10, bi 

fl()JUfr 
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Marissa's Goodbye 

Marissa Howat, Jones RA, 

completed her last year as a Jones 
Resident Associate during the 2012
2013 school year. Her goodbye party 
was a bittersweet occasion for the Jones 
family. It was held on the evening of 
Jones' spring college night. The event 
included barbecue, live m usic, and 
good company. Jonesians past and 
present came to celebrate Marissa and 
to say goodbye. 

During Chris Keller's speech, 
he stated, "Over your too-short time 
in the Jones family, hundreds of 
students have come to your apartment 
seeking to vent, to complain, to cry, 
to celebrate, to seek advice, and you 
always provide a hand, a shoulder, and 
most importantly an ear. You always 
find time to put students - us - first 
in your life, whether someone needs 
to be transported to the hospital, just 
broke up with their boyfriend, doesn't 
know what grad school to attend, et 
cetera. You spend days and weeks 
writing the best recommendation 
letters on campus and expect nothing 
in return. You ride the ass of the senior 
committee each year to make sure 
they capitalize on their last few days 
at Rice, and, to the wonderment of all 
of us, you do all these things with not 

just a smile, but with a HUGE one, and 
an infectious excitement. Just writing 
this speech, I couldn't help but grin to 
myself about how you bring enthusiasm 
and levity wherever you go'.' 

Marissa began her position as 
Jones RA in 2007. She has fulfilled her 
duties as a Jones Resident Associate for 
six years and has enjoyed her time in 
the Jones community. 

In her goodbye video to all 
Jonesians, Marissa stated, "What I've 
really liked about the Jones community 
is the sense of spirit--Beer Bike, and 
talent shows, and college nights, and 
holiday party, all the traditions that we 
get to have that I take advantage of--is 
sort of like a family away from family. 
But, the best part about it has truly 
been meeting you. You guys are the 
smartest, most considerate, funniest, 
most talented people I've ever met. And 
in good times and in bad have been 
there for me and have opened your 
lives up to me. And it has been such a 
special and rewarding experience that 
I wouldn't trade for anything." Marissa 
moved back to her home state of 
Washington after the completion of the 
2012-2013 school year. She was sorely 
missed! 

POSE IN PINK A few WAVING GOODB\ E 
Jonesians pose with their Antonia Lloyd-Davies ' 13 
outgoing RA, Marissa waves at the camera, while 
Howat. Phoio by Alexandria Gar1,a. wearing a princess crown. 

l'ho10 b)1 Jeffrey l'kc:irillo 



8iRTHDAY t8ASH 

tVery
celebrY:ar Jones holds a birthday bash 
ba h ation. For the 2012-2013 year's 
h s ' there was an inflatable bounce 
ouse 1·0 t· .Cak ' us 1ng inflatables, a petting zoo, 

e, food, and fun . 

BOUNCE rUN Ryan Saathoff '16, Tanner Songkakul 
'14, Victoria Delgado ' 14, Gerard Portela '16, Valerie 
Pinillos '16, and Alex Brown '16 enjoy the Birthday 
Bash by jumping on a bounce house in the quad. Photo by 
Jeffrey Piccirillo 

BOU'-.!CE HOl,S1:- BATTLF! Eric Fegan '15 battles MarkJONES BHRIENDS GOATS Aye Dee '16 makes 
Camero '16. The jousting ring was occupied for much of thefriends with a goat in the petting zoo. Photo by Jeffrey 

PiccirilJo afternoon. Photo by Jeffrey Piccirillo 

SHAKE ON IT Julian TABLE GROl.,P Monica Barrera ' 14, Missy Lucas '14, 
Castro ' 13 and Chris Connor Hoppe' 14, Michel Achard (Master), Melanie Achard 
Keller 'l3 shake hands. (Master), Christian Villescas '16, and Julian Castro '13 smile for 
Pholo by Nicholas Rizopoulos the camera while eating dinner. Photo by Nicholas Rlzopoulos 

Associates and Awards 
During the Spring 2013 Associate's Night, there was plenty of 

food, fun, and festivities. During dinner there was a slideshow playing 
that included photographs from past Jones events for the 2012-2013 
school year. There was an atmosphere of closure and many awards were 
given out in recognition of Jonesian accomplishments. It was a formal 
event. Students and Associates alike were dressed in their finest clothes. 
The evening began with a reception outside by the fairy fountain and 
concluded with awards and speeches inside the beautifully decorated 
commons. It was a night to celebrate the end ofanother school year. i\¼ 

l\ic ARn WIN . . . . ,
So hard Ledo , NER_S Avmash Sh1vakumar 16, Luis Fernandez '14, Rushi Patel '16, 
Ca~kakul ,

14
, 
13ci Cohn Maccormack '13 Carter Spires '13, Claire Taylor '13, Tanner 

• °hne Scru ~yton_S~epard (Associate), Chance Marshall '13, Becky Raven '15,13
•Chris I<etfgs, l6, Lillian Seidel '15, Leah Cabrera '15, Hayley Jones '14, Julian Castro 


er I3, and Wally Lang' 13 pose with their awards. Photo by Nicholas Rlzopoul<>< 


Celebrating. th• End / 



Rice tops Stanford to open baseball season 

As the late afternoon sunlight touched 

down on the Reckling Park, the stage was set for 
the much-anticipated baseball opening series 
against the Stanford Cardinals. Over 4,000 fans 
of all ages made it out to the stadium for the 
spring baseball action to kick off. Nine innings 
later, the Owls emerged victorious with a score 
of 5-lo- l, as they eventualJy took two out of the 
three game weekend series against their rivals. 

The Owls' success was led by their starting 
pitcher Austin Kubitza '14, who posted 12 
strikeouts to hold the Cardinals scoreless for 6.0 
innings. Kubitza got some help from the defense 
as well. The pitcher looked to be in a little bit of 
of trouble in the top of the second after walking 
two Cardinal batters in a row to start off the 
inning. However, catcher Geoff Perrot '13 
connected with shortstop Ford Stainback '15 to 
pick off the runner at the second base. The well
timed defensive play not only made the crowd 
inside Reckling erupt in cheers, but also helped 
Kubitza to get out of the inning without giving 
up any runs. 

On the other side of the plate, the Owls 
were quick to gain momentum in front of 

the cheering home audience. After Christian 
Stringer '13 drew a walk to lead off the bottom 
of the second innings, Rice strung together a 
double, a sacrifice fly, and a single to score the 
team's first two runs of the season. That turned 
out to be all the Owls needed to do offensively 
to earn their win. 

Baseball has been one of Rice's most 
consistently successful programs, with six 
former Owls currently playing in Major League 
BasebalJ. The excitement around the baseball 
team was no different this year, as head coach 
Wayne Graham returned for his 21st season 
with the Owls. The Owls, in return, proved 
that they will continue to be a force to be 
reckoned with in college baseball, with a solid 
and promising season-opening start against 
Stanford. 

Rice went on to take the Sunday game of 
the series as well for its first ever winning series 
over Stanford. In total, the three game weekend 
series between Rice and Standord also brought 
out 12,237 fans - making it the most well 
attended opening series at Reckling. 

I{\ [OJ l· F1\J51' PO\\ r· R Rice's offense strung together hiC: , 
..ippo,1and walks in the second inning of the season opener ver~U
~UStinStanford. Shane Hoelscher ' 14 hits a double in the secon 

inning. Hoelscher scored the second run for the owls 011 3 ' IC dug 

single by Skyler Ewing '13. Photo by Zoe Wu. ruckc 
ln theg 



\ P·\U,H SI •\DIL ~I Fans filled up 
Reckling Park for the Owls' season opener 
against Stanford. The Owls prevailed over 
the Cardinals with a 5-1 victory. The team 
went on to take the Sunday game against the 
Cardinals to claims the series victory. Photo 
by b><Wu 

• 


k\ l\;C, I r , Although only nine players take the field, the 
-llpport from the dugout and the bullpen are important as well. 
~Ustin Kubitza '14 is congratulated by teammates ash~ returns _to 
edugout after pitching a scoreless top of the first mmng. Kub1tza 

ltl'llck out the first two Cardinal hitters, just two ofhis 12 strikeouts 
ill the game. Photo by 20< Wu 

In addition to producing runs 
behind the plate, the Owls 
also have a solid defense. 

GO'\ I 1"00 1-- \ R Catcher 
Geoff Perrot '13 makes a throw to 
short stop Ford Stainback '15 to 
pick offa Cardinal runner from 
second place. The play earned 
loud cheers from the crowd 
inside the Reckling Park. 
ROL I INC, \\'ORI--. First 
basemen Kirby Taylor '15 catches 
a throw from second baseman 
Christian Stringer '13 to secure 
an out. Photo, by Zoe Wu 
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in do At approximately 8 a.m. on the morning of July 22, a southbound light rail train 
Guanwntown Houston hit student, acquaintance, friend, and daughter, Vivian Guan ' 13. 
lioUst as an architecture student and intern at Ziegler Cooper architects in downtown 

t -.She had been biking from Main St. Square Station to her office. 
Bach In international student from Aukland, New Zealand, Guan was worki11g toward a 
lvith e Or of Architecture degree while at Sid Richardson College. Guan's passing was met 
Her r:n outpouring oflove and support on social media sites. and in person on campus. 

teods described her as unjudging, cheerfi.tl, enthusiastic, talented, and caring. 

Deary· 
1vian, 

are:n:rchi (architecture student) with 
op1~ able talent, your humbleness and 
creatiVi rn kept your ferociousness and 

• 	 ty alive. 

Viv

wn0 St Ian Was One Of those rare students 
her in °0d_ out from the rest because of 
Optt'"'~redible intuitive talent, intelJect and ,,,1srn"
studio ' John Casbarian, her sophomore 
to hav Professor, said. "She was an absolute joy 
about e in studio, always curious and so excited 
iniagi:very challenge ahead. It's hard now to 

"V~ school Without her:' 
lV' 

~ne co ~~ was very special in the way that 
111 ner rn Ined such enthusiasm and intelJigence 
broug~Ork and also for the energy that she 
l\rchit to the school," Sarah Whiting, Dean of 

ecture s .d " 	 ,,De ' ai . We will greatly miss her.
arviv\I 1an, 

llo nia:u always fostered meaningful friendships 
ll>orklo ~Where you went. Even with a busy 
a.t Sid~ 'You still made time for your friends 

"Si ch~rdson College. 
lllliann:;m never be the same without her;' 

"to hoberson, Sid Richardson Senior, said. 
thought~ ose of us who knew her, Vivian was a 

' cheerful student and friend who will 

be missed greatly by the Sid community;' Elise 
Sawyer, Sid Richardson Master, said. 

Dear Vivian, 
Your refusal to judge, begrudge or bemoan 

others kept you pure and eternally loved. 
"When I looked into Vivian's eyes, I saw 

myself as she did," Wiliam Martin ' 13 said. 
"That unjudging mirror showed me my merits, 
my failings, and that I would be cherished 
regardless:' 

Dear Vivian, 
"Your indomitable spirit shall live forever, 

and as long as we remember you, our days will 
never be dark," Henry Anderson '15 said. "You 
were always the happiest, the most vibrant, 
the most alive ofus, even in times ofgreat 
stress and strain. None of us were the same for 
knowing you, and none of us are untouched by 
your passing:' Anderson called Vivian his first 
close friend at Rice. 

Dear Vivian, 
"Walking around Anderson, no matter 

what adversities you were facing, you always 
had a smile," Shaan Patel '14, fellow architecture 
student, said. "Sometimes it was a stressed 
smile, but you always managed one, and that 

one budded four more, and those four budded 
16 more. You were an infection of happiness in 
a building of worry. You could light the world:' 

Dear Vivian, 
Your studio was not just your place of 

work, but a place of substantial friendship. 
"Vivian inspired joy, passion, and 

enthusiasm in everyone," EIJen Marsh, 
studio-mate and friend, said. "A deeply good 
person in constant search for meaning - ever 
hard-working and concerned with justice, so 
uplifting, always making everyone feel included, 
making the most ofevery opportunity she 
faced, living with every ounce of her being, 
and never skimming the surface of an issue. 
She stole everyone's hearts the minute she met 
them:' 

Dear Vivian, 
Malaz Mohamad '15 remembered that 

you once said: "I want to live life shamelessly, 
mischievously, and infectiously awake." Vivian, 
may you forever be awake in each and every 
one of us. May we keep your memory alive, 
through detailed memoirs and conversations. 
Andfinally, mayyouforever be shamelessly, 
mischievously and infectiously awake. 

Rt'm«:"mbcnng \'i,·i.1n Gu.in 

http:cheerfi.tl


McMurtry's Shack-a-Thon team used the 
materials and tools provided to build a yurt
like structure at the Habit for Humanity event 
April 6. McMurtry's commons is known as the 
Yurt because of its form, which served as the 
source of inspiration for the Murt builders. 

team. Using 
cardboard, wood 
scraps, and tools 
they created 
a structure 
resembling a yurt. 
Photo by Mary Mikell 

/ f)b McMumyCo!lege 

A Night Among the 
Stars, McMurtry's Spring 
Associates Night, took place 
on April 4th. Students were 
asked to dress in their best 
Hollywood attire for a classy 
evening. Many associates 
were in attendance thanks 
to the efforts of Fran Iyer 
' 14 and Becky Satterfield 
'15, the two heads of the 
Associates Committee. In 
addition to the good food 
and company, many Murts 
received awards. Close to 
the end of the year, it was 
a good time to recognize 
students' efforts to serve 
McMurtry and those who 
had gone above and beyond 
to make the college a 
wonderful place. 

frJr 

• oftll' IIyer 14, one il)ll· 
heads of the t-·fc~ ,~e
Associates CoJ11Jllpii..' 
presents the_P3

~ 0
for the evenlflg· r3l' j 
addition to ceJeb .,e,-e,,
associates, the 05 
was also an 3",ar 

d ntS·'
night for stu e 
by Zoe Zalt• 
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Muhammad Harirah 
'J 6 is caught in the act 
of preparing snacks for 
the welcome party. An 
abundance ofvegetables, 
cheese and crackers, 
chips, and cupcakes filled 
the picnic tables for the 
event. There was plenty of 
food to go around for the 
celebration. Photo by Regina 

Leslie 

After 
introducing himself, Brad 
Blunt gave a speech to the 
gathered crowd. Blunt, 
the newest member of 
the McMurtry live-in 
community, was very 
excited about his transition 
from associate to RA. 
Living on a college campus 
isn't for everyone, but Blunt 
is sure to get along just fine. 
Photo by Regina Leslie 

Caleb Owsley 'I5 shows 
off a cupcake that's too 
pretty to eat. .. almost. 
The vibrant frosting 
colors complimented the 
exuberant energy of the day. 
Murts quickly scarfed down 
all of the treats, most in a 
more traditional manner 
than the one Owsley used. 
Photo by Regina Leslie 

"This is going to be fun" 
- Brad Blunt, 

new McMurtry RA 

Lured to McMurtry under pretense of a 
meeting with the Masters, Brad Blunt arrived 
Friday, April 5 at the college to find a surprise 
welcome celebration in his honor. A search 
committee spent months trying to find a new 
RA to replace the irreplaceable Cory and Kyle 
Owen who couldn't say no when New York 
called to them. But after a lengthy process and 
many possible candidate interviews, Brad was 
asked to join the McMurtry team. 

Blunt, the assistant director of academic 
advising at Rice, had been cherished at 
McMurtry since O-Week 2012, when 
he became an associate of the college. In 
addition, Murts found out that Blunt is a 
chorus member with the Houston Grand 
Opera, something to which he hopes to 
expose to the college. 

Throughout the spring afternoon Blunt 
mingled with as many Murts as he could. He 
recognized many students and made an effort 
to get to know new faces . Blunt was full of 
interesting stories and was happy to spend 
time among his future neighbors. 

The occasion boasted many snacks and 
drinks, and featured IPA, Blunt's favorite 
beer. The event also included a champagne 
toast to officially welcome Brad Blunt to the 
McMurtry family. With smiles all around, it 
was the beginning of a beautiful RA-ship. 

Murts eagerly 
await Brad's afternoon arrival. Students 
gathered on the patio beneath a hand 
painted sign filled with signatures. Once 
Brad was sighted, the crowd erupted into a 
chorus ofcheers. Photo by K,11, Specht 

RA Su_pr"e Welcome 2(.. ( 



The 
screech owlets peer 
through the leaves on 
one of the trees between 
Sewall and Rayzor Hall. 
Photo by Tommy Lavergne 

r)t)( Campus Lif, 



"One week left in my rice career and I get 
attacked by an owl:' Joshua Redwine '13 said. 

Joshua was one of many students attacked 
by a nesting mother owl on campus. A mother 
screech owl and her four owlets took over the 
pathways between Sewall and Rayzor Hall. 

"We're not allowed to do anything with the 
owls:· Ron Smith, grounds superintendent said. 
"The owls are actually protected so you can't 
move them, you can't kill them, you can't chase 
them awaY:' 

FE&P and RUPD roped off one of the 
pathways and put up signs to direct students 
away from the owl nest. 

"You're just supposed to keep people clear 
of them and let them finish maturing:' Smith 
said. "They left within probably four to five 
days:' 

Some students were attacked even if they 
stayed out of the ropped off area. Chynna 
Foucek '15 avoided the area as per the signs and 
took the adjacent pathway that wasn't blocked 
off, a little after twilight, and was still attacked. 

"(It] felt like something [was] trying to 
grab my hood. My thoughts were to run:' 
Chynna said. 

"It swooped down out of nowhere and 
made a loud screech;' Joshua said. "It felt like 
a basketball had hit me in the head, except I 
felt its talons scrape against my scalp. I was too 
freaked out to duck or anything so I just stood 
there in shock:' 

FE&P contacted the Wildlife Center of 
Texas and they explained that owls do not 
usually attack. The owlets were branching, their 
fl rst exploration out of the nest. They hop and 
climb from branch to branch, flapping their 
wings to strengthen them. During this time 
the owlets are extremely vulnerable, and likely 
to fall out of the tree they are in. The Wildlife 
Center ofTexas believed that one of the owlets 
was probably particularly vulnerable, causing 
the mother to be over protective and attack 
some students. 

OwbonCatn_pu.., 



Celebrating 
spring with Ms. 
V, Baker's college 
coordinator 

CHILDHOOD 
DELIGHTS Ms. 
V brought back old
school activities like 
classic board games 
and childhood 
snacks. Raven 
Graves '15, Cristell 
Perez 'I6, Jacob 
Stautzenberger '16, 
bond over a game of 
Monopoly. 

COLORFUL 
CREATIONS 
Tea partyers were 
greeted with stacks 
ofcoloring books 
and an assortment 
of crayons. Jonathan 
Bohn· l6 looks on as 
Ashlyn Herd '16 fills 
a page with a splash 
of Crayola. 

Baker's college 
coordinator, Venora Frazier, 
better known to students 
affectionately as "Ms. V:' 
is known for her warm 
presence in Baker, her ever
fiJled bowl of candies and 
her fun events every once in 
awhile. 

One of her biggest 
events is her annual "Ms. 
V's Tea;' in which Ms. V 
invites students to dress up 
in her hats, drink tea and 
enjoy the spring season and 
each others' company. 

Ms. V treated Bakerites to 
an array of dainty snacks 
and childhood activities like 
coloring books and board 
games. 

"I throw this event 
because I wanted this 
to bring back my own d 
memories of my mother a~ 
aunts in their hats and their 
gloves and just sit around 
and enjoy each others' 
company;' she says. "I just 
know that the kids need to 
de-stress and also enjoy the 
spring season:' 

__-:;:: 
byM•SS",i,, 

' 

(< I 
HATS GALORE One ofl' .. 

Ms. V always made sure Bakerites traditions for her springtiitl• ,~ 
were entertained and well fed with to bring out her hat coUecll"

0 

yummy finger food. Pho10, by Vicloria Bakcritcs to try on. 

TEA TREATS Aside from the tea, •tt• 

l,ax.1h 
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ll \I.I H.vJAH MOL,NTAl'JS 
Baker's new president, Adrian Yao 
'I4 tests his strength and bending 
abilities to successfully climb up to 
the balcony. 

A I LAS J Bakerites had 
been asking for an Avatar 
themed college night all 
year. Peter Washington 
'I5, and Sachi n Gupta, 
'15 celebrate it finally 
happen ing. 

SPIRI l ED COLORS 
Each class had different 
colored shirts, representing 
different "nations.» Ethan 
Agrawal '16 shows off 
the freshman class' green 
"Earth Kingdom" shirts. 

A SPH.I \1 StRVl'RY SURPRIS!- ChefCari, Baker College 
Kitchen's chef, created a special Avatar-themed dinner for 
Avatar college night. 

Tea Party ? 3 



Duncan hosted it's lir•t 

h. )'eir-Kangaroo Cup t 15 •N RO O Students participated 1~ 

activities all semester to get points for their class. "We thought the setup wa5 good for class reps to le3 

their grades in bonding activities and friendly competition;' Justin Winikoff' 14 said. "The activities Jed 
also increased involvement at events such as powderpuff, soccer, and forum!" The Kangaroo Cup en t 

1
with the Kan roo Olympics, which included activities like a Floor is Lava challenge and the The Gre: 1, 

Rubber D icky Race. ·n1c junior class won with 1347 points. Freshmen got 1077 P01
~;, 

sophomores got 966 points, and the seniors got 349 points. Kacl1111g 
'IS carries Melissa Kang 'JS in the Floor is Lava challenge and Efl~0J 
Bastoul '14 blows his ducky through the Dunc Tank in the Great 
Race. Pho!os h)' Ana,taMa BohhJko" 
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its firs1 

this yeM· 
ipale-0 iO 
,s to tead 

vitieS eJ 
up end 
he Gre31 
J77 poinl> 
achingil'' 
,d Eric -1' 

Great 0°' 

r0uc·1D -i!Nc, .
0natti ,16 JuShn Winikoff'l4, Michael 

~entions 0' ~~.d Sainir Saidi '16 hug after Samir 
••1·1 h · vveek 10 · h' 

c aet and S . 1s answer. Justin was 
e.,1"1ai(o, amir's adviser. Pho10 by An....1asia 

Dunc Hunks strut their 
stuff for charity 

HFY SEXY SamirSaidi '16 
poses for his Mr. Duncan poster, 
which was auctioned off during 
the event. Pho10 by Anastasia Bol,hakov 

S\\'IMSul'I Seth Lauer '16 
, 	shows off his assests during the 

swimsuit contest. Pho,o by Anastasia 

Bolshako, 

MIi KAND COOK!f.S Estevan Delgado ' 13 and Karen 	 Bl-AL l!FlJI JUDGES RA 
Jong'13 were the emcees for the night. The event raised 	 Suzanne Kemmer, Duncan 
$860 for the Avon Walk for Breast Cancer, which Karen 	 Associate Patrick Lukingbeal, and 
walked with Lyahn I-twang '13, Jessica Williams '13, and 	 RA Kate Pascuzzi. Pho10 by Ana,1asia 
Erica Harris' I 3. Pho10 by Ana,J.15ia Bolshakov 	 Bol<hakov 

Im Xxy and 1 Kno\\ It 



A text. A call. A voicemail. An email. 
"Commencement will be held in the Academic Quad. 

The lawn is wet, so please choose appropriate footwear:' 
The message, while annoying to some, was a relief to 

many. 
"l was tracking the weather forecast multiple times a day;' 

Priscilla Leung '13 said. "Graduation definitely wouldn't be 
the same in Tudor:' 

Students like Louise Benten were thrilled it was outside, 
because of the tradition. For some others, having graduation 
inside would have been hard to bear. 

"I had family in town, and being that they hadn't been to 
a college graduation, it would have killed me to tell them that 
only my parents could actually be present at the Fieldhouse;' 
Matt Moran '13 said. 

After the symbolic hanging of the wreath, President 
David Leebron welcomed everyone with thanks for the clear 
skies that followed two days of rainstorms in Houston. 

"Father (T.J.) Martinez, who will give the invocation, and 
I come from different religious traditions and were engaged 
in an active discussion about who should get credit;' Leebron 
said. 

Father Martinez took credit for the weather almost as 
soon as Leebron handed him the mike. 

"President Leebron, I knew I was good, I didn't know I 
was this good;' Father Martinez said. "So, I'll take credit for 
the weather todaY:' 

Before the graduates walked across the stage for their 
diplomas, astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson delivered 
Rice's 100th commencement address. Many undergraduate 
students actually stayed in Houston long after classes ended 
to hear him speak. 

'Tm really happy that the 100th commencement program 

decided to inform us that Neil deGrasse Tyson was voted the 
sexiest Astrophysicist alive;' Paige Horton said. "Now I'm 
even more excited to hear him talk:' 

Tyson, whose wife, Alice Young '79, is a Rice alumna, 
gave his speech 50 years after JFK's famous "we choose to 
go to the moon speech': and much of his speech focused on 
space and new discoveries. 

"The original seeds of the space program were planted 
right here on this campus;' Tyson said. 

He went on to describe the most recognized photo that 
exists. 

"There was Earth, not as we had ever seen it. It was in 
display as nature would have you absorb what it is. There was 
Earth, not with color-coded countries . . .. Do you realize no 
representation of Earth before that included clouds?" 

"Did anyone before that photo think of Earth as a place 
without borders?" he asked. 

The ended his address urging the Class of2013 to go out 
and lead. 

"I can tell you that in the years since we have landed on 
the moon, America has lost its exploratory compass. Now is 
the time for you, the Class of 2013, to lead the nation as Rice 
graduates once again:' 

And with the end of Tyson's address, graduates took the 
symbolic walk across the stage, and the even more symbolic 
walk out of the Sallyport into life beyond the hedges. 

"The quad is such a symbolic space and the procession 
through the Sallyport should mark the culmination of your 
Rice experience;' Leung said. "It brings everything back full 
circle from the first day of O-Week when you walk into the 
quad through the Sallyport on the night of matriculation:' 

Story by Anastasia Bolshokuv 

LEr'D Marisa Dieken 
' I 3 walks across the Pl> 
conunencement stage. 
by Anastasia BolshaJ<ov 

13STYLISH Ciara AY-1 te• ropr1J
shows off her app !l> 
footwear". Photoby lli<' I'll 
Affairs 

FUNNY FACES l'l~!
5 

deGrasse 'fyson relll31 
f 

1hfOU•extremely animate dell:; 
his address. Many st~ 
posted photos ofT)'S

011 

with silly captions on ; 
Facebook. Photo by""'''" 

Bolshakov 
1 

ARE YOU READ\'
take

Students line up to . r,JI 
their seats. Photo by lli" 
Affairs 
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SPEAKING 
A look at the commencement speakers in Rice's Hi\tory 

1912-1929 
INTELLECTUALS AND EDUCATORS 
Charles William Eliot, president emeritus 
ofHan•ard Universll)', spoke in 1921 m 
a period characterized by academics, 
university faculty, and writers. 

1930-1941 
"FUN SPEAKERS" & PRESIDENTS 
Captain James A. Baker spoke in 1931 in a 
period characterized by Rice related speakers 

and university presidents. 

1971-1990 
RICE UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT 
Norman 1lackernrnn, President of Rice 

University, began a period where the 
university president gave the address. 

1991-2010 
PROMINENT POLITICIANS 
President George H.W. Bush ,poke in 2000 in 
a period characterized by prominent figures, 
politician,, celebrities and comedians. 

HOO J'I Rebecca Isaac '13 celebrates HAPP!i\'ESS Alona B01hchenko 

as she walks off the stage. Tamir '13 \miles from her seat. t•hotob) 


Jackson ' 13 hugs President Lccbron in Ana,tJ,ia ll-01,hakO\ 

the background. Photo by An.-tNa Bol,l\,k,~ 
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\\'on Hee l.ee, Caroline Gutierrez, Adrian \'Jo, Caitlin De\creaux, Dann) Cohen, John ~luller, 

(unnor Hoppe, Bernard ~hller, Yoon1m ~hn, Izzy Spans\\1ck. lcr<m) Scher •.\fawn Sander, 

P1Cturc 'four'>t"II 



C'..arolyn ~buford, Julia Ho<\U 

"Just Because" 
Natalie Beazant, ~ecldan Ragan 

Pl~lurt You~lf 



Daniel Graves, Max Katner 

"Turkey4" 

"Cutest Musi Duo" 
Logan Crowl, Teddy Sdtenkman 

Deniz Haklar, Aycan Tekin, Semihc,n Goksa, Egemen Serbetd 

Amber -Mirajkar and Ph1nga Do 

Pic-1ure Yourself 
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Doris L«;Zldaary Marx-Kuo 

Picture Yoursdf 
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"Preibmen Ardlis: Sleep is mr theWeald" 
Efodi~ Graham, Younha Kim, Deoll-yu Chung, Cindy Xiao, Tanvi Nagpal, 


Eli Wilson, Nick Conard, Jiaxing Yan, ShloriSageshima 


P1c1urc Yoursclr/ ( ~"'5 



"Love Monkeys (minus two)" "The Dank Furno Suite + The French Men" 
Anastasia Bol~hakov, Clara Roberts, Cesilia Mejia, Jake Laviola Elize Naticchia, Nicki Chaimberlain-Simon, Beitrice Herman, 

Mo, 'lbomas Carlere, Bob Dylan, Hank Moody 

Kylee Talwar, Will Byers, Katie Van Leeuwen, Vi,-a., Kumar, Michelle Huang, 

L,.__________rJ_u________A_,_ n Kri·shna, Tony Zhuang, Ola Elechi, Erin O'Neill. Rebecca Koval 

?! P1crun.• You~d( 
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,,. h "We're So Happy" "Hands Clasped for Unity"•'le olas G 
•orge-Jones, Sarah Percival, Mary Anderson Celia fiallo,, Shannon McNamaraMaria Pickett and Christian Neal 

Picture Yourself / 



2 / fj Piclurt Yourself 



·~sB Oakhurst"
Calvin 11 

say, Alan Hsieh, Francisco Eguia, Lauren Qark. Isabella Adamiak, Kara Van Schilfgaarde, 
Jason Isaacs, Nichole Kwee, Allison Shields, Lauren Clark. Alina Dattagupta 

"KTRU: Babez Radio" 
Tori Laxalt, Melissa Teng. Arias Halhawar, Raquel Peret 

Ptcturc \'our~lf / / 
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"Team Flute Wiess" 
Alan Hsieh, Kevin Lin, Bahrorn Firozgary, Calvin Tsay, Victoria Mar, Adithya Balasubramanian 

• 

"Windy City Assasins Straight Outta Chicago" 
Justin Zatracc and Peter Baek 

)/ Pic.:1url' Your'idt 



"You were my Brother" 
Seth Brown and Michael Huang 

• Picture Your-.elf ? ( g 



"Always Late to Bio" 
Daniel Millar, Angie Razo, Kelly Mackenzie 

"Lovett Powerpuff Team" 
Annie Hsiao, )en Dayrit, Katherine Wei 

"Beauty and the Beat" 
Richar<l Nguyen and Tiffany Varughese 

)8()Picture YourM:11 



"Bolsover Dimple Brigade""1he411" 
Kevin Yi and Jessica Ma Elaine Chung, Jessie Choe, 

Fabio Ussher, Alejandra Galvan 
Bejamin Kwan. Zachary Marx-Kuo, Joshuah Howard. Matthew Johnson 
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''ASB Oakhunt" 

Calvin Tsay, Alan Hsieh, Francisco Eguia, Lauren aark, .laabella .Adamiak, Kara Van Scbllfgaarde, 


Jason Isaacs, Nichole Kwee, Allison Shields, Lauren Clark, Alina Dattagupla 
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The Case of the Purloined Bird 
January 16, 1917 
On this day, the students of the newly established Rice Institute 

w itnessed an event that would forever be ingrained in its rich history. 
After losing a close basketball game with Texas A&M, Rice students 

left their huge stuffed owl unattended. Standing at six feet, weighing two 
hundred pounds, and filled w ith canvas-covered sawdust, the owl was a 
mascot dearly loved and not easily missed. So upon finding it after leaving 
the dressing room, the Aggies found themselves with a golden opportunity. 

The Cadets quickly inducted the mascot into the Corps of Cadets, 
bestowed it with the rank of general, and then brought it to campus where 
it attended lectures and reviewed cadets as they marched to supper. The 
Aggies were loud in celebration; even their university president joined in the 
fun and had his picture taken with the owl. The Battalion, the A&M student 
newspaper, wrote that "if Rice wishes to claim their bird and ever think they 
are able to take him back to the lnsti---toot, they can find him at 37 Milner 
Hall, College Station, Texas." 

To respond to the challenge, a small band of Rice students came 
together to answer the challenge; thus, the Owl Protective Association 
(OPA) formally came into existence. Their first course of action was to hire 
a detective. When this did not work, the OPA hired a second one, who we 
only know as "Detective Snowball." 

Immediately, Snowball learned that the bird was locked away on the 
third floor of the U.S. Armory. Upon this discovery, Snowball sent a coded 
telegram back to his employers, saying, "Sammy is fairly well and would like 
to see his parents at eleven o'clock." 

In due course, seventeen Rice students in three different cars arrived 
at A&M campus in the dark of night. They battered down the heavy door to 
the armory, and snatched the owl. Then, after committing various acts of 
mischief throughout campus, the men quickly gathered up Sammy and fled. 
However, by this time, all the cadets had awoken and started in pursuit. 

One by one, the cars broke down. With 1 ,200 cadets chasing them by 
train, by car, and by motorcycle, the Rice men grew desperate. 

With nine students captured by Aggies, the remaining eight men 
continued on foot. Realizing that two hundred pounds' worth of sawdust 
would be hard to run with, the students tore his canvas off and burned the 
rest of him. Four hid quarters of skin under their shirts, and the four others 
created a diversion. 

Luckily, the students with the owl skin managed to escape the cadets, 
and found two hunters who promised to help. They were driven back to 
campus, and what was left of the owl finally came home after two long 

days. 
Rice's president, Edgar Odell Lovett, called A&M's president and 

said, "There's enough of that horseplay going around. Have those Rice 
students turned loose and let them come back and go to school." The A&M 
president complied. 

The students came home without harm, but the Cadets released 
Detective Snowball only after shaving his head, taking his clothes, and 
leaving him at a train station on a cold night. 

5cn,on /g~, 
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Chemical Engineering 
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Chemical Engineering 

Daryl Arredondo 
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Electrical Engineering 
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McMurtry 

Electrical Engineering 

Megan Aultman 
Lovett 

Chemical Engineering 

Emily Anthony 
Sid Rich 

Mathematical Economic Analysis 
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Brown 
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Michael Apolinario 
McMurtry 
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Sid Rich Jones Lovett Duncan JlioloSl' 
Health Sciences Political Science, Policy Studies Chemical Engineering History and Sociology Ecology & Evolutionary 



English 

habadi Prachi Bhawalkar Stephanie Biediger Kelly Birch Micaela Blank 
Sid Rich Baker Jones Baker Will Rice 
inesio1°Y Chemical Engineering Psychology, English Chemical Engineering Mechanical Engineering 

Jarrod Boyd 
Baker 
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Tyler Boyd 
Lovett 
Chemistry 

Alona Bozhchenko 
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Chemical Engineering 
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Chemical Engineering 
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UtStics, Psychology 

Rebekah Brown 
Wiess 
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Seth Brown 
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Renee Bruner 
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Jordan Bunch 
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Brandon Burke Trey Burns Yun Jung Byeon Isadora Calderon Daniel Campbell
\\'ie*

Jones Hanszen Wiess Jones 
Civil EngineeriPSEarth Science History, Psychology Cognitive Sciences Mechanical Engineering 

Bridget Anne Casey 
Brown 
Music 

Julian Castro 
Jones 

Mechanical Engineering 

Breanna Chachere 
Wiess 

Psychology 

Pedro Chacon 
Duncan 

Electrical Engineering 

Christopher cha~ 
JoP<' 

·pi
Civil Engineeri • 

Clayton Chaney 
Will Rice 

Civil Engineering 

Jonathan Chang 
Wiess 

Economics, Management 

Lawrence Chang 
Wiess 

Math Econ 

Heaven Chen 
McMurtry 

Computer Science 
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Juean Chen Justin Chen Ran Chen Tiffany Chen 
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Martel College 
Psychology Major 

unpbeU 
Wie» A. '1, C, ,• •11at Coordh ror. wt '\I , vow _f,1 " t part ofCer c af? 

,gineerinS I was appointed to the position sophomore year so I've worked on it for a year 
and a half. It was a lot of hard work, but the spring before, I helped prepare the 10th 

anniversary for Martel, which was a good precursor for the event. My favorite part of 
Centennial weekend was seeing student initiatives come to life. 

VI r rnnt pro;eu yo 1 •tr-' i11v,1/ ·ed 111 a V, t'? 
I was the first class part of the community leadership fellows with the Kinder 
Institute. I worked with Maria Nunez and we focused on race relations. I worked in 

the Fifth Ward with community leadership. We helped prepare kids for school and 
developed their leadership skills. I've been engaged with the community for a year. 

It influenced the way I look at myself and my long term career goals because I definitely 
know I want to work in social leadership, but specifically with youth. 

' ft rll ~,c . 

I am currently the student director of the 2013 O-Week, and I'm currently interesting in staying at Rice to work. 
rcball 

Jones 
,ineering, 

,cbeJI 
JlrOll'P Sang Hee Cho 

I am taking a few years to work then planning to go back to school to 
study social work. 

Jiwon (jessie) Choe Benjamin Chou Dorothy Chou 
Brown Lovett Martel BrownonomicS 

Electrical Engineering Political Science, Asian Studies, Biological Sciences 

Ni-vr· . ,... 
cbell Dun lh Chowdhry Adrianna Chrestopoulos Vivian Chu Kevin Chu Elaine Tung Lin Chungia11szen M can 

athemar Martel McMurtry Wiess LovettJlioloSl •cal Economic Analysis Sociology and Policy Studies Mathematical Economic Analysis Electrical Engineeri11g& Asian Studies Electrical Engineering 

Senior~ /89 



Duarte Costeira 
Baker 

Mechanical Engineering 

Justin Chung 
McMurtry 

Bioengineering 

Shachi Daru 
Sid Rich 

Biochemistry, French Studies 

Samuel Edward Clard 
Wiess 

History 

Gabriel David 
Jones 

Cognitive Sciences, Psychology 

Taylor Clarke 
Martel 

Physics, Math 

Jennifer Dayrit 
Lovett 

Visual Arts 

Steven Cooper 
Sid Rich 

Chemical Engineering 

Christina De Bruyn Kops 
Jones 

Chemistry, Mathematics 

Cass&ra Corrales 
Jontl 

Ecology &Evolutionary BiolOS: 

Shannon Del 
Br0'' 
·eJJcl'Biological Sc1 , 

David Couch 
Lovett 

Chemical Physics, Psychology 

Jelsi Cruz 
Will Rice 

Psychology 

Ting Cui 
sro11r. 

Chemical & Biomolecular Enginetril'~ 

Gabe Cuadra 
Will Rice 

Mathematical Economic Analysis 

Lovett 
Cognitive Sciences 

·ellAaron DaJll · 
McMutl" 

. eerilltMechanical Engu1 

·tcl1 A 
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:orraJes Estevan Delgado
Duncan Sean Den Henry Deng Olivia Derr Ryan Matthew Dewey Jones 

Duncan McMurtry Martel Lovett y Biologl' Ecology & E . 
vo1utionary Biology Bioengineering Mathematical Economic Analysis, Materials Science Math, Physics 

'ingCui 
Bro"1l 

:ngineer~ 
Economics 

Abigail Dock 
Jones 
Music -vocal performance Mechanical Engineering History 

A.nacr· . 
Jones lShna Estrada Danyelle Evans Jeremy Regan Fant Alexandria Fernandez Kaio Ferreira 
Bioen · Wiess Jones Lovett Martelgineering 

Art History, Hispanic Studies Chemical Engineering English. Philosophy. Studio Art Biochemistry & CeU Biology 
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Glenn Fiedler Kathleen Foster Fiona Frazell Caitlin (Mary) Freeman Markos FreelJlall BeSidRiebJones Baker Will Rice Jones Ee 

Linguistics Chemical EngineeriJI!Mechanical Engineering Computer Science English/French 

David French 
Jones 

Biochemistry & Cell Biology/History 

Alej&ra Galvan 
Lovett 

Electrical Engineering 

Claire Garney 
Baker 

History, Asian Studies 

Placido GolJlet 
Hansie!l 

. al)i!S
Mathematical Economic An 

Gabriela Garton 
Will Rice 

Biochemistry &Cell Biology 
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,, . . ~ ~ "'" ,' .... 
Baker College ,.,i'}-'J , 

' ,Psychology, SWGS Majors .:-,..,--'.-., -~ 

1nc 1 '( ,1r re ,r- p or 
I think my favorite part was being president during O-Week. Since I wasn't assigned to a group, I was able to get to know all of the freshmen 
pretty well. It's a lot of pressure because as president, you are representing Baker, but it's also a really good time to get to know them and 

cultivate a culture of caring. 

h1r I r/u ,,,, ,, ~, pr, 111<1 p,, OJ 11 /< ? 

One time I had a meeting dedicated to the laundry machines. So the scope of the job as president is actually very large, 
from being involved with the alcohol policy to laundry machines. During winter break, I even got an e-mail about 

the elevator in the building. It's funny getting these e-mails because students don't typically know who to direct 
them to! 

H'Jw, , , 1nu /<, "' , •/'L c>J h k r 
I like how old we are as a college and how we have such a rich history. It was nice 

especially during Centennial. My dad was even at Baker. Once, we had a lunch with 
the Board ofTrustees, with a lot of alumni from Baker. 

, 1 <, tit i11Kt md r,un? 
BAKER 13! It's weird and we do it, but I love it. 

Seniors 



ree!llaJI Ming Soo Gong Isabella Gonzalez Kristen Graber Michelle Lauren Green Rachel Green BakerSid Rich Brown Will Rice Brown Duncan
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Gomet Ernk ily Griffith
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Mechanical Engineering 
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Wiess Brown Hanszeniochemistry 
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Erin tJ
M uartman RudyHasbun Kai He Ariel Heiblum Beth HedincMurtry 
Economics P 1· . Duncan Lovett Martel Lovett 

' 0 1t1cal Science Chemical Engineering Electrical Engineering Mechanical Engineering Visual & Dramatic Arts, Psychology 



Arturo Herrera III 
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Chemical Engineering 
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Electrical Engineering& Asian Studies 

Stephanie Huang 
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Hispanic Studies, Policy Studies 
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LyahnHwang Timothy Hwang Emika Ijuin Vinita Israni 
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l::Uenl("
Sd un

Rich Matthew Koby 
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Lauren Lewis Eric Li 
Lovett Sid Rich 
Ecology &Evolutionary Biology Economics 

Duncan 
Biological Sciences, Psychology 

Lan Li 
McMurtry 
Computer Science 

Kunde! 
Sid Rieb 

gioeeri0! 

iy iasb Pongsakt·
Martel unpornpipat

WieS> Angela Lin Karen Lin Kevin Lin Christopher Liu 
Chemical &s· McMurtry Baker McMurtry McMurtryAnalysis iomolecular Engineering Biochemistry & Cell Biology Biochemistry & Cell Biology Computer Science Cognitive Sciences 

Hanszen College 
-------Biochemistry Major ~ 

/l, ,,,11 ,/> 
is th mo

What l 1 (C 'ard11'. po , o; er •i11a a vi I?
really e . b ':' . . l . . .

about ev nJoy a out 1t 1s my mteract1on with people. The reason you serve as an EMT 1s because you really care 
selfless erybody on the campus (classmates, masters, RA's, professors). The people I work with are amazing. Their 
by beca:ess aod the time they dedicate to volunteer to keep the campus safe is amazing. It's something I've been consumed 

se of how much it has given to me and how much I want to give back. 
'f1a 

I ' ' ~0 111 I1 IIneve t " II" o/ 1h Job? 
being ~ne:pect~~ to be put in a position of such sheer responsibility. From going to just being a student and enjoying life to suddenly 
the job. POSition of working with hospitals, physicians, and campus officials .. .it's a huge jump you've never prepared for, but it's part of 

1111, 

Next ye 

Ir• 
,ir pl, n !/it U1r ? 


ar, I am . . . .SOuthwes going to start a 4 year MD master public degrees of health (dual degree) m Dallas. I want to continue teaching EMS. 
an assis ta~ern has a great EMS program for EMTs and medics. I'm going to help teach there and hopefully within the next few years I will become 
t!vts prof, t ~rofessor. Then, I hope to do my residency in emergency medicine and an EMS fellowship. I want to become a medical director in the 

ess,on. 

:' • 11£ 111 1 1 , 1r, rta,,, vo,, [, zr u J 

I ve learned a lot about myself, my capabilities, who I am, what I want to do. It's a lot of soul searching, but I feel like 
I'm more able to handle life. 

~"'"'' ,; 1 I 
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Duncan College 
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology Major 

b '111D :g P<1 <I J nc r • 1s, 'fill doP l) a ,, •oi 


chuncan is home to me. I have made a ton of livelong friendships there. Il is kind of sad to think that I ·will never again have the 

heange to live with this diverse ofa group ever again in my life. Duncan has shaped me into the person I am today and I cannot wait to 

ar about all the amazing things my Duncaroos continue to do around the world. teryIL0 

Haoszen '' 'I 1 ,·t c/ rtd ,i. ,·off,11 ,,111? 
iropoJogf My favorite characteristic of Duncan is our love for techno music and my favorite tradition is the freshman camping trip. These two aspects of 

remind me of how much the Duncan's first class worked in order to build a its own culture and community. I also love Duncan's relationship with 
Baker college. It was fun to live with them freshman year and even today some ofmy best friends are Bakerites. I will always have love for BaDunc! 

• ho, 1 · , ·c 11 ~ It 1 ' ni11',! D11111 , Col "' ? 

I helped design the Duncan Crest along with Priscilla Leung and Martha Cox. They were the actual artistic designers, but I worked 
really hard to find out what should actually go on the crest. I met with the Charles and Anne Duncan to find out what their goals for 

the college were and also looked into Charles Duncan's very long list of accomplishments for inspiration. We finally decided to use 
the outline of an all-encompassing oak tree on the crest to show that we were a growing and inclusive community. The tree was used 

because an oak tree was planted in honor of Charles Duncan after he finished serving on Rice's Board of Trustees. There are a lot of 
little stories like this that went into how the final crest was formed and they will be some ofmy fondest memories from Rice. Somos 

Equipos, Somos Familia! 
,~ I I c c r ym pie, the n._ 1 ' RIL ? 

I will be working in the Texas Medical Center after graduation, but I plan applying to PhD programs in Health 
Policy and Bioethics in the somewhat near future. I really want to be part of the changes that 

are about to occur in the American Healthcare System. Only fitting after I helped 
build Duncan in its early years, I guess. : ) 

Anna Meriano "'Ce 
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McMurtry College 

Psychology Major, Poverty, Justice minor 

Hou. lief vo1 sp, u' y< tr~ ~mm ·rs c, 1 I~ a ,twh-nt 
The most pivotal one was going to Ghana and volunteering at a health clinic. A lot of what we did was council pregnant mothers 
on family planning. It was incredibly eye opening to see just how much human rights and the social portions are intertwined 
with the sciences, drugs, and viruses. That was probably one of the first moments I knew I wanted to dedicated my life to 
public health. Last summer, I spent two months in Nepal interning at an anti-trafficking NGO. I really wanted to be 
able to help empower survivors. From that, I knew I wanted to work in global health. 

"i liar art your pla11s a/1 ·r co/leg<? 
I am deferring medical school for a year to go on my Watson Fellowship, which is an independent year of 

study to pursue a project of personal passion. I want to investigate how female survivors of sexual 


power regain empowerment and how they navigate different cultural resources they 


\ "/I( () I,, i,10 (Ill P} f ~ ,, r ! •l ? 

Definitely being an RHA and coordinator RHA was the most rewarding thing I've done at Rice. It taught me so much about 	 R. 
M:life, leadership, communication skills, and how to run an organization. I've learned how valuable mental and physical health is 

to all of us. It opened so many doors to meet amazing faculty, staff, and student leaders across campus. Just that combination of 
Ps 

interacting with peers 1-1 and organizing larger health organizations really enforced my desire to go into public health. 

C 
E 
F 

have. I'll be going to Sweden, Germany, Turkey, South Africa, Indonesia, 
and probably Thailand. After. I will be studying public 

health at Johns Hopkins. 
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Bioengineering, Economics 

Dhevi Rajendran Bryan Ramirez Diane Ramirez 
Martel Jones McMurtry 

Computer Science Sociology, Political Science" Political Science 

n·e11e 
Andria Remirez lsiana Rendon Jennifer Reyes Mary Celeste -"'1 r

wie;S 
Baker Lovett Baker 

II 8jolo8l'
Mechanical Engineering Electrical &Computer Engineering, Biological Sciences Biochemistry & Ce 

·o-uei 
}, 

Mariel RodrJo .,,Savannah Ritter Tom Robak Julianne Roberson Georgina Rodriguez sro-''' ~ 
Martel McMurtry Sid Rich Hanszen 1-us100' 

Earth Science, Environmental Science Music, Philosophy Kinesiology, Managerial Studies Architecture 

8 



Matthew Rohde)revost 
Wiess 

ropolog)' 

~a Rao 
Jones 

ineeriJ1$ 

RiePe 
wieSS 

Biolog)' 

McMurtry 
Materials S . 

Ctence & Engineering 

George Romar 
Duncan 
Asian Studies 

Economics 

Andrea Romero 
Martel 
Economics, Art History 

Biochemistry & Cell Biology 

Jessica Lynn Ruiz 
Baker 
Bioengineering 

Statistics, Psychology 

Jarvis Sam III 
Hanszen 
History, Sport Management 

Ecology & Evolutionary Biology 

Christian Saravia 
Martel 

Ajithraj Sathiyaraj 
Lovett 

Kayla Schaefer 
Hanszen 

Molly Schultz 
Duncan 

Martel c wartzenburg Jennifer Shafer HaihuaShen Seung Whan Shin Lena Silva 
liispan· Wiess Martel Brown McMurtry1c Studies 

Psychology Computer Science Statistics Psychology & the Study ofWGS 

MicheUes h 

Katarina Slobodova Daniel Smith Yvonne Smith 
Lovett Sid Rich Sid Rich 
Linguistics, Cognitive Sciences Music Performance Viola Performance 

Lemuel Ming-Jun Sob 
Brown 
Bioengineering & Economics 

S001ors 303 



Lovett College 
Computational Applied Math Major 

I 

C 
Joi 
Bi, 

\ I , iui " 111t r b, w n1 1 ·1rle io , 1,1,1 or7 

After coordinating Lovett 0-Week, I learned a lot from that experience and felt passionate about 0-Week. I wasn't originally going 
to do it, but after I got through my first 0-Week as a coordinator, there were a lot of things I wanted to make better. 

', t d·d •o I do a~ a ·amp11s , 1dt cc ; , o ·? 


I was appointed in October 2011 for the 2012 0-Week. I worked closely with the office of programs, which is the office in 

charge of 0-Week. I was the head of all of the coordinators and helped them since I've been part of0-Week coordinating before. 
During 0-Week, I was charge of facilitating the campus wide events, such as the rally at the stadium and Houston night out. 

\\}ict I Wlll ft \'0 .1 

My favorite part of 0-Week is definitely Matriculation. Its the moment that all of the new students officially become a 
part of the Rice community, and it's amazing to watch their faces as they walk through the Sallyport and hear the 

screams of their advisors and watch the fireworks in their honor. It's such a great experience. 

\\'/zo arc oth, 1 { CC/1'/llC 10U l' I J/ ·crl 111? 


Also really involved at Lovett prior to that, I was a social and secretary. I also am a TA for CAM 

210. 	I did powderpuff my sophomore, junior, and senior year. We won the championship 

junior and senior year. This is one of my other favorite things I've done at Rice. 


f 
/, 

'\ I or ir yom ?Ian, a_rt r T<llc1 
I am going to the graduate school of technology, innovation, and education at 


Harvard. 
 " 

Delisa Somoye 
Baker 

Mathematics, Computer Science 

Richard Song 
Duncan 

Chemistry 

Danielle Nicole Spencer 
Hanszen 

Chemical Engineering 

Sarah Streepey 
Sid Rich 

Electrical Engineering, Economics 

l 
s 
E 

Maggie Sulc 
Martel 

Computational & Applied Math 

Yulie Suzuki 
Martel 

Physics, Math 

Michael Swift 
Jones 

History 

Michelle Synhorst 
Martel 

Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering 

, 
3u Senior, 



I<elsey ~ 

Claire Taylor
Jones 	 Cristina Marie Terhoeve Neela Thangada Lauren Theis 

Duncan Duncan WiessBiological S . 
c1ences, Psychology Biological Sciences Political Science Biochemistry & Cell Biology 

1. J.Om msonIones Sabrina Toppa 

Asian Stud. , 
 McMurtry 


ies, Policy Studies 
 Political Science & Hispanic Studies 

-·L;t4\ t . 
' ·¼', :1 • 
. ~ " 
' :~:;, 

; . ·.'.l~i ' ..' I . ,~ : 
·... )11' i. 

~l'bb 	 .. 
S,

1
d YUlman 
I Rich Jeremiah Umoh 

Bioche . Jones011stry & CeU Biology Electrical Engineering 

Norma Torres 
Jones 
Viola Performance 

Fabio Ussher 
Hanszen 
Physics, Policy Studies 

Blake Thomas Turner 
Hanszen 
Visual & Dramatic Arts 

Kari Van Grinsven 
Hanszen 
Biochemistry &Cell Biology 

Nicholas Tolat 
Baker 
Linguistics, Cognitive Sciences 

Mackenzie Turner 
Sid Rich 

History 


Mark Varela 
Baker 
Bioengineering 

l'iffan • 
Lovett y Varughese Christi Vasquez Joseph Vento Yahaira Verdejo Arturo Villanueva 
English and u , Will Rice McMurtry Wiess 	 Hanszen

nlstory Electrical Engineering Psychology and French Studies Civil Engineering Chemistry 

Stnior•305 



Julian Voll 
McMurtry 

Bioengineering 

Amanda Walborn 
Sid Rich 

EEB/Environmental Policy 
Sid Rich 

Biochemistry and Linguistics 

Lanzhen Wang 
Jones 

Art History, Economics Mathematical Economic Analysis 

Ping-Fang Wang 
Wiess 

Mathematical Economic Analysis 

XiaoxiaO Wallg
Ba((er 
eerinB

Bioengineering 

rDishen wang 
I 
I 

WieSS 

Ii d Math
Economics, Comp/App e 

· Electrical Engin 

306~emor> 

Psychology 

Emily Wheeler 
Duncan 

Electrical Engineering 

Lovett 
Biochemistry 

Samuel Whisler 
Hanszen 

Sociology and History 

Jones 
Kinesiology 

Virginia White 
Lovett 

Bioengineering 

Denzel I. Wells 
Will Rice 

Psychology 

Kathleen Wiest 
Hanszen 

Bioengineering 

·nweri 
Jenny Xi Ml)(lrY

Mc . 
. , BioloSl

Ecology & Evolut10naf} 

- . ·aJfls 
Jessica WilliB~er 

a1ysiS 
Mathematical Economic J\JI 



nWanS Nicholas w·u· 

I<elsey Wolak 
Lovett 
Meehan· lE tea ngineering 

Christian Woo 
Sid Rich 
Sports Medicine 

Chajin Wu 
Martel 
Electrical Engineering 

Siyu Wu 
Brown 
EBIO, History, Asian Studies 

Amanda Wonnell 
Hanszen 
Math Econ 

Youxin Xiong 
Sid Rich 
Kinesiology 

WieSS 
,lied Math 

,wans 
Baker 

Brown 1 iams 

Biochemistry & Cell Biology 

Taylor Williams 
Hanszen 
Kinesiology 

Casie Wilson 
Sid Rich 
Cognitive Sciences 

Susan Siyu Xie 
Wiess 
Ecology, EBIO, Asian Studies 

David Wimmer 
Baker 
Computer Science 

Austin Witt 
Sid Rice 
Chemical Engineering 

Menaka Yadav 
Wiess 
Cognitive Sciences 

Hannah Felicia Yung 
Martel 

Physics 

Semors307 

:ineerillg 

Stephanie W~ 
lianszen 
Biolog· 1tea Sciences 

l<athe · 
M rtneYang

CMurtry 
Cognitive Sc· 

tences, Psychology 

Tom Xia 
Martel 
Psychology 

Ping Teresa Yeh 
Sid Rich 
French Studies 

Song Yen Ruby Yeh 
Brown 
Statistics, Managerial Studies 

Linda Yu 
Sid Rich 
Psychology, Managerial Studies 



Gaomi Zha Ying Zhang Yunming Zhang Elisa Zhao WeidanZbaO 
Wi&Wiess Duncan Lovett Hanszen 

Chem Engineering/Policy Studies Computer Science Mathematical Economic Analysis, Biological Sciences, Psychology Health Sciences, I(inesiolOS'" 

Micha Mia Zheng 
McMurtry 

Political Science 

Alexander Zichenko 
Duncan 

Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering 

308S.niors 
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Dear Rice, 
Thank you for an amazing four years. We laughed. we cried. we grew. 
you have helped make us into who we are today. 

Dear Seniors, 
This is just the beginning. We look forward 10 bragging/ 
telling embarrassing storie~ about you. 

Dear Underclassmen, 
I. Prioritize People. They are what makes rice great. 
2. Spend your energy finding out what you actually love. Not what you "should" love. 
3. Take care of you~lf. Health > Wealth 
4. Learn life sltills. (aka find balance) 
5. GO beyond the hedges. Houston has a lot to offer. 
6. Make sure your decisions are motivated by love~ not fear. 
7. Don't be afraid of something different. 
8. If you've always wanted something 10 happen, make it happen. 
9. Let others know you appreciate them. Give thanks and compliments generously. 
10. Have the courage to listen to your own voice. 

Love, 
Caleb Reyes 
Samantha Masaki 
Vinita fsrani 
Jenny Wen 

Noah Levine 


Bianca Bealessio 


I am so fortunate to have had the 
opportunity to go to Rice. I have 
gotten to know so many wonderful 
people- fellow students, faculty 

01 
members, staff, and other members 
the Rice community- who have all 
been so great to me, and I have had 
great experiences here. I am fee 
thankful for this, and may I always 
this way. 

Go Owls! 



) 


To all my amazing 
friends, no words can 
describe how much 
I love y'all and just 
how thankful I am 
for these four years :) 

Natalie 

Breen 


the 
ave 
lerful 

~bersof 
,e all 
ehad 

To all ofth h . .ose w o believed m me 
so that I · h . .mig t believe m myself. Indeed ITh ' am over the hump now! 

ank You All and God Bless. 

Ashauna Bell 

CCF Seniors '13 

A new command
ment I give to 
you, that you love 
one another: just as I 
have loved you, you 
also are to love one 
another. By this all 
people will know that 
you are my disciples, 

~an Den, Alvin Chi, Lan Li, Angela Lin, Karen Lin, Dana Zhao,ifyou have love for 
Hannah Lee, Heaven Chen, Teresa Yeh, Hannah Yung, Dorothyone another. Chou, Stephanie Huang, Aurelia Fu, Kevin Yi, David Wang, Zephan

John 13:34-35 Chen 

Kat Humphreys 

I'm really bad at this sort of 
thing so I'm going to keep 
it short. To all ofmy dear 
friends that I have made 
over the years: it's been real. 
I love you guys and wish the 
best for each ofyou. Thanks 
for the memories and don't 
become strangers! 

Stephanie Biediger 

The last four years have just flown by 
And now they say to say goodbye. 
But friends like you are just to few, 
That I can't bear to say adieu. 

So let's stay dose and keep in touch 
Even if the work seems way too much 
For we are friends by chance and fate 
But together we will always be great! 

You, my friends, have made the last four years better than I ever 
could imagine. Thank you for the laughs, the discussions, and 
the memories. Years from now, I hope we are still in each other's 
lives, because otherwise it would be too boring! 
Love from 

Stephanie 



Neil D1Souza 


Dearest Mom, Dad and (most importantly!) Mark: 

I thank God every day for the wonderful, selfless parents and loving 
brother He has blessed me with. Everything that I am today is 
because of His grace and your support, encouragement, prayers, and 
love. Thank you. The journey has only just begun! 

"Love bears all things, believes all 
things, hopes all things, endures 
all things. Love never ends; as for 
prophecies, they will pass away; 
as for tongues, they will cease; as 
for knowledge, it will pass awaY:' l 
Corinthians 13:7-8 

I 

()ena 
TlZtvdet ~ 2013"The work begins anew. The hope rises 


again. And the dream lives on." 

- Sen. Ted Kennedy 


MAr..T L 
C LLEG.E 

Marisa Dieken 

Ting Cui, Tammy Hsu 

and Glory Nwauabal 


Throughout tne 
ad' years we've J1I 0

our journey all rJ 
throughout t110

0, 
ears we've J1laY • 5, 

our friendsbtP 
Thank you Jlt·ce 

etO
for the chanc 

1 
meet such g.rea 

• people! J(eeP 
Smiling:) 

7:vnj, ,LJl,,Y 
MUI, 1dJffr//; 
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R. 
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n 
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Shaun Haby 


RICE UNIV
Ed . ERSITY-an AWESOME place for HIGHER

ucation
reach ...a_great place to not only grow as a person, but to also 
You t new heights ...a university that is behind you 100%, helping 
To hao reac~ that academic goal...it's there, just reach out and get it! 

Vea Rice U · · 
come mvers1ty ring on your finger, shows everyone you 

across th t h . .
done! Th . a you ave what 1t takes to do the task .... get the JOb 
With the ;.diversity at Rice is rewarding, with mine being four years 
grown ice Rugby team-one of the best decisions of my life ... I've 

not only h · llthe Pre . d P ysica y, but mentally as a Leader on the team as 
Rugby ~hent ~f this group of Winners ... the Undefeated Southwest 
RICE RU ampions, 2013-OUR RICE RUGGERS!! THANK YOU 
LY!! RIC~BY COACHES MARIO BOTHA & JOHN CONNOL

OWLS, ALWAYS PLAY SMART!!! 

-SHAUN HABY, Class of2013 

A-
CD 
::::J 

A 
C 
CY 
0)To My Family: Klint, Klay, Mom, & Dad, thanks 

for being there for me and supporting me through 
everything! To The Crew: I wouldn't have made it ~ 

without you goons! 

Prachi Bhawalkar, Kelly Birch, Michelle Lacomb, Jessica Ruiz 


. -~,

• ,a

• 1-1 • ' ·, . :- 4f! . 
,t,.. .... 

Suite Awesome! 

It's like we share a brain. Or, 
you know, a bedroom. 

Breakfast is therapy time. 

Anthropology. It's like people 
watching, but with dead 

people. 

You missed me using the word 
troglodyte correctly in a sen

tence. That makes me sad. 

ScmorCard, 



sonnY l 
Nguyen, 

Khoi Trinh, 
Que Kirn tt 

Adi SirkeS 
and Jeff 

Lee a 

Scrubbing Rice clean since l' 

Aug2009 n 


v, 


It 

I 

Glory Nwaugbala 
11' 

It has been an 
adventurous foul' 
years, and I owe 
it all to God. But 
everything has 1·1s 

season, and it's now 
time to move on, .1 

• Jlll-'
Stay unconvenU0 

Rice; it's what JllaJ(eS 

you beautiful. 

Amanda Mills, MackenZie Turner & I 
Hannah Walchak ·1; 

/
( 

~ 

Senior Card~ 
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Lilian Nwora 

I've learned from some of 

the nation's best and bright
1' est professors. 
ve competed with some 

of the nation's fastest and 
strongest Division I track 
ath1etes. I've laughed, ma
tured, and flourished with 
,some lifelong friends and 

1 ve served others in a man
ner that goes beyond simply 
volunt · eenng For this and so 
muchm 
1h ore, thank you Rice. 

ope I've given to you as 
much as , . you ve given to me. 

6~na Mariano, Devon Morera, 
Maire Morice, Margaret Sulc and 

ary Waelder 

To my professors: Dr. Krista 
Comer, Dr. Beverly Mitchell, 
Dr. Brian Riedel, Dr. Scott 
Solomon & Dr. Joan Stras
smann - Thank you so much 
for your wisdom and guidance. 
To all my buddies: It's been 
fun. I love y'all. Remember: 
#yolo 
And to Sarah: Thank you. You 
have been my inspiration and 
guiding light. 
"It is not length oflife, but 
depth oflife." - Ralph Waldo 
Emerson 

Ben Ong 

A leg of the :;r- _1 

T.A.8.L.E. .,+~ 


Charles Zha, Jose Andres Novoa, Patrick Breen, Christopher 
White, Henry Gorman, Sam Clark, Jo Byeon, Rui Zheng, Andrew 
Badachhape, Rebecca Searle, Celeste Riepe, Lauren Zook, Avery 
Prevost, Vy Dang, David Wang, Carolyne Ma, Pin-Fang Wang, 
Kevin Chu, Susan Xie, Caleb Reyes, Dana Zhao, Alvin Chou 



\Paul Porras #24 ( 

Armed Forces 

Bowl Champions 


Michelle SchwartzenburQ
. h ollf

To the people who made Rice my home: I will always cher15 

memories and look forward to making many more. 

Alison Hightman, Claire Garney, Andria Remirez 

Christina Hughes, Elena Lacey, & Danielle Brown 


7"1ienc/.4, {1/te, lik daM-, tlwy, UJVJ?U, 

amd r, kd t;1,,e, c'.l1mR4, t1wJ; ~ 
{1/te, t;/,,e, c'.l1mR4, t/zaj; ~

-T,uy/11 

I 



ShaoyiSu 


''.All my life, I have worked for change.Today I give you my dream. 

You can make a difference with the small things you do! 


The future is entirely left to you. If things go wrong and you feel 

down, open your eyes and look around. Don't look for someone 

to blame! Search for an inspiration to rise again.The changes you 


make may not always be seen. 

But perhaps you can give a child the chance to dream. 


So get to work and maybe you will find a small solution to help 

human kind:' 


-Penny Lanldwell 


Norma 

Torres
ur9 


:rish our 

e. 

Coming to Rice has been a true blessing. Thank you to 
everyone for making my experience here so amazing. I am 
very thankful to God, my family, and my friends. Because 
of you all, I am able to leave Rice with great memories and Jina Lee so much joy:) 

Stnior Cards 



Nritya Karnath and 

{Jne,~~ 

T~aJ;'R.i.ce 

WtWid ~ ck- d ~? 

w~ ~ l;wia/ 

I have had such an 
amazing time at 
Rice. I will cherish 
all of these fan
tastic memories, 
experiences, and 
friendships! 

Kiran Pathakota 

"ThankY0u 
for all oft~~ 
memories. 

.. , 
-I 

( 

.... 
I 

Ric 
We 

theAmanda Walborn the 



Amanda Palmer Andrea Romero ,

Thank you for helping me have a 
successful Rice career. I couldn't 
have done any of it without you. 

I would like to thank my family, friends, 
professors, and everyone who shaped 
my time at Rice for their support and 

inspiration. 

"Things are not difficult to make; what is 
difficult is putting ourselves in the state 
of mind to make them:' -C. Brancusi 

Emily Eggert I Sheryl Lo 


Kayla Schaefer I Danielle Spencer 


n 

\enior Cards 
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2009-2013: 
Adventures of Jo 

Kevin Jackson, 
Lemuel Soh, 
& Hannah Lee 
Each birthday I have celebrated at }lice 
has been marked by a camping trip iJI

00 
Texas. Thank you, dear friends, for Y 
have made not just my birthdays, b~t 1 

also everyday at Rice worth ceiebratiJl8· 
Here's to a lifetime of celebrating the 
people whom make life worth living! 
:) - Lemuel Soh 

John 17:22 (NIV) 
"I have given them the glory that yoo 
gave me, that they may be one as we 
are one" 

- Kevin Jackson, Lemuel Soh and 
5

Hannah Lee (Roommates, neighb0
~ ' 

and most importantly ... One BodY lll 
Christ!) 

3~ Senior CJ.rd,. 
.I 



Breanna Elaine Chung 
1Chachere & EIain e Guo
:~:~:. ~~e~ngee 

These are the moments that 
will be cherished for a lifetime. 
Thank you Rice University, ' 
Wiess College, 44Jena-4, and 
all of my friends and family for 
making these past four years 
the best of my life!!! 

Dorothy Chou, Tammy Hsu, 
Cheryl Hu, Jodie Gomez 
Here's to a wonderful four years of fun and friendship! Live, Laugh, Love. 
<3BBB 

at Rice 
trip jJl 

{or)'Oll 

'S bUI 
' . I

bratiJ18· 
gtbe 
vil1g! 

d 
1bofS, 
,d)' jJ) 

Senior ~_ards 3 2 ..,.. 



Anna Handelman, and Eleni Balakrishnan 

~ (,I,£, wilt nbW/b~

McM-WRC love 

Kathleen Foster 


Thank you to all of my dear 
Baker family. Without my 
lovely friends and masters at 
Baker and the support that my 
professors have provided me 
all these years, I wouldn't have 
made it through my time at 
Rice. Lots of love to all of you. 

Jenny Reyes, Seon Gong, Lexi Santoro, 


Larissa lkelle & 
C:----· 

11
fo 
ar, 

8 
z 
A 

We've know each other for forever it seems. Some might 
even say we look alike. We've shared the good, along with 
the bad. I'm truly going to miss you bro. 

Friends forever, Lily and Larissa 
tv 
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Sophia Petrichenko 
and Opal Taskila 

Thank you Rice U. for introducing 
us to so many wonderful things. 
Mom and Dads, we love you. 

-S&O 

'!banks for a · dfour weir but awesome last 
years The me . ,are b · mones we ve sharedest rem bB , em ered by post-its. 

enJarnin R. Kwan 
Zachary D ' Ale . Marx-Kuo, 
M x J. Weinheimer and 

auhew W. Johns~n 

Mark Plitt, Kyle Valley, Jeffrey Lash, Zach Casias, 
Joseph Yu, Evan Ross, Lauren Theis 

Isabella Gonzalez "I don't give a fuck if they remember 
me at all." Frank Zappa, 1983. 



J 
'Tm proud to say that 
my Rice experience has 
been defined by F-words: 
friends, family, food, fun, 
and now...flight. Thank you 
so much for joining me on 
this journey. The next stop 
is, in the words of Willy 
Wonka, up and out!" 

I ilibeth Mat~ 
Some people make your laugh 
a little louder, your smile a Iittlr 
brighter, your life a little better-

Gina Rodng 

Jen, Menaka, Becky, Bre, Kiki & Rut 
I 

Ir' 

HootyJ-1°
0 

--44Jen34 

Senior C.ird~ 



:,ur laugh 
nile a litdt 
ttle better. 
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44Jen34 

Ashley Purdon & M,a Zhen 
Buddies from Day 1 of POGS! © 

-To my parents fi h .
card . . ' or t e1r love, never-ending care packages, and 

s, Without
teachers fi your support I would not be here today. To my 

have ' _or sharing your knowledge and inspiration with me; you
satiated h 

my ma . my unger to learn and encouraged me to pursue 
the amny _interests with passion. And to my friends, thank you for 

•uaz1ng me . .
place , h mones; Rice would not have been as wonderful a 

Wit out all you beautiful people! Seniors, let us leave with 
"You'r ff the words of Dr. Seuss: 

e O to Great Places! Today is your day! Your mountain is 
waiting, So... get on your way!" 

Daryl 
Arredo 

Thank you Mom, Uzie, family, and 
friends for inspiring, challenging, and 
supporting me throughout the past 
four years. It has been a truly miracu
lous experience. Thank you 44Jena4 
for the unforgettable memories and 
for making my time at Rice as life 
changing as it was. May we forever be 
in each other's lives. 



i1 
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Lauren Theis, Rebekah Brown, Danyelle Evans 

Lindsay Miller, Emily Hughes, Maggie Luttrell 


Carole Mariani, Adriana Bolivar, & Ster qnie Jorda 

-



I 

f(ll A7 

My personal experience at Rice was one ofgrowth, 
both personal and professional. I couldn't have done 
it without my loved ones that never gave up on me. 
I want to thank my wife Janie for taking care ofme 

"Vampire"Lan Li 

C co 
E 
Ct> 

Cf) 

financially when no one else would. I love you with 
all my heart and I always will. I want to thank Mom 
and Dad for raising me into a man that never gives 
up on his dreams. I want to thank instructors like 
Kevin McGowan, Tatiana Schnur and Nico Orlandi 
for helping me make it to the ultimate goal, despite 
the unorthodox situations I practically forced 
them to teach in. Thank you all so much. May the 
beautiful culture of Rice live on FOREVER!! 

"Bird" Y1an Lo 

"Mia" Micha Zhe "Kat" Kathar1 Vt ng 



n 
,..Katie Doody 
b 

s 

We are so proud of all you have accomplished during 
your four years at Rice. Remember to always follow 
your heart, choose a career you feel passionate about 
and remember that life is a journey not a destination. 

• Good luck at Baylor College of Medicine! 
~---- Lots oflove, 

C 



Frank Salinas 

~ 

;--~ 
Wow1It ' . 
. · seems like only yesterday that we brought you, our pre

cious gift h , .
' 0 me. Weve watched your journey through hfe- the S .11111 es lau h . . 

"' . ' g ter and tears. You've demonstrated great ambition, ...otivati d 
w· on an determination. THE SKY IS YOURS ... spread your 
beings and fly to wherever your heart desires. May all your dreams 

come re J"ty · a 1 , Just as ours have for you! 

Nkechinyelum Ogu 

~~~~1 

Garrett Carman 
hk~11Ae 

10/3~ 



Brandon Burke 


E~, 

The family is honored by your 
dedication to achieving your B.S. 
degee in Earth Science from Rice 
University. You have a promising 
future ahead of you. We love you 
very much. 

Adrien lngvald
Pellerin 

1~- ~I T!2tMn & Dad 

(J,M, ~ 'R..adzad, 
We are so proud ofyou! 
You have done it!! Your 
hard work has paid off. 
May God continue bless
ing you on your journey 
oflife. We love you. 

J)ad, Tl7.Mn, 

¥, amd o.kam, 

Rashad Sira 


Tlatak,, 
We are very 
proud of you. ..Always let your 
heart be glad. 

\Follow the vision 
tthat is yours, 
fremembering 
}

that all things are 
possible. 
Our love for you 
always, 

1 



Gloty Ashley 
JlAm P. ANwa b 

I give God thanks for 
this time of celebration 
ofyour undergraduate 
degree. Our God remains 
faithful to His Word, 
"'For I know the plans I 
have for you [Glory]; 
declares the LORD, 'plans 
to prosper you and not to 
harm you, plans to give 
you hope and a future."' 
(Jeremiah 29:11). I am 
blessed to be your mother. 
God have the glory, and 
may you remain blessed. 
Continue the good work. 
God will guide your foot
steps. Hold on to God's 
Word. 

We, your family are proud of you, and we love you. 

Lemuel Soh 


lJecv,, ~~

'we thank th 

trust h e Lord for the way He has guided you thus far and 

fl t at Be will continue to guide you. 

A.l~s Wars are always higher than our ways!


praises a d I .
lhe b . n g ory to His name. 

est ts yet to be! 

Ashley, congratulations on your hard work 
and continued success on your recent 
admission to George Mason University, 
Fairfax, Virginia to pursue your Doc
toral degree. I am so proud ofyou. Your 
mother. 

JJ~. 
Time flew since that first day mov

ing into Martel and being a part of the 
Seadawgs, but we're so glad you enjoyed 
your time at Rice! You will have 
wonderful memories and a great group 
offriends for life. We are so proud of 
what you've accomplished and we look 
forward to all your new experiences in 
the future! 

Kenny Andrew Jone 


Give thanks to the Lord for He is good! 

His faithful love endures forever. 

We are so very proud of you son, 

for your many accomplishments, 


your character and for standing in 

what you believe. 


~ / 
Mom and DadWek,,,e,1F4, Mia and Nicolas 

~niorCmt 
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lsiana Rendon 

Congratulations! 

We are very proud of all the accom

plishments that you have earned 

throughout your life, inside and outside 

of the classroom. You are a wonderful 

daughter, a great student and a beauti

ful human being. 


:£we,, T!kn,, Dad, ~ M1d 

tk~~/.1 

Julian Castro 


:£we,, 

TflMn, M1d lJad 

Maggie Luttrell 
We are incredibly proud ofyou and what 
you have accomplished! You are an 
amazing person and we pray that you will 
continue to be blessed by God's love. We 
love you so much. 

t 

t 

FEric Manpearl 
t 

Congratulations. We are so proud of you 
and everything you have accomplished
Continue to follow your dreams and the 
road less traveled. 

RI 

Congratulations on your Graduation and the Class of2013! 

Celebrate where you have been, where you are going, 

and the Jove of life that inspires you to grow, 


your whole life through. 

We are so very, very Proud! 


You are not just an endless source of Pride and Joy to us, 

you are our sunshine and forever will be in our hearts. 


( 

i 
~ 
l 
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W,' 
ere proud of your achievements and 

th
e beautiful woman you have 


bhecome. May each phase of life continue

t e · «r Joy, the growth, the wonder. 


P sought the Lord and He answered me."
.rl salm 34:4 Klein Kubiak 
ofyou 

Atta boy, Klein!5hed. 
We are so proud of our Turbo. 1d the 

Weltwe,~, 

Tll<Yrn,, JJad, 'l<Jimt, Te&uz,, KIMt amd ~Laurie Cullum 

)13! 

C 
0 
+-' 

JS, Q_ 
,. 

E cu 
Congrat I · Iu ations! We are so
Proud of 
Plish you and your accom

ments. May God contin

ue to bl -0 Congratulations Archieben! d Yi ess you in all that you - Huck is waiting for you at home!!o. ou are His best! 

We are proud of you!cu 
~ . JJad, 1(lMn, amd We love you Dearly!..0 

~ 

...c 
0 
~ 

<( 

~ 

)> 
- 
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Nicholas Basch 


Nicholas, So very accomplished at Rice with so much more to seek 

and prosper in a wide world. Congratulations, 


we are always by your side. 


Presented to 

Alex C. Wagner 


co 
N 

-  ::)
(]) 0 
Z(f)

-
0 

Congratulations! You have been such a blessing as a son ~ ·s 
brother. May God continue to bless and keep you and shine I-ii 
face upon you! Keep walking in His ways and carry His light 
into the world!! 

Carolina White 


BESTSON~ 

fl (Jlz,, tk ~~I1tfY'/ II J)/V. y_ 

Senior Cards 



Ajithraj Sathiyaraj 


ie J-{is 
µit 

Congratulations Ajih and the class of 
2013 on your splendid achievements. 
We wish you all well in your future 
endeavors and for a successful career 
you are the STAR in our life. 

SemorCards 



GlennOluwadamilayo 	 Fiedler 
You have come a long 


way-
Can't wait to see all the 
Obamehinti 

GREAT 
things that lie ahead for 


you! 

We are SO proud! 


With love and 

Congrats! 


~- T/2;,,m, am.d J)ad 

Katherine Wei 
Katherine, 

Congratulations on your graduation from Rice! You are a wonderful 

grandchild and niece. We are so proud of you and all of your maJlY 

accomplishments. Best ofluck to you as you start UCSF in the fail· 


~ 
Congratulations Princess Layo!! We are very proud of you! 
Cheering you on as you take each step God has destined ~-0,wniie,~ 

for you (Jer 29:11). r:lwniie, ~ rvnd, U,,d,e, ~t, 

Wd/4 Tnudv ;;lwe,- JJad]lZM"l'v, ~& ~ 

Chris, we remember taking you to 
Dearest Chris, weve watched you grown from a boy in superkindergarten on the first day of school. Mom was the one 

crying at the thought of letting go of your hand. Dad said hero costumes to a fine young man with true super hero pd~ 

to let you go to discover the world on your own. sonality. We are so very proud of all your accomplishments \. 
very much looking forward to celebrating your bright futu/C-Now, you have been accepted to Medical School after 

your graduation from Rice University. Your dedication and 
hard work reflect your accomplishments and your desire to Congratulations with all our love, 

become a doctor since elementary school. In addition to studyChris Leba ing hard you also volunteered, became Rice EMS Captain and l&/4 Tw, Clwnt ~ rvnd, f 
a recipient of Rice Outstanding Senior Award and the Hanszen 

Dear Chris, we are so very proud of you for the accomplish·College Judge Woodrow Seals Community Service Award. 
ments you have made and for the man that you have become.We are happy to see on the news that you get to meet the man 
God has gifted you with many talents and you have wiStlYwhose life you helped save last June 9, 2012. We are extremely 

proud of all your accomplishments! Today is your day to shine 	 developed them to achieve so much at such a young age. )':u 
are an inspiration to your little cousin and to your aunt anand congratulations on your graduation from Rice! 	 p· 
uncle. We proudly brag about you to everyone we JcnoW, CO 1 

gratulations on your graduation at such a prestigious sch1· 
Get lots of sleep now before you start med school kiddo. we~ 

Congratulations for reaching another awesome milestone, look forward to celebrating more successes that we kJloW yo 
Chris! We can finally say that our baby brother is all grown up will have in your life. 
now. A new chapter of your life will begin soon. So dream your 
dreams... to make them all come true. We are proud that Love Always, 
you will be the first doctor in the family! ~ Twe,-an/i,, wnde, J)a;ru,e! al" 
Good job Em Ot! ~(}µ1>' 



For my special son who's loved so much on your graduation. At 
this wonderful time in your life you are custom creation ofGod 

who loves you with his heart. So proud ofyou, son on your 
graduation. Congratulation! 

~onderfol 
ur rnanY 
the fall. 
~· 

~ 
4~ Dukuray Nije

~ - JJad, 111Mn&Wilt 

, in suptf 
hero ptt· d 
hments~ 
;htfu~· Julianne Roberson 
,mplis~· 
ebecomt
wiselY 
;age. yoo 
,untalld 
now. eoo· 

1
, 

JS schoO, 
iddo, we 
know>'°0 

Congratulations on your gradu
ation from Rice! Your dogged 
perseverance was impressive. 
Seeing you persevere while 
retaining the joyfully curious 
exuberance you radiated as we 
walked along the beach nearly 
two decades ago humbles us. 

Se-11or Card). 



Rachel Green ather· 


Rachel Greene Shaan Patel 

Elena Lacey 

Jenna Kripal
Beth Herlin 

Naomi Fa-Kaji 
Sara Nowak 

Thank you for being our supporter, our cheerleader, our copy 
editor. Thank you for always being the one willing to think out a 
situation. We needed an introvert to work with all our chatty extro
vertedness. Thank you for co-editing a book that won a record 25 
TIPA awards and five Gold Circles. You helped us right a ship, and 
Rice will forever be grateful. 

;;twe,, ~ r aM ~ Jeknd-

We cannot express to you how glad we are that you truly embraced 
and enjoyed your four years at Rice. Thanks for letting us live 

vicariously through your many adventures and travels. You are a 
remarkable person. We love you so much, and we wish you the 
very best as you embark on new adventures and new challenges. 

Congratulations! 

witlt, ~ ltwe,, 


~ - Dadtly, v~ amd ~ 


Thank you for your innovation, dedication 

and cute bubble. 


Senior Cards 
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1braced 
slive 
u are a 
)Uthe 
enges. 
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Thank you for fabulous photos and inspired design. Thank you for coming up with new 
ideas instead of resusing old ones. Thank you for thinking outside the box and inspiring 
a rousing rendition of"(You) Can't Touch This." Thank you for being our sports editor 
even though you never officially held the title. Thank you for taking nothing more than 
a sushi dinner to convince you to stay at the helm another year. Thank you for always 
being a great friend, leader, listener and collaborator. Thank you for never being com
fortable with mediocrity and always striving for excellence. Thank you for making the 
Rice University undergraduate yearbook a force to be reckoned with in the state and in 
the nation. Thank you for showing others that following your heart can end up making 
you far more successful than following the pack. 

• 

SC"1,1orO-rJs 



~ /1 r'\ Divider 
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From Farmtown to Boomtown 
August 1836 

Augustus Chapman Allen and John Kirby Allen 

bought 6,642 Acres along Buffalo Bayou, founding a 

city in Texas after a General named Sam Houston. 

Sam Houston was the general who fought and won 

the Battle of San Jacinto, and was elected President 

of Texas in September. 

In 1837, James S. Holman became Houston's first 

mayor, the same year Houston became the temporary 

capital of Texas. 

When Rice University was built in 1912, Main Street 

was a dirt road, Houston took up 16 square miles, the 

tallest building stood at 18 stories tall, and the total 

population was 115,000. Today, Main St. is an six-lane 

major thoroughfare, Houston takes up 627 square 

miles, the tallest building stands at 75 stories, and the 

total population is well above two million. 

In Houston's 175 years, it has boomed in industries 

such as cotton, shipping, railroad, petroleum, 

healthcare, energy, aerospace, and biotechnology, 

becoming the fourth largest city, as well as the most 

diverse city, in the United States. 

Houston and Rice University are tied to one 

another, and the growth and benefits of one over the 

last 100 years has affected both. 

Rt'.,cJr,h Jone through C~ntcnnt.11.m.c.cdu 
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Your academic achievements will reach far beyond 

your classroom experiences. Your education will 

continue to open doors and create new opportunities 

for you on your path to success. 

You should be just as proud of your ongoing 

accomplishments as Gulf States Toyota is to be an 

active supporter of Rice University. 

Congratulations and best wishes to you in your future 

endeavors. 

Let's 
Go 

TOYOTA Places 

••CO•• 
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GDF SUEZ Energy North America 

ENERGY AT WORK FOR 
CUSTOMERS & NEIGHBORS 
www.gdfsuezna.com 

http:www.gdfsuezna.com


,~nuATIO'I, M,t,'1l."'-"cr., Rl:l•\JJ! o, AJJ. EQI 11'\1£,TL,a u,1-.c.: 
• Cl,il/us - ce11trifi1gal, reciproca1i11g, screw, absorptio11 
- Rooftop package u11ils 
• Split systems 
• Cooli11g Towers anti F:vapomtfre Co11densers 
• Pumps a11d \lorors 

• Boilers 1111d Water llet1ters 

• Sl,ell /11111 Tube Vessels 
• Co11tr0Lf-pneumotic, e/e(·trical, 011d DDC 
- Energy 111a11ogement anti ligl1ti11g tttrofits 
- Low-Temperaturt Refrigeration Systems 
-Am111011il1 Refrigeration SyMems 

E GJNEF,RING / DESIGN BUILD 
TIIRft. \lfnu.,1C\I. fc\GL'-UKSQ,ST,\Fl' "IO \$Sb"fl)\: 

• Chiller Retrofits 

-A/JU Replacemellls 

• lmlu,triol derlg11 

• Te11a11t Build 0111 

- Design/Build l'rojectr 

• B111/tli11g l;nergy A11t1lysil 


CONSTRUCTJON 
F\'u Ou:-,s cAJ•,uLr-: or ,1.LCONSTRl c.,10, Ntms L,cu1>~G: 

- Dm:Mork installotio11 01,d replt1cement 
• Pipi11g syitems i11stallario11 
• Large equipmelll i11f/allatio11 01111 replacement> 
. ;\'ew Constn1ction 
- Floor Built/our 

PRl:\1·,,l"\·1w1:'.\h~Tl""C't: 
• Seruo11nl stan-ups a11tl shut-downs 

- Coil Clen11/11g 

• Operating i11spections 

· Filter Cha11ges 
• Mni11tena11u agreeme111s (com·emional le.ft anti ilupection 

progrmn to full coverage agreeme11rs atfixed rates) 
Rtl'AIR.S: 

• Rou11d.;hc-</ock l'lnt'r1/t!IIC)' su,;oe, J65 tlOJ~·per year 

Ao, \Xl \Gl::l> hCL l1JE: 

· Ammo/bct'f!JeliJ,g (IJ10/ysi:, formainte111111oe(IJld rq,/(,celllt!nt 

• Cost-ej/tt:lll>t outs,}f1rrf11g ofmnintena11oe task. 

- l!.x:perie11ceil Olldtrainedttthnidn11s 

- /lfinimrJJtlowmin.,. 


• t:n,,,g),· C05tSO\ings d1ro1,gh effer:tn>toperrllion ofyo,ufaciJity 

BUILDING AUT0'1ATrO'I 

HVACAuo,t~TIO'= 
• Chilled IHuer Systt11u 
- Air /1011dlers 

- Fa11 Coil & DX 1,nir Syltem, 

• VA I'anti VA VTSysrems 
• Computer Room Air Conditioning 
• Dema11d Based I'tntilation Sysrems 
• Exhaust and Smoke Ventilatio11 
• DDC anti Pneumatic Controls 
· WnttrjfOK', AirjfOK', and BT/, System Mo11itoring 

Cummumty A.J~ 



In recognition and appreciation to the students, 

faculty and administration ofRice University 


CONGRATULATIONS to the Class of2013! 


_,,-~J,~. :j ~~--~--' 
/1>- · ··,:; ;==q;· 

C . ·-.l'~l 
. - ~•. 

Seadr ill is a leading offshore deepwater dril ling company, aim ing Sead~ Ito be ou r customers' most important partner in making oil and 
www.seadrill.comgas available in a safe and cost-effective manner. 

LINBEC K 


"We must embark on th is path together as a cohesive 

community, with enthusiasm for Rice's future." 


A Vision for Rice University's Second Century(rice.edu) 


Linbeck is proud to partner with Rice and support their 

Vision for the Second Century with the building of the 

BioScience Research Collaborative, the Brochstein 


Pavilion, McMurtry and Duncan Colleges, and the new 

James Turrell Skyspace. 


www.linbeck.com 


http:www.linbeck.com
http:Century(rice.edu
http:www.seadrill.com


Our Services Include: Memorial Hermann Medical Plaza 
6400 Fannin Street 

Retinal Disease and Surgery 
Glaucoma 
Neuro-Ophthalmology 
Oculoplastics and Facial Surgery 
C_o~neal and External Eye Diseases 
Vision Correction Surgery 
Lasik Surgery 
Lasek Surgery 
laser Surgery 

Non-Laser Surgery 
PKR Surgery 
Lens Replacement Surgery 
Corneal Implant Surgery 
Comprehensive Exams 
Ultrasonography 
Low Vision and Visual Rehabilitation 
Ophthalmic Imaging 
Pediatric Ophthalmology 
Contact Lens and Glasses 

18th Floor 
Houston, Texas 77030 

For appointment call: 713.559.5200 
Fax: 713. 795.0733 

.!IL 

UTH~~th 
To learn more, visit our website at: www.cizikeye.org 

The University of Texas 
Heafth Sc.i•~• Center a1: Hou.ston 

Medical School 

((Leadership alw ays influences or detennines outcom,es 
not som,e ofthe tim,e) but all ofthe tim,e. " 

~ 
~ 

Texas Children's 
Hospital® 

l\Iark • \. Wallace 
President and CEO, Texas Chjldrcn ·s Hospital 

www.texaschildrens.org 

CIZIK 

EYE 

Commun1t-..• AJ, r L 

http:www.texaschildrens.org
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The breadth and depth of our care 
is matched only by our reach. 

12 State-of-the-Art Hospitals 


2,900 Clinically Integrated Physicians 


TIRR Memorial Hermann 

Rehabilitation and Research Hospital 


lronman Sports Medicine Institute 


Women's Memorial Hermann 


Children's Memorial Hermann 


Mischer Neuroscience Institute 


Heart & Vascular Institute 


80+ Outpatient Centers 


PaRC Prevention and Recovery Center 


Texas Trauma Institute 


MHealth Memorial Hermann Health Plan 


Home Health 


For a physician referral, call 713.222.CARE 

or visit us at memorialhermann.org 


Schedule;J!J!JY 
..,._..a""~:,--.,.,,~ 

TIJDORPICKERING 
&CO IENERGY INVESTMENT~HOLT 

1 l MERCHANT BANKING 

http:memorialhermann.org


In recognition and appreciation 

of the students, faculty 

and administration of 


Rice University 


SCF PARTNERS 

A STRATEGIC PARTNER TO THE ENERGYSERV!CES INDUSTRY SINCE 1989 

TOTAL E:&P USA, INC. 

TOTAL E&P USA is 
a proud member of 
the Baker Institute Energy Forum 


TOTAL 
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• Industrial Insulation • Scaffolding 

• Asbestos/Lead Abatement • Blast/Paint 

• Environmental • Industrial Coatings 

~ ':JORTHWINDS 
~YBATEMENT, INC. 

phone: 713.451 .0158 
fax: 713.451.3289 

I,, Community Ad~ 



JAMES 
CONSTRUCTION GROUP 
A Subsidiary ofPrimoris Services Corporation 

Underground Thermal Utilities 


Specialty Excavations 


Value Engineering 


Heavy Civil Construction 


2813 Shaver Street 
Pasadena, TX 77502 
PH : 713.554.2840 
FX: 713.554.2845 

11603 Windfern, Ste. C 

Houston, TX 77064 

PH: 713.300.1530 

FX: 713.300.1531 


busdev@jcgllc.com • www.jcgllc.com 

HOUSTON COMPANY 

The Houston Trust Company is a full service trust 
and asset management company, providing 

superior personal service, competitive investment 
performance and flexibility in responding to 

specific client needs. 

<Best Wislies to tlie 

qraduating C{ass! 


1001 Fannin, Suite 700 
Houston, TX 77002-6707 

(713) 651-9400 
www.houstontrust.com 

"Enhancing your llfe every day" 

Congratulations! 
Rice University 
Class of 2013 

Celebrating 25 Years ofE.~ul/ence 

HFortune 1000" -Fortune 2012 

"The Most Trustworthy Companies" - Forbes 2012 


"U.S. 500 Largest Manufacturing Companlesn- Jndustry Week 2011 

"Houston Chronicle /00, Company ofthe Year 2010n - Houston Chronicle 


2801 Post Oak Boulevard Houston, TX 77056 713-960-9111 
ww~westla k_e_,_<;Q.IJ1 

INC. 

A Quality Fire Protection Company. 

Thomas C. Ballou 
tballou@firetron.com 


1O1 01 A Stafford Centre Dr. 

Stafford, Texas 77477 

Phone: 281 -499-1500 


Fax: 281-499-371 1 

Cell: 832-256-8964 


\CJr.J\ 
r: 
NOTIFIER 

I R£ SYS TEMS
Ii] ®L ~@
NFPA~ Vif!!j/
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06-08 
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mailto:tballou@firetron.com
http:www.houstontrust.com
http:www.jcgllc.com
mailto:busdev@jcgllc.com
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Congratulations to the 
Graduating Seniors 

Best Wishes 

Fayez Sarofim & Co. 

Houston's Digital Source 

New & Used Photographic Equipment 
Buy· Sell • Trade 

713. 789.6901 www.hcehouston.com -
D & T Contracting, LP 

Environmental Specialists 

DAVID HENRY 

26231 Hanna Road 
Spring, Texas 77386 
Office: 281-362-9966 
Fax: 281-362-9968 

E-mail: dave@dtcontracting.com 

I.~-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-~-~-~-::;.~I 
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This type of achievement takes dedication, 
commitment and resolve. United Concordia 

congratulates Rice University graduates. 

UNITED CONCORDIA 

DENTAL 


1-888-884-8224 • www.UnitedConcordia.com 

SP0-0029 0S11 • UnitedConcordia dental products are underwritten by United Concordia Insurance 
Company in TX. All p roducts are not available in all jurisdictions. United Concordia policies cover 
dental benefits only. For more information, visit www.UnitedConcordia.com. 

'-----------------' 

(]?row[Supporter of<Rice Vniversity 


imagination 


Fiesta Mart 

8130 Kirby Drive 


Houston, TX 77054 

713-666-9260 


Fax: 713-666-0836 

www.fiestamart.com 


i ,,,. C:01111nun1l)' Ad, 

http:www.fiestamart.com
http:www.UnitedConcordia.com
http:www.UnitedConcordia.com
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SARATOGA 
RESOURCES. INC 

SARA has offices in Houston and Covington. We 
produce and develop conventional oil and gas 
from the transition zone of SE Louisiana: 

..rstrong If BP Position 

.,r I00% WI in All Wells 

..rLarge Inventory of PD1".Ps/PUDs 

..rHuge Upside in Deep/U ltra-Deep Plays 

..r Balanced Oil/Gas Mix Weighted Towards Oil 

..rrremium LLS/HLS Crude Pricing 

We are a smaller independent applying 
state-of-the-art technology 

SARA wishes the students and former students 
of Rice University future success. Check our 

website at www.saratogaresources.com 

Congratulations Class of 2013 

GO OWLS/ 

www.blackwellplastics.com 
713-643-6577 

;;:::::~-=-~::::~::-=~-=-=:=-:;-::.:::::.:::~ ~=============================== 

Tel: 832-243-6360 )~,ii~ SEP-PRO Fax: 832-243-6361 

t::.1 S\'STEMS 

Gas and Refining Separation Processes 

John Tyson, President 

.sepprosystems.com 12259 FM529 
I 

~
,_!tyson@sepprosystems.com Houston, TX 77041 

Natural Resource Partners L.P. 
congratulates the Rice University 
Class of2013 

'\larural Resource Partner., L.P. 
own\ and manages mineral rc,crvc 
properties. NRP leases to vanou~ 
mining and production companies 
thaL produce and marker the variow, 
resource, to utilities, ,;tccl companies. 
construcnon companies and others 
for produ~tion ofenergy. ekctncit); 
steel and infraMructure. 

www.11rplp.co111 NAP 
MURPHY BROS. PAINT CO. 


Aurhorized Dealer 
Prall & Lambert Pain/ 

PRATT & LAMBERT•
PAINTS 

Never compromise· 

MIKE ALBRECHT 
STORE MANAGER 

241 2 BISSONET 
HOUSTON. TEXAS 

77005 

Phone: 713-529-3485 
Fax: 713-529-5255 

S--11 i=;;sr-~ 
=- == = =-- :--:. 
TECHNOLOGY 

COMPANY, INC. 

Phone (713) 910-1395 
Fax (713) 910-0071 
TX 1-800-874-1045 

CELL: (832) 643-1395 
E-MAIL: jwittman@filtertexas.com 

.JERRY WITTMAN 
NAFA CERTIFIED 

Air Filtration Specialist 

9018-B S CRANTO N • HOUS TON, TEXAS 77075 

mailto:jwittman@filtertexas.com
www.11rplp.co111
mailto:tyson@sepprosystems.com
http:www.blackwellplastics.com
http:www.saratogaresources.com
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Rice's Groundskeeper 
1916 

Rice University's gorgeous 300-acre campus is abundant 

with nature. Rows of live oaks grace her premises, her grass 

is greener than the other side, and her sidewalks are alive with 

well-tended beautiful bushes and flowers. 

Such is the legacy that Salvatore "Tony" Martino, Rice's 

first groundskeeper, leaves us today. 

Previously a gardener at the Vatican, Tony was a penniless 

Italian immigrant who could neither speak nor write one 

word of English upon his arrival in Houston. Despite initial 

difficulties, he thrived at the newly established Rice Institute. 

He loved Rice. He loved the students of Rice. He transformed 

the previously barren land into fertile land, and saw to fruition 

all that he dared to plant. He became a revered speaker at 

Rice student pep rallies; it was Tony who turned the original 

phrase "Rice Fight Never Dies," through virtue of a thick Italian 

accent, to the version repeated today, "Rice Fight Never Die." 

But mostly, he was a friend to all, and especially to those 

who wanted to impress a girl with flowers on date night. 

It is estimated that Tony and his crew planted a total 

6,000 live oaks on campus. Hedges of cape jasmine, dozens 

of Italian cypress trees, a vegetable garden, roses, crepe 

myrtles, and even a famous pecan tree found its way onto 

campus, under Tony's watchful eye. 

Perhaps a Rice graduate said it best: "Every tree and 

shrub on the Rice campus stands as a living monument to his 

memory." 
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'TU be the 2013 editor in chief. But only 
if Beth is editor with me:' Those words from 
Shaan Patel, my coeditor in chief pretty much 
sum up the past year's endeavor of creating 
this book. After the 2012 Campanile was 
completed, I was more exhausted, relieved, and 
proud than I ever thought I could be. But with 
Shaan's prompting, I decided I had one more 
year left in me. We were in it together from the 
start. 

Incredible amounts ofplanning, 
deliberating, innovating, restarting, critiquing, 
and love have been poured into every aspect 
of the book in your hands right now. I know 
most yearbooks say something like that in their 
closing somewhere, but I guarantee this one is 
unique. The many people involved in creating 
it are so profoundly passionate about what 
they are doing have dedicated so much of their 
time to make this book, and the Campanile as 
a Rice University Organization, as amazing as 
it has come to be. I am so proud to have been 
a part of its beautiful transformation, and to 
have for med relationships with all of my staff 
members these past four years. 

To Anya, this book really wouldn't have 
been possible without you, and you definitely 
left your mark on it. Your creativity, teach ing 
skiJJs, and straight up crazy love for yearbook 
made for an awesome design editor, and I am 

sure will lead to an excellent editor in chief as 
well. Good luck next year! 

To Sara and Elodie, I know it has been a 

really difficult year with the changeover, but 
I think you both handled it beautifully. Sara, 
we missed you dearly, and Elodie, 1am so sad 
to have only been able to spend a semester 
working with you. And to both of you, thank 
you from the bottom of my heart for doing aU 
the bitchwork behind the scenes. I cannot tell 
you how much I appreciated it. 

To Naomi, for one of the sweetest and 
most soft-spoken people I have ever met, you 
sure have the cojones to get people to do their 
work. Having you around to organize colleges, 
and later pretty much everyone, made all the 
difference. Thank you so much for all your 
hard work. 

To Ryan and Tiffany, you guys are my 
heroes! Thank you for all that you do at Balfour 
to make this book as amazing as it can be! 
Shaan and I dream big... sometimes well outside 
normal feasibility ...but you have done such an 
incredible job of turning our dreams into a 
reality. Thank you. 

To the rest of staff, I love all of you! Thank 
you for attending countless meetings, listening 
to countless criticisms, and meeting countless 
deadlines. You are the backbone of the 
Campanile. I can only hope that you learned 

something in the process and will stick around 
to help shape future Campaniles. Awesome job 
guys; I am so proud of you! 

To Kelley, you have been my stable rock 
throughout this whole chaotic experience, 
and 1 can never begin to thank you for that. 
Whether it was tips on how to properly 
structure body copy, much needed help in my 
graduate school applications, or life advice on 
how to be a true leader, you have always been 
there for me, and with cupcakes to boot. I am 
so glad to have had you as my advisor these 
past three years, and even happier to have you 
as a friend. 

And finally, to Shaan, 1 cannot really thank 
you for your help. 1 should really thank you for 
the opportunity to tag along as you dreamed 
up this whole book. It was a truly memorable 
experience, and I'm so honored that you 
wanted me there with you for this centennial 
book. I have always looked up to you as a 
designer, a wooer, a leader, and especially as 
a frie nd. You're one of the good ones, Patsy. I 
can't wait to see what your "expert consulting" 
will lead to next year, and in the future! Oh, 
and don't forget about me when you're all 
famous and such and need a product designer. 
Wink wink. 

Signing out for the last time, 

Beth Hedin 
Lovett ' 13 
School of Visual Arts 
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ind 	 t . Roots. Beth and I struggled on this one, 
job rymg to find a theme that both referenced a 

deep grounding of our past, but also allow for 
a glimpse into the future. We found it in Roots, 
a commitment to taking a look beneath the 
present surface and understand Rice through 
its hist0ry. However, above the roots is the 

ny trunk, above the trunk are the branches, and 
)0 ?n those branches lie the leaves. By looking 

mto its rich past, I have realized that Rice is not 
m currently defined by its past but by its amazing 

potential. This book attempts to uncover this 
OU idea, through an examination of the past, 

Juxtaposed with a look at the contemporary, 
,ank none ofwhich could have happened without a 
for number of thoughtful individuals: 

d Beth, my coeditor in chief, is my other 
half wh ·,le en it comes to yearbook. Never have I 
had such a symbiotic, respectful, and friendly 
rel ra ions h·1P when it comes to leadership. 
She q ·uesttoned me, she trusted me, we 
communicated well, and we enjoyed working 
together. It feels wrong to speak of it in the past 
tense, but I know that she is now moving on 
to even greater things, and that one day our

th 	 , , 
pa s may cross again. You are one of my very 

,er. 	 beSt ~riends Beth, your leadership, kindness, 
creativity, talent, and ambition changed the 
yearbook program, our members, and myself 
for t_he better. Words cannot express my 
gratit_ude for our partnership, and I know that 
we will eternally be coeditors in chief. 

Af!S To Anya, our successor, our protege, 
and our friend. You have taught us so much, 
but never forget the importance oflearning 
to~. We know that you are poised to be a great 
editor-in-chief, but also a great leader on 
this campus. This yearbook will take a lot of 
your time, efforts, and thoughts. Do not let it 

consume you. However, let it be a part of you, 
and do not hesitate to call us for advice, insight, 
or just to vent. 

To Naomi, our colleges editor 
promoted to managing editor. You took 
whatever work we threw at you, while keeping 
that iron fist. You were able to be our enforcer, 
and remained an irreplaceable presence on 
the staff. Thank you for taking everything we 
assigned you with grace, and doing so much 
more that we never asked of you. 

Sara, oh Sara. Your contributions are 
invaluable, as is your smile, and cute bubble. 
Your presence was severely missed second 
semester. However, a great leader understands 
the importance of a great successor, and you 
have found one in Elodie. She is as kind, 
sweet hearted, and feisty as you. Thank you 
Sara, for your unwavering loyalty, respectful 
support, and undoubting love. You have left 
an eternal imprint on the Campanile, and have 
truly deserved the lifetime service award you 
received. 

To Claire and Elena, two of my very 
best friends, and willing to take on one of the 
hardest sections of the book. You two really 
are going places, and have helped me grow as 
a designer and friend. Thank you for both the 
moments that we wiJI never remember, and the 
moments that we will never forget. 

To the staff. No one else challenged 
me, pushed me, and wanted more out of me, as 
you guys did. You made me better, faster and 
stronger, and I thank you for your dedication 
and hard work. You are the spine of this book 
(no pun intended), so please realize how much 
credit each and every one ofyou deserve. I 
think our staff is made of the most impressive 
people on this campus, who are willing to 

provide this service to the students of Rice 
university without expectation of credit or pay, 
and you definitely live up to that idea. 

To Kelley, my advisor, McMurtry 
Associate, co-worker, and friend. You did it. I 
am so impressed by your dedication, love, and 
support of each and every one of your students, 
and the publications. W11enever I come to you 
with a situation, you always ask me what you 
can do as your advisor, and what you can do as 
my friend. You have truly helped me transcend 
as a student, friend, designer and person, and 
no amount of words on paper or thank you 
cards can begin to show my gratitude. I can 
only hope that we will continue to be friends 
forever. 

Ending this letter is strange. 1am not 
graduating, not moving schools, not hitting 
any other milestones, besides that this is the 
end of my tenure in yearbooks. I have been 
working in yearbooks for eight years, and 
leaving it is a strange feeling, but I know it is 
time to move on, and allow a new generation 
to take over. Yearbooks provide students with 
a rare opportunity to write history. We keep 
the records, the photos, the thoughts, the 
ambitions, and the ideas of whole generations. 
The implications are tremendous, and so are 
the possibilities. The excitement is grounded in 
centuries of history, but as our theme suggests, 
above the roots are the branches ofour future. 
At Rice, students continue to grow our roots 
so that later, our trunks reach even taller, our 
branches extend even farther, and our leaves 
grow even stronger. No matter how tall, long, 
or strong our trees may grow, let us never 
forget our roots. After all, we all began as seeds, 
waiting for a little water. 

kPJJ 
Shaan Patel 
McMurtry ' l 4 
School of Architecture 
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In 2012, that idea 

continues to grov 




On the weekend ofOctober 12th, 1912, the Rice Institute 
opened its doors to scholars, celebrities. and statesmen from 
around the world for a three day event, on a sunny weekend in 
Houston. TX. 

On the weekend of October 12th, 2012. Rice University 
opened its doors to scholars. celebrities and statemen from around 
the world for a three day event on a sunny weekend in Houston, 
TX. 

This marked an occasion of reflective and prospective thinking 
that would define the academic year. From the classroom to the 
quads. students, faculty. and staff formally and informally spoke of 
what it meant to be part of a legacy. 
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